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Wstp
Nowo»ytna nauka od zawsze opieraªa si na dwó h podstawowy h lara h: teorii
i do±wiad zeniu. Teoria pozwalaªa na przewidzenie zjawisk, buduj¡ pewne modele ota zaj¡ ej nas rze zywisto± i, do±wiad zenie za± mogªo teori potwierdzi¢
lub obali¢. Jednak wraz z oraz gªbszym poznawaniem ota zaj¡ ej nas rze zywisto± i oraz trudniejszym stawaªo si zrozumienie wyników do±wiad zalny h
za pomo ¡ samy h tylko rozwa»a« teorety zny h. Pojawienie si komputerów
stworzyªo unikaln¡ mo»liwo±¢ odtworzenia wy inka rze zywisto± i w posta i modelu wirtualnego, dziki któremu do±wiad zenie mogªo zosta¢ przeprowadzone w
posta i symula ji w pami i komputera, in sili o. Od lat 50 XX wieku symula je
staªy si trze im z larów nauki, a w niektóry h jej gaªzia h, gdzie niewystarzaj¡ y rozwój metod do±wiad zalny h nie pozwala jesz ze na badania, staªy si
jedyn¡ mo»liwo± i¡ potwierdzenia przewidywa« teorety zny h (np. za howanie
si ie zy przy ± ianie, zwijanie si biaªek).
Czym jest jednak model zy zny? Mo»na powiedzie¢, »e jest to pewien obiekt
teorety zny, który w zadawalaj¡ y sposób wyja±nia modelowane zjawisko. Jego
stosowalno±¢ ograni za si do pewnego przedziaªu warto± i parametrów zy zny h, jednak poza nimi model tra i sens i na jego miejs e trzeba stworzy¢ nowy.
Dzieje si tak na przykªad na pograni zu ±wiata klasy znego, rz¡dzonego równaniami Newtona i ±wiata subatomowego, gdzie istotne s¡ zjawiska kwantowe.
Tutaj ograni zeniem jest rozmiar, poni»ej którego pojawiaj¡ si nowe, niewytªuma zalne klasy znym modelem efekty. Podobnie id¡ w drug¡ stron, zyli
zwikszaj¡ rozmiary badanego ukªadu napotyka si oraz to wiksze trudno± i
opisu metod¡ klasy zn¡. Jednak to nie pojawianie si nowy h praw naukowy h,
le z niemo»no±¢ jedno zesnej kontroli poªo»e« i pdów du»ej li zby z¡stek powoduje, »e bardziej sensowny staje si obraz termodynami zny. Pomidzy takimi
dwoma ±wiatami zawsze istnieje pewien obszar nakªadania si modeli, gdzie na
przykªad jesz ze daje si ±ledzi¢ ukªad z uwzgldnieniem ru hów atomów, ale
te» przewidywane wielko± i mog¡ zosta¢ wyli zone (z pewnym przybli»eniem) z
praw termodynamiki. Inherentn¡ z± i¡ modelu jest pewne uprosz zenie rze zywisto± i. Takie uprosz zenie odbywa si zwykle poprzez wykorzystanie pewny h
staªy h empiry zny h i póªempiry zny h, które w zadawalaj¡ y sposób upodabniaj¡ model do rze zywisto± i. Kryj¡ si w ni h zwykle u±rednione e hy ukªadu
na poziomie ni»szym. Mo»na by wysnu¢ nie o przewrotn¡ tez, »e wszystkie
znane nam modele s¡ w jakim± stopniu modelami gruboziarnistymi.
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Modele gruboziarniste
W kanona h zyki przyjªo si okre±la¢ mianem modeli gruboziarnisty h te podej± ia teorety zne, które operuj¡ w stree

ienia pomidzy dwoma utartymi

podej± iami. S¡ one istotne wszdzie tam, gdzie badane ukªady s¡ zbyt wielkie do opisu na ni»szym poziomie, a mimo to wystpuj¡ tam efekty, który h
nie mo»na zaniedba¢ na poziomie wy»szym. Warto jednak podkre±li¢, »e

zsto

model drobnoziarnisty mógªby równie dobrze lub lepiej opisa¢ dany ukªad,
jednak ze wzgldów obli zeniowy h nie jest on u»yte zny. Wybór opisu jest wi
w przypadku modeli komputerowy h pewnego rodzaju kompromisem pomidzy
dokªadno± i¡ a

zasem potrzebnym na analiz danego ukªadu.

Podej± ie takie spotykane jest w wielu dziedzina h i w ogromnym przedziale
skal przestrzenny h. W zy e wysoki h energii u»ywa si modeli gruboziarnisty h do modelowania zderze«
gruboziarniste mgªawi

z¡stek [1℄, z drugiej strony budowane s¡ modele

planetarny h [2℄. U»ywa si i h do opisu przepªywu ka-

pilarnego [3℄ oraz za howania

zerwony h krwinek [4℄. Jednak to w skali nano

poj ie modelu gruboziarnistego spotykane jest naj z± iej. Sz zególnie w zy e polimerów i w opisie nanostruktur, mimo astronomi zny h li zb atomów,
nie daje si

aªkowi ie zaniedba¢ sz zegóªów i h budowy. Nano z¡stki bywaªy

symulowane przy zastosowaniu te hnik Monte Carlo [5℄, dynamiki molekularnej [6℄

zy dynamiki molekularnej z uwzgldnieniem oddziaªywa« hydrodyna-

mi zny h [7℄. Przedmiotem bada« byªy ró»ne rodzaje nano z¡stek, od kropek
kwantowy h [8℄ przez nanoagregaty tlenków

ynku [9℄ po modele pompy o wy-

miara h nanometrowy h [10℄. Podobnie jak detale powierz hni nano z¡stek

z-

sto s¡ odpowiedzialne za i h unikalne funk je, tak struktura drugo- i trze iorzdowa biaªek

zy DNA w sposób klu zowy wpªywa na i h za howanie i po-

winna by¢ uwzgldniana w symula ja h. Zwykle modele gruboziarniste biaªek
redukuj¡ li zb stopni swobody przez ª¡ zenie atomów w grupy (na przykªad
model typu united atom, gdzie zaniedbuje si atomy wodoru, zmieniaj¡

w za-

mian wªasno± i atomów do który h byªy zwi¡zane). Niejako narzu aj¡ ym si
blokiem budul owym biaªka, który mógªby by¢ traktowany jako jeden obiekt
jest

aªy aminokwas. Dodatkowo,

zsto rezygnuje si z rozpusz zalnika zada-

nego w sposób atomowy, w zamian dodaj¡
zmieniaj¡

do modelu siªy uktua yjne,

zy

staª¡ dielektry zn¡.

Opra owano wiele modeli gruboziarnisty h, zarówno sie iowy h [11, 12℄, jak
i

i¡gªy h, dla systemów biologi zny h: biaªkowy h, lipidowy h

zy te» oparty h

na kwasa h nukleinowy h. Zasad¡ i h konstruk ji jest elimina ja

z± i stopni

swobody i wprowadzenie pewny h efektywny h oddziaªywa« pomidzy tymi istniej¡ ymi. Modele

i¡gªe s¡ realizowane na wiele sposobów i uprasz zaj¡ badany

ukªad w ró»nym stopniu. Mog¡ to by¢ na przykªad modele typu sie i elasty zny h [13℄, uznaj¡ e

aªe biaªka za bryªy sztywne [14℄, grupuj¡ e atomy

i»kie

w superatomy [15℄ lub te» bazuj¡ e na zaªo»eniu, »e struktura natywna biaªka
deniuje hamiltonian ukªadu, zwane te» modelami opartymi na strukturze. W
inny h rodzaja h modeli poten jaªy oddziaªywa« pomidzy uogólnionymi atomami wyprowadzane s¡ metodami inwersji Boltzmana na podstawie statystyk
oparty h na znany h struktura h, np. [16℄. Modelem opartym na strukturze
jest te» model typu Gô [17℄. Modele Gô byªy implementowane na wiele sposobów [18, 19, 20, 21℄, w sz zególno± i badany ukªad mo»e by¢ uprasz zany w
ró»nym stopniu (znane s¡ te» odmiany peªnoatomowe modelu Go [22℄). Modele
z tej rodziny wyró»nia si szybko± i¡ obli ze« i

8

zsto zaskakuj¡ ¡ zgodno± i¡ z

do±wiad zeniem.

Cel pra y
Celem pra y byªo zbadanie ukªadów z pograni za biologii molekularnej i nanote hnologii przy pomo y modeli gruboziarnisty h. W tym

elu skonstruowane

zostaªy modele gruboziarniste ukªadów nano z¡stek oraz zostaªy przeprowadzone symula je i h agrega ji, sedymenta ji i kompresji w warstwa h. Wyniki
opisane w pra a h V-VII zostaªy pokrót e przedstawione w Rozdziale 2. Badania me hani znej stabilno± i biaªek, opisane w pra a h I-IV oraz VII-X zostaªy
przedyskutowane w Rozdziale 3. W symula ja h biaªek wykorzystana zostaªa
dynamika molekularna z tªumieniem i szumem Langevina, natomiast w zagadnienia h nanote hnologi zny h byªa to dynamika brownowska oraz Monte Carlo.
Metody u»yte pod zas bada« zostaªy s harakteryzowane w rozdziale 1.
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Rozdziaª 1

Podstawy teorety zne
wykorzystany h metod
Model zy zny tworzy konstruk j, która deniuje obiekty i oddziaªywania w
badanym ukªadzie. Aby model mógª wyja±ni¢ jakie± zjawisko lub przewidzie¢
nowe, potrzebna jest mo»liwo±¢ symula ji jego ewolu ji w szeroko pojtym zasie. W tym elu powstaª zna zny zbiór metod obli zeniowy h, które umo»liwiaj¡
badanie dynamiki ukªadu lub, w przypadku metod Monte Carlo, pozwalaj¡ na
efektywne próbkowanie przestrzeni fazowej. Wybór metody zale»y od postawionego problemu, interesuj¡ ej nas skali zasowej i przestrzennej. Ru h du»y h
nano z¡stek jest wi lepiej symulowa¢ metodami dynamiki brownowskiej, a symula je biaªek przeprowadza¢ metodami dynamiki molekularnej. W tej pra y
wykorzystano dynamik molekularn¡ z tªumieniem i szumem Langevina do symula ji biaªek w modelu gruboziarnistym. W przypadku nano z¡stek wykorzystano dynamik brownowsk¡ i Monte Carlo. U»yte metody zostaªy krótko
opisane poni»ej.
1.1

Metoda Monte Carlo

Klasy zne symula je dynamiki obiektów w skali nano mog¡ by¢ prowadzone
za pomo ¡ dwó h grup narzdzi. Jedne z ni h, zwane dynamik¡ molekularn¡,
opieraj¡ si na newtonowski h równania h ru hu, a trajektoria przedstawia i¡g
nastpuj¡ y h po sobie zdarze«. Niezbdne jest ±ledzenie poªo»e« i pdów z¡stek w posz zególny h hwila h zasu. Pomiar wielko± i zy zny h odbywa si
tu poprzez ±redniowanie po zasie. Drugi sposób opiera si na sto hasty znej metodzie zwanej Monte Carlo, w której trajektoria to losowany i¡g kongura ji
zale»ny jedynie od poªo»enia z¡stek. W metodzie Metropolis Monte Carlo [23℄,
zgodnie z hipotez¡ ergody zn¡, ±redniuje si po zespole, losuj¡ kolejne punkty
z przestrzeni fazowej. Taki zestaw kongura ji dany jest jako pro es Markowa,
zyli ka»da nastpna kongura ja ukªadu zale»y tylko od tej aktualnej. Wa»ne
jest, aby speªniony byª warunek równowagi sz zegóªowej, zyli musi istnie¢ niezerowe prawdopodobie«stwo powrotu do kongura ji wyj± iowej. Posz zególne
kongura je losowane s¡ z pewnego rozkªadu prawdopodobie«stwa, który w zastosowania h molekularny h mo»e by¢ rozkªadem równowagowym.
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1.1.1

Zespóª kanoni zny

Symula je np. dyfuzji
nym, gdzie li zba

z¡stek wygodnie jest przeprowadza¢ w zespole kanoni z-

N,

z¡stek

objto±¢

V

oraz temperatura

T

pozostaj¡ staªe.

Metoda Metropolis Monte Carlo nadaje si bezpo±rednio do próbkowania stanów w tym zespole. W prakty e

i-ty

krok takiej symula ji polega na próbnym

δr. Nastpnie eneri + 1 porównywana jest z energi¡ w kroku poprzednim:
∆U = U (ri+1 ) − U(ri ). Je»eli aªkowita energia ukªadu spada, ukªad prze hodzi w stan ri+1 . W prze iwnym wypadku stan ri+1 jest ak eptowany z praw−∆U/kB T
dopodobie«stwem Pa = min{1, e
}. Ka»dy ykl symula ji polega na
N -krotnym losowaniu z¡stki i powtórzeniu dla niej powy»szej pro edury. W
przesuni iu jednej z

z¡stk o pewien losowo wybrany krok

gia ukªadu w kroku

jednym

yklu zatem ka»da

z¡stka ma szans wykona¢ próbne przesuni ie lub

wykona¢ ru h i powró i¢ do poprzedniej kongura ji. Takie próbkowanie gwarantuje, »e posz zególne kongura je bd¡ rze zywi± ie losowane z rozkªadu równowagowego. Przemiesz zenia próbne s¡ dobierane tak, by prawdopodobie«stwo
ak epta ji ru hu byªo w grani a h 50%. Stan po z¡tkowy losowany jest zwykle
z jakiej± arbitralnie wybranej dystrybu ji. Aby ukªad za z¡ª próbkowa¢ rozkªad
równowagowy, po z¡tkowa faza symula ji zwykle przezna zana jest na osi¡gniie przez ukªad stanu równowagi termodynami znej. Parametry opisuj¡ e

aªy

ukªad, takie jak energia, powinny wtedy uktuowa¢ wokóª pewny h warto± i,
jednak nie zmienia¢ si w sposób systematy zny. Dopiero wów zas mo»liwe jest
przeprowadzanie pomiarów,

zyli u±rednianie badany h wielko± i przez pewn¡

(du»¡) li zb kroków symula ji.
O ile opisany powy»ej s hemat symula ji jest ªatwy do zaimplementowania
na przykªad dla zbioru oddziaªuj¡ y h

z¡stek, o tyle dla bardziej skompliko-

wanego ukªadu w którym nastpuje agrega ja algorytm musi zosta¢ zmodykowany. W ukªadzie, w którym

z¡stki mog¡ si ze sob¡ zlepia¢ tworz¡

sztywne

agregaty, konie zne jest, aby dªugo±¢ ru hu próbnego byªa skalowana - wikszy
agregat porusza si wolniej ni» pojedyn za
warto± i

δr

skutkowaªoby

z¡stka. Pozostawienie niezmiennej

i¡gªym odrzu aniem ru hów próbny h dla wikszy h

obiektów. Zgodnie z równaniem Einsteina-Smolu howskiego, ±rednie kwadra-

D, który z kolei
R: D ≈ 1/R. Wy-

towe przesuni ie obiektu jest propor jonalne do staªej dyfuzji
skaluje si odwrotnie propor jonalnie do promienia obiektu,

nika st¡d, »e je±li rosn¡ y agregat zbudowany jest z S z¡stek, to dla niego
δrS −2/3 . Dodatkowo, ukªad zªo»ony z

próbne przesuni ie powinno wynie±¢

wielu obiektów tra i sfery zn¡ symetri i nale»y uwzgldni¢ ru h obrotowy, dla
kB T
DR = 8πηR
3 [24℄, gdzie η to
wspóª zynnik lepko± i. Wida¢, »e jest on odwrotnie propor jonalny do objto± i

którego wspóª zynnik dyfuzji zdeniowany jest jako
obiektu, wi
zmniejszony

Dr ≈ 1/S ,
S −1/2 razy.

a k¡t, o który obra any jest obiekt, powinien zosta¢

Monte Carlo w wielkim zespole kanoni znym
Studia nad pro esami adsorp ji, gdzie

z¡stki znikaj¡ z roztworu, osiadaj¡

pewnej powierz hni lub te» pojawiaj¡ si napªywaj¡

na

z zewntrznego rezerwuaru

prowadzi si zwykle w wielkim zespole kanoni znym. W zespole wielkim tym, w

V i temperatury T zadana jest
µ, natomiast ju» i h li zba mo»e uktu-

odró»nieniu od kanoni znego, opró z objto± i
warto±¢ poten jaªu

hemi znego

z¡stek

owa¢ woków pewnej warto± i ±redniej. Zewntrzny rezerwuar
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z¡stek pozostaje

w równowadze z ukªadem  zarówno temperatura jak i poten jaª hemi zny s¡
jednakowe. S hemat postpowania jest tutaj podobny jak w przypadku zespoªu
kanoni znego. Dodatkowo wprowadza si pro es krea ji i anihila ji z¡stki w
posta i prób dodania lub usuni ia losowej z¡stki. Prawdopodobie«stwa akepta ji taki h zdarze«, P wynosz¡:
a

V
Pa (N → N + 1) = min{1, Λ3 (N
+1) e

Pa (N + 1 → N ) = min{1,

Λ3 N
V e

−(µ−U (N +1)+U (N ))
kB T

−(µ+U (N −1)+U (N ))
kB T

}

(1.1)

}

i s¡ przeprowadzane w ka»dym yklu. Λ ozna za dªugo±¢ termi znej fali De
Broigle'a [25℄:
s
h
Λ=
(1.2)
2πmk T
gdzie h to staªa Plan ka. Dla ukªadu binarnego, w którym du»e z¡stki poruszaj¡
si wolno, natomiast maªe mog¡ szybko napªywa¢ z zewntrznego rezerwuaru
lub adsorbowa¢ do powierz hni du»y h, mo»na wykorzysta¢ metod hybrydow¡,
ª¡ z¡ ¡ algorytmy Monte Carlo w zespole kanoni znym i wielkim kanoni znym.
Podstawowym zaªo»eniem jest tutaj powolna wymiana wikszy h obiektów z zewntrznym rezerwuarem, która mo»e zosta¢ zaniedbana w badanej skali zasu.
Wów zas próby krea ji i anihila ji doty zy¢ bd¡ jedynie maªy h obiektów poruszaj¡ y h si w roztworze, zyli nie zaadsorbowany h do powierz hni z¡stek
wikszy h.
2

B

1.2

Dynamika molekularna

Pod poj iem dynamiki molekularnej kryje si zbiór metod obli zeniowy h,
które opieraj¡ sie na numery znym rozwiazywaniu klasy zny h równa« Newtona [26℄. Jak wiadomo, juz dla trze h oddziaªuj¡ y h obiektów anality zne
rozwi¡zanie równa« ru hu nie jest mo»liwe, wi rozwi¡zuje si je w sposób
przybli»ony. Dynamika atomów i z¡stek mo»e by¢ badana za pomo ¡ wyspejalizowany h narzdzi, na przykªad [27℄. Dziki rozwi¡zywaniu równa« ru hu o
pewien krok zasowy ∆t otrzymuje si szereg stanów powi¡zany h ze sob¡ zwi¡zkiem przy zynowo± i i tworz¡ y h trajektori. Krok zasowy dobiera si w ten
sposób, aby byª krótszy ni» najszybszy ru h wystpuj¡ y w badanym ukªadzie.
Do rozwi¡zywania równa« ru hu zsto wykorzystuje si algorytm leap frog [28℄,
w tej pra y wykorzystano algorytm predyktor-korektor pi¡tego rzdu [29℄ oraz
algorytm Eulera [30℄.
Badane wielko± i u±rednia sie po zasie, dlatego, aby mó dokªadnie s harakteryzowa¢ dany system, potrzebne s¡ du»e skale zasu (na przykªad pro es zwijania si biaªek za hodzi w skali zasu µs-ms). Porównanie dªugo± i kroku zasowego do dªugo± i trajektorii uwida znia podstawowy problem dynamiki molekularnej, mianowi ie ogromn¡ zªo»ono±¢ obli zeniow¡. Dodatkowo, aby poprawnie symulowa¢ ukªad biologi zny, nale»y uwzgldni¢ nie tylko badany obiekt,
ale równie» ota zaj¡ y go rozpusz zalnik, o mo»e zwikszy¢ li zb uwzgldniany h atomów do setek tysi y. Sytua j pogarsza jesz ze fakt, »e na przykªad
oddziaªywania elektrostaty zne powoli zanikaj¡ ze wzrostem odlegªo± i midzy
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naªadowanymi obiektami, wi nie mo»na i h zaniedbywa¢ i li zba oddziaªywa« midzy N z¡stkami ro±nie w najgorszym przypadku jak N 2 . W zwi¡zku
z opisanymi trudno± iami stworzone zostaªy metody, które wprowadzaj¡ pewne
uprosz zenia w rozwi¡zywaniu równa« ru hu i s¡ wykorzystywane zsto razem
z reduk j¡ li zby stopni swobody, wi w modela h gruboziarnisty h. W badania h opisywany h w rama h tej rozprawy wykorzystano symula je dynamiki
brownowskiej oraz dynamiki Langevina.
1.2.1

Dynamika molekularna z tªumieniem i szumem Langevina

Najwikszy wkªad w zªo»ono±¢ obli zeniow¡ badanego ukªadu ma zwykle rozpusz zalnik, a jego elimina ja mogªaby w zna z¡ y sposób przyspieszy¢ obli zenia. Zamiast symulowa¢ ogromn¡ li zb z¡stek, mo»na wprowadzi¢ równanie
ru hu, które bdzie zawieraªo zªon symuluj¡ y pod posta i¡ losowy h uderze«
i h wpªyw na badany obiekt:
m~r¨ = −∇U (~r) − γm~r˙ +

p

~
2γkB T mR(t)

(1.3)

gdzie ~r = (r~1 , . . . , r~N ) ozna za wektor poªo»enia wszystki h z¡stek o masa h
m, U (~r) to energia poten jalna oddziaªywania pomidzy nimi, T to temperatura
a kB to staªa Boltzmana γ ozna za wspóª zynnik tªumienia, bd¡ y skutkiem
oporu, jaki stawia rozpusz zalnik poruszaj¡ ym si obiektom i wynosi 2m/τ ,
gdzie τ jest harakterysty zn¡ skal¡ zasu w ukªadzie. Na przykªad je±li poruszaj¡ ymi si obiektami s¡ nano z¡stki, zas potrzebny na dyfuzyjne pokonanie
harakterysty znej odlegªo± i midzy nimi wyzna za τ . R(t) odpowiada za stohasty zne uderzenia od z¡stek rozpusz zalnika i dane jest pro esem Gaussa o
±redniej równej zero i speªniaj¡ ym zale»no±¢ hR(t)R(t′ )i = δ(t − t′ ) .
1.2.2

Dynamika brownowska

Je±li obiekty poruszaj¡ e si w rozpusz zalniku s¡ odpowiednio du»e, i h ±rednia dªugo±¢ drogi swobodnej, zyli droga pokonana bez zderzenia si z z¡stk¡
np. rozpusz zalnika zmierza do zera. Takie zaªo»enia speªniaj¡ na przykªad nano z¡stki o ±redni y kilkunastu nanometrów. W warunka h nadtªumienia nie
mo»na mówi¢ o przyspieszeniu, wi pierwszy zªon w równaniu 1.3 zanika.
Mo»na wtedy zdeniowa¢ wspóª zynnik dyfuzji D = kB T /ξ gdzie ξ = γm.
~r˙ = −∇U (~r)/ξ +

√
~
2DR(t)

(1.4)

Takie równanie ró»ni zkowe mo»na rozwi¡za¢ jednym z algorytmów aªkuj¡y h, na przykªad algorytmem Eulera. Wynikiem bdzie trajektoria zªo»ona z
punktów w przestrzeni fazowej próbkowana o pewien przedziaª zasowy ∆t.
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Rozdziaª 2

Zastosowanie modeli
gruboziarnisty h w
zagadnienia h
nanote hnologi zny h
2.1

Nano z¡stki

Badania nad pojedyn zymi atomami i z¡ste zkami ju» od ko« a XIX wieku s¡
przedmiotem bada« zyki i hemii, a oddziaªywania midzy nimi s¡ dosy¢ dobrze
rozumiane. Podobnie osi¡gni ia zyki iaªa staªego oraz zyki materiaªowej ju»
od lat badaj¡ materiaªy w skali makroskopowej. Jednak ukªady o rozmiara h na
pograni zu ty h dwó h ±wiatów byªy dªugo niedostpne z powodu niedostate znego rozwoju narzdzi badaw zy h i dopiero badania ostatni h 20 lat za zªy
przynosi¢ oraz to nowe odkry ia w tej dziedzinie, któr¡ zwy zajowo przyjªo si
nazywa¢ nanote hnologi¡. Okazuje si bowiem, i» zy zne i hemi zne wªasno± i obiektów o rozmiara h 1-100 nm s¡ zupeªnie inne, ni» pojedyn zy h atomów
zy te» obiektów makro zbudowany h z ty h samy h materiaªów i mog¡ si
przejawia¢ ho¢by tak zaskakuj¡ ym poª¡ zeniem e h jak przezro zyste przewodniki. Wyj¡tkowo±¢ nano z¡stek polega przede wszystkim na du»ym udziale
pro entowym atomów zlokalizowany h na powierz hni lub tu» pod ni¡ w stosunku do obiektów makroskopowy h. Dziki temu pewne wªasno± i nano z¡stek
zmieniaj¡ si w sposób i¡gªy wraz ze zmian¡ i h ksztaªtu i wielko± i. Jednoze±nie maªe rozmiary powoduj¡, »e efekty kwantowe w nano z¡stka h nie s¡
zaniedbywalne. Na przykªad je±li rozmiary póªprzewodnikowej nano z¡stki porównywalne s¡ z dªugo± i¡ fali funk ji falowej elektronów, przerwa energety zna
staje si zale»na od jej ±redni y, a dªugo±¢ emisji uores en yjnej jest odwrotnie
propor jonalna do wielko± i nano z¡stki. Dziki tym wªasno± iom kwantowym
nano z¡stki póªprzewodnikowe znalazªy wsze hstronne zastosowania jako kropki
kwantowe. Obiekty o rozmiara h nano s¡ te» interesuj¡ e z punktu widzenia
ukªadów biologi zny h, gdy» rozmiary typowy h biaªek miesz z¡ si w zakresie
dziesi¡tków nanometrów. Dziki kompatybilno± i rozmiarów, nano z¡stki stanowi¡ ±wietny materiaª na markery biologi zne, zujniki biologi zne, a nawet
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jako elementy systemu dostar zania leków bezpo±rednio do komórek. Na przykªad kropki kwantowe wykorzystywane s¡ do wybarwiania komórek

zy te» ±le-

dzenia pojedyn zy h biomolekuª, a i h wªasno± i uores en yjne przewy»szaj¡
mo»liwo± i znany h barwników u»ywany h dot¡d w biologii. Nano z¡stki zªota
u»ywane s¡ do wizualiza ji nowotworów w spektroskopii Ramanowskiej a tak»e
do konstruk ji

zujników biologi zny h. Nano z¡stki metali ziem rzadki h zna-

lazªy wsze hstronne zastosowanie w elektroni e, umozliwiaj¡

powstanie

ho¢by

przezro zysty h wy±wietla zy i baterii sªone zny h. Poten jaª wykorzystania nanomateriaªów jest ogromny.

2.1.1

Otrzymywanie

Zwykle w zastosowania h przemysªowy h, jak na przykªad we wspomniany h
przezro zysty h ekrana h, interesuj¡ e nie s¡ pojedyn ze nano z¡stki, ale i h
wzajemne umiejs owienie i oddziaªywania wewn¡trz nanomateriaªu. Podobnie
w

zujnika h biologi zny h, gdzie sygnaª umo»liwiaj¡ y detek j jest propor jo-

nalny do li zby nano z¡stek, interesuj¡ e s¡

aªe grupy obiektów. Do niedawna

te hnik¡ pozwalaj¡ ¡ na manipula j grupami atomów byªa nanolitograa [31℄,
która nadal znajduje zastosowanie w produk ji ukªadów s alony h. Jednak te hnika ta wymaga zna zny h nakªadów nansowy h i jest niemo»liwa do zastosowania na przykªad w ukªada h biologi zny h. Dodatkowym problemem jest
rozdziel zo±¢ metody, która rzadko s hodzi poni»ej kilkunastu nanometrów. Dlatego do produk ji nanomateriaªów wykorzystuje si pro es zwany samoskªadaniem, gdzie nanostruktury tworzone s¡ spontani znie z posz zególny h elementów budul owy h. Jednak aby nano z¡stki mogªy samoistnie stworzy¢ struktury wy»szego rzdu, potrzebny jest molekularny klej, który dostar zy spey zny h wi¡za« midzy nimi. Tak¡ rol peªni¡ ró»norakie grupy

hemi zne,

którymi mo»na funk jonalizowa¢ powierz hni nano z¡stek, a który h

hemia

jest dobrze poznana. Jedna ze strategii opiera si na doprowadzeniu do powstania pojedyn zy h, ale bardzo silny h wi¡za«

hemi zny h pomidzy nano z¡st-

kami. Do przykªadów nale»¡ grupy ª¡ znikowe wykazuj¡ e si powinowa twem
do wybrany h nano z¡stek, lub te» pary prze iw iaªo-antygen, dziki którym
poª¡ zenia mog¡ by¢ wyso e spe y zne [32℄. Inne podej± ie preferuje tworzenie
ogromnej li zby wi¡za« niespe y zny h, które kolektywnie powoduj¡ bardzo
silne przyleganie do siebie nano z¡stek [33℄. Do tego

elu u»ywa si na przykªad

z¡stek poliwglowy h, które buduj¡ na powierz hnia h nano z¡stek gste pokry ie podobne do wªosów, dziaªaj¡

podobnie do rzepów wykorzystywany h w

krawie twie. Du»o bardziej inwazyjn¡ te hnik¡ tworzenia poª¡ ze« jest wygrzewanie. Wysoka temperatura powoduje

z± iowe zlewanie si ze sob¡

z¡stek i

tworzenie midzy nimi mostków zbudowany h z tego samego materiaªu.

2.1.2

Symula je

Pro esy samoskªadania ukªadów nano z¡stek dot¡d nie zostaªy dobrze poznane,
dlatego stanowi¡ interesuj¡ e wyzwanie dla teoretyków. Jednak rozwa»ania peªnoatomowe

zy te» kwantowome hani zne nie s¡ w stanie poradzi¢ sobie z astro-

nomi zn¡ li zb¡ atomów któr¡ nale»aªo by uwzgldni¢. Mimo niewielki h rozmiarów, zªota nano z¡stka o ±redni y 40 nm zawiera ponad 20 000 atomów. Aby
mó

wysnu¢ statysty znie istotne wnioski o agrega ji nano z¡stek, potrzeba roz-

wa»y¢ i h przynajmniej kilkadziesi¡t,

o po uwzgldnieniu rozpusz zalnika
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zyni

obli zenia niemo»liwymi do wykonania. Z tego powodu strategia reduk ja li zby
stopni swobody ukªadu jest tutaj wyj¡tkowo dobrze uzasadniona. Naturalnym
podej± iem zdaje si elimina ja wszelki h stopni swobody wewn¡trz nano z¡stki,
gdy» w skali

zasu trwania pro esów agrega ji nie jest o zekiwany rozpad

zy tez

reorganiza ja struktury samy h nano z¡stek. Dodatkowy zysk obli zeniowy pªynie z wyeliminowania

z¡stek rozpusz zalnika i zast¡pienie go przez efektywne

losowe kopni ia jaki h do±wiad za ka»da z

z¡stek. W rama h tej rozprawy

doktorskiej zostaªy przebadane trzy ukªady nano z¡ste zkowe, które zostan¡
pokrót e omówione poni»ej. W ka»dym z ni h kuliste nano z¡stki zast¡pione
zostaªy jednorodnymi kulami o takim samym promieniu, a wpªyw rozpusz zalnika symulowany byª przez ru hy Browna b¡d¹ te» dynamik Monte Carlo z
przesuni iem wyskalowanym przez staª¡ dyfuzji nano z¡stek.

2.2

Samoskªadanie nano z¡stek zªota za po±redni twem ª¡ zników

Nano z¡stki zªota (AuNC) wykorzystywane s¡ w dziedzina h jak optyka [34, 35℄,
elektronika [36, 37, 38℄, optoelektronika [39, 40℄

zy tworzenie

zujników biolo-

gi zny h [41, 42℄. Jednak historia wykorzystania AuNC siga

zasów staro»yt-

ny h. Podziwiane za i h jaskrawe kolory, znalazªy zastosowanie min. jako barwniki do szkªa. Do najbardziej znany h przykªadów przedmiotów wykonany h w
tamty h

zasa h nale»y po hodz¡ y z IV w. n.e. szklany pu har Likurga, który

dziki zawarto± i nano z¡stek zªota i srebra zmienia kolor w zale»no± i od kierunku o±wietlenia [43℄. Jednak sposoby produk ji znane ów zesnym mistrzom
opieraªy si na metodzie prób i bªdów i nie byªyby mo»liwe do wytworzenia
nano z¡stek do

elów inny h ni» ozdobne. Zªotem koloidalnym zainteresowaª si

dopiero Faraday [44℄, który sªusznie przypisaª zmienno±¢ kolorów ró»nym wielko± iom i ksztaªtom nano z¡stek, który h barwa mo»e si zmienia¢ od niebieskiej po purpurow¡. Pó¹niejsze badania wykazaªy, »e kolory AuNC powstaj¡ na
skutek uwspólniony h ru hów elektronów w pa±mie przewodni twa nano z¡stek,
zjawisko znane pod nazw¡ powierz hniowego rezonansu plazmonowego. Je±li fala
±wiatªa widzialnego pada na nano z¡stk, pod jej wpªywem gsto±¢ elektronowa
ulega polaryza ji. Polaryza ja ta uktuuje zgodnie z

zsto± i¡ padaj¡ ego ±wia-

tªa i wewn¡trz nano z¡stki wytwarza si niej fala stoj¡ a. Czsto±¢ rezonansowa
okre±lona jest przez ksztaªt i rozmiar nano z¡stki oraz przez warto±¢ staªej dielektry znej zarówno wewn¡trz nano z¡stki, jak i jej bezpo±redniego oto zenia.
Zmiana warto± i staªej dielektry znej w pobli»u nano z¡stki powoduje, »e jej
powierz hnia ma inn¡ zdolno±¢ do przyj ia uktua ji ªadunku. Zmiana rozpusz zalnika, a tym bardziej przyª¡ zenie grupy funk jonalnej do powierz hni
nano z¡stki, zmieniaj¡ plazmonow¡

zsto±¢ rezonansow¡ a tym samym dªugo±¢

fali, przy której ±wiatªo jest absorbowane. Pozwala to na wykorzystanie AuNC
jako

zujników lokalnego oto zenia. Czujniki biologi zne tego typu zwykle ba-

zuj¡ na unieru homiony h na powierz hni nano z¡stka h pokryty h prze iwiaªami skierowanymi prze iwko szukanemu zwi¡zkowi. Inna metoda polega na
wykorzystaniu przesuni ia ku

zerwieni maksimum absorp yjnego po hodz¡-

ego od rezonansu plazmonowego, w miar jak nano z¡stki s¡ do siebie zbli»ane.
Czujnik biologi zny oparty na tym zjawisku mo»e mierzy¢ odlegªo±¢ od siebie
nano z¡stek, a szukana substan ja powinna powodowa¢ i h agrega j.
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2.2.1

Czujnik biologi zny

W zastosowania h medy zny h istnieje potrzeba monitorowania poziomu zwi¡zków hemi zny h w organizmie pa jenta. Wiele horób diagnozowany h jest wªa±nie poprzez wykry ie w oso zu krwi

zy mo zu odbiegaj¡ y h od normy st»e«

pewny h biaªek, hormonów lub inny h zwi¡zków. Dlatego niezwykle istotne jest
konstruowanie jak najbardziej

zuªy h urz¡dze« diagnosty zny h, które dostar-

zaj¡ odpowiedzi szybko i bez udziaªu wykwalikowanej kadry laboratoryjnej.
Du»a wiedza medy zna w kraja h rozwinity h wi¡»e si z dostpno± i¡

aªej

gamy mo»liwy h bada«, ale stanowi te» ogromne ob i¡»enie dla bud»etów jednostek medy zny h i pa jentów. Z tego wzgldu

ena jest równie» istotnym

zyn-

nikiem, który musi by¢ brany pod uwag pod zas konstruk ji narzdzi diagnosty zny h. Wªa±nie takie przesªanki staªy za powstaniem i suk esem domowy h
zujników biologi zny h na obe no±¢ glukozy, które uªatwiaj¡ »y ie wielkiej rzeszy pa jentów

hory h na

zabój ¡ naszy h

ukrzy . Jednak to

horoby ser a s¡ najwikszym

zasów, dlatego diagnostyka z nimi zwi¡zana jest niezwykle

istotna. Jednym z biaªek zwi¡zanym z zawaªem ser a jest tak zwane biaªko
C-reaktywne (CRP) - pentamer budow¡ przypominaj¡ y pier± ie«. Biaªko to
nale»y do tzw. biaªek fazy ostrej, wydzielany h pod zas powstawania stanu zapalnego i ±mier i komórek. Jednak niedawne badania wykazaªy zwi¡zek midzy poziomem CRP w oso zu pa jenta a ryzykiem wyst¡pienia u niego zawaªu
ser a. [47, 48, 49, 50℄ Z tego wzgldu istnieje du»e zapotrzebowanie na wydajne
sposoby wykrywania CRP. Jedna z idei na skonstruowanie takiego

zujnika bio-

logi znego opiera si na wykorzystaniu CRP jako ª¡ znika, który mógªby by¢
zynnikiem powoduj¡ ym agrega j nano z¡stek zªota. Jego obe no±¢ indukowaªaby wtedy powstawanie agregatów zªo»ony h z wielu nano z¡stek. Taka zmiana
byªaby mo»liwa do wykry ia na przykªad metodami opty znymi, gdy» jak wspomniano w ze±niej, powodowaªaby przesuni ie maksimum absorp ji ±wiatªa padaj¡ ego na próbk. Brak lub niewielkie st»enia szukanego biaªka powinno pozostawi¢ zawiesin niezagregowany h nano z¡stek, a dªugo±¢ fali, przy której
padaj¡ e ±wiatªo jest absorbowane nie powinna ule
Aby zbudowa¢

zmianie.

zujnik biologi zny oparty na przesuni iu maksimum absorp-

ji rezonansu plazmonowego pod wpªywem agrega ji, nale»y przede wszystkim
za z¡¢ od wyso e monodyspersyjny h nano z¡stek. Nano z¡stki zªota produkowane s¡ na przemysªow¡ skal za pomo ¡ reak ji reduk ji tetra hlorozªota przez
ytrynian sodu. Jako produkt tej reak ji powstaje popula ja jednorodny h, niemal»e sfery zny h nano z¡stek, który h ±redni a kontrolowana jest przez st»enie po z¡tkowe reagentów [51℄, a rozmiar mo»e waha¢ si w grani a h kilku do
kilkudziesi iu nanometrów. Tak powstaªe nano z¡stki s¡ zabezpie zone przed
samoistn¡ agrega j¡, gdy» pokry ie molekularn¡ warstewk¡
daje im ujemny ªadunek, powoduj¡
odlegªo± ia h i zapewniaj¡

ytrynianów na-

odpy hanie elektrostaty zne na wikszy h

stery zn¡ o hron na mniejszy h. Warto jednak

zauwa»y¢, »e nano z¡stki pozostaj¡ strukturami krystali znymi, wi
wierz hnia nie jest

i h po-

aªkowi ie gªadka, le z skªada si z pªasz zyzn, grzbietów

oraz sz zytów. Wªa± iwo± i te objawiaj¡ si tym mo niej, im mniejsza jest
nano z¡stka,

zy te» nanokrysztaª. Przykªadowo dla nano z¡stek zªo»ony h z
n(2n2 +1)
atomów najbardziej korzystn¡
3
energety znie form¡ wystpowania jest oktaedr.

magi znej li zby 1, 6, 19, 44, 85, 146,
Drugim wa»nym elementem

zujnika jest biomolekuªa, która bdzie spe y-

 znie wi¡za¢ si do szukanej substan ji. Idealnym kandydatem s¡ prze iw iaªa
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monoklonalne, wymierzone prze iwko zadanemu elowi. Aby jednak mó je wykorzysta¢, trzeba je przyª¡ zy¢ do powierz hni AuNC w taki sposób, by nadal
mogªy peªni¢ sw¡ funk j. Jak jednak sfunk jonalizowa¢ nano z¡stk? Wszak
zªoto, bd¡ e metalem szla hetnym, kojarzone jest z niezwykle du»¡ odporno± i¡ hemi zn¡. Jednak AuNC ze wzgldu na swój rozmiar wykazuj¡ si du»¡
reaktywno± i¡ sz zególnie ze zwi¡zkami siarki, o daje ogromne mo»liwo± i powierz hniowej modyka ji nano z¡stek zªota ( ytat?). Wiadomo równie», »e
biaªka samoistnie opªasz zaj¡ swobodne nano z¡stki, o w przypadku biosensora
jest e h¡ po»¡dan¡. Dziki temu nano z¡stka mo»e by¢ na przykªad pokryta
prze iw iaªami bez dodatkowy h hemi zny h modyka ji.
2.2.2

Model gruboziarnisty

W Pra y V podjto badania nad agrega j¡ nano z¡stek pod wpªywem molekuª dziaªaj¡ y h jako ª¡ zniki. Byªy one prowadzone przy wspóªpra y z dwiema
grupami do±wiad zalnymi. Jedna z ni h prowadziªa badania nad ukªadem prototypowym zujnika biologi znego  nano z¡stki o ±redni y 40 nm pokryte zostaªy
prze iw iaªami prze iwko CRP. Obserwowano wzrost agregatów zªo»ony h z kilkuset nano z¡stek. Druga z grup badaªa ideowo bardzo podobny ukªad, ale du»o
prostszy do realiza ji do±wiad zalnej. W tym przypadku funk j CRP peªniªy
niewielkie zwi¡zki reno-organi zne, zdolne do jedno zesnego zwi¡zania dwó h
nano z¡stek zªota. W tym przypadku zastosowane nano z¡stki miaªy ±redni 
10 nm, jednak propor je rozmiarów nano z¡stki do ª¡ znika pozostaªy podobne.
Obserwowane agregaty zwykle nie przekra zaªy jednak pentamerów.
Buduj¡ model ukªadu przyjto zaªo»enie, »e wªasno± i atomowe zarówno
nano z¡stki jak i ª¡ znika nie odgrywaj¡ bezpo±redniej roli w pro esie agregaji. I h oddziaªywania manifestuj¡ si jednak dwojako: w samym fak ie przyª¡zania si ª¡ znika do nano z¡stki (gdzie w skali atomowej powstaje wi¡zanie
hemi zne) oraz w oddziaªywaniu pomidzy nano z¡stkami, gdy» i h odpy hanie jest sum¡ oddziaªywania kulombowskiego ( z¡stki s¡ naªadowane), Wan der
Waalsa oraz stery znego, gdy odlegªo± i s¡ niewielkie. Zauwa»ono równie», »e
zarówno ksztaªt ª¡ znika renowego, jak i biaªka CRP s¡ w przybli»eniu kuliste. Powy»sze zaªo»enia pozwoliªy na przybli»enie nano z¡stek przez jednorodne
kule o promieniu RN P a z¡stek ª¡ znikowy h przez odpowiednio mniejsze kule
o promieniu RL (Rysunek 2.1). Dodatkowo zdeniowano oddziaªywania midzy posz zególnymi rodzajami kul. I tak oddziaªywania tworów ró»nego typu
zostaªo przybli»one przez poten jaª typu Lennarda-Jonesa, z minimum w odlegªo± i r = RN P + RL oraz gªboko± i¡ studni poten jaªu ǫ. Aby uzyska¢ odpyhanie obiektów tego samego typu ( z¡stki nie mog¡ si wzajemnie przenika¢),
zastosowano poten jaª Lennarda-Jonesa podniesiony o ǫ i u ity w minimum.
Nano z¡stki ª¡ z¡ si z ª¡ znikami za pomo ¡ b¡d¹ wi¡za« kowalen yjny h
(ª¡ zniki renowe), b¡d¹ za pomo ¡ wielu wi¡za« wodorowy h i oddziaªywa«
hydrofobowy h w przypadku prze iw iaª. Dlatego uznano, »e przyª¡ zenie si
ª¡ znika do powierz hni nano z¡stki jest pro esem nieodwra alnym, a nastpuje je±li ª¡ znik znajdzie si na odpowiednio maªej odlegªo± i od powierz hni
nano z¡stki i pod k¡tem zdeniowanym przez geometri ª¡ znika, jak zaznazono na Rysunku 2.2. Nale»y tutaj podkre±li¢, »e jedynym sposobem poª¡ zenia si dwó h nano z¡stek w agregat jest jedno zesne zwi¡zanie przez nie jednej
z¡stki ª¡ znika. Powstaj¡ y w ten sposób twór jest na tyle nieelasty zny, »e
daje si jego ru h przybli»y¢ poprzez ru h bryªy sztywnej. Aby zrozumie¢ ten
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Rysunek 2.1: Pro edura uprasz zania ukªadu. Lewa

z±¢ rysunku przedstawia

nano z¡stk zªota z doª¡ zonym ª¡ znikiem renowym (szary). Na sz zy ie nano z¡stki dla zazna zenia skali pokazano z¡stk ytrynianu ( zerwony). Prawa
z±¢ Rysunku przedstawia efekt uprosz zenia - nano z¡stka zostaªa zast¡piona
przez jednorodn¡ kul, podobnie jak z¡stki ª¡ znika. Pokazano dwa ró»ne stopnie nasy enia nano z¡stki ª¡ znikami.

Rysunek 2.2: Poten jaª typu Lennarda-Jonesa dla oddziaªywania nano z¡stkaª¡ znik dla

RN P =5nm. Pojawienie si ª¡

znika w odlegªo± i

powstaniem sztywnego agregatu, jak pokazano na wstaw e.
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RN P + RL

owo uje

ukªad, potrzebna byªa metoda symula ji, która pozwoliªaby na±ladowa¢ pro es
agrega ji. Konie zne byªo uwzgldnienie wpªywu rozpusz zalnika, jako ¹ródªa
wzajemnego ru hu dyfuzyjnego nano z¡stek i ª¡ zników. Dodatkowo nale»aªo
uwzgldni¢ fakt zna znej ró»ni y wielko± i midzy nimi. Mo»na sobie bowiem
wyobrazi¢, »e nano z¡stki w wybranym wy inku obserwowanego ukªadu bd¡
poruszaªy si wolno, pod zas gdy mniejsze od ni h

z¡stki ª¡ zników bd¡

z-

sto go opusz zaªy lub te» napªywaªy do« z zewn¡trz. Z tego wzgldu rozwa»ano
niezmienn¡ li zb nano z¡stek

NN P ,

a li zbie ª¡ zników pozwolono na uktu-

a j wokóª pewnej warto± i równowagowej uznaj¡ , »e ª¡ znik który osiadª na
powierz hni nano z¡stki, zostaje wyª¡ zony z puli ª¡ zników swobodny h i na
jego miejs e w ukªadzie mo»e pojawi¢ si kolejny. Taki ukªad speªnia zaªo»enia ukªadu wielkiego kanoni znego i symula je zostaªy przeprowadzone metod¡
Monte Carlo w wielkim zespole kanoni znym, jak opisano w rozdziale po±wionym wykorzystanym metodom.
Na powierz hni kuli ze wzgldów geometry zny h mo»na umie± i¢ losowo
sko« zon¡ li zb,

Lmax

mniejszy h kul. Warto±¢ ta zostaªa osza owana drog¡

symula ji, gdzie pojedyn za nano z¡stka zanurzona byªa w ªa¹ni zawieraj¡ ej
ª¡ zniki. Staªy poten jaª

hemi zny powodowaª dostar zanie dodatkowy h ª¡ z-

ników, w miar jak te byªy adsorbowane. Zebrane warto± i zostaªy zebrane w
tabeli w Pra y V. Wiadomo, »e w rze zywistym do±wiad zeniu nano z¡stki
z ró»ny h wzgldów nie s¡

aªkowi ie wysy one

powierz hni mo»e si i h znale¹¢ maksymalnie

z¡stkami ª¡ znikowymi, a na

L. W przypadku nano

z¡stek po-

kryty h prze iw iaªami jest to spowodowane utrat¡ aktywno± i przez niektóre z
ni h. Molekuªy zawieraj¡ e ren z kolei preferuj¡ adsorp j na sz zyta h na fasetowanej, jak wspomniano powy»ej, powierz hni nano z¡stek, a unikaj¡ miejs
pªaski h. Warto zdeniowa¢ warto±¢ wzgldn¡
aktywny h miejs

mitu ( zyli sytua ji, gdzie wszystkie
Dla przykªadu

L/Lmax , która

mówi o pro en ie

mog¡ y h zwi¡za¢ ª¡ zniki w stosunku do teorety znego li-

L/Lmax

Lmax

zaadsorbowany h ª¡ zników dziaªa).

dla nano z¡stki o promieniu 20 nm pokrytej prze iw ia-

ªami wynosi 0.79. Mo»na sobie wyobrazi¢, »e w pewnym zakresie li zba ta jest
zale»na od sposobu przeprowadzenia do±wiad zenia i rodzaju ukªadu.
Zostaª przeprowadzony zestaw kilkuset symula ji dla ró»ny h promieni nanoz¡stek. Charakterysty zna energia oddziaªywa« zostaªa osza owana na podstawie energii oddziaªywania ª¡ zników renowy h z powierz hni¡ zªota, w miejs a h
optymalny h energety znie (-0.6 eV). Na tej podstawie osza owano temperatur pokojow¡ na 0.05

kB T /ǫ.

symula ji byªo ±rednie st»enie

Dodatkowymi parametrami kontrolowanymi w
z¡stek ª¡ zników

nL

oraz

L/Lmax .

Symula je

byªy uznawane za zako« zone kiedy wszystkie nano z¡stki byªy ju» nasy one

L

ª¡ znikami, to zna zy dalsza agrega ja nie byªa ju» mo»liwa. Odkryto, »e

w pewny h obszara h przestrzeni parametrów nastpuje szybki wzrost du»y h
agregatów (np. o rozmiara h ponad 100 nano z¡stek), pod zas gdy w inny h
miejs a h wzrost ko« zy si na dimera h i trimera h. Aby zrozumie¢ to za howanie, przeprowadzono analiz rozkªadu rozmiarów klastrów w po z¡tkowy h
stadia h symula ji, jak pokazano w rozdziale 3 Pra y V. Okazaªo si, »e wzrost
maªy h struktur nastpuje tam, gdzie rozkªad ten zanika eksponen jalnie. Natomiast na niektóry h obszara h przestrzeni parametrów, gdzie dominowaª wzrost
du»y h struktur, podobna analiza pokazaªa zanik dystrybu ji zgodny z pewnym
prawem potgowym (Rysunek 6 w Pra y V). Dla ka»dej z przeprowadzony h
symula ji dokonano podobnej analizy, przydzielaj¡

j¡ do jednej z grup: szyb-

kiego i wolnego wzrostu. Kryterium przyporz¡dkowania byªa jako±¢ dopasowa-
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nia wspomnianego rozkªadu wielko± i agregatów do funk ji eksponen jalnej lub
potgowej.
Skonstruowany zostaª diagram fazowy (Rysunek 2.3), na którym dla ztere h warto± i RN P , ró»ny h warto± i nL i aªego przedziaªu L/Lmax pokazano punkty odpowiadaj¡ e przeprowadzonym symula jom. Kropkami zaznazono obszary niewielkiego wzrostu, natomiast zarne romby pokazuj¡ symulaje, w który h obserwowano powstawanie du»y h agregatów. Obszary szybkiego
wzrostu zostaªy dodatkowo oto zone obwiedni¡. Obserwa ja diagramu wskaR NP = 3 nm

0.12
0.08
0.04

R NP = 5 nm

n L ∗1000 [nm − 3 ]

0.12
0.08
0.04

R NP = 8 nm

0.12
0.08
0.04

R NP = 10 nm

0.12
0.08
0.04
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

L / L max

Rysunek 2.3: Diagram fazowy przedstawiaj¡ y wzrost agregatów nano z¡stek o
ró»ny h promienia h RN P przy po±redni twie ª¡ zników.
zuje na istnienie pewnej warto± i grani znej L/Lmax, powy»ej której znajduje
si obszar szybkiego wzrostu. Grani a ta zmniejsza si ze wzrostem rozmiarów
nano z¡stek. Podobnie wysoko±¢ za ieniowanego obszaru zmienia si i do iera
do najwy»szy h st»e« ª¡ zników dla najwikszy h nano z¡stek. Nastpnie dla
L/Lmax → 1 nastpuje ponowne jego obni»enie. Wytªuma zenie takiego zahowania jest nastpuj¡ e. W niski h warto± ia h L/Lmax bardzo maªo miejs
na powierz hni nano z¡stek jest aktywny h. Dlatego niewielka li zba ª¡ zników
wystar zy, by je wszystkie wysy i¢, nie pozwalaj¡ na agrega j (nano z¡stka
z przyª¡ zonym ª¡ znikiem musi znale¹¢ partnerk, której powierz hnia jesz ze
nie jest wysy ona, aby si do niej przyª¡ zy¢). Podobnie mo»na wytªuma zy¢
obni»anie si obszaru szybkiego wzrostu w ukªada h, w który h prawie 100%
miejs na powierz hni nano z¡stki jest aktywne. Znalezienie wolnego miejs a
na powierz hni innej z¡stki staje si wów zas trudne ze wzgldu na bardzo gste pokry ie ª¡ znikami. Powy»sze wyniki pokazuj¡, »e paradoksalnie zbyt du»e
st»enie ª¡ zników w ale nie prowadzi do przyspieszonego wzrostu, a nawet mo»e
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go blokowa¢.
Ukªad sªu»¡ y do wykrywania biaªka CRP ró»ni si wymiarami od ukªadu
zawieraj¡ ego ª¡ zniki renowe, jednak istot¡ modelu jest geometria ukªadu, a
stosunek promienia pokrytej prze iw iaªami nano z¡stki do promienia biaªka
CRP jest bardzo podobny do ukªadu

RN P = 3nm.

Model ten nadaje si wi

do analizy wielu podobny h systemów, w który h wiksze obiekty ª¡ z¡ si w
agregaty za po±redni twem mniejszy h ª¡ zników, jak na przykªad [52, 53℄. Ju»
po stworzeniu opisanego modelu przeprowadzone zostaªy do±wiad zenia z u»yiem obu rodzajów nano z¡stek i ª¡ znikow [A. Quinn, dane nieopublikowane℄.
Za pomo ¡ obrazów skaningowego mikroskopu elektronowego wykonano obrazy
powstaªy h agregatów (Rysunek 2.4) i poli zono rozkªady i h wielko± i.

Rysunek 2.4: Obraz z transmisyjnego miroskopu elektronowego (TEM) pokazuj¡ e agregaty nano z¡stek ª¡ zony h za pomo ¡ ª¡ zników renowy h wraz z
obli zonym rozkªadem wielko± i (lewy panel) oraz obrazy TEM pokryty h przeiw iaªami i agreguj¡ y h pod obe no±¢ biaªka CRP (prawy panel).

Okazaªo si, »e w przypadku ukªadu biaªkowego okazaªe klastry tworzyªy si
w stosunkowo krótkim

zasie. W ukªadzie z ª¡ znikami renowymi natomiast

wzrost zamieraª na poziomie agregatów kilku-elementowy h. Analiza warto± i
± i¡

L/Lmax oraz nL pozwoliªa
L/Lmax =0.79 znajduje si

na stwierdzenie, »e ukªad biaªkowy z wartow samym ±rodku obszaru szybkiego wzrostu

(Rysunek 2.3 pierwszy panel), a ukªad ª¡ zników renowy h z nisk¡ warto± i¡

L/Lmax =0.05

znajduje si poza takim obszarem (Rysunek 2.3 drugi panel).

Przeprowadzone symula je pozwoliªy na zaproponowanie ulepszenia pro edury
do±wiad zalnej. Otó» gdyby udaªo si wyprodukowa¢ nano z¡stki z wiksz¡
li zb¡ sz zytów,

zyli mniej regularne, zwikszyªaby si mo»liwa do adsorp-

ji li zba ª¡ zników, a tym samym ukªad mógªby wpa±¢ w obszar szybkiego
wzrostu. Dodatkowo zostaªa przeprowadzona analiza geometrii powstaj¡ y h
agregatów, która zostaªa sz zegóªowo opisana w rozdziale 3.2 Pra y V.
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2.3

Agrega ja nano z¡stek zªota pokryty h zwi¡zkami organi znymi

Nano z¡stki mog¡ by¢ wykorzystywane w zastosowania h niebiologi zny h. I h
kolektywne wªasno± i opty zne, ale te» na przykªad magnety zne, pozwalaj¡ na
u»y ie i h w funk jonalny h trójwymiarowy h sie ia h superkrystali zny h [54,
55, 56, 57℄. Tak powstaªe nowe materiaªy mog¡ mie¢ wªasno± i sterowane na
poziomie oddziaªywa« pomidzy posz zególnymi egieªkami budul owymi 
tworz¡ ymi je nano zastkami. Aby mó jednak stworzy¢ taki nowy materiaª,
nale»y najpierw zrozumie¢ jak za hodzi samoskªadanie ukªadów nano z¡stek
i jakie rodzaje siª zaanga»owane s¡ w ten pro es. Sz zególnie interesuj¡ e s¡
nano z¡stki pokrywane dªugimi ªa« u hami wglowymi. Oddziaªywania midzy
nimi wynikaj¡ nie z kowalen yjny h poª¡ ze«, ale z kolektywnego wspóªdziaªania wielu bardzo sªaby h wi¡za« hydrofobowy h pomidzy zazbiaj¡ ymi si
ªa« u hami z dwó h oddziaªuj¡ y h obiektów. Ukªady nano z¡stek w zastosowania h przemysªowy h mog¡ by¢ osadzane na ró»nego rodzaju powierz hnia h. W
sz zególno± i prowadzone s¡ badania nad ukªadaniem w 1-wymiarowe ªa« u hy
s¡siaduj¡ y h ze sob¡ nano z¡stek zªota, gdy» znane s¡ interesuj¡ e wªasno± i
bezstratnego transportu elektronów w taki h struktura h. Jednak aby mó stworzy¢ tak¡ wyso e zorganizowan¡ struktur, potrzebny jest sposób wybiór zego
osadzania nano z¡stek tylko na przygotowany h ± ie»ka h, ale nie poza nimi.
Jedn¡ z mo»liwo± i jest zastosowanie powierz hni hydrofobowy h w miejs a h,
gdzie maj¡ osadza¢ si nano z¡stki, a hydrolowy h poza nimi (pokry ie nanoz¡stek jest silnie hydrofobowe, wi nano z¡stki bd¡ przy i¡gane w miejs a na
powierz hni o podobnej harakterysty e). Z tego powodu interesuj¡ y jest proes agrega ji nano z¡stek na ró»ny h rodzaja h powierz hni, a zrozumienie go
jest klu zowe do produk ji nowy h materiaªów oparty h na z¡stka h pokryty h
ªa« u hami hydrofobowymi [58, 59℄. Niestety, zªo»ono±¢ problemu nie pozwala
na potraktowanie go metodami dynamiki molekularnej z uwzgldnieniem detali
atomowy h. Z drugiej strony w pro edurze uprasz zania modelu ªatwo pomin¡¢
istotne sz zegóªy, jak ho¢by uªo»enie wzgldem siebie ªa« u hów wglowy h.
Dlatego potrzebne jest wieloskalowe podej± ie do problemu, w którym mo»na
poª¡ zy¢ dokªadno±¢ modeli atomowy h dla pewnego wy inka ukªadu z efektywno± i¡ modelu groboziarnistego, w którym mo»liwa jest analiza dynamiki
tysi y nano z¡stek
Badania nad nano z¡stkami zªota opªasz zonymi ªa« u hami wglowymi
przedstawione w Pra y VII zostaªy wykonane przy wspóªpra y z doktorem Damienem Thompsonem z Tyndall National Institute w Cork w Irlandii. Wykonane
zostaªy obli zenia dynamiki molekularnej dla par nano z¡stek o ró»ny h promienia h, pokryty h ªa« u hami wglowymi. W zwi¡zku ze zna zn¡ li zb¡ atomów
symula je zostaªy przeprowadzone pod nieobe no±¢ z¡stek rozpusz zalnika, a
same nano z¡stki zostaªy zast¡pione przez i h wy inki. Powstaªe w ten sposób
zasze zostaªy pokryte dodekanotiolem. Symula je zostaªy przeprowadzone dla
ró»ny h promieni krzywizny nano z¡stek, w tym dla nano z¡stek oddziaªuj¡ y h
z pªasz zyzn¡. Aby uzyska¢ opis energety zny przeprowadzono szereg symula ji
dla ró»ny h przerw pomidzy powierz hniami nano z¡stek S . Warto± i S poni»ej ok. 1 nm powoduj¡ stery zne odpy hanie, gdy» ªa« u hy surfaktatna obu
nano z¡stek s¡ mo no do siebie do i±nite. Przy nie o wikszy h odlegªo± ia h
pomidzy powierz hniami nano z¡stek obserwuje si zna zny spadek warto± i
A
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A

energii poten jalnej, kiedy z¡stki iasno do siebie przylegaj¡. Wi¡»e si to z
oddziaªywaniami hydrofobowymi pomidzy zazbiaj¡ ymi si wzajemnie ªa« uhami wglowymi obydwu z¡stek, które, mimo »e sªabe w pojedynk, dziaªaj¡
kolektywnie, wytwarzaj¡ bardzo silne wi¡zanie pomidzy nano z¡stkami. Siªa
wi¡zania waha si w zale»no± i od warto± i RN P od 2.7 do 8 eV dla nano z¡stek
o promieniu 15 nm. Energia uktua ji termi zny h w temperaturze pokojowej
wynosi 26 meV, wi mo»na powiedzie¢, »e powstaj¡ e agregaty nano z¡stek,
który h energia aso ja ji siga kilkuset kB T tworz¡ si w sposób nieodwra alny
i wykazuj¡ bardzo maª¡ mo»liwo±¢ zmiany ksztaªtu.
2.3.1

Model gruboziarnisty nano z¡stek zªota pokryty h
zwi¡zkami organi znymi

Podobnie jak w przypadku nano z¡stek opisywany h poprzednio, tak»e tutaj
ka»dy z obiektów li zy kilkadziesi¡t tysi y atomów. Dodatkowym utrudnieniem jest obe no±¢ na powierz hni dªugi h, 16-wglowy h ªa« u hów, które
mog¡ si wzajemnie przenika¢. Dlatego stworzony zostaª model gruboziarnisty,
w którym nano z¡stki wraz z i h pokry iem zostaªy zast¡pione przez jednorodne kule. Pomidzy nano z¡stkami zostaª wprowadzony poten jaª przy i¡gaj¡ y typu Lennarda-Jonesa, który powstaª przez odwzorowanie warto± i energii
poten jalnej wyli zonej w symula ja h peªnoatomowy h, jak przedstawiono na
Rysunku 2.5. Wszystkie wyli zone energie z powodu sposobu normowania s¡ zani»one o okoªo 1.072 eV. W pro edurze dopasowywania staªa ta zostaªa dodana,
aby uzyskany poten jaª wypªasz zaª si dla warto± i 0 eV. W podobny sposób zostaª dopasowany przy i¡gaj¡ y poten jaª oddziaªywania pomidzy nano z¡stk¡
a powierz hni¡ pokryt¡ tym samym materiaªem. Poten jaª odpy haj¡ y, odpowiadaj¡ y oddziaªywaniu z powierz hni¡ hydrofobow¡, zostaª stworzony przez
podniesienie poten jaªu przy i¡gaj¡ ego o gªboko±¢ studni poten jaªu i u i ie
go w minimum.
Aby pozna¢ dynamik pro esu agrega ji nano z¡stek, zastosowano dynamik brownowsk¡, która zostaªa przybli»ona w rozdziale opisuj¡ ym metody
obli zeniowe. Ogromne warto± i energii oddziaªywa« pomidzy nano z¡stkami
ozna zaªy, »e symula je musz¡ by¢ przeprowadzone dla bardzo niskiej efektywnej
temperatury T . Pudªo symula yjne zostaªo zbudowane tak, »eby pªasz zyzna na
któr¡ maj¡ opada¢ nano z¡stki znajdowaªa si w poªo»eniu z = 0. Aby symulowa¢ pro es opadania, dodano dodatkow¡ siª maj¡ ¡ na±ladowa¢ siª grawita ji.
W kierunka h x oraz y wprowadzono periody zne warunki brzegowe. Ka»dorazowo uznawano pro es sedymenta ji za zako« zony, kiedy wszystkie z¡stki
opadªy b¡d¹ na powierz hni, b¡d¹ na inne z¡stki i nie mogªy ju» porusza¢ si
w dóª.
Symula je pokazaªy, »e przy wysoki h energia h oddziaªywa« pomidzy nano z¡stkami reorganiza ja raz powstaªej struktury jest ju» w zasadzie niemo»liwa. Z tego wzgldu osiadaj¡ e nano z¡stki tworz¡ bardzo porowate warstwy,
o porowato± i przekra zaj¡ ej 0.77. Przykªad warstwy 5954 nano z¡stek o promieniu 15 nm pokazuje Rysunek 2.6. Wido zne s¡ du»e, puste przestrzenie pomidzy nano z¡stkami. Aby zrozumie¢ pro es tworzenia si wnk, wewn¡trz
warstwy nano z¡stek zostaªa przeprowadzona symula ja, w której nano z¡stki
sedymentowaªy z dwó h ¹ródeª zawieszony h nad pªasz zyzn¡. Rezultat jednej
z taki h symula ji zostaª przedstawiony gra znie na Rysunku 7 w Pra y VII.
Okazaªo si, »e opadaj¡ e z¡stki po utworzeniu dwó h kolumn szybko tworz¡
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A
Rysunek 2.5: Wykres energii obli zony h w symula ja h peªnoatomowy h i odwzorowanie na poten jaª Lennarda-Jonesa.
nia przypadaj¡ ¡ na jedn¡

E

ozna zono energi oddziaªywa-

z¡stk heksadekanotiolu.

SA

ozna za odlegªo±¢ po-

midzy powierz hniami nano z¡stek. Czarne punkty pokazuj¡ warto±¢ energii
wyli zon¡ w badania h peªnoatomowy h, natomiast niebiesk¡ lini¡ przerywan¡
pokazano przebieg efektywnego poten jaªu dopasowanego do ty h punktów.
Wstawki pokazuj¡ migawki z symula ji na ró»ny h odlegªo± ia h

poª¡ zenia opadaj¡

SA .

pomidzy nimi. W ten sposób przestrzenie poni»ej taki h

mostków s¡ ju» izolowane i staj¡ si pustymi wnkami. Podjte zostaªy próby symula ji agrega ji na powierz hnia h przy i¡gaj¡ y h, jednak siªa przy i¡gaj¡ a
do powierz hni jest krótkozasigowa, je±li porówna¢ j¡ z wielko± i¡ nano z¡stki.
Efekty opadania na dno podzielone na z±¢ przy i¡gaj¡ ¡ i odpy haj¡ ¡ zostaªy
przedstawione w Pra y VII, w tek± ie oraz na Rysunku 5. Ró»ni a polegaªa
gªównie na niezna znie wikszej ±redniej odlegªo± i

z¡stek nad powierz hni¡

odpy haj¡ ¡ (o ok. 1.6 nm). Ró»ni a ta nie jest istotna z punktu widzenia sedymenta ji (stanowi zaledwie uªamek ±redni y

z¡stki), ale jest wystar zaj¡ a,

aby molekularne tar ie pomidzy obiektami zna z¡ o zmalaªo. Wprowadzono
wi dodatkowo nierówno±¢ na powierz hni w posta i trapezoidalnego s hodka,
jak pokazano na Rysunku 2.7. Jedna ze sko±ny h ± ian zostaªa zbudowana z
warstwy przy i¡gaj¡ ej, druga z odpy haj¡ ej. W tym drugim przypadku nano-
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Rysunek 2.6: Warstwa powstaªa przez osadzenie 5954 nano z¡stek na powierz hni hydrofobowej. Kolorami zostaªa zakodowana wysoko±¢ nano z¡stek
ponad pªasz zyzn¡.

z¡stka z powodu odpy hania bdzie znajdowa¢ si poza zasigiem nierówno± i,
które normalnie skutkuj¡ tar iem i nie pozwalaj¡ nano z¡st e zsuwa¢ si po zbozu. Okazaªo si, »e nano z¡stki na powierz hnia h pªaski h oraz na powierz hni
przy i¡gaj¡ ej tworz¡ bardzo porowate struktury, podobne do ty h pokazany h
na Rysunku 2.6. Natomiast ± iana odpy haj¡ a nie pozwala na i h adsorp j i
powoduje zsuwanie. Na uwag zasªuguje fakt powstawania nawisów na sz zyie trapezu. W zwi¡zku z t¡

e h¡ pojawiª si pomysª skonstruowania nowego

rodzaju no±nika zdolnego dostar zy¢ np. leki do konkretnego miejs a w organizmie. Gdyby zast¡pi¢ trapez otworem w powierz hni, mo»na by w nim ukry¢
jaki± wra»liwy zwi¡zek

hemi zny, a nastpnie pokry¢

aªo±¢ warstw¡ narastaj¡-

y h nawisów zbudowany h z nano z¡stek. Tak zabezpie zony zwi¡zek mógªby
by¢ przenoszony np. we krwi pa jenta, a w odpowiednim miejs u uwolniony
przez rozpusz zenie

2.4

hroni¡ ej go warstwy nano z¡stek [60℄.

Badania oporu warstw tlenku

yny domiesz-

kowany h indem
Jak zostaªo wspomniane we wstpie do tego rozdziaªu, nano z¡stki wykazuj¡
zestaw

e h

aªkowi ie odmienny h od ty h obserwowany h w makroskopowy h

próbka h tego samego materiaªu. Niektóre rodzaje póªprzewodnikowy h na-
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Rysunek 2.7: Trapezoidalna nierówno±¢ wprowadzona na dnie pudªa symula yjnego. Jedna ze ± ian zostaªa zbudowana z powierz hni przy i¡gaj¡ ej (wido zna
na lewym górnym panelu), druga z odpy haj¡ ej (panel prawy górny). Dolny
panel prezentuje rzut na powierz hni z kierunku x
no z¡stek harakteryzuj¡ si wysok¡ transmitan j¡ w ±wietle widzialnym. S¡
to zwykle tlenki kadmu, yny lub ynku domieszkowane metalami ziem rzadki h [61, 62, 64, 64℄. Znalazªy one zastosowanie w ró»noraki h produkta h przemysªowy h, na przykªad w przezro zysty h panela h LCD [65℄. Materiaªem o
doskonaªy h wªasno± ia h opty zny h i dodatkowo odbijaj¡ ym ±wiatªo w zakresie pod zerwonym [66℄ jest tlenek indu domieszkowany 5-10% yn¡ [67℄, zwany
z angielska Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). Wysokie zapotrzebowanie na przezro zyste wy±wietla ze wytwarza presj na oraz ta«sze i h wytwarzanie. Doty h zasowe metody obróbki ITO zwykle wykorzystywaªy wysok¡ temperatur [68℄, o
utrudniaªo pra  z nimi, a tak»e powodowaªo niemo»no±¢ zastosowania bardziej
wra»liwy h materiaªów jako inny h elementów urz¡dzenia. Dlatego pojawiªy si
pomysªy wykorzystania wodny h zawiesin nano z¡stek ITO jako swego rodzaju
tuszu [69℄, który mógªby sªu»y¢ do drukowania po»¡dany h struktur bezpo±rednio na no±niku, np na szkle. Rozwi¡zania te bazuj¡ na dopusz zeniu do spontani znej samoagrega ji nano z¡stek ITO a» do pewnej ±redniej wielko± i agrega27

tów. Nastpnie nastpuje wytworzenie zawiesiny i zdeponowanie jej na podªo»u.
Zwikszenie przewodni twa uzyskuje si poprzez kompresj warstwy i wygrzewanie jej w niewielkiej temperaturze w atmosferze wodorowej, kiedy to powstaj¡
przewodz¡ e poª¡ zenia pomidzy posz zególnymi nano z¡stkami. Jednak ta
metodologia jest nowa i wymaga optymaliza ji, aby uzyskiwa¢ warstwy o jak
najlepszym przewodni twie. Jedno ze±nie dane do±wiad zalne obrazuj¡ e takie
warstwy s¡ skromne i doty z¡ przede wszystkim transmisyjnego mikroskopu
elektronowego (TEM). Przykªadowe obrazy pozyskane t¡ te hnik¡ pokazano na
Rysunku 2.8. Ujawniaj¡ one struktur agregatów, które zbudowane s¡ z wielu
nano z¡stek podstawowy h. Jednak do stworzenia modelu, który mógªby sy-

Rysunek 2.8: Obrazy TEM roz ie« zonego tuszu ITO osadzonego na podªo»u.
Prawa

z±¢ rysunku pokazuje powikszon¡ nano z¡stk podstawow¡.

mulowa¢ powstawanie agregatów i i h ubijanie w warstw taka informa ja jest
niewystar zaj¡ a, potrzebna jest przynajmniej przybli»ona wiedza o trójwymiarowej strukturze agregatów. W rama h bada« opisany h w Pra y VIII dokonano
analizy obrazów TEM i rekonstruk ji na tej podstawie agregatów ITO. Zbudowany zostaª model gruboziarnisty pozwalaj¡ y na symula j pro esu agrega ji
oraz tworzenia warstw. Nastpnie zbadano wpªyw ±redniej wielko± i agregatu
na opór elektry zny w warstwie nano z¡stek ITO.
2.4.1

Analiza obrazów TEM

Obrazy powstaªe przy u»y iu mikroskopu elektronowego tworzone s¡ przez przepusz zenie strumienia elektronów przez ienk¡ próbk. Taka pro edura pozwala
na zrzutowanie trójwymiarowy h obiektów na pªaski obraz. Cz±¢ informa ji
jest bezpowrotnie tra ona, ale grubo±¢ agregatu w danym miejs u jest zakodowana pod posta i¡ nat»enia koloru na obrazie. Li zba elektronów, które do ieraj¡ do detektora jest bowiem zale»na od grubo± i materiaªu zgodnie z prawem
Lamberta-Beera:

I = I0 e−l/α
gdzie
a

I

ozna za¢ bdzie jasno±¢ ( zy te» za iemnienie) danego piksela obrazu,

to jasno±¢ promienia padaj¡ ego na próbk,

I0
l

(2.1)

α

to wspóª zynnik absorp ji

to dªugo±¢ drogi opty znej, jak¡ elektrony pokonaªy wewn¡trz próbki. W

Pra y VIII zostaª przedstawiony sposób przybli»onego odzyskania informa ji
trójwymiarowej na podstawie obrazów TEM, w sz zególno± i Rysunek 2 tam»e
pokazuje sposób odtworzenia trójwymiarowej struktury agregatu.
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Jedn¡ z informa ji, które daje si odzyska¢ drog¡ opisanej rekonstruk ji,
jest wymiar fraktalny badany h agregatów [70℄, który wyniósª 1.77. Wymiar
ten jest zgodny z tym uzyskiwanym w pro esie agrega ji agregatów (klastrów)
ograni zonej dyfuzj¡ (ang. Diusion Limited Cluster Aggregation, DLCA)[71℄.
Jest to pro es agrega ji, w którym obiekty poruszaj¡ si dyfuzyjnie, a ka»de
zderzenie pomidzy nimi ko« zy si i h poª¡ zeniem i utworzeniem agregatu.
Rosn¡ e agregaty nadal mog¡ si porusza¢ i rosn¡¢, o odró»nia ten pro es od
lepiej poznanego pro esu agrega ji ograni zonej dyfuzj¡ (ang. Diusion Limited
Agregation, DLA)[71℄, gdzie jeden entralny, nieru homy agregat ulega wzrostowi. Jest to zgodne ze sposobem tworzenia si agregatów w do±wiad zeniu,
gdzie w po z¡tkowy h stadia h nano z¡stki spontani znie agreguj¡ ze sob¡.
2.4.2

Model gruboziarnisty

Pierwotne nano z¡stki ITO maj¡ dobrze zdeniowan¡ ±redni  13 nm oraz
w przybli»eniu kulisty ksztaªt. Model gruboziarnisty oparto o przybli»enie i h
przez jednorodne kule. Pro es DLCA daje si ªatwo symulowa¢, gdy» wystarzy, aby z¡stki poruszaªy si dyfuzyjnie i agregowaªy pod zas zderzenia tworz¡ sztywne struktury. Agregaty powinny równie» si porusza¢ dyfuzyjnie (z
uwzgldnieniem rota ji). Wykorzystana zostaªa pro edura Monte Carlo w zespole kanoni znym, jak opisano w rozdziale 1.1.1. Dziki wprowadzeniu algorytmu listy komórek [72℄, udaªo si zna z¡ o przyspieszy¢ symula je i efektywnie
symulowa¢ systemy zawieraj¡ e do miliona z¡stek. W odró»nieniu od ukªadów
opisywany h w ze±niej, nie byªo konie zne uwzgldnianie »adnego dodatkowego
poten jaªu pomidzy z¡stkami, zostaªy wi one potraktowane jako ukªad twardy h kul. Ru h próbny, który skutkowaª by zbli»eniem si dwó h kul na odlegªo±¢
mniejsz¡ ni» 0.5 nm, byª uznawany za pro es agrega ji i w kolejny h kroka h
takie obiekty poruszaªy si ju» razem.

Rysunek 2.9: Przykªadowy agregat o Rg ≈ 100 nm
Ka»da symula ja odbywaªa si w trze h stadia h: w pierwszym losowo umieszzano w pudle symula yjnym umiesz zano N nano z¡stek tak, aby si nie przekrywaªy. Nastpnie prowadzona byªa symula ja Monte Carlo, pod zas której
29

Rysunek 2.10: Pro es ubijania agregatów w warstwie. rodkowy panel pokazuje
agregaty dla ukªadu zatrzymanego na

hRg i,

po uko« zeniu drugiego stadium

symula ji. Wstawka zwra a uwag, jak umiejs owione s¡ agregaty wzgldem
siebie. Dolny panel pokazuje ten sam ukªad po zako« zeniu trze iego stadium,
zyli po kompresji.

z¡stki mogªy agregowa¢, a ±redni promie« obrotowy
nitorowany. Uzyskanie zadanej warto± i

hRg i

hRg i

agregatów byª mo-

(jest to parametr kontrolowany

w do±wiad zeniu) powodowaªo zako« zenie tego stadium. Moment ten odpowiada zatrzymaniu pro esu agrega ji w do±wiad zeniu. Porównano te» wymiar
fraktalny powstaªy h agregatów, uzyskuj¡

zadowalaj¡ ¡ zgodno±¢ z pro esem

DLCA (Rysunek 3 w Pra y VIII). Przykªadowy agregat zostaª pokazany na
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Rysunku 2.9
Drugie stadium polegaªo na zep hni iu wszystki h agregatów na dno pudªa symula yjnego. Pro es ten byª zatrzymywany w momen ie, kiedy
skªadowa u±redniona po wszystki h
zaªo to

z -owa

z¡stka h przestawaªa si zmienia¢. Ozna-

zsto zaklesz zenie si du»y h agregatów o ± ianki bo zne i o siebie

nawzajem. Aby na±ladowa¢ pro es wysy hania warstwy ITO, pod zas którego
nastpuje reduk ja pusty h miejs , wprowadzone zostaªo stadium trze ie. Polegaªo ono na

ykli znym zmienianiu kierunku siªy grawita ji, a makroskopowo

byªoby podobne do podrzu ania

zy te» wytrz¡sania. Rysunek 2.10 pokazuje

jak zmieniaªo to ksztaªt warstwy. Tak przygotowany ukªad mógª by¢ nastpnie
poddany pomiarom oporu wªa± iwego.

2.4.3

Opór wªa± iwy warstw ITO

Rysunek 2.11: S hemat oporników odpowiadaj¡ y agregatowi przedstawionemu
na górnym panelu. Kolorem

zerwonym zazna zono kontakty pomidzy nano-

z¡stkami, na który h opór wynosi
przedstawiono za pomo ¡

R.

Oporniki odpowiadaj¡ e tym kontaktom

zarny h prostok¡tów.

Pro es wygrzewania warstwy ITO w atmosferze wodorowej zmienia ksztaªt
nano z¡stek, pozwalaj¡

tym le»¡ ym najbli»ej siebie na utworzenie kontaktów
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elektry zny h. W modelu gruboziarnistym wszystkie nano z¡stki posiadaj¡ jednakowy ksztaªt i rozmiar, wi

by osza owa¢, które z ni h mogªyby utworzy¢,

kontakty zwikszono niezna znie i h promie« i przeszukano ukªad pod k¡tem
przekrywania si kul. Powstaªa w ten sposób mapa kontaktów pomidzy

zast-

kami. Aby obli zy¢ opór wªa± iwy warstwy ITO, posªu»ono si prostym modelem sie i oporników. Zaªo»ono, »e

aªy opór wystpuj¡ y pomidzy dwoma

nano z¡stkami po hodzi od mostka, który je ª¡ zy, oraz »e wszystkie kontakty
maj¡ jednakowy opór

R.

Dziki temu zaªo»eniu mo»na zbudowa¢ map poª¡-

ze« pomidzy nano z¡stkami i na tej podstawie stworzy¢ trójwymiarow¡, równowa»n¡ sie¢ oporników. Przykªad równowa»nej sie i Kirhoa dla niewielkiego
dwuwymiarowego agregatu przedstawiono na Rysunku 2.11.
Nastpnie z warstwy zostaª wy ity prostok¡tny blok o boka h

Lx , Ly , Lz ,

jak pokazano na lewym panelu Rysunku 11 w Pra y VIII. Do dwó h boków

x przyªo»ono ró»ni  poV . Przewodni two elektry zne dla takiej geometrii mo»na wyrazi¢
jako σ = i/E , gdzie E to pole elektry zne, a gsto±¢ pr¡du ozna zono przez i,
o mo»na wyrazi¢ przez i = I/Ly Lz (tutaj przez I ozna zono nat»enie pr¡du).
Pole elektry zne z kolei mo»na zapisa¢ jako E = V /Lx , o daje wzór na przetakiego prostopadªo± ianu, prostopadle do kierunku
ten jaªów,

wodni two elektry zne jako:

σ=

ILx
V Lz Ly

(2.2)

Dla wygodniejszej reprezenta ji wykorzystano bezwymiarowe przewodni two

σ̃ = σRN P R. Dziki takiemu zabiegowi wyniki nie zale»¡ od konkretnej warto±

i

oporu na poª¡ zenia h pomidzy nano z¡stkami. Warto±¢ ta nie jest dokªadnie

Ω [73℄.
hRg i zostaªy przedstawione w funk

poznana i jest sza owana na ok. 100
Wyniki

σ̃

dla ró»ny h warto± i

ji uªamka

objto± iowego, jaki nano z¡stki zajmowaªy w wy itym bloku (Rysunek 2.12).
Okazaªo si, »e punkty dla ukªadów o ró»nym

hRg i

le»¡ na tej samej para-

boli, jednak s¡ przemieszane. wiad zy to o tym, »e ukªady o podobnym

hRg i

mog¡ tworzy¢ ró»ne upakowania (agregaty mog¡ si zaklesz za¢ o siebie i mimo
kompresji tworzy¢ pustki wewn¡trz warstwy). Daje si zauwa»y¢ tenden j do
tworzenia bardziej upakowany h i lepiej przewodz¡ y h warstw, je±li rozmiary
agregatów s¡ mniejsze. Wygrzewanie i ubijanie warstwy agregatów powoduje
zna zny wzrost przewodno± i - punkty odpowiadaj¡ e takim ukªadom tworz¡
drug¡, bardziej strom¡ parabol. W ka»dym przypadku mo»e istnie¢ pewna grani zna warto±¢

φ,

poni»ej której ukªad przestaje by¢ przewodz¡ y - odlegªo± i

pomidzy nano z¡stkami s¡ zbyt du»e, aby ukªad mógª przewodzi¢ pr¡d.
Dziki zastosowaniu modelu gruboziarnistego udaªo si zaproponowa¢ zoptymalizowane warunki tworzenia warstw ITO. Wspóªpra a z rmami Siemens
i Evonik pozwoliªa na bezpo±rednie zastosowanie wyników po hodz¡ y h z symula ji Monte Carlo do ulepszenia systemu produk ji tuszów sªu»¡ y h do produk ji drukowanej elektroniki.
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Rysunek 2.12: Bezwymiarowe przewodni two elektry zne w funk ji uªamka objto± iowego, jaki zajmuj¡ agregaty. Czarne punkty odpowiadaj¡ ukªadowi upakowany h kul, bez mo»liwo± i agrega ji. Ja±niejsze symbole odpowiadaj¡ agregatom nie poddawanym wygrzewaniu i ukªadaj¡ si w przybli»eniu na tej samej
krzywej

o pojedyn ze kule. Ciemniejsze symbole odpowiadaj¡ ukªadowi podda-

nemu wygrzewaniu i kompresji. Li zby wskazuj¡ warto±¢
byª zatrzymany.
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hRg i, dla której wzrost

Rozdziaª 3

Me hani zne wªasno± i biaªek
3.1

Biaªka

Biaªka stanowi¡ podstawowy budule »y ia, bd¡ budul em enzymów, kanaªów bªonowy h, ytoszkieletu zy motorów molekularny h [74℄. Z hemi znego
punktu widzenia jest to polikondensat zbudowany z ponad 20 rodzajów aminokwasów, poª¡ zony h wi¡zaniem peptydowym. Ka»dy aminokwas skªada si
z i¡gu atomów N H N CHRCOOH , gdzie R ozna za organi zny podstawnik,
zwany grup¡ bo zn¡. Grupa bo zna przyª¡ zona jest do tetraedry znego wgla zwanego wglem α (C ). Grupa aminowa i karboksylowa ulegaj¡ reak ji
kondensa ji, tworz¡ wi¡zanie peptydowe. Wi¡zanie peptydowe ma harakter
z± iowo podwójny, o uniemo»liwia swobodn¡ rota j wokóª niego i zapewnia
sztywno±¢ ªa« u howi gªównemu. Biaªka maj¡ po dwa ko« e ªa« u ha gªównego
nie zaanga»owane w wi¡zanie i nazywane ko« ami N i C. Aminokwasy zwy zajowo numeruje si od ko« a N. Do wgla C przyª¡ zane s¡ ró»ne grupy bo zne,
które zapewniaj¡ aminokwasom ró»norodno±¢. Typowo biaªka mog¡ mie¢ od
kilku (wtedy u»ywana jest nazwa peptyd) do tysi y aminokwasów. Oddziaªywania pomidzy aminokwasami pozwalaj¡ biaªku przyjmowa¢ jego funk jonaln¡
form  struktur natywn¡, wyró»nion¡ spo±ród inny h konformerów nisk¡
energi¡ swobodn¡. Jeden a aminokwasów, ysteina, mo»e dodatkowo tworzy¢
mostki dwusiar zkowe, zwane te» mostkami ystynowymi. Spinaj¡ one ze sob¡
zsto oddalone od siebie sekwen yjnie rejony biaªka nadaj¡ mu dodatkow¡
sztywno±¢. Wyró»nia si ztery poziomy opisu struktury biaªek:
• Struktura pierwszorzdowa to kolejno±¢ aminokwasów w biaªku.
• Struktura drugorzdowa informuje o wzajemnym uªo»eniu aminokwasów
w przestrzeni. Lokalna sztywno±¢ wi¡zania peptydowego oraz wi¡zania wodorowe midzy aminokwasami pozwalaj¡ na utworzenie si struktur helikalny h skr e« kolejny h aminokwasów w posta i α-helis, pªaski h od inków przylegaj¡ y h do siebie fragmentów ªa« u ha gªównego - arkuszy β,
oraz ró»nego rodzaju skrtów, nawrotów i ptli.
• Struktura trze iorzdowa doty zy przestrzennego rozkªadu atomów biaªka,
w sz zególno± i umiejs awia wzgldem siebie struktury drugorzdowe.
• Za pomo ¡ struktury zwartorzdowej opisuje sie budow wielobiaªkowy h
kompleksów.
2

α

α
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Propor je zawarto± i struktur drugorzdowy h w ró»ny h biaªka h s¡ ró»ne,
jednak ogólne uªo»enie wzgldem siebie struktur drugorzdowy h jest silnie konserwowane ewolu yjnie. Taki ogólny s hemat strukturalny jest zwykle podobny
dla spokrewniony h rodzin biaªek ( ho¢ mo»e te» by¢ wynikiem zbie»nej ewolu ji) i nazywany jest zwojem (ang

Fold). Istnieje kilka strategii podziaªu bia-

ªek wzgldem zwojów. Przykªady klasyka ji mo»na znale¹¢ w baza h dany h
CATH [75℄, SCOP [76℄

zy te» Pfam [77℄.

Z punktu widzenia biologii molekularnej

zy te» zyki biologi znej nie wy-

star zy znajomo±¢ samej funk ji biaªka, gdy» do peªnego zrozumienia pro esów
za hodz¡ y h w organizmie »ywym konie zna jest znajomo±¢ jego trójwymiarowej struktury. Przede wszytkim dziki metodom magnety znego rezonansu
j¡drowego i krystalograi rentgenowskiej udaªo si pozna¢ trójwymiarowe struktury ju» ponad 80000 biaªek, które zostaªy zdeponowane w ogólnodostpnej bazie dany h PDB (ang.

Protein Data Bank)

przypisano unikaln¡ kombina j

ztere h

[78℄. Biaªkom dostpnym w PDB

yfr lub li zb, np 1BMP dla ludzkiego

zynnika wzrostu ko± i.

3.2

Roz i¡ganie biaªek

Wiele pro esów za hodz¡ y h w »ywej komór e wykorzystuje siªy me hani zne.
Komórki trzymaj¡ si razem, poruszaj¡ oraz przytwierdzaj¡ do podªo»a dziki
siªom adhezji [79℄, komórki utrzymuj¡ swój ksztaªt dziki siªom dziaªaj¡ ym
na

ytoszkielet [80℄, wrze iono kariokinety zne, wywieraj¡

parowa¢

siª potra rozse-

hromosomy pod zas podziaªu komórki [81℄, a proteasom u»ywa siªy

aby rozwin¡¢ degradowane biaªko [82℄. Siªy me hani zne dziaªaj¡ te» o zywi± ie w

zasie skur zu mi±nia, w którym u zestni zy jedno z lepiej zbadany h

biaªek - tytyna [83℄. Jednak z perspektywy dziaªaj¡ y h siª mo»na te» spojrze¢
na pro esy wi¡zania si biaªek i tworzenia kompleksów. Na przykªad kompleks
biotyny z awidyn¡ [85℄ tworzy najsilniejsze znane biologi zne wi¡zanie niekowalen yjne. Znalazªo ono zastosowanie w wielu dziedzina h biologii do±wiadzalnej [85℄, wszdzie tam, gdzie potrzebne jest silne i spe y zne oddziaªywanie. Wyj¡tkow¡ spe y zno±¢ zapewniaj¡ te» biaªka ukªadu odporno± iowego
- prze iw iaªa. I h wi¡zanie si do antygenów równie» nale»y do stabilny h, a
dyso ja ja wymaga przyªo»enia pewnej siªy [86℄. Ze wzgldu na lepsze zrozumienie me hanizmów dziaªania powy»szy h ukªadów warto stara¢ si zrozumie¢
me hani zne wªasno± i biaªek strukturalny h i kompleksów biaªkowy h.
Niezwykle interesuj¡ a jest te» problematyka zastosowania biaªek w zagadnienia h te hnologi zny h. Natura okazaªa si jak dot¡d niedo± igniona, je±li
hodzi o budow niezwykle wytrzymaªy h wªókien. Ni¢ paj za,

ho¢ zbudo-

wana z biaªek, jest wytrzymalsza od ni i stalowej o tej samej ±redni y [87℄.
Dodatkowo, taka ni¢ ma silne wªasno± i tªumi¡ e, aby nie ulega¢ zerwaniu pod
wpªywem impetu mu hy wlatuj¡ ej w paj zyn. Zrozumienie dziaªania takiego
wªókna biaªkowego mo»e w przyszªo± i doprowadzi¢ do powstania nowy h materiaªów - wytrzymaªy h ni i
po hªaniaj¡ y h udar,

hirurgi zny h, odporny h na zerwanie materiaªów

zy te» molekularny h tªumików, które mo»na by za-

stosowa¢ w proteza h. W badania h ty h niekonie znie nale»y si ograni za¢ do
biaªek znany h z wykonywania pra y me hani znej, gdy» biaªka, które wyewoluªowaªy w zupeªnie innym

elu, mog¡ posiada¢ po»¡dane

e hy strukturalne.

Dlatego istotne s¡ szeroko zakrojone badania nad me hanostabilno± i¡ biaªek.
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3.2.1

Metody do±wiad zalne

Informa je o me hani zny h wªasno± ia h biaªka mo»na uzyska¢ przede wszystkim poddaj¡

je wpªywowi zewntrzny h siª, w

z zególno± i

i¡gn¡

za amino-

kwasy w wybranej parze w prze iwne strony. Wskutek takiego oddziaªywania
biaªko rozwija si. Nie nastpuje to jednak pªynnie, gdy» wi¡zania pomidzy
strukturami drugorzdowymi zrywane s¡ skokowo, a siªy potrzebne do i h zerwania ró»ni¡ si. Dodatkowo wybór par aminokwasów równie» jest istotny,
gdy» rozkªad siª potrzebny h do roz i¡gni ia biaªka jest mo no nieizotropowy
wzgldem tego wyboru, a najwiksze siªy otrzymuje si zwykle,

i¡gn¡

za ko« e.

Podobnie mo»na post¡pi¢ z kompleksem biaªkowym, poprzez przykªadanie siªy
do obydwu partnerów biaªkowy h i monitorowaniu siªy potrzebnej do jego zniszzenia. Dwie podstawowe metody, które pozwalaj¡ na me hani zne rozwijanie
biaªek to mikroskop siª atomowy h [88℄ (AFM, ang.

Atomi For e Mi ros opy),

oraz sz zyp e opty zne [89℄. Typowe do±wiad zenie AFM polega na hemi znym
zmodykowaniu jednego z ko« ów biaªka i za zepieniu go do powierz hni. D¹wignia AFM jest modykowana tak, »eby po zbli»eniu jej do swobodnego ko« a
biaªka wi¡zaªa si z nim. Po zwi¡zaniu, d¹wignia jest stopniowo oddalana w ten
sposób, by, zale»nie od ustawie« do±wiad zenia, utrzymywana byªa staªa prdko±¢ oddalania lub by siªa dziaªaj¡ a na d¹wigni byªa staªa. Pierwszy,

z± iej

wykorzystywany rodzaj do±wiad zenia pozwala mierzy¢ bezpo±rednio siª

F

po-

trzebn¡ do rozerwania posz zególny h struktur biaªka w funk ji przemiesz zenia
d¹wigni AFM,

F (d). d

niuje si te» wielko±¢

jest odlegªo± i¡ na jak¡ przesunªa si d¹wignia, ale de-

L,

która okre±la aktualn¡ odlegªo±¢ pomidzy ko« ami

biaªka i, w prze iwie«stwie do

d, nie jest li

zona od zera, a od natywnej odlegªo-

± i pomidzy ko« ami. Pomiar siªy nastpuje za po±redni twem kontroli ugi ia
elasty znej d¹wigni AFM. W rezulta ie otrzymuje si zestaw maksimów, z który h najwy»szy odpowiada sile, jak¡ trzeba przezwy i»y¢, aby rozwin¡¢ biaªko
i ozna zany tutaj bdzie

Fmax .

Typowa wielko±¢

Fmax

waha si w grani a h od

kilku do kilkuset pN i na przykªad dla tytyny wynosi okoªo 200 pN. Siªa

Fmax

powstaje przez oddziaªywanie pomidzy fragmentami struktury drugorzdowej
biaªka. Me hanizm odpowiedzialny za

Fmax

nazywany jest imadªem siªy. Opór

jest zwykle efektem jedno zesnego ± inania wielu wi¡za« wodorowy h w arkusza h

β,

ale mo»e równie» wynika¢ ze stery znego prze iskania si fragmentu

biaªka przez inn¡

z±¢ struktury. Caªka spod wykresu siªy odpowiada ener-

gii po hªonitej przez biaªko w pro esie rozwijania. Do±wiad zenie ko« zy si
niesko« zonym wzrostem siªy, kiedy

aªa struktura drugorzdowa biaªka jest

ju» rozwinita, a opór stawiaj¡ jedynie wi¡zania peptydowe. W prakty e nastpuje wtedy od zepienie si biaªka od d¹wigni lub te» zerwanie jednego z wi¡za«
peptydowy h, dla który h siªa potrzebna do zerwania wynosi kilka nN [90℄.
Do±wiad zenia AFM

zy te» sz zypie

opty zny h dla pojedyn zy h biaªek,

mimo »e ideowo proste, s¡ trudne do przeprowadzenia, a na zebranie jednej
prawidªowej krzywej

F (d)

przypadaj¡

zsto tysi¡ e nieudany h do±wiad ze«.

Z tego powodu do tej pory zostaªo roz i¡gnity h do±wiad zalnie dopiero okoªo
stu biaªek, które wybierane byªy

zsto do±¢ losowo, lub te» kierowano si i h

zwi¡zkiem z me hani zn¡ pra ¡. Z tego wzgldu istotne s¡ badania przesiewowe,
które mogªy by pomó

zidentykowa¢

iekawe obiekty do±wiad zalne.
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3.2.2

Symula je rozwijania biaªek

3.2.3

Roz i¡ganie biaªek w modela h gruboziarnisty h

Do±wiad zenie AFM pozwala uzyska¢ informa je o sile potrzebnej do rozwini ia
biaªka zy te» ksztaª ie krzywej F (d), jednak nie pozwala na interpreta j ty h
wielko± i na poziomie molekuªy ani na poznanie sz zegóªów me hanizmu oporu
me hani znego. W tym elu stworzone zostaªa stworzona odmiana dynamiki
molekularnej [91℄, w której przykªada si siª do jednego z aminokwasów, przytwierdzaj¡ drugi i przeprowadza normaln¡ dynamik molekularn¡, jak opisano
w rozdziale po±wi onym metodom (). W zamy±le metoda ta ma odtwarza¢ do±wiad zenie AFM in sili o, z uwgldnieniem wody ota zaj¡ ej biaªko. Pierwszy
raz takie badania zostaªy przeprowadzone w 1998 roku [92℄ i jak dot¡d zostaªy
przeprowadzone dopiero dla kilkudziesi iu ukªadów. Powodem jest du»a zªo»ono±¢ obli zeniowa, która powoduje, »e roz i¡ganie mo»na przeprowadza¢ tylko
z niezy znymi prdko± iami, wy»szymi od do±wiad zalny h a» o siedem rzdów wielko± i. atwo skonstatowa¢, »e symula je przegl¡dowe nie s¡ osi¡galne
przy u»y iu wspóª zesny h komputerów i potrzebne jest podej± ie uprasz zaj¡ e
zagadnienie  model gruboziarnisty.
Punktem wyj± iowym do roz i¡gania biaªek jest zwykle struktura natywna, wi
logi zny wydaje si wybór modeli oparty h na strukturze. W rama h tej pra y
biaªka byªy symulowane przy u»y iu modelu Gô. Istnieje wiele mo»liwo± i konstruk ji modelu Gô, i 62 z ni h zostaªy przetestowane w pra y [93℄. Model, który
najlepiej odwzorowywaª znane wyniki do±wiad zalne, zostaª równie» wybrany do
symula ji w rama h tej rozprawy. Woda peªni¡ a dla biaªka rol rozpusz zalnika
zostaªa zast¡piona przez wprowadzenie do równa« ru hu zestawu losowy h siª
na±laduj¡ y h ru h termi zny (pozwalaj¡ y h równie» na kontrol temperatury
ukª¡du) oraz siª zwi¡zany h z lepko± i¡ (Równanie 1.3). Pomidzy kolejnymi
aminokwasami zostaª wprowadzony poten jaª harmoni zny oraz poten jaª torsyjny, zapewniaj¡ y odpowiedni¡ sztywno±¢ ªa« u ha biaªkowego. By speªni¢
warunek, »e struktura natywna jest automaty znie minimum poten jaªu, wprowadza si oddziaªywanie przy i¡gaj¡ e typu Lennarda-Jonesa pomidzy aminokwasami bd¡ ymi w kontak ie w strukturze natywnej (kontakty natywne).
Aby ªa« u h nie mógª przenika¢ sam przez siebie, wprowadza si oddziaªywanie
odpy haj¡ e pomidzy pozostaªymi aminokwasami. Deni ja kontaktu natywnego i budowa tzw. mapy kontaktów jest klu zowa dla poprawnego dziaªania
modelu. Najlepsze rezultaty osi¡ga si, je±li uznaje si, »e dwa aminokwasy s¡ w
kontak ie tylko wtedy, gdy dowolne dwa z i h i»ki h atomów oto zone lekko
powikszon¡ sfer¡ Van der Waalsa stykaj¡ si ze sob¡. Gªboko±¢ studni poten jaªu dla oddziaªywa«, ǫ jest jednakowa dla wszystki h par aminokwasów,
a jej warto±¢ jest rzdu 1.5 k al/mol, natomiast minimum oddziaªywania natywnego le»y w odlegªo± i, jaka dzieliªa atomy C w stanie natywnym. Zostaªa
wprowadzona temperatura zredukowana T = k T /ǫ. Symula je przeprowadza
si dla temperatury pokojowej 0.35, odpowiadaj¡ ej temperaturze optymalnego
zwijania. Charakterysty zn¡ skal¡ zasu w ukªadzie jest τ , wyzna zane jako zas
potrzebny na dyfuzyjne pokonanie harakterysty znej odlegªo± i midzy aminokwasami (5 Å). Dynamika jest prowadzona w warunka h nadtªumienia, dlatego
τ jest równe w przybli»eniu 1 ns. Pod zas symula ji przeprowadzany h przy
u»y iu dynamiki Langevina jeden z ko« ów biaªka mo owany jest do nieru hoα

B
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mego punktu za pomo ¡ spr»yny, a drugi konie , równie» za po±redni twem
spr»yny, od i¡gany jest ze staª¡ prdko± i¡ v , typowo równ¡ 0.005 /τ . Prdko±¢ ta jest nadal wy»sza od do±wiad zalnej o okoªo 3 rzdy wielko± i. Jednak
zwa»ywszy na logarytmi zn¡ zale»no±¢ Fmax od prdko± i roz i¡gania, bª¡d z
tym zwi¡zany jest ju» niewielki, mniejszy od bªdu wynikaj¡ ego z samej pro edury zaniedbania stopni swobody. Siªa w modelu gruboziarnistym mierzona jest
w jednostka h zredukowany h ǫ/Å, o odpowiada w przybli»eniu 110 pN. Warto±¢ ta zostaªa wyli zona poprzez porównanie do±wiad zalny h warto± i Fmax z
uzyskanymi za pomo ¡ symula ji. Jak wspomniano, prdko± i i¡gni ia wykorzystywane w do±wiad zeniu s¡ o kilka rzdów wielko± i wiksze, ni» te u»ywane
w symula ja h, dlatego wyniki teorety zne zostaªy ekstrapolowane do prdko± i
do±wiad zalny h, jak wyja±niono w sek ji po±wi onej metodom w Pra y I. Nahylenie krzywej korela ji pomidzy siªami Fmax do±wiad zalnymi a teorety znymi pozwoliªo wyzna zy¢ warto±¢ 1 ǫ/Å. Peªen opis modelu, wraz z doborem
parametrów mo»na znale¹¢ w odno±nika h [19, 20, 21, 93℄.
3.3

Przegl¡d me hani zny h wªasno± i biaªek

Jak wspomniano powy»ej, potrzebne s¡ wielkoskalowe, przegl¡dowe badania stabilno± i biaªek. Jednak zbiór PDB zawiera wiele biaªek niekompletny h, który h
fragmenty nie zostaªy rozwi¡zane z wystar zaj¡ ¡ rozdziel zo± i¡. Wszystkie takie struktury zostaªy odrzu one. Dodatkowo, wiele wpisów w PDB odnosi si
b¡d¹ do biaªek skompleksowany h z kwasami nukleinowymi, b¡d¹ wr z zawieraj¡ y h wyª¡ znie DNA/RNA. Model gruboziarnisty stosowany do prezentowany h bada« zostaª wypra owany z my±l¡ o biaªka h, i nie zostaª przystosowany do symula ji kwasów nukleinowy h, które s¡ hemi znie i zy znie ró»ne
od biaªek, dlatego takie wpisy równie» odrzu ono. Konie zne byªo te» zaw»enie dªugo± i biaªek poddany h roz i¡ganiu do przedziaªu pomidzy 40 a 250
aminokwasów.
W wikszo± i struktury biaªek zdeponowany h w PDB nie s¡ w formie monomery znej, ale zawieraj¡ kilka podjednostek zy te» ªa u hów. S¡ to albo
podjednostki ogromny h kompleksów biaªkowy h, jak na przykªad proteasomu,
albo re eptory poª¡ zone z ligandami, prze iw iaªa z i h antygenami oraz biaªka
w formie homo- i heteromultimerów. Roz i¡ganie wszystki h mo»liwy h biaªek
w kompleksie spowodowaªoby wielokrotny wzrost zªo»ono± i obli zeniowej problemu, wi postanowiono zawzi¢ przegl¡d tylko do pierwszego z ªa« u hów
ka»dego biaªka. Za takim rozwi¡zaniem przemawiaª te» fakt, »e do±wiad zalne
warto± i siªy potrzebnej do separa ji kompleksów biaªkowy h, zebrane w pra y
przegl¡dowej [94℄ byªy rzdu dziesi¡tek pN i rzadko kiedy przekra zaªy warto±¢
100 pN. Stabilno±¢ me hani zna kompleksów biaªkowy h mo»e stanowi¢ temat
kolejnego przegl¡du w przyszªo± i.
Pierwszy przegl¡d me hani zny h wªasno± i biaªek zostaª dokonany przez dr
Joann Suªkowsk¡ i prof. Marka Cieplaka jesz ze w roku 2007 [95℄ i doty zyª on
7510 biaªek. W midzy zasie zawarto±¢ PDB zna znie wzrosªa, pojawiªy si te»
nowe zwoje biaªek. Zwikszyªy si te» dostpne zasoby obli zeniowe. Postanowiono wi powtórzy¢ badania dla wikszego zbioru biaªek. Dodatkow¡ zmian¡
byªo wprowadzenie kowalen yjny h wi¡za« w miejs u mostków ystynowy h, o
pozwoliªo na analiz biaªek od nie o innej strony. Ostate znie dokonano przegl¡du me hani zny h wªasno± i 17134 biaªek. Badania te zostaªy opisane sz ze38

góªowo w Pra y I. Du»a li zba biaªek pozwoliªa przede wszystkim na wysnu ie
pewny h wniosków ogólny h o sile, z jak¡ stawiaj¡ opór na roz i¡ganie. Rysunek 3.1 przedstawia rozkªad warto± i Fmax dla wszystki h zbadany h biaªek.

Rysunek 3.1: Histogram warto± i Fmax uzyskany h w Pra y I. Za ieniowany histogram pokazuje t¡ sam¡ dystrybu j dla w ze±niejszy h bada« [95℄. Strzaªk¡
ozna zono siª dla biaªka mi±niowego - tytyny. Wstawki pokazuj¡ rozbi ie gªównej dystrybu ji na skªadowe odpowiadaj¡ e biaªkom zbudowanym gªównie ze
struktur α, β , oraz mieszany h, na podstawie i h klasyka ji w bazie CATH.
Dla ka»dego z histogramów przedstawiona zostaªa li zba biaªek maj¡ y h do«
wkªad.
Okazaªo si, »e istnieje wiele biaªek silniejszy h ni» te peªni¡ e w przyrodzie
funk je strukturalne, a tytyna znajduje si mniej wi ej w trze h zwarty h rozkªadu. Sam rozkªad siª nie jest symetry zny: maksimum w F = 0 odpowiada
biaªkom, w który h nie stwierdzono »adny h maksimów na wykresie F (d). Nastpnie nastpuje wyra¹ny wzrost li zby protein, dla który h siªa potrzebna do
rozwini ia wynosi okoªo 1.25 ǫ/Å. Rozkªad nastpnie opada ªagodnie a» do wysoki h warto± i siª. Zauwa»ono te» zale»no±¢ pomidzy klas¡ ar hitektury biaªka,
a jego me hani zn¡ stabilno± ia. Biaªka z przewag¡ ni i β mog¡ by¢ bardzo silne,
natomiast biaªka zbudowane wyª¡ znie z α-helis prawie nigdy nie przekra zaj¡
warto± i 2 ǫ/Å. Zbadana zostaªa te» zale»no±¢ Fmax od dªugo± i biaªek (Rysunek 2 w Pra y I). Prawdopodobie«stwo, »e biaªko bdzie stabilne me hani znie
wydaje si by¢ propor jonalne do li zby aminokwasów. Bazy CATH i SCOP
posiadaj¡ aªe drzewa klasykuj¡ e biaªka wedªug i h ar hitektur, klas, zwo39

jów itd. Sz zegóªowa analiza rozkªadu Fmax w ty h ni»szy h pozioma h zostaªa
przedstawiona w Pra y I na Rysunka h 4-6. Wyniki dla wszystki h 17134 biaªek zostaªy posortowane wzgldem siªy potrzebnej do i h rozwini ia. Tabela 1
prezentuje najsilniejsze z ni h. W tabeli opró z numeru rankingowego n podany
zostaª numer identyka yjny PDB, li zba aminokwasów N , siªa Fmax , odlegªo±¢
na jak¡ zostaªy rozsunite ko« e gdy wyst¡piªo maksimum siªy (Lmax ) oraz numery identykuj¡ e posz zególne biaªka w baza h CATH i SCOP, je±li takowe
istniej¡. Dla kontrastu pokazane zostaªy dwa ostatnie wpisy, doty z¡ e biaªek
strukturalny h  ubikwityny i tytyny, które doty h zas uwa»ane byªy za silne.
W przegl¡dzie zostaªy umiejs owione dopiero na 3144 i 3580 miejs u.
Tabli a 3.1: Najsilniejsze biaªka monomery zne
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

PDBid

1bmp
1qty
2bhk
1lxi
1 z8
2gh0
1wq9
1t
1fzv
2gyz
1rew
1m4u
1vpf
1 4p
1qqr
3bmp
1j8s
1wq8
1j8r
1f3y
2vpf
2h64
1kdm
1q56
1rv6
1waq
1reu
1tgj
2pbt
2h62

N
104
95
119
104
107
219
100
107
117
100
103
139
94
137
138
114
193
96
193
165
109
105
177
195
94
104
103
112
133
104

Fmax [ǫ/Å℄

10.2
8.9
7.3
7.3
6.4
5.8
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.1
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.4

Lmax

CATH

SCOP

23.2

[Å℄

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

72.1

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

26.5
22.5
76.5

g.17.1.2
2.10.90.10

b.1.1.1

25.9
72.0

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

75.6

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

90.4

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

21.7

2.10.90.10

g.7.1.3

52.1

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

68.1

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

106.0

3.10.20.180

d.15.5.1

110.3

3.10.20.180

d.15.5.1

33.0

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

77.9

2.60.40.1370

b.2.3.3

82.6

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

77.7

2.60.40.1370

b.2.3.3

284.7

3.90.79.10

d.113.1.1

79.3

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

14.4

29.4

g.7.1.3

309.4

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

473.2

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

67.7

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

20.4

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

45.9

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

20.1

219.9
24.3

40

g.7.1.3

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

1tgk
2fzl
1qu0
1f5f
1dzk
1aoh
1vs
2 7w
2gyr
1dzj
2sak
2bzm
2pq1
1nwv
1e5g
2i k
1gvl
1tgs
1u20
1 ui
1d
1kdk
2i j
3dd5
1 ug
1b0o
1xza
1v d
1 uw
1xzi
1 us
1 uf
2a7h
1 q3
1
1v 9
1 ua
1xzl
2faw
2vn5
1 ux
1 uh
2dsd

112
197
181
172
148
147
196
96
97
148
121
129
134
129
120
220
223
225
196
197
197
177
219
194
197
161
197
126
197
197
197
197
223
224
197
126
197
197
250
142
197
197
195

4.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9

44.6

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

49.7
156.9

.37.1.19

186.2

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

110.3

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

77.1

2.60.40.680

b.2.2.2

238.3

2.60.40.10

b.1.1.3

184.2

2.10.90.10

27.1

2.10.90.10

111.0

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

76.0

3.10.20.130

d.15.5.1

124.3
222.6
129.8

2.10.70.10

g.18.1.1

133.1

2.10.70.10

g.18.1.1

462.5
114.9

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

122.3

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

408.5

d.113.1.1

422.8

3.40.50.1820

423.0

3.40.50.1820

357.2

2.60.120.200

.69.1.30
.69.1.30
b.29.1.4

455.9
403.3
422.6

3.40.50.1820

237.3

2.40.128.20

422.9

3.40.50.1820

199.7

.69.1.30
b.60.1.1
.69.1.30
d.113.1.1

422.9

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

422.9

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

423.3

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

423.1

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

114.7

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

128.0

2.60.240.10

b.27.1.1

421.6

3.40.50.1820

199.1

.69.1.30
d.113.1.1

423.0

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

423.1

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

250.8
49.2
421.5

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

421.6

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

429.7

41

74

2f3

221

3.9

113.5

2.40.10.10

75

1xzj

197

3.9

421.8

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

76

1xzf

197

3.9

421.0

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

b.47.1.2

77

2g7i

124

3.9

106.6

78

1g1k

143

3.9

52.0

2.60.40.680

79

1 u

197

3.9

421.3

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

80

1xzk

197

3.9

422.5

3.40.50.1820

.69.1.30

81

1i04

159

3.9

231.7

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

3144

1ubq

76

2.2

47.9

3.10.20.90

d.15.1.1

3580

1tit

89

2.1

55.3

2.60.40.10

b.1.1.4

b.2.2.2

Powy»sze zestawienie ju» samo w sobie jest interesuj¡ e, ale dopiero analiza me hanizmów powstawania siªy oporu pozwala na pogªbienie zrozumienia
me hani zny h wªasno± i biaªek. W tym

elu konie zna jest wizualna inspek-

ja interesuj¡ y h trajektorii poª¡ zona z rozpoznaniem kontaktów natywny h,
które ulegaj¡ zerwaniu w momen ie powstawania maksymalnej siªy.

3.3.1

Przykªad analizy stabilno± i me hani znej biaªka

Jednym z najsilniejszy h biaªek jest streptokinaza, bior¡ a udziaª w pro esie
krzepni ia krwi. Jej numer w PDB to 1 4p. Na li± ie rankingowej zajªo ono
zternaste miejs e. Aby zrozumie¢ me hanizm dziaªania, dokonano najpierw porównania

zasów zrywania kontaktów natywny h z

mum siªy odpowiadaj¡ ego

zasem pojawienia si maksi-

Fmax . Wykres siªy zostaª zaprezentowany na dolnym

panelu Rysunku 3.2. Zalet¡ symula ji komputerowy h jest mo»liwo±¢ dowolnego
ingerowania w badany ukªad. W sz zególno± i jest mo»liwe sztu zna zmiana
z± i kontaktów natywny h w zwykªe kontakty odpy haj¡ e. Wyª¡ zaj¡

stop-

niowo kontakty pomidzy ró»nymi elementami struktury drugorzdowej, sprawdza si, jak i h brak wpªywa na wykres siªy. Zna z¡ y spadek warto± i

Fmax

pozwala przypusz za¢, i» dana grupa kontaktów jest klu zowa i »e to wªa±nie
ona stanowi imadªo siªy. W przypadku 1 4p pro edura taka pozwoliªa zidentykowa¢ ¹ródªo me hani znego oporu. Jest to zestaw

ztere h wstg

β

tworz¡ y h

jeden arkusz, jak pokazano w dolnym panelu Rysunku 3.2. Dªugie na 11 i 13
aminokwasów ni i

β1

i

β4

zapewniaj¡ szereg wi¡za« wodorowy h, które pod

wpªywem siªy jedno ze±nie s¡ ± inane; pozostaªe, krótsze ni i stabilizuj¡

aªy

ukªad. Sz zegóªowe symula je peªnoatomowe zostaªy przeprowadzone dla 1 4p
i inny h biaªek w rama h Pra y III. Dokªadna analiza sekwen ji zda»e« podzas rozwijania tego biaªka zostaªa zaprezentowana w Rozdziale po±wi onym
imadªom siª w Pra y III, oraz na Rysunka h 4 oraz 6 i 7 tam»e. Symula je potwierdziªy kolektywne zrywanie si wi¡za« wodorowy h pomidzy ni¢mi
w momen ie, kiedy siªa osi¡ga

3.4

β1 i β4

Fmax

Odkry ie me hani znej roli wzªów

ystyno-

wy h
Streptokinaza o kodzie 1 4p, opisana w Rozdziale 3.3.1 okazaªa si najsilniejszym biaªkiem o klasy znym imadle siª, w którym stabilno±¢ me hani zna
po hodzi od ± inania wi¡za« wodorowy h. Jednak w trzynastu najsilniejszy h
biaªka h zebrany h w tabeli rankingowej nie ± inanie kontaktów peªni marginaln¡ rol, w biaªka h ty h klu zowa jest zawada stery zna.
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Rysunek 3.2: Górny panel: S hemat imadªa siªy dla biaªka 1 4p. Pogrubionymi,
niebieskimi strzaªkami zazna zono wstgi
nia wodorowe. Na

F (d)

β.

Przerywane linie ozna zaj¡ wi¡za-

zarno ozna zono kierunek

i¡gni ia. Dolny panel: wykres

dla biaªka 1 4p.

W biaªka h ty h z±¢ ªa« u ha gªównego spita jest za pomo ¡ dwó h mostków

ystynowy h w form do±¢

iasnego (8 -15 aminokwasów [96℄) pier± ienia,

zwanego dalej pier± ieniem ystynowym. Przez ±rodek tego pier± ienia prze hodzi trze i mostek

ystynowy (Rysunek 3.3. Takie uªo»enie aminokwasów nazy-

wane jest jest motywem wzªa ystynowego [96, 97, 98℄ (CK, ang.
i spotykane jest w trze h rodzina h biaªek:

•

Cystine Knot)

Czynniki wzrostu zawieraj¡ e wzeª ystynowy[99, 100℄ (GFCK,
ang.

Growth Fa tor Cystine Knot) to du»a rodzina obejmuj¡

a wiele bia-

ªek zaanga»owany h w rozwój zarodkowy, ale te» obe ny h w zasie aªego
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1BMP

N

Rysunek 3.3: Motyw wzªa

C

ystynowego. óªtym kolorem zazna zono mostki

dwusiar zkowe, zerwonym pier± ie« ystynowy, a na niebiesko pozostaªe z± i
biaªka. Niebieska ptla znajduj¡ a si ponad pªasz zyzn¡ rysunku, je±li siªa jest
przyªo»ona tak, jak wskazuj¡

zarne strzaªki.

»y ia zwierz¡t. Przykªadem mo»e by¢ ±ródbªonkowy

zynnik wzrostu

zy

te» zynnik wzrostu ko± i. Motyw wzªa ystynowego peªni tu funk j rodzaju strukturalnego rusztowania, usztywniaj¡ ego struktur. Pozostaªa
z±¢ struktury za howuje w ró»ny h

zynnika h wzrostu ten sam zwój,

jednak mo no ró»ni si sekwen j¡. Sz zegóªow¡ dyskusj struktur

zyn-

ników wzrostu zamiesz zono w Pra y IX w Rozdziale 2 oraz Rysunka h
2-4.

•

Biaªka inhibitorowe zawieraj¡ e wzeª ystynowy [101℄ (ICK, ang.

Ihibitor Cystine Knots), grupa niewielki h peptydów zawieraj¡ y h motyw wzªa ystynowego. Toksyna ±limaka morskiego Conus glorimaris jest
przykªadem biaªka z tej grupy. To i kilka inny h biaªek jest dyskutowany h
w Rozdziale 5 Pra y IX.

•

Cystynowe biaªka ykli zne [102℄ (CCK, ang. Cy li Cystine Knot)
stanowi¡ interesuj¡ ¡ grup peptydów, które nie posiadaj¡ ko« ów, tworz¡
zamknit¡, niezwykle stabiln¡ struktur.

Me hani zny opór, jak odkryto w
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zasie przeprowadzania przegl¡du, po-

wstaje dla biaªek zawieraj¡ y h wzeª ystynowy pod zas prze iskania si z± i
ªa« u ha gªównego przez pier± ie« ystynowy. Przewidywane siªy mog¡ osi¡gn¡¢
warto± i powy»ej 1 nN dla zynnika wzrostu ko± i o kodzie PDB 1bmp. Tak
du»e warto± i siªy powinny by¢ w i¡» osi¡galne do±wiad zalnie i nie powodowa¢
zrywania wi¡za« kowalen yjn yh. Na Rysunku 3.3 pokazano zarnymi strzaªkami sposób i¡gni ia skutkuj¡ y powstaniem bardzo du»ej siªy. Me hanizm ten
stwierdzono we wszystki h trzynastu najsilniejszy h biaªka h i w kilkudziesi iu
inny h, sklasykowany h na dalszy h miejs a h w Tabeli I. Dla potwierdzenia,
»e kontakty natywne nie odgrywaj¡ istotnej roli w powstawaniu oporu, zamieniono je wszystkie w oddziaªywania odpy haj¡ e, zmieniaj¡ biaªko efektywnie
w polimer. Ksztaªt wykresu siªy ani jej warto±¢, jak pokazano na Rysunku 8 w
Pra y I, nie ulegªy zna z¡ ej zmianie. Ozna za to, i» odkryte imadªo dziaªa na
zupeªnie nowej, nie znanej dot¡d zasadzie.
Jak dot¡d, brak jest dany h do±wiad zalny h doty z¡ y h me hani znej stabilno± i biaªek z wzªem ystynowym. Dlatego jedynym sposobem potwierdzenia przwidywa« modelu gruboziarnistego byªo przeprowadzenie symula ji peªnoatomowy h, które zostaªy opisane w Pra y III. Uzyskane wyniki potwierdziªy
w ze±niejsze przewidywania i dodaªy do opisu sz zegóªy zale»ne od za howania
si grup bo zny h biaªka. W zasie symula ji, ze wzgldu na du»y koszt oblizeniowy, zastosowano prdko± i o par rzdów wielko± i wiksze ni» we w ze±niejszy h badania h. Uzyskane siªy F s¡ wi zna znie zawy»one i osi¡gaj¡
warto± i dziesi¡tek tysi y pN.
Analiza na poziomie atomowym pokazaªa, »e me hanizm prze hodzenia ptli przez pier± ie« polega na tªo zeniu si dwó h aminokwasów znajduj¡ y h
si bezpo±rednio za ystein¡, która t¡ ptl w i¡ga. Me hanizm ten zostaª nazwany me hanizmem molekularnego zatoru. Nale»y zwró i¢ uwag, »e ptla nie
jest w i¡gana prostopadle do pªasz zyzny pier± ienia, ale pod k¡tem. Napr»enie dziaªaj¡ e jego brzeg powoduje zw»enie a» do ksztaªtu przypominaj¡ ego
elips. W i¡gane aminokwasy s¡ wi poddawane nierównej sile oporu - te naieraj¡ e bezpo±rednio na w¡sk¡ z±¢ elipsy do±wiad zaj¡ o wiele wikszy h
udarów, ni» te znajduj¡ e si od jej szerszej strony. Dlatego istotna jest wielko±¢ aminokwasów, które na ieraj¡ na brzeg pier± ienia je±li kolejne z ni h s¡
oraz wiksze, ukªad mo»e si wielokrotnie klinowa¢, daj¡ aª¡ seri maksimów
siªy. Natomiast je±li pierwszy z prze hodz¡ y h aminokwasów jest du»y, pier± ie« przez hwil pozostaje bardziej roz i¡gnity, daj¡ mo»liwo±¢ szybkiego
przesuni ia si pozostaªej z± i ptli. W tej sytua ji na wykresie siªy wido zne
jest tylko jedno, wysokie maksimum.
To, która ze ± ie»ek zostanie wybrana, zale»y od w ze±niejszego uªo»enia
w i¡ganej ptl. U z± i biaªek ptla jest na tyle dªuga i elasty zna, »e w zasie
w i¡gania mo»e przybra¢ stery znie bardziej korzystne uªo»enie i tym samym
wybra¢ s ie»k z kilkoma maksimami i ni»sz¡ warto± i¡ F . Pozostaªe biaªka,
u który h ptla w i¡gana ma dªugo±¢ zaledwie kilku aminokwasów, nie maj¡
takiego wyboru, ukªad prze hodzi przez pier± ie«, daj¡ pojedyn ze, wysokie
maksimum. Ta ± ie»ka zostaªa zademonstrowana na Rysunku 3.4.
Opisane badania to przykªad uzupeªniania si modeli na ró»ny h pozioma h.
Bez modlu gruboziarnistego prawdopodobnie w ogóle by nie odkryto poten jaªu
drzemi¡ ego w biaªka h zawieraj¡ y h wzeª ystynowy. Z drugiej strony model
gruboziarnisty nie mógª odpowiedzie¢ na pytania o sz zegóªy atomowe, o z kolei
zapewniª model peªnoatomowy.
max

max
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d=113.93 Å

d=113.95 Å

d=114.43 Å

d=114.45 Å
Rysunek 3.4: Me hanizm molekularnego zatoru. S hematy pokazuj¡ w reprezenta ji sfer Vand der Waalsa ksztaªt pier± ienia

ystynowego (zielony) w ró»ny h

stadia h roz i¡gania. Innymi kolorami ozna zono aminokwasy ptli prze iskanej
przez pier± ie«. Pierwszy s hemat odpowiada stanowi natywnemu. Podano te»
warto± i przesuni ia

d.

Po prawej stronie wido zne s¡ wykresy siªy, na któ-

ry h strzaªkami zazna zono pozy j

d

odpowiadaj¡ ¡ posz zególnym klatkom

symula ji. Sekwen ja prze i¡ganej ptli w prawym górnym rogu odpowiada kolorysty znie aminokwasom w reprezenta ji Van der Waalsa.

3.5
3.5.1

Stabilno±¢ biaªek w ukªada h dimerowy h
Dimery zawiera j¡ e motyw wzªa

ystynowego

Jak ju» wspomniano, wikszo±¢ biaªek wystpuj¡ y h w przyrodzie nie istnieje w
formie monomery znej, ale ró»noraki h kompleksów. Wiele biaªek do osi¡gniia swojej aktywno± i potrzebuje poª¡ zy¢ si z drugim takim samym obiektem
tworz¡

dimer. Maj¡

to na uwadze, postanowiono rozbudowa¢ badania nad

biaªkami zawieraj¡ ymi mostki

ystynowe. Okazuje si bowiem, »e ogromna

wikszo±¢ z ni h dziaªa jako dimery. W tym

elu przeprowadzono szereg sy-

mula ji, opisany h w Pra y IX.
Biaªka GFCK, w zale»no± i od rodziny

ytokin, do której nale»¡, mog¡ ª¡-

zy¢ si w ró»ny sposób w dimery. Mog¡ to by¢ oddziaªywania hydrofobowe, jak
w przypadku biaªka 1hrp, mo»liwe s¡ te» poª¡ zenia za pomo ¡ jednego (1m4u,
1bmp) lub dwó h (1fzv) mostków dwusiar zkowy h. Ró»ne rodzaje poª¡ ze«
zostaªy zilustrowane s hematy znie na Rysunku 3.5 i ze sz zegóªami strukturalnymi na Rysunka h 2-4 w Pra y IX.
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Rysunek 3.5: S hematy zna reprezenta ja dimerów biaªek z rodziny GFCK.
Czerwonymi liniami zazna zono poªo»enie pier± ieni

ystynowy h, na »óªto

y-

steiny w hodz¡ e w skªad wzªa. Niebieskimi liniami pokazano mostki ystynowe
ª¡ z¡ e ze sob¡ monomery.

Istnieje wiele sposobów roz i¡gania pojedyn zego biaªka, a tym bardziej
kompleksu zªo»onego z kilku biaªek. Nawet je±li bra¢ pod uwag tylko ko« e biomolekuª, istnieje kilka mo»liwo± i wyboru punktów za zepienia d¹wigni AFM.
W dalszej

z± i tego rozdziaªu ozna zenia

pierwszego, a

N i C odnosi¢ si bd¡ do
N ′ i C ′ drugiego z monomerów tworz¡ y h dimer. Aby mó

ko« ów
porów-

nywa¢ symula je dla dimerów z tymi wykonanymi w Pra y I, przyjto s hemat
obli ze«, w którym roz i¡ganie bdzie si odbywa¢ za ró»ne pary ko« ów, w tym
w sposób identy zny, jak byªo to robione w ze±niej, dla ko« ów

N i C , tyle »e w
N − C ′,

obe no± i drugiego monomeru. Wykonane zostaªy te» symula je dla par

C − C′

oraz

N − N ′.

Okazaªo si, »e rozwa»enie ukªadów dimerowy h pokazaªo boga two nowy h
za howa«, niemo»liwy h do zaobserwowania w ukªada h monomery zny h. Obraz ulegª te» komplika ji, gdy» ró»ne s hematy poª¡ ze« pomidzy monomerami
powoduj¡ powstawanie zupeªnie innej odpowiedzi ukªadu na roz i¡ganie. Na
przykªad w biaªku 1hrp w ogóle nie do hodzi do za iskania si wzªa

ystyno-

wego, je±li siªa przykªadana jest do dwó h ró»ny h biaªek. Taki rodzaj napr»enia powoduje pkanie wi¡za« wodorowy h i hydrofobowy h trzymaj¡ y h monomery razem i i h separa j. Warto te» zauwa»y¢, »e w tym konkretnym przypadku nawet roz i¡ganie pojedyn zego monomeru nie przynosi »adnego efektu,
gdy» dodatkowa para ystein (ozna zony h na zielono w prawym górnym panelu
na Rysunku 3.5) efektywnie ª¡ zy na sztywno konie
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N iC

poprzez jedn¡ z par

ystein tworz¡ y h pier± ie«.
Wpªyw dimeryza ji na me hani zn¡ stabilno±¢ zostanie przedyskutowany tutaj na przykªadzie biaªka 1bmp z rodziny TGF (transformuj¡ y zynnik wzrostu,
ang.

Transforming Growth Fa tor). S

hematy zny opis me hanizmów oporu dla

ró»ny h sposobów roz i¡gania zostaª przedstawiony na Rysunku 3.6. Od razu
wido zna jest zna zna anizotropia wyników ze wzgldu na sposób i¡gni ia. W
roz i¡ganiu za ko« e

N − N′

na przykªad, siªa przenoszona jest bezpo±rednio

przez system mostków, nie pozwalaj¡
tury, przez
sytua ji

na rozwini ie ho¢by fragmentu struk-

o na wykresie siªy wido zny jest tylko monotoni zny wzrost. W

i¡gni ia za ko« e

N − C′

za i±ni iu, a dla i¡gni ia za ko« e

tylko jeden z wzªów

C − C′

ystynowy h ulega

obydwa. Rozsz zepienie maksimów

po hodz¡ y h od za iskania ka»dego z wzªów jest dyskutowane sz zegóªowo w
Pra y IX. Co iekawe, sposób i¡gni ia, jaki byª realizowany dla monomerów w
PRa y I,

N −C , tutaj w ogóle nie daje maksimum siªy, gdy»

aªy drugi monomer

musiaªby prze isn¡¢ si przez pier± ie« pierwszego z biaªek,

o jest niemo»liwe

z przy zyn stery zny h.
Cz±¢ wyników symula ji dla pozostaªy h biaªek zostaªa przedstawiona w
Tabeli II.

Sr

ozna za tu wielko±¢ pier± ienia

ystynowego,

FM

siª potrzebn¡

do rozwini ia biaªka w wersji monomery znej. Pozostaªe warto± i siª zostaªy
ozna zone indeksami dolnymi odpowiadaj¡ ymi sposobom roz i¡gania. S hemat poª¡ ze« pomidzy monomerami zale»y od rodzin, do który h nale»¡ biaªka.
Rodzina TGF jest reprezentowana na Rysunku 3.5 przez biaªko 1bmp, rodzina
VEGF przez biaªko 1fzv, rodzina HCG przez biaªko 1hrp a rodzina noggin przez
biaªko 1m4u. Ogromna asymetria wyników wzgldem sposobu

i¡gni ia wi-

do zna jest w ka»dej z rodzin. Sz zegóªowa analiza tego zjawiska, jak równie»
porównanie wysoko± i maksimów

Fmax

z tymi obserwowanymi dla monomerów

przedstawione s¡ w Pra y IX.
Tabli a 3.2: Najsilniejsze biaªka dimery zne
PDBid

Rodzina

Sr

FM

1BMP

TGF

8

10.3

3.4

1LXI

TGF

8

7.3

4.0

2BHK

TGF

8

7.3

3.5

2GH0

TGF

8

5.9

8.6

2GYZ

TGF

8

5.4

4.6

1REW

TGF

8

5.3

4.5

1M4UL

TGF

8

5.3

8.0

FN −N ′
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

1TFG

TGF

8

5.5

14.2

1.1

1QTY

VEGF

8

8.9

5.6

4.6

1CZ8

VEGF

8

6.4

5.7

4.9

1FLT

VEGF

8

5.5

5.2

4.4

1WQ9

VEGF

8

5.5

4.5

4.7

1FZV

VEGF

8

5.4

4.5

4.2

1VPF

VEGF

8

5.3

5.9

5.0

1M4UA

noggin

10

2.8

2.5

2.6

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

1HRP

HCG

−

3.4

2.0

3.0

8

FN −C ′

FC−C ′
4.0
3.5
3.7
12.0
5.5
3.2
8.0
14.0

FN −C
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1.1
1.9
5.8
4.7
6.1
5.5
5.8
1.5

−

Jednym z nieo zekiwany h produktów przegl¡du biaªek dimery zny h byªo
odkry ie przypadków trze h biaªek o niespotykanej dot¡d sile. Dwa z ni h, 1tfg i
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Rysunek 3.6: Przykªad roz i¡gania dimeru 1bmp dla ró»ny h zestawów punktów
za zepienia d¹wigni AFM.

2gh0 zali zaj¡ si do rodziny GFCK , natomiast jedno, 1l2y, zostanie opisane w
Rozdziale 3.5.2. Dwa pierwsze biaªka znajduj¡ si w Tabeli II. Od razu rzu a si
w o zy i h warto±¢

Fmax

osi¡gaj¡ a przynajmniej 12

ǫ/Å.

W przypadku 1tfg,

mimo »e biaªko to nale»y do rodziny GFCK, me hanizm powstawania oporu jest
jesz ze inny, bardziej zªo»ony. S hematy znie pokazano to na Rysunku 3.7.
Struktura tego biaªka ró»ni si od pozostaªy h z rodziny GFCK, gdy» na ko«a h

N

obu monomerów znajduj¡ si dodatkowe pier± ienie, zamknite jesz ze

jednym mostkiem

ystynowym. Ptle s¡ wiksze od pier± ienia

ystynowego,

gdy» maj¡ o dwa aminokwasy wi ej. Pod zas zaaplikowania siªy do ko« ów

C − C ′,

ptle te s¡ w i¡gane do pier± ieni

ystynowy h i tam si zaklesz zaj¡.

Jest to po trosze problem prze iskania wikszego, elasty znego okrgu przez
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Rysunek 3.7: S hematy zna reprezenta ja przebiegu ªa« u ha gªównego w
biaªku 1tfg. Zazna zono ptle przy ko« a h N i N ′ . Tak jak pozostaªe biaªka z
rodziny TGF, pojedyn zy mostek dwusiar zkowy ª¡ zy obydwa monomery.
mniejszy. Kiedy siªa wzro±nie do 14 ǫ/Å, nastpuje przeskok najpierw jednej,
pó¹niej drugiej ptli. Siªa ta odpowiada okoªo 1.5 nN, wi w i¡» nie powinna
by¢ zdolna do zerwania wi¡zania kowalen yjnego, a wi ukªad powinien by¢
dostpny do±wiad zalnie. Sz zegóªowy obraz przej± ia zostaª pokazany klatka
po klat e na Rysunku 4 w Pra y VIII.
Siªy tego rzdu, o dla biaªka 1tfg, powoduj¡, »e przeskok ho¢by jednej ptli
po hªania bardzo du»e ilo± i energii. Dla 1tfg wyli zono, »e peªne rozwini ie
jednego dimeru równe jest 300 fJ po hªonitej energii (dla porównania - biaªko
ubikwityna, rozwijaj¡ si, mo»e po hªon¡¢ ok 1 fJ). Ozna za to poten jaln¡
mo»liwo±¢ zastosowania biaªek z tej rodziny w zastosowania h te hnologi zny h,
na pograni zu biologii i nanote hnologii. Perspektywy te s¡ krótko omówione w
Rozdziale 4.1.
3.5.2

Stabilne dimery nie zawieraj¡ e mostków

ystyno-

wy h

W trak ie doty h zasowy h bada« nie zostaª jesz ze przeprowadzony systematy zny przegl¡d me hani zny h wªasno± i biaªek, ale przy okazji symula ji inny h ukªadów natraono na dwa rodzaje dimerów o iekawy h wªasno± ia h.
Na jeden z ni h, Cystatyn C natraono pod zas bada« maj¡ y h na elu lepsze zrozumienie wªasno± i me hani zny h biaªek wielodomenowy h, opisany h
w Pra y IV, a w rama h tej rozprawy w rozdziale po±wi onym biaªkom wielodomenowym. Cystatyna nie jest biaªkiem wielodomenowym sensu stri te, gdy»
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Rysunek 3.8: Sekwen ja zdarze« pod zas powstawania siªy maksymalnego oporu
w biaªku 1tfg. W prawym górnym rogu narysowany zostaª s hemat wzªa i ptli
w stanie natywnym. Strzaªka na wykresa h po prawej stronie pokazuje warto±¢

d,

dla której narysowano s hemat po lewej stronie obrazka. Drugi wykres od-

powiada przej± iu przez

Fmax

- ptla jest maksymalnie s i±nita, a a»

fragmenty ªa« u ha gªównego s¡ przepy hane przez pier± ie«
kazany na

zerwono) Dla

zielono pokazano mostek

ztery

ystynowy (po-

zytelno± i pokazano tylko jeden z monomerów, na
ystynowy prowadz¡ y do drugiego z ni h.

jej wielodomenowo±¢ przejawia si tylko w stana h
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horobowy h, kiedy mo»e

tworzy¢ zªogi amyloidowe. Biaªko to jest inhibitorem proteaz serynowy h, zawieraj¡ ym rozlegªy arkusz

β.

W warunka h patologi zny h nastpuje podziaª

tego arkusza na dwie domeny, które mog¡ ulega¢ wymianie pomidzy dwoma
monomerami, tworz¡ swego rodzaju dimer. Taka wymiana domen mo»e te» prowadzi¢ do tworzenia si dªugi h ªa« u hów biaªkowy h, je±li donorem domeny
jest inna proteina ni» ak eptor domeny [106℄. Cystatyna C zostaªa skrystalizowana w takiej patologi znej formie i jej struktura jest dostpna pod kodem
PDB 1g96. Wymiana domen powoduje powstanie dwó h niezwykle dªugi h ni i

βL

N'

N

β3

β2'

β4

β2
α1

β5

C

C'

α1'

Rysunek 3.9: Struktura

ystatyny C w której nast¡piªa wymiana domen struk-

tualny h. Posz zególne monomery zazna zono kolorami »óªtym i niebieskim.

β (β2

i

β3

z obydwu ) poª¡ zony h za pomo ¡ a» 34 wi¡za« wodorowy h. Ci¡-

gni ie za konie

N −N′

powoduje jedno zesne ± inanie wszystki h ty h wi¡za«

i przwiduje si, »e siªa potrzebna do separa ji monomerów mo»e przekro zy¢
770 pN. Mo»liwe, »e me hani zna stabilno±¢ tej wersji biaªka jest skorelowana
z ogóln¡ stabilno± i¡ wªókien amyloidowy h i powinna by¢ dalej przedmiotem
bada«, sz zególnie do±wiad zalny h.
Drugi z przebadany h dimerów nie zawieraj¡ y h wzªa

ystynowego to

biaªko o jesz ze nie znanej funk ji, wykryte w linii C58 Agroba terium tumefa iens, a zdeponowane w PDB pod numerem 2b1y. a« u hy gªówne obu mo-

nomerów tworz¡ y h ten dimer s¡ wokóª siebie antyrównolegle ople ione i wªa± iwie na

aªej dªugo± i tworz¡ midzy sob¡ kontakty. Struktura krystali zna,

jak i s hemat zostaªy przedstawione na Rysunku 1 w Pra y VIII. Próby i¡gniia za ko« e

N − C′

ko« z¡ si stopniowym rozpinaniem posz zególny h wi¡za«,

podobnie do rozpinania zamka bªyskawi znego. Opór w takiej sytua ji nie jest
tylko tak du»y, jak siªa pojedyn zego wi¡zania. Jednak sytua ja jest inna, je±li
siª przykªada si do prze iwlegªy h ko« ów obydwu monomerów,

C −C ′ . Wów-

zas wszystkie wi¡zania, podobnie jak w przypadku ystatyby C, stawiaj¡ opór
jedno ze±nie, a siªa potrzebna do rozerwania takiego ukªadu wzrasta do prawie
1 nN.
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3.6

Wªasno± i me hani zne biaªek wielodomenowy h

Do tej pory rozwa»ane byªy biaªka, które w stanie natywnym byªy obiektami jednodomenowymi. Tym zasem ponad poªowa biaªek eukarioty zny h jest prawdopodobnie wielodomenowa [107, 108, 109℄. Dla kompletno± i opisu nale»aªo wi
przyjrze¢ si takim biaªkom i zrozumie¢, jak wielodomenowo±¢ mo»e wpªywa¢ na
i h me hani zne wªasno± i. Na podstawie rozwa»a« opisany h w odno±niku [110℄
wybrany h zostaªo 318 biaªek ró»nej dªugo± i (do 1021 aminokwasów), zawieraj¡ y h wi ej ni» jedn¡ domen. Badania te zostaªy opisane w Pra y IV.
Czstokro¢ biaªka wielodomenowe nie przejawiaj¡ nowy h wªa± iwo± i - nastpuje i h separa ja do posta i podobnej do kilku kulek nanizany h na ni¢, a
nastpnie dziaªaj¡ imadªa siª dziaªaj¡ e tylko na poziomie danej domeny. Jednak
nie zawsze tak si dzieje i wielodomenowo±¢ mo»e by¢ klu zowym zynnikiem
deniuj¡ ym nowy rodzaj imadeª.
W zbiorze 318 biaªek odkryto ztery rodzaje nowy h imadeª siª, ka»de z
ni h bazuj¡ e na zrywaniu kontaktów. Byªo to imadªo polegaj¡ e na od i¡ganiu
od siebie dwó h fragmentów ªa« u ha gªównego na ksztaªt strun gitarowy h
(Rysunek 6-9 w Pra y IV), imadªo polagaj¡ e na zaklesz zeniu fragmentu biaªka
w pier± ieniu utworzonym przez trzy domeny (Rysunek 10-12 w Pra y IV),
± inanie kontaktów w grupie α-helis (Rysunek 13 i 14 w Pra y IV) oraz imadªo
polegaj¡ e na klasy znym ± inaniu arkusza β w jednej z domen, ale dodatkowo
stabilizowanym poprzez drug¡ domen.
Odkryto równie» brak korela ji pomidzy li zb¡ domen a siª¡ Fmax . Znaleziono równie» ukªady , w którym kontakty midzydomenowe obni»aj¡ wysoko±¢
Fmax (np. biaªko 1 fr). Me hanizm ten polegaª na blokowaniu stery znym przez
jedn¡ z domen imadªa polegaj¡ ego na ± inaniu arkusza β . Sztu zne wyª¡ zenie
kontaktów midzydomenowy h spowodowaªo, »e arkusz tem mógª przybra¢ inne
uªo»enie wzgldem zewntrznej siªy, a warto±¢ Fmax wzrosªa o prawie 1 ǫ/Å. Potwierdzone zostaªy te» w ze±niejsze przewidywania, »e posz zególne domeny w
temperaturze pokojowej (w modelu gruboziarnistym równowa»nej T = 0.3ǫ/Å)
rozwijaj¡ si szeregowo. Wzrost temperatury powoduje bardziej równolegªe rozwijanie, gdy» uktua je termi zne zaburzaj¡ ka»d¡ domen jednakowo.
3.7

Baza dany h jako repozytorium wyników symula ji

W trak ie pra opisany h w tej rozprawie powstaªo wiele wyników, które mogªy
by¢ istotne dla szeroko pojtego ±wiata naukowego, a który h objto±¢ byªa zbyt
wielka na umiesz zenie w publika ja h. Z tego wzgldu zde ydowano na uru homienie bazy dany h, która gromadziªa by tak teorety zne jak i do±wiad zalne
wyniki me hani znego rozwijania biomolekuª w zorganizowany i ªatwy do przeszukiwania sposób. Baza zostaªa nazwana BSDB - (ang. Biomole ule Stret hing
Database, baza dany h roz i¡gania biomolekuª) i zostaªa umiesz zona na serwera h Instytutu Fizyki PAN pod adresem www.ifpan.edu.pl/BSDB/ Pra a II
opisuje ze sz zegóªami mo»liwo± i bazy. W sz zególno± i warte odnotowania jest
zebranie doty h zasowy h dany h do±wiad zalny h i dany h z symula ji peªnoatomowy h w jednym miejs u. Zostaªa te» przeprowadzona klasyka ja aktual53

nie znany h imadeª siª, jak opisano w rozdziale po±wi onym dyskusji wyników
w Pra y II. W bazie zostaª zaimplementowany zaawansowany system przeszukiwania, który pozwala wyszuka¢ interesuj¡ e u»ytkownika biaªka, bazuj¡

na

podawany h przez niego zakresa h parametrów lub na kodzie PDB. Wprowadzona zostaªa mo»liwo±¢ porównywania kilku biaªek jedno ze±nie, dziki której
wykresy

F (d) zazna

zony h obiektów wy±wietlane s¡ jeden pod drugim, podob-

nie jak spis odpowiadaj¡ y h im parametrów. Dla ka»dego biaªka istnieje zestaw
odsyªa zy, które pozwalaj¡ na przeniesienie si na stron danego biaªka w baza h
CATH i SCOP oraz inny h baz strukturalny h. Dodane zostaªy te» odsyªa ze do
bazy Gene Ontology [111℄, która zawiera informa je o funk ja h danego biaªka,
pro esa h komórkowy h, w jakie jest ono zaanga»owane oraz miejs e w którym
biaªko si znajduje,

zyli na przykªad ma ierz zewn¡trzkomórkowa. Przykªadowa

strona jednego z biaªek zostaªa zaprezentowana na Rysunku 3.10.
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Rysunek 3.10: Strona w bazie BSDB po±wi ona biaªku skafoldynie o kodzie
PDB 1aoh. Wido zne s¡ wykresy

F (d)

oraz tabela podsumowuj¡ a wyniki. Po

prawej stronie znajduje si kolumna odno±ników, które odwoªuj¡ si do baz
CATH, SCOP, GO i inny h.

Baza BSDB zostaªa zaprojektowana tak, by mogªa by¢ rozwijana bezpo-
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±rednio przez u»ytkowników. Ka»dy mo»e zªo»y¢ zamówienie na roz i¡gni ie
biaªka, którego jesz ze nie ma w bazie. W odpowiedzi przeprowadzana jest symula ja, a wyniki odsyªane s¡ do zamawiaj¡ ego i traaj¡ do bazy dany h.
Zamówienie nie musi doty zy¢ biaªek znajduj¡ y h si w PDB - mog¡ to by±
równie dobrze modele bioinformaty zne. W tym momen ie trwaj¡ pra e nad
peªn¡ automatyza j¡ pro esu obli ze« zle any h z zewn¡trz.
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Rozdziaª 4

Podsumowanie
Dziki zastosowaniu modeli gruboziarnisty h udaªo si odkry¢ zupeªnie nowe
rodzaje me hanizmów oporu biaªek i wªa± iwie otworzy¢ zupeªnie nowe pole bada«. Gdyby nie wydajno±¢ uprosz zony h modeli, nie byªaby mo»liwa analiza
stabilno± i w skali aªego zbioru PDB ani odkry ie supersilny h biaªek. Dziki
symula jom powstaªa baza dany h, która mo»e stanowi¢ swego rodzaju zbiór
interesuj¡ y h elów do±wiad zalny h. Jej istnienie ju» zapo z¡tkowaªo pra e
do±wiad zalne, m.in. w grupa h prof. Mariano Carrio-Vasqueza w Madry ie oraz
prof. Massimo Vassallego w Padwie. Modele gruboziarniste nano z¡stek pozwoliªy na symula je wielki h ukªadów i przy zyniªy si do wyja±nienia ró»ni w
agrega ji w dwó h ukªada h do±wiad zalny h. Ponadto udaªo si zaproponowa¢
model zale»no± i przewodni twa w warstwa h ITO, które to zagadnienie ma
szans na szybk¡ realiza j nie tylko do±wiad zaln¡, ale równie» komer yjn¡.
Jednak hyba najistotniejszy wkªad le»y na pograni zu dziedzin bio i nano.
Zrozumienie zagadnie« po obydwu strona h pozwoliªo na zaproponowanie rozwi¡za«, które mog¡ znale¹¢ zastosowanie przy produk ji nowy h materiaªów
o unikatowy h wªasno± ia h, w tym silny h wªókien odporny h na zerwanie.
Dziki zrozumieniu udziaªu siª w tworzeniu komplesów biaªkowy h by¢ mo»e
uda si ulepszy¢ biologi zne zujniki oparte na spe y zny h oddziaªywania h
antygenprze iw iaªo. Poni»ej zaprezentowane zostaªy dwa pomysªy na potenjalne zastosowania wyników bada« przeprowadzony h w rama h tej rozprawy;
pra e nad nimi bd¡ kontynuowane.
4.1

Zastosowanie me hani znie silny h biaªek w
nowy h materiaªa h

Jak wspomniano we wstpie do tego rozdziaªu, wiele biaªek nie zaanga»owany h
bezpo±rednio w pro esy me hani zne posiada szereg iekawy h wªasno± i, które
mog¡ by¢ wykorzystane do budowy nowy h materiaªów. Sz zególnie interesuj¡ e
mogªo by by¢ wykorzystanie ªa« u ha poª¡ zony h ze sob¡, bardzo stabilny h
biaªek, jako po hªania za energii, dziaªaj¡ ego podobnie jak ob i¡»ona gwaªtownie paj zyna. Otó» nagªe uderzenie mogªoby powodowa¢ rozwini ie si kilku
biaªek. Zyskana w ten sposób dªugo±¢ ªa« u ha mogªaby zredukowa¢ dziaªaj¡ ¡ siª, ale te», o istotniejsze, sam pro es rozwijania mógªby po hªon¡¢ du»¡
z±¢ energii kinety znej dostar zonej do ukªadu. Taki samopo±wi aj¡ y si
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ªa« u h

o prawda stra iªby kilka biaªek skªadowy h, ale nie ulegªby zerwaniu.

Konstruk ja taka zostaªa zaproponowana w Pra y VIII.

n-meric 1TFG
Ni

Ni+1

Ci

Ci+1

...

...
Ci'

Ci+1'

Ni'

Ni+1'

Rysunek 4.1: S hemat proponowanego poª¡ zenia pomidzy dimerami 1TFG.
′
Dodatkowy mostek pomidzy ko« ami Ci oraz Ci+1 przenosiª by siª pomidzy
posz zególnymi dimerami, zapewniaj¡ , »e ka»dy z ni h bdzie roz i¡gany w
s hema ie owo uj¡ ym po hªoni iem najwikszej ilo± i energii.

Problemem pozostaje wprowadzenie dodatkowy h fragmentów aminokwasowy h na

C -ko«

u ka»dego z biaªek, gdy» s¡ one poªo»one do±¢ gªboko we-

wn¡trz struktury i nieosi¡galne z zewn¡trz do obróbki

hemi znej. Gdyby takie

wyprowadzenie okazaªo si niemo»liwe, pozostaje wyprodukowanie poª¡ zenia

Ni -Ci+1 ,

które mogªoby zosta¢ wprowadzone bez dodatkowy h modyka ji, ale

poprzez syntez biaªka z DNA ju» zawieraj¡ ego »¡dan¡ li zb powtórze« genu.
Kolejnym mo»liwym zastosowaniem tak silnego biaªka mogªoby by¢ u»y ie
go jako me hano zuªej, topologi znej zawle zki, która mogªaby aktywowa¢ jaki± system dopiero po przekro zeniu warto± i

Fmax .

Wystar zyªoby wsz zepi¢

aktywowany me hani znym szarpni iem ukªad w miejs e ª¡ z¡ e ptl
now¡ z pier± ieniem

ysty-

ystynowym. Byªby to ideowo pomysª podobny do nano-

kapsuªek prezentowany h w Rozdziale 2.3.1, gdzie substan ja aktywna miaªa
by¢
kiem

hroniona za pomo ¡ wie zka zbudowanego z nano z¡stek. Tutaj

zynni-

hroni¡ ym mogªoby by¢ bardzo stabilne me hani znie biaªko, które po

przekro zeniu

Fmax

pozwalaªoby na przykªad na aktywa j enzymu. Mo»na so-

bie wyobrazi¢, »e ukªad mógªby za zyna¢ wtedy ±wie i¢ lub zmienia¢ kolor - w
zale»no± i od zastosowanego enzymu.

4.2

Me hani zna siªa

zujników oparty h na prze-

iw iaªa h
Biaªko C-reaktywne jest tylko jednym z tysi y poten jalny h
sty zny h, który h spe y zne i

elów diagno-

zuªe wykrywanie mogªoby si przy zyni¢ do

w zesnego wykrywania ró»ny h s horze«. Czujnik biologi zny zaproponowany w
rozdziale 2.2 mo»e by¢ modykowany, by wykrywa¢ inne zwi¡zki. Jego budowa
w zaªo»enia h jednak opiera si na sile oddziaªywa« prze iw iaªo-antygen. Zbyt
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sªaba interak ja nie zapewni wystar zaj¡ o stabilnego i dªugotrwaªego zbli»enia
do siebie nano z¡stek, a wi

i detek ji. Dlatego niezwykle istotne jest zrozumie-

nie oddziaªywa« prze iw iaª z ró»nymi antygenami. Zagadnienie to nadaje si
bardzo dobrze do analizy za pomo ¡ modelu gruboziarnistego. Badania opisane
w Pra a h IV i VIII pokazaªy przykªady kompleksów biaªkowy h zwi¡zany h ze
sob¡ z du»¡ siª¡. Z kolei pra e do±wiad zalne, jak [94℄, ka»¡ s¡dzi¢, »e jest to
ra zej sytua ja wyj¡tkowa. Logi znym kolejnym krokiem bdzie przegl¡d stabilno± i me hani znej wielu ró»ny h kompleksów biaªkowy h, w tym prze iw iaª
ze swoimi antygenami, wli zaj¡

w to prze iw iaªa prze iwko biaªku CRP. Ob-

li zenia te zostaªy ju» rozpo zte.
Nale»y tutaj zwró i¢ uwag, »e ukªad me hani zny jest tak silny, jak jego
nasªabsze ogniwo. Dlatego nie nale»y zaniedbywa¢ oddziaªywa« nano z¡stki z
biaªkiem, a patrz¡

szerzej, nano z¡stki z powierz hni¡. Mo»na w tym

elu u»y¢

metodologii podobnej do tej wypra owanej w [112℄ do zrozumienia oddziaªywa«
i odwzorowania i h w posta i efektywny h poten jaªów na model gruboziarnisty.
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Abstract
A new theoretical survey of proteins’ resistance to constant speed stretching is performed for a set of 17 134 proteins as
described by a structure-based model. The proteins selected have no gaps in their structure determination and consist of no
more than 250 amino acids. Our previous studies have dealt with 7510 proteins of no more than 150 amino acids. The
proteins are ranked according to the strength of the resistance. Most of the predicted top-strength proteins have not yet
been studied experimentally. Architectures and folds which are likely to yield large forces are identified. New types of
potent force clamps are discovered. They involve disulphide bridges and, in particular, cysteine slipknots. An effective
energy parameter of the model is estimated by comparing the theoretical data on characteristic forces to the corresponding
experimental values combined with an extrapolation of the theoretical data to the experimental pulling speeds. These
studies provide guidance for future experiments on single molecule manipulation and should lead to selection of proteins
for applications. A new class of proteins, involving cystein slipknots, is identified as one that is expected to lead to the
strongest force clamps known. This class is characterized through molecular dynamics simulations.
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enumerated and 62 are studied in details in ref. [14]. The variants
differ by the choice of effective potentials, nature of the local
backbone stiffness, energy-related parameters, and of the coarsegrained degrees of freedom. The most crucial choice relates to
making a decision about which interactions between amino acids
count as native contacts. Comparing Fmax to the corresponding
experimental values in 36 available cases selects several optimal
models [14]. Among them, there is one which is very simple
and which describes a protein in terms of its Ca atoms, as
labeled by the sequential index
i. This model is denoted by

LJ3~ 6{12, C, M3, E 0 which stands for, respectively, the
Lennard-Jones native contact potentials, local backbone stiffness
represented by harmonic terms that favor the native values of local
chiralities, the contact map in which there are no i,iz2 contacts,
and the amplitude of the Lennard-Jones potential, e, is uniform. The
contact map is determined by assigning the van der Waals spheres
to the heavy atoms (enlarged by a factor to account for attraction)
and by checking whether spheres belonging to different amino acids
overlap in the native state [15,16]. If they do, a contact is declared as
native. Non-native contacts are considered repulsive. Application of
this criterion frequently selects the i,iz2 contacts as native. If the
contact map includes these contacts the resulting model will be
denoted here as LJ2. On average, it performs worse than LJ3
because the i,iz2 contacts usually correspond to the weak van der
Waals couplings as can be demonstrated in a sample of proteins by
using a software [17] which analyses atomic configurations from the

Introduction
Atomic force microscopy, optical tweezers, and other tools of
nanotechnology have enabled induction and monitoring of large
conformational changes in biomolecules. Such studies are
performed to assess structure of the biomolecules, their elastic
properties, and ability to act as nanomachines in a cell. Stretching
studies of proteins [1] are of a particular current interest and they
have been performed for under a hundred of systems. Interpretation of some of these experiments has been helped by all-atom
simulations, such as reported in refs. [2,3]. They are limited by of
order 100 ns time scales and thus require using unrealistically
large constant pulling speeds. However, they often elucidate the
nature of the force clamp – the region responsible for the largest
force of resistance to pulling, Fmax . All of the experimental and allatom simulational studies address merely a tiny fraction of proteins
that are stored in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4]. Thus it
appears worthwhile to consider a large set of proteins and
determine their Fmax within an approximate model that allows for
fast and yet reasonably accurate calculations. Structure-based
models of proteins, as pioneered by Go and his collaborators [5]
and used in several implementations [6–13], seem to be suited to
this task especially well since they are defined in terms of the native
structures away from which stretching is imposed.
There are many ways, all phenomenological, to construct a
structure-based model of a protein. 504 of possible variants are
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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entries for which Fmax §3:9 e=A) and Table S1 of the SI (proteins
ranked 82 through 190), together with the values of titin (1tit) and
ubiquitin (1ubq) to provide a scale. As argued in the Materials and
0
Methods section section, the unit of force, e=A, is now estimated to
be of order 110 pN. All of the corresponding proteins are
predicted to be much stronger than titin and none but two of them
(1aho, 1g1k [23]) have been studied experimentally yet. In
addition to the types of force clamps identified before, we have
discovered two new mechanisms of sturdiness. One of them
involves a cysteine slipknot (CSK) and is found to be operational in
all of the 13 top strength proteins. In this motif, a slip-loop is pulled
out of a cysteine knot-loop. Another involves dragging of a single
fragment of the main chain across a cysteine knot-loop. The two
mechanisms are similar in spirit since both involve dragging of the
backbone. However, in the CSK case, two fragments of the
backbone are participating.
We make a more systematic identification of the CATH-classified
architectures that are linked to mechanical strength and then analyze
correlations of the data to the SCOP-based grouping (version 1.73)
[27–29]. The previous surveys did not relate to the SCOP scheme.
We identify the CATH-based architectures and SCOP-based
folds that are associated with the occurrence of a strong resistance to
pulling. A general observation, however, is that each such group of
structures may also include examples of proteins that unravel easily.
The dynamics of a protein are very sensitive to mechanical details
that are largely captured by the contact map and not just by the
appearance of a structure. On the other hand, if one were to look for
mechanically strong proteins then the architectures and folds
identified by us should provide a good starting point. We also study
the dependence of Fmax on the pulling velocity and characterize the
dependence on N through distributions of the forces.
The current third survey has been performed within the same
LJ3 model as the second survey [19]. However, we reuse and
extend it here because the editors of Biophysical Journal retracted
the second survey [30]. All of the values of Fmax are deposited at the
website www.ifpan.edu.pl/BSDB (Biomolecule Stretching Database) and can by accessed by through the PDB structure code.

Author Summary
The advances in nanotechnology have allowed for
manipulation of single biomolecules and determination
of their elastic properties. Titin was among the first
proteins studied in this way. Its unravelling by stretching
requires a 204 pN force. The resistance to stretching
comes mostly from a localized region known as a force
clamp. In titin, the force clamp is simple as it is formed by
two parallel b-strands that are sheared on pulling. Studies
of a set of under a hundred proteins accomplished in the
last decade have revealed a variety of the force clamps
that lead to forces ranging from under 20 pN to about
500 pN. This set comprises only a tiny fraction of proteins
known. Thus one needs guidance as to what proteins
should be considered for specific mechanical properties.
Such a guidance is provided here through simulations
within simplified coarse-grained models on 17 134
proteins that are stretched at constant speed. We correlate
their unravelling forces with two structure classification
schemes. We identify proteins with large resistance to
unravelling and characterize their force clamps. Quite a
few top strength proteins owe their sturdiness to a new
type of the force clamp: the cystein slipknot in which the
force peak is due to dragging of a piece of the backbone
through a closed ring formed by two other pieces of the
backbone and two connecting disulphide bonds.
chemical perspective on molecular bonds. Thus the i,iz2 couplings
should better be removed from the contact map (in most cases).
The survey to determine Fmax in 7510 model proteins with the
number of amino acids, N, not exceeding 150 and 239 longer
proteins (with N up to 851) has been accomplished twice. First
within the LJ2 model [18] and soon afterwords within the LJ3
model [19]. The first survey also comes with many details of the
methodology whereas the second just presents the outcomes. The
two surveys are compared in more details in refs. [14,20]. The
results differ, particularly when it comes to ranking of the proteins
according to the value of Fmax , but they mutually provide the error
bars on the findings. They both agree, however, on predicting that
there are many proteins whose strength should be considerably
larger than the frequently studied benchmark – the sarcomere
protein titin (Fmax of order 204 pN [21,22]). Near the top of the list,
there is the scaffoldin protein c7A (the PDB code 1aoh) which has
been recently measured to have Fmax of about 480 pN [23]. Other
findings include establishing correlations with the CATH hierarchical classification scheme [24,25], such as that there are no strong
a proteins, and identification of several types of the force clamps.
The large forces most commonly originate in parallel b{strands
that are sheared [26]. However, there are also clamps with
antiparallel b{strands, unstructured strands, and other kinds.
The two surveys have been based on the structure download
made on July 26, 2005 when the PDB comprised 29 385 entries.
Many of them correspond to nucleic acids, complexes with nucleic
acids and with other proteins, carbohydrates, or come with
incomplete files and hence the much smaller number of proteins
that could be used in the molecular dynamics studies. Here, we
present results of still another survey which is based on a download
of December 18, 2008 which contains 54 807 structure files and
leads to 17 134 acceptable structures with N not exceeding 250
(instead of 150). These structures are then analyzed through
simulations based on the LJ3 model. The numerical code has been
improved to allow for acceleration of calculations by a factor of 2.
The 190 structures (or 1.1% of all structure considered) with the
0
top values of Fmax in units of e=A are shown in Table 1 (the first 81
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Results/Discussion
Distribution of Forces
The distribution of all values of Fmax for the full set of proteins is
shown in Figure 1. Despite the larger limit on N now allowed, the
distribution is rather similar to that obtained in ref. [19] for the
smaller number of proteins (and with the smaller sizes). The
similarity is primarily due to the fact that the size related effects,
discussed below, are countered by new types of proteins that are
now incorporated into
the survey. The distribution is peaked
0
around Fmax of 1:2 e=A which constitutes about 60% of the strength
associated with titin. The distribution is non-Gaussian: it has a zeroforce peak and a long force tail. The zero-force peak arises in some
proteins with the covalent disulphide bonds. In the model, such
bonds are represented by strong harmonic bonds. Stretching of such
a protein may not result in any force peak before a disulphide bond
gets stretched indefinitely and hence Fmax is considered to be
vanishing then. The tail, on the other hand, corresponds to the
strong proteins. The top strongest 1.1% of all proteins are listed in
Tables 1 (in the main text) and S1 (in the SI).
The insets of Figure 1 show similar distributions for proteins
belonging to the particular CATH-based classes. There are four such
classes: a, b, a{b and proteins with no apparent secondary
structures. It is seen that none of the 3240 a proteins exceeds the
peak force obtained for titin within our model. This observation is in
agreement with experiments on several a proteins that are listed in
2
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Table 1. The predicted list of the strongest proteins.

n

PDBid

N

0

0

Fmax ½e=A

Lmax ½A

l

CATH

SCOP

1

1bmp

104

10.2

23.2

0.01

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

2

1qty

95

8.9

72.1

0.11

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

3

2bhk

119

7.3

26.5

0.67

4

1lxi

104

7.3

22.5

0.01

5

1cz8

107

6.4

76.5

0.13

6

2gh0

219

5.8

25.9

0.06

g.17.1.2
2.10.90.10

b.1.1.1

g.17.1.1

7

1wq9

100

5.5

72.0

0.10

2.10.90.10

8

1flt

107

5.5

75.6

0.12

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

9

1fzv

117

5.4

90.4

0.12

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

g.7.1.3

10

2gyz

100

5.4

14.4

0.01

11

1rew

103

5.3

21.7

0.01

2.10.90.10

12

1m4u

139

5.3

52.1

0.07

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

13

1vpf

94

5.3

68.1

0.11

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

14

1c4p

137

5.1

106.0

0.12

3.10.20.180

d.15.5.1

15

1qqr

138

5.0

110.3

0.12

3.10.20.180

d.15.5.1

16

3bmp

114

5.0

33.0

0.03

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

17

1j8s

193

4.9

77.9

0.03

2.60.40.1370

b.2.3.3

18

1wq8

96

4.9

82.6

0.11

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

19

1j8r

193

4.8

77.7

0.03

2.60.40.1370

b.2.3.3

20

1f3y

165

4.8

284.7

0.43

3.90.79.10

d.113.1.1

21

2vpf

109

4.7

79.3

0.11

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1

22

2h64

105

4.6

29.4

0.03

23

1kdm

177

4.6

309.4

0.45

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

24

1q56

195

4.5

473.2

0.62

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

2.10.90.10

b.1.1.4

25

1rv6

94

4.5

67.7

0.11

26

1waq

104

4.5

20.1

0.01

g.7.1.3

27

1reu

103

4.5

20.4

0.01

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

28

1tgj

112

4.4

45.9

0.07

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2

29

2pbt

133

4.4

219.9

0.39

30

2h62

104

4.4

24.3

0.02

31

1tgk

112

4.4

44.6

0.07

32

2fzl

197

4.4

49.7

0.02

g.7.1.3

c.37.1.19

33

1qu0

181

4.3

156.9

0.22

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

34

1f5f

172

4.3

186.2

0.28

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

35

1dzk

148

4.3

110.3

0.16

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

36

1aoh

147

4.3

77.1

0.01

2.60.40.680

b.2.2.2

37

1vsc

196

4.3

238.3

0.24

2.60.40.10

b.1.1.3

38

2c7w

96

4.2

184.2

0.45

2.10.90.10

39

2gyr

97

4.2

27.1

0.05

2.10.90.10

40

1dzj

148

4.2

111.0

0.16

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

41

2sak

121

4.2

76.0

0.10

3.10.20.130

d.15.5.1

42

2bzm

129

4.2

124.3

0.24

43

2pq1

134

4.1

222.6

0.39

44

1nwv

129

4.1

129.8

0.13

2.10.70.10

g.18.1.1

45

1e5g

120

4.1

133.1

0.17

2.10.70.10

g.18.1.1

46

2ick

220

4.1

462.5

0.54

47

1gvl

223

4.1

114.9

0.09

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

48

1tgs

225

4.1

122.3

0.10

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

49

1u20

196

4.0

408.5

0.53

50

1cui

197

4.0

422.8

0.55
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Table 1. Cont.

0

0

n

PDBid

N

Fmax ½e=A

Lmax ½A

l

CATH

SCOP

51

1ffd

197

4.0

423.0

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

2.60.120.200

b.29.1.4

c.69.1.30

52

1kdk

177

4.0

357.2

0.53

53

2icj

219

4.0

455.9

0.53

54

3dd5

194

4.0

403.3

0.53

55

1cug

197

4.0

422.6

0.55

3.40.50.1820

56

1b0o

161

4.0

237.3

0.36

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

57

1xza

197

4.0

422.9

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

58

1vcd

126

4.0

199.7

0.37

59

1cuw

197

4.0

422.9

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

d.113.1.1

60

1xzi

197

4.0

422.9

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

61

1cus

197

4.0

423.3

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

62

1cuf

197

4.0

423.1

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

63

2a7h

223

4.0

114.7

0.10

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

64

1cq3

224

4.0

128.0

0.12

2.60.240.10

b.27.1.1

65

1ffc

197

3.9

421.6

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

66

1vc9

126

3.9

199.1

0.37

67

1cua

197

3.9

423.0

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

68

1xzl

197

3.9

423.1

0.55

69

2faw

250

3.9

250.8

0.25

70

2vn5

142

3.9

49.2

0.02

d.113.1.1

71

1cux

197

3.9

421.5

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

72

1cuh

197

3.9

421.6

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

73

2dsd

195

3.9

429.7

0.56

74

2f3c

221

3.9

113.5

0.10

2.40.10.10

b.47.1.2

75

1xzj

197

3.9

421.8

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

76

1xzf

197

3.9

421.0

0.55

77

2g7i

124

3.9

106.6

0.10

78

1g1k

143

3.9

52.0

0.02

2.60.40.680

b.2.2.2

79

1cuc

197

3.9

421.3

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

80

1xzk

197

3.9

422.5

0.55

3.40.50.1820

c.69.1.30

81

1i04

159

3.9

231.7

0.34

2.40.128.20

b.60.1.1

3144

1ubq

76

2.2

47.9

0.04

3.10.20.90

d.15.1.1

3580

1tit

89

2.1

55.3

0.04

2.60.40.10

b.1.1.4

0

Fmax is obtained within the LJ3 model at the pulling velocity of 0.005 A =t. The first column indicates the ranking of a model protein, the second – the PDB code, and
the third – the number of the amino acids that are present in the structure used. Lmax denotes the end-to-end distance at which the maximum force arises. l is the
corresponding dimensionless location defined as l~(Lmax {Ln )=(Lf {Ln ), where Ln is the native end-to-end distance and Lf corresponds to full extension. The last
two columns give the leading CATH and SCOP codes. The survey is performed based strictly on the PDB-assigned structure codes. It may happen that the structure of a
protein has been determined several times and then each of these determinations leads to its own value of Fmax . In this case, one may derive the best estimate either by
picking the best resolved structure or by making (weighted) averages over all related structures.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t001

the Materials and Methods section. All strong proteins are seen to
involve the b{strands. The peak in the probability distribution for
the a{b proteins is observed to be shifted towards the bigger values
of Fmax compared to the one for the b proteins. At the same time, the
high force tail of the distribution for the b proteins is substantially
more populated than the corresponding tail for the a proteins.
Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 in spirit, but now the structures
are split into particular ranges of the protein sizes: N between 40
and 100 (the dotted line), between 100 and 150 (thin solid line),
and between 200 and 250 (the thick solid line). The curve for the
range from 150 to 200 is in-between the curves corresponding to
neighboring ranges and is not shown in order not to crowd the
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Figure. The distributions are seen to be shifting to the right when
increasing the range of the values of N indicating, that the bigger
the number of amino acids, the more likely a protein is to have a
large value of Fmax . This observation holds for all classes of the
proteins, as evidenced by the insets in Figure 2.
In most cases, the major force peak arises at the begining of
stretching where the Go-like model should be applicable most
adequately. One can characterize the location of Fmax during the
stretching process by a dimensionless parameter l which is defined
in terms of the end-to-end distance, as spelled out in the caption of
Table 1. This parameter is equal to 0 in the native state and to 1 in
the fully extended state. In 25% of the proteins studied in this
4
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but they come with moderate values of Fmax . However, knotted
proteins with Nw250 may turn out to have different properties.

Biological properties of the strongest proteins
A convenient way to learn about the biological properties listed
in Tables 1 and S1 is through the Gene Ontology data base [31]
which links such properties with the PDB structure codes. The
properties are divided into three domains. The first of these is
‘‘molecular function’’ which describes a molecular function of a
gene product. The second is ‘‘biological processes’’ and it covers
sets of molecular events that have well defined initial and final
stages. The third is ‘‘cellular component’’ and it specifies a place
where a given gene product is most likely to act.
The results of our findings are summarised in Table 2. It can be
seen, that most of the 190 strongest proteins are likely to be found
in an extracellular space where conditions are much more
reducing than within cells. Larger mechanical stability is
advantageous under such conditions. 90 out of the strongest
proteins exhibit hydrolase activity. 39 of these 90 are serine-type
endopeptidases. These findings seem to be consistent with
expectations regarding proteins endowed with high mechanical
stability. For instance, proteases, which are well represented in
Table 2 should be more stable to prevent self-cleavage.
Figure 1. Probability distribution of the maximal forces
obtained in the set of 17 134 model proteins (solid line). The
shaded histogram corresponds to the 7510 proteins studied in ref. [19].
The insets show similar distributions for the CATH-based classes
indicated. The numbers underneath the class symbols give the size of
the set of the proteins considered.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g001

CATH-based architectures
The classification of proteins within the CATH (Class,
Architecture, Topology, Homology) data base is done semiautomatically by applying numerical algorithms to structures that
are resolved better than within 4 Å [24,25]. The four classes of
proteins in the CATH system are split into architectures,
depending on the overall spatial arrangement of the secondary
structures, the numbers of b{sheets in various motifs, and the
like. The next finer step in this hierarchical scheme is into
topologies and it involves counting contacts between amino acids
which are sequentially separated by more than a treshold. The
further divisions into homologous superfamilies and then sequence
family levels involve studies of the sequential identity.
We have found
that only six architectures contribute to Fmax
0
larger than 4 e=A. These are ribbons – 2.10 (41.8% of the proteins
listed in Table 1), b{barrels – 2.40 (8.9%), b{sandwiches –
2.60 (16.3%), b{rolls – 3.10 (5.4%), 3-layer (aba) sandwiches –
3.40 (5.4%), and these with no CATH classification to date
(21.8%). The corresponding distributions of forces are shown in
the top six panels of Figure 3 and the topologies involved are listed
and named in Table 3.
Examples of architectures that are dominant contributors to a
low force behavior are the a orthogonal bundle (the right bottom
panel of Figure 3), the a up-down bundle, and the b{roll (the left
bottom panel of Figure 3).

survey, l was less than 0.25 and in 52% – les than 0.5. There are
very few proteins with l exceeding 0.8.
Table 1 does not include any (non-cysteine-based) knotted
proteins. The full list of 17 134 proteins contains 42 such proteins

SCOP-based classes and folds
The SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) data base
[27–29] is curated manually and it relies on making comparisons
to other structures through a visual inspection. This classification
scheme is also hierarchical and the broadest division is into seven
classes and three quasi-classes. The classes are labelled a through g
and these are as follows: mainly a (a), mainly b (b), a=b which
groups proteins in which helices and b{sheets are interlaced (c),
azb with the helices and b{sheets grouped into clusters that are
separated spatially (d), multidomain proteins (e), membrane and
cell-surface proteins (f ), and small proteins that are dominated by
disulphide bridges or the heme metal ligands (g). The quasi-classes
are labelled h through j and they comprise coiled-coil proteins (h),
structures with low resolution (i), and peptides and short fragments

Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 but for proteins belonging to
specific ranges of the sequential sizes, as indicated by the
symbols a, b, and c.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g002
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Table 2. Gene Ontology terms for the top 190 proteins.

Domain

GO identifier

Term name

No. of structures

Example

Molecular function

GO:0016787

hydrolase activity

90

1f3y

GO:0003824

catalytic activity

70

1gvl

GO:0004252

serine-type endopeptidase activity

39

1c4p

GO:0008083

growth factor activity

25

1bmp

Biological process

GO:0006508

proteolytic activity

34

2a7h

GO:0007586

digestion

32

1bra

Cellular component

GO:0005576

extracellular region

122

1vpf, 1aoh

GO:0005515

protein binding

70

1bmp

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t002

several entry labels but the dominant assignment is listed first. We
use the primary assignment in our studies. The same rule is also
applied to the CATH-based codes.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of forces for the SCOP-based
classes of proteins. The results are consistent with the CATHbased classes since the a{b class of CATH basically encompasses
the a=b and azb classes of SCOP. However, there are proteins
which are classified only according to one of the two schemes.
Thus there are 4431 a{b proteins out of which only the total of
3368 is SCOP-classified as belonging to the azb and a=b classes.
At the same time, the total of the proteins in the azb and a=b
classes we have is 4795.
It should be noted that the peak in
the distribution for azb is
0
shifted to higher forces by about 0:7 e=A from the peak for a=b. At the
same time, the zero-force peak is virtually absent in azb. The SCOPbased classification also reveals that its class g contributes across the
full range of forces and, in particular, it may lead to large values of
Fmax . It should be noted, as also evidenced by Table 1, that there is a
substantial number of strong proteins that has no class assignment.
Figures 5 and 6 refer to the distributions of Fmax across specific
folds. The first of these presents results for the folds that give rise to
the largest forces. The names of such folds are specified in Figure 5.
The percentage-wise assessment of the folds contributing to big
forces is presented in Table 4. The top contributor is found to be
the b.47 fold (SMAD/FHA domain). Figure 6 gives examples of
folds that typically yield low forces.
It is interesting to note that distributions corresponding to some
folds are distinctively bimodal, as in the case of the SMAD/FHA
fold (b.47). This particular fold is dominated by SMAD3 MH2
domain (b.47.1.2; 352 structures) which contributes both to the
high and low force peaks in the distribution. The remaining
domains (b.47.1.1, b47.1.3, and b47.1.4) contribute only to the low
force peak. The dynamical bimodality of the b.47.1.2 fold can be
ascribed to the fact that the strong subset comes with one extra
disulphide bond relative to the weak subset. This extra bond
provides substantial additional mechanical stability when stretching is accomplished by the termini. We illustrate sources of this
bimodality in the SI (Figure S1) for two proteins from this fold:
1bra which is strong and 1elc which is weak. In ref. [18], we have
noted that various sets of proteins with identical CATH codes (e.g.,
3.10.10) may give rise to bimodal distributions without any
dynamical involvement of the disulphide bonds. The reason for
this is that even though the contact maps for the two modes are
similar, the weaker subset misses certain longer ranged contacts
which pin the structure. Mechanical stability is more sensitive to
structural and dynamical details than are not provided by standard
structural descriptors.

(j). The classes are then partitioned into folds that share spatial
arrangement of secondary structures and the nature of their
topological interlinking. Folds are then divided into superfamilies
(same fold but small sequence identity) and then families (two
proteins are said to belong to the same family if their sequence
identity is at least 30%). Families are then divided into proteins – a
category that groups similar structures that are linked to a similar
function. Proteins comprise various protein species.
Each structure assignment comes with an alphanumeric label,
as shown in Tables 1, S1, and 4 which reflects the placement in the
hierarchy. At the time of our download, there have been 92 972
entries in the SCOP data base that are assigned to 34 495 PDB
structures. These entries are divided into 3464 families, 1777
superfamilies and 1086 unique folds. A given structure may have

Figure 3. The top six panels show probability distributions of
Fmax for the architectures that contribute to the pool of
proteins with large forces. The architectures are indicated by their
names and the accompanying CATH numerical symbol. The numbers
underneath the symbols of the architecture inform about the number
of cases contributing to the distribution. The bottom two panels show
examples of architectures that are predicted to yield only small values
of Fmax .
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g003
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Table 3. CATH classes (C), architectures (A), and topologies (T) contributing to the top strength proteins.

C

A

T

Strong

2.

All

57.3%
2.10

Root name

26.4%

2.10.70

0.1%
8.9%

25.7%
2.40.10

2.9%
10.6%

14.2%
2.60.40

3.10

7%
25.8%

Roll

2.6%

3.10.130

5.7%

3.40
3.40.50

1.3%

Ubiquitin-like (UB roll)

1.0%

P-30 Protein

5.6%

Rossmann fold

9.4%

17.9%

3-Layer (aba) Sandwich

17.9%
15.7%

Immunoglobulin-like
a{b

5.2%

8.4%
3.10.20

Thrombin,subunit H
Sandwich

3%
26.8%

Complement Module, domain 1
b Barrel

21.5%

2.60

X

Ribbon

5.2%

2.40

3.

Mainly b
2.0%

17.3%

26.6%

The percentages indicated in the column denode by ‘‘Strong’’ are relative the top 190 proteins listed in Table 1. X corresponds to proteins not listed in CATH.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t003

conformation found in ankyrin [32,33]). The force clamps are
identified by investigating the effect of removal of various groups
of contacts on the value of Fmax [12,18].
There are, however, new types of the force clamps that we
observe in the proteins listed in Tables 1 and S1. They arise from
entanglements resulting from the presence of the disulphide bonds
which cannot be ruptured by forces accessible in the atomic force
microscopy. We note that about 2/3 of the proteins listed in
Tables 1 and S1 contain the disulphide bonds. Many of these
bonds do not carry much of dynamical relevance when pulling by
the termini. However, in certain situations they are the essence of
the force clamp. The disulphide bonds have been already
identified as leading to formation of the cystein knot (CK) motifs

Force clamps
The most common type of the force clamp
identified in the literature is illustrated in the top left panel of
Figure 7 corresponding to the 14th-ranked protein 1c4p. In this
case, the strong resistance to pulling is due to a simultaneous
shearing of two b{strands which are additionally immobilised by
short b{strands that adhere to the two strands. Similar motifs
appears in 1qqr(15), 1j8s(17), 1j8r(19), 1f3y(20), 2pbt(29), 2fzl(15),
1aoh(19), where the number in brackets indicate ranking as shown
in Table 1. It is interesting to note that the b{strands responsible
for the mechanical clamp in 1j8s and 1j8r display an additional
twist. Undoing the twist enhances Fmax . (There is a similar
mechanism that seems to be operational in the case of a horseshoe
Shearing motif.

Table 4. SCOP classes (C) and folds (F) contributing to the top strength proteins.

C

F

b.

Strong

All

Root name

40.5%

22.7%

b

b.47
c.
c.69
d.

SMAD/FHA domain

sandwich; 11 strands in 2 sheets; greek-key

a=b

Mainly parallel b{sheets (b{a{bunits)

0.3%

Pyruvate kinase C-terminal
domain-like

3 layers: a/b/a; mixed b{sheet of 5 strands, order 32145,
strand 5 is antiparallel to the rest

9%
15.7%

azb

Mainly antiparallel b{sheets (segregated a and b regions)

d.5

11.05%
5.8%

0.9%

RNase A-like

contains long curved b{sheet and 3 helices

d.113

2.6%

0.2%

DsrC, the c subunit of dissimilatory
sulfite reductase

b(3){a(5); meander b{sheet packed against array of
helices

Small proteins

Usually dominated by metal ligand, heme, and/or disulfide
bridges

g.

X

2.7%

21.5%
17.9%

Description

18.9%

13.7%

4.9%

g.17

5.2%

0.1%

Necrosis inducing protein 1, NIP1

disulfide-rich fold; all{b; duplication: contains two
structural repeats

g.18

6.3%

0.2%

Trefoil/Plexin domain-like

disulfide-rich fold; common core is azb with two
conserved disulfides

16.3%

27.4%

X corresponds to proteins not listed in SCOP.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t004
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Figure 6. Distribution of Fmax for eight folds that are likely to
yield a small resistance to pulling.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g006

Figure 4. Distributions of Fmax for the SCOP-based classes for
which there are more than 60 structures that could be used in
molecular dynamics studies. The cases that are not shown are: class
e (27 structures), quasi-class i (5 structures), and quasi-class j (52
structures). The bottom right panel corresponds to structures which
have no assigned SCOP-based structure label. The numbers indicate the
corresponding numbers of structures studied.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g004

bonds. This motif is found in the top 13 proteins. The cysteine
loop, knot, and slipknot motifs are shown schematically in the
remaining panels of Figure 7. It is convenient to divide these motifs
into two categories: shallow (S) and deep (D) (according to the
classification used for knotted proteins [41,42]), depending on
whether the motif is spanning most of the sequence or is instead
localized in its small fraction.
Shearing connected with a cysteine loop. In this case, the
mechanical clamp arises from shearing between a b{strand
belonging to a deep cysteine loop and another strand located

[34,35] (such proteins are found in the toxins of spiders and
scorpions) and the cyclic CK motifs [36,37]. Here, we find still
another motif – that of the CSK which is similar to that found in
slipknotted proteins [38–40] which do not conatin the disulphide

Figure 7. Examples of force clamps found in the top strength
proteins. The relevant disulphide bonds are shown in gray shade. The
PDB codes of the examples of the proteins that show the particular type
of a clamp are indicated. In the case of the CSK, the numbers indicate
sequential locations of the amino acids participating in a disulphide
bridge in the 13-ranked 1vpf.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g007

Figure 5. Distributions of Fmax for eight folds that may give rise
to a large resistance to pulling.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g005
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1qu0, 1f5f, it comes out to be around 25%. The force F {d
patterns corresponding to these two geometries of pulling are
shown in top panel of Figure 9.
In the survey, there are other proteins which also have
disulphide bonds and belong to the 2.60.120.200 category. These
proteins have a cysteine which is either very shallow or deep, but is
located in the middle of the protein backbone so that there is no
possibility to form a long b{strand. In this case, the dragging
effects are much smaller.
For instance, for 1pz7(D) and 1cpm(S),
0
Fmax is close to 1 e=A.
Shearing inside of a cysteine knot. This motif is created by
a loosely packed CK (two or more spliced cysteine loops) with at
least two parallel b strands that are present within the knot. Pulling
protein by termini exerts tension on the entire CK and thus
produces an indirect shearing force on the b{strands inside the
entangled part of the protein. In this case, elimination of the native
contacts between the b{strands reduces Fmax only partially
indicating that the mechanical clamp is created also by the CK. A
simple CK is also found in 2bzm(42) and many other proteins, e.g.
in 2g7i(77,S), 1hfh103,S), 2g4x(136,D), 2g4w(169,D). The F {d
patterns for 2bzm and 2g4x are shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 8. More complex structures or higher order CKs (with
more than two cystein bonds) can be identified in 1afk(85),
1afl(117), or 1aqp(135). Inside this group of proteins there are also
examples of proteins – 1qoz(88,S) – in which a cysteine loop is
braided to a CK by some native contacts.

outside the loop (the left bottom panel of Figure 7). Existence of
the disulphide bond before the shearing motif allows to decompose
direct tension onto the b{strands making the protein resist
stretching much more effectively than what would be expected
from a simple shearing motif. Additionally, the disulphide bonds
prevent an onset of any rotation in the protein conformation
which otherwise might form an opportunity for unzipping. This
motif appears in 1dzj(40,D) 1vsc(37,D), 1dzk(35,D), 1i04 (81,D),
1hqp(83,D), 1oxm(98,D), 2a2g (175,D), 2boc(179,D), and many
other proteins. The middle panel of Figure 8 gives an example of
the corresponding force (F ) – displacement (d) pattern as obtained
for 1dzj.
Shearing and dragging out of a cysteine loop. This motif
consists of two parts. The first is formed by a rather small and deep
cysteine loop which is located very close to one terminus with the
second terminus located across the cysteine loop. The motif arises
when almost all of the protein backbone is dragged across the
cysteine loop on stretching. A protein structure also contains a few
b{strands which get sheared before dragging takes place. This
motif is seen in 1kdm(23,D), 1q56(24,D), 1qu0(33,D), 1f5f(34,D)
and this geometry of pulling we call geometry I. It should be
pointed out that, in all such cases, pulling by the N terminus takes
place within (or very near) the plane formed by the cysteine loop.
A small change in such a geometry, e.g. the one arising from
pulling not by the last amino acid but by the penultimate bead,
may cause getting out of the cystein loop and result in a very
different unfolding pathway with a distinctly different value of
Fmax . In this other kind of pulling set up, denoted as geometry II,
the loop is bypassed and the resistance to pulling is provided only
by the shearing mechanism.
Dragging arises from overcoming steric constraints and
generates an additional contribution to the strength of the
standard shearing mechanical clamp. By using geometry II and
also by eliminating the native contacts between the sheared
b{strands we can estimate the topological contribution of the
dragging effect on the value of Fmax . For proteins 1kdm, 1q56,

Cysteine slipknot force-clamp is observed in the
strongest 13 proteins. The top strength protein is 1bmp
0

(bone morphogenic protein) with the predicted Fmax of 10:2 e=A,
which should correspond to about 1100 pN (see Materials and
Methods). This strength should be accessible to standard
experiments as the atomic force microscopy has been already

Figure 9. Top: Two trajectories arising in protein 1qu0. Dragging
occurs when the backbone is pulled across the cysteine loop. Shearing
occurs when the pull across the cystein loop does not take place.
Bottom: The force-displacement pattern corresponding to the CSK force
clamp in 2h64 (thick line). The thin line shows the corresponding
pattern when one removes the attractive contacts that are slipknot
related.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g009

Figure 8. Examples of the force patterns corresponding to
proteins with the disulphide bonds.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g008
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used to rupture covalent N-C and C-C bonds by forces of 1500
and 4500 pN respectively [43].
In our discussion, we focus on the 13-ranked 1vpf (a vascular
0
endothelial growth factor) with the predicted Fmax of 5:3 e=A. The
CSK motif arises from two loops [40]: the knot-loop and the sliploop, where the slip-loop can be threaded across the knot-loop.
One needs at least three disulphide bonds for this motif to arise.
In the case of the 1vpf, the knot-loop is created by the disulphide
bonds between amino acids 57 and 102, 61 and 104, and the
protein backbone between amino acids 57–61 (GLY,GLY,CYS)
and 102–104 (GLU). The slip-loop is created by the protein
backbone between sites 61–102 and is stabilized by 12 hydrogen
bonds between two parallel b{strands. In the CSK motif, the
force peak is due to dragging of a slip- loop through the knot-loop
making the native hydrogen contacts only marginally responsible
for the mechanical resistance. Thus the force peak arises, to a large
extent, from overcoming steric constraints, i.e. it is due to
repulsion resulting from the excluded volume. The F{d pattern
for this novel type of a force clamp is shown in the top panel of
Figure 8. Another example of such a pattern for a CSK is shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 9 for the 22nd ranked 2h64 (a human
transforming growth factor). The leading role of the steric
constraints is verified by checking the reduction of the Fmax when
all the slipknot-related contacts (inside the slip-loop and between
the slip-loop and the knot-loop) are converted to be purely
repulsive. As a result of this bond removal, the force peak persists,
though it gets shifted and becomes smaller. This is summarized in
Table S2 in the SI. It is a new and unexpected result.
Another way to establish the role of the CSK motif is to create
the disulphide-deficient mutants, as accomplished experimentally
[44] for 1vpf. The two mutants, 1mkk (C61A and C104A) and
1mkg (C57A and C102A), have structures similar to 1vpf but
contain no knot-loops and thus there is no slipknot. Muller et al.
[44] show that the mutants’ thermodynamic stability is not
reduced but their folding capacity is. Our work shows that the
mutants have a reduced 0resistance to pulling compared
to 1vpf:
0
Fmax drops from 5:3 e=A to 1:49 and 2:01 e=A for 1mkk and
1mkg respectively.
We note that the CSK topology is a subgroup inside the CK
class (represented mostly by 2.10.90.10) and the CSK force clamp
need arise for a particular way of pulling. For instance, proteins
1afk(68), 1afl(100) or 1aqp(118) have up to four disulphide bonds
and yet the CSK motif does not play any dynamical role in pulling
by the terminal amino acids. In the case of the CSK, we observe a
formidable dispersion in the values of Fmax . For0 example, it ranges
between 4:8{5:9, 4:1{4:8, and 4:1{5:2 e=A for various trajectories in 1vpf, 2h64, and 2c7w respectively. We now examine the
CSK geometry in more details.

Figure 10. Geometry of a slipknot and a cystein slipknot. The
top panel corresponds to a genuine slipknot. The bottom left panel is a
schematic representation of the native geometry that yields the cystein
slip-knot on stretching. The resulting cystein slipknot motif is shown in
the bottom right panel.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g010

particular, the i3 {j3 bond must cross the loop i1 {i2 {j2 {j1 . This
loop consists of two pieces of the backbone (i1 {i2 and j2 {j1 ) that
are linked to form a closed path by the two remaining cysteine
bonds – it is the cysteine knot-loop. The average radius of this loop
is denoted by Rck .
The arrangement shown in the middle panel has no
entanglements that could be considered as knots in the topolgical
sense. However, on pulling by the termini, the chain segment
adjacent to i3 gets threaded through the knot-loop since i3 is rigidly
attached to j3 , as illustrated in the rightmost panel of Figure 10.
Pulling by i3 {j3 also results in generating another loop – the
cysteine slip-loop – since the segment around i3 gets bent strongly
to form a cigar like shape with the radius of curvature at the i3 -tip
denoted by Rcs . This loop extends between i2 and j1 . It should be
pointed out that the cysteine knot-loop in the CSK is stiff whereas
in a slipknotted protein (such as the thymine kinase) its size is
variable (as it can be tightened on the protein backbone [40] in
analogy to tightening a knot [45] by pulling).
The dynamics of pulling depends of the relationship between
Rck and Rcs as the ‘‘cigar’’ may either go through or get stuck. In
the former case a related force peak would arise. If the system was
a homogeneous polymer, dragging would be successful when Rck
was bigger than Rcs . The corresponding force would be related to
the work against the elasticity that was needed to bend the sliploop to the appropriate curvature. This work is proportional to the
square of the curvature. Thus the totalþ elastic energy involved in

Cysteine slipknot motif is distinct from the slipknot motif
in several ways. The left-most panel of Figure 10 shows a

slipknot with three intersections at sequential locations k1 , k2 , and
k3 . This geometry is topologically trivial since when one pulls by
the termini, the apparent entanglement may untie and become a
simple line. The entanglement would form the trefoil knot if the k3
intersection was removed by redirecting the corresponding
segment of the chain (thin line) away from the k1 {k3 loop.
Such slipknot motifs have been observed in native states of several
proteins [38–40]. In contrast, the CSKs are not present in the
native state but arise as a result of mechanical manipulation. The
middle panel of Figure 10 shows a schematic representation of a
native conformation with three cysteine bonds: between i1 and j1 ,
between i2 and j2 , and between i3 and j3 . The i{ends of the
bonds are counted as being closer to the N-terminus. The three
bonds are in a specific arrangement as shown in the panel. In
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

bending the segment i2 {j1 is of order

dsR{2 *R{1
cs [46], where

s is the arc distance. Dividing this energy by the distance of pulling
would yield an estimate of the force measured if thermal
fluctuations were neglected. The geometrical condition for
dragging in proteins is more complicated because of the presence
of the side groups and the related non-homogeneities and
variability across the hydrophobicity scale. The diameter of the
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background should be subtracted from the value of F when
determining Fmax or not. In this survey, we do not subtract the
backgrounds. It should be noted that in our previous surveys we
missed the CSK-related force peaks because we attributed the
rapid force rises at the end of pulling just to stretching of the
backbone without realizing existence of structure in some such
rises.
For a deep motif, the F {d pattern may have several small force
peaks before the final rise of the force, as observed for 2g4s and
1bj7. When the CSK motif is very deep, it usually does not have
any influence on the shape of the F {d pattern apart from a much
steeper final rising force. Such a situation is seen in the case of,
e.g., 1j8r and 1j8s.

‘‘rope’’ that the knot loop is made of should not exceed the
maximum a linear extension, tk of amino acids. Thus the effective
inner radius of the knot-loop is Rck {tk . Similarly, the size of the
outer circle that is tangential to the tightest slip-loop is Rcs zts ,
where ts is the thickness of the slip-loop. (Both thicknesses can be
considered as being site dependent and including possible
hydration layer effects near polar amino acids.) Thus the slipknot can be driven through the cystein knot-loop provided
Rcs zts v Rck {tk :

ð1Þ

In our simulations, the successful threading situations correspond
to Rck and Rcs of around 7 and 3 Å. The amino acids in the knotloop are mostly Gly, Ala, or Cys with their side groups pointing
outside of the loop. One may then estimate tk to be about 1.5 Å.
On the other hand, the linear size of the amino acids in the sliploop can be determined to be close to 2.5 Å. These estimates
indicate that Rcs zts can be very close to Rck {tk so the possibility
of slipping through the knot-loop is borderline. In fact, slipping
might be forbidden within the framework of the tube-picture of
proteins [47,48] in which the effective thickness of the tube is
considered to be 2.7 Å.
The CSK motifs give rise to a force peak in 1vpf, 2h64(22,S),
1rv6(25,S), 1waq(26,S), 1reu(27,S), 1tgj(28), 2h62(30,S), 1tgk(31),
2c7w(38,D), 2gyr(39,S), 1lx5(95,D), and many other proteins. In
these cases, the typical value of Rck is about 7 Å. However,
specificity may result in somewhat smaller values of Rck which
may cause only smaller segments of the slip-loop to be threaded. If
the passage is blocked, there will be no isolated force peak as
happens in 1tgj and 1vpp.

Concluding remarks
This surveys identifies a host of proteins that are likely to be
sturdy mechanically. Many of them involve disulphide bridges
which bring about entanglements that are complicated topologically such as CSKs and CKs. The distinction between the two is
that the former can depart from its native conformation and the
latter cannot.
Our survey made use of a coarse grained model so it would be
interesting to reinvestigate some of the proteins identified here by
all-atom simulations, especially in situations when the CSK is
involved. The CSK motifs may reveal different mechanical
properties when studied in a more realistic model. Of course, a
decisive judgment should be provided by experiment.
The very high mechanical resistance of the CSK proteins
should help one to understand their biological function. The
superfamily of cysteine-knot cytokines (in class small proteins and
fold cystein-knot cytokines) includes families of the transforming
growth-factor (TGF){b and the polypeptide vascular endothelial
growth factors (VEGFs) [49,50]. The various members of this
superfamily, listed in Table 5, have distinct biological functions.
For instance, VEGF-B proteins which regulate the blood vessel
and limphatic angiogenesis bind only to one receptor of tyrosine
kinase VEGFR-1. On the other hand, VEGF-A proteins bind to
two receptors VEGFR-1 and VEGFR-2. All of these proteins form
a dimer structure. The members of this familly are endowed with
remarkably similar monomer structures but differ in their mode of
dimerisation and thus in their propensity to bind ligands.

Types of the force–displacement patterns for proteins
with the disulphide bonds. In the case of proteins with very

shallow cystein knot, loop or slipknot motifs, F increases very
rapidly with d and isolated force peak does not arise (Fmax ~0).
Such cases are represented, e.g., by 1bmp, 1rnr, 1ld5, and 1wzn
where the slipknots are either very tight or the cystein loop is very
shallow. In the case of a shallow motif, however, a force peak can
sometimes be isolated as in the case of the 13th-ranked protein
1vpf (Figure 8) and in several other proteins, like 1xzg and 1dzk. In
this case, the value of Fmax takes into account tension on the
cystein bonds and it is not obvious whether such a strong elastic
Table 5. Members of the cysteine-knot cytokines superfamilly.

family

domain/complex

PDB

VEGF-A

1vpf*,2vpf*,1cz8,1bj1,1flt,1qty,1fpt, 1mjv,1mkg,1mkk

VEGF-B

2c7w

VEGF-F

1wq9,1wq8,1rv6,1fzv

VEGF

TGF
BMP7/ActRII

1lx5,1lxi, 1m4u, 1bmp

BMP2/IA

1reu, 1rew, 2es7, 3bmp*

BMP2 ternary ligand-receptor complex

2h62, 2h64

human arthemine/GFRbeta3

1tgj, 1tgk

human arthemine/GFRalpha3

2gh0, 2gyz

human and differential factor 5

1waq , 2bhk

VEGF stands for vascular endothelial growth factor, BMP for bone morphogenetic protein, and TGF for transforming growth factor. The star  indicates uncomplexed
proteins.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t005
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The implicit solvent is described by the Langevin noise and
damping terms. The amplitude of the noise is controlled by the
temperature, T. All simulations were done at kB T~0:3 e, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant. Newton’s equations of motion are solved
by the fifth order predictor-corrector algorithm. The model is
considered in the overdamped limit so that the characteristic time
scale, t, is of order 1 ns as argued in refs. [6,53]. Stretching is
implemented by attaching an elastic spring to
two amino acids. The
0
spring constant used has a value of 0:12 e=A2 which is close to the
elasticity of experimental cantilevers. One of the springs is anchored
and the other spring is moving with a constant speed, vp . Choices in
the value of the spring constant have been found to affect the look of
the force-displacements patterns and thus the location of the
transition state [54,55], but not the values of Fmax [10,12,18].
The dependence on vp is protein-dependent and it is
approximately logarithmic in vp as evidenced by Figure 11 for
several strong proteins. The logarithmic dependence has been
demonstrated experimentally, for instance, for polyubiquitin
[56,57]. Fmax ~ p ln(v=v0 ) z q. The approximate validity of
this relationship is demonstrated in Figure 11 for three proteins
with big values of Fmax . We observe that the larger the value
of Fmax , the bigger probability that the dependence on vp is
large. When we make a fit to Fmax ~ p ln(v=v0 ) z q for
1vpf, 1c4p, and 1j8s, we get the parameter
p to be equal to
0
0:39+0:11, 0:17+0:03, and 0:04+0:02 e=A respectively (the
0
values of q are 7:42+0:63, 5:85+0:16, and 4:96+0:08 e=A
correspondingly). However, some strong proteins may have p to
be as low as 0.04.
0
When making the survey, we have used vp of 0:005 A=t and
stretching was accomplished by attaching the springs to the
terminal amino acids (there is an astronomical number of other
choices of the attachment points).
In order to estimate an effective experimental value of the
energy parameter e, we have correlated the theoretical values of
Fmax with those obtained experimentally. The experimental data
points used in ref. [14] have been augmented by entries pertaining
to 1emb (117–182), 1emb (182–212) [58] (where the numbers in
brackets indicate the amino acids that are pulled) and 1aoh, 1g1k,

Additionally, all dimers posses almost the same a cyclic
arrangement of cysteine residues which are involved in both
intra- and inter-chain disulphide bonds. These inter-chain
disulphide bonds create the knot and slip-loops, where the intrachain disulphide bonds give rise to a CSK motif when the slip-loop
is gets dragged acrros the knot-loop upon pulling.
It has been shown experimentally [51] that such cysteine related
connectivities bring the key residues involved in receptor recognition into close proximity of each other. They also provide a primary
source of stability of the monomers due to the lack of other
hydrogen bonds between two beta strands at the dimer interface.
The non trvial topologial connection between the monomers
allow for mechanical separation of two monomers by a distance of
about half of the size of the slip-loop. Our results suggest, however,
that the force needed for the separation may be too high to arise in
the cell.

Materials and Methods
The input to the dynamical modeling is provided by a PDBbased structures. The structure files may often contain several
chains. In this case, we consider only the first chain that is present
in the PDB file. Likewise, the first NMR determined structure is
considered. If a protein consists of several domains, we consider
only the first of them.
The modeling cannot be accomplished if a structure has regions
or strings of residues which are not sufficiently resolved experimentally. Essentially all structure-disjoint proteins have been excluded
for our studies. Exceptions were made for the experimentally
studied scaffoldin 1aoh and for proteins in which small defects in the
established structure (such as missing side groups) were confined
within cystein loops and were thus irrelevant dynamically. In these
situations, the missing contacts have been added by a distance based
criterion [23] in which the treshold was set at 7.5 Å. Among the test
used to weed out inadequate structures involved determining
distances between the consecutive Ca atoms. A structure was
rejected if these distances were found to be outside of the range of
3.6–3.95 Å. The exception was made for prolines, which in its
native state can accommodate the cis conformation. In that case, the
distance between a proline Ca and its subsequent amino acid usually
falls in the range between 2.8 and 3.85 Å. For a small group of
proteins which slipped through our structure quality checking
procedure, but were found to be easily fixed (e.g. 1f5f, 1fy8, and
2f3c), we used publicly avialable software BBQ [52] to rebuild
locations of the missing residues. A limited accuracy of this
prediction procedure seems to be adequate for our model due to
its the coarse-grained nature.
The modeling of dynamics follows our previous implementations [11,12,18] within model LJ2 except that the contact map is
as in ref. [19], i.e. with the i,iz2 contacts excluded. There is also a
difference in description of the disulphide bonds. In refs. [14,19]
they were treated as an order-of-magnitude enhancement of the
Lennard-Jones contacts in all proteins. In ref. [18] the different
treatment of the disulphide bonds was applied to the proteins that
were found to be strong mechanically without any enhancements.
Here, on the other hand, we consider such bonds as harmonic in
all proteins, in analogy to the backbone links between the
consecutive Ca s. The native contacts
 are
 described
 6 by the
sij 12
sij
6{12
{
, where
~4 e½
Lennard-Jones potential V
rij
rij
rij is the distance between the Ca ’s in amino acids i and j whereas
sij is determined pair-by-pair so that the minimum in the potential
is located at the experimentally established native distance. The
non-native contacts are repulsive below rij of 4 Å.
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Figure 11. Dependence of Fmax and the pulling
velocity for the
0
proteins indicated. v0 corresponds to 1 A =t which is of order
8
10 nm=s. The data for several top strength proteins are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g011
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parameters p and q for the proteins studied experimentally are
listed in Table 6.
The main panel of Figure 12 demonstrates the relationship
between the extrapolated theoretical and experimental values of
Fmax . The best slope, indicated by the solid line, corresponds to the
slope of 0.0091. The inverse of this slope yields 110 pN0 as an
effective equivalent of the theoretical force unit of e=A. The

and 1amu [23]. The full list of the experimental entries is provided
by Table 6. Unlike the previous plots [14] that cross correlate the
experimental and theoretical values of Fmax , we now extrapolate
the theoretical forces to the values that should be measured at the
pulling speeds that are0 used experimentally. We assume that the
unit of speed, v0 ~1 A=t, is of order 1 Å/ns and consider 10
speeds to make a fit to the logarithmic relationship. The values of

Table 6. The experimental and theoretical data on stretching of proteins.

n

PDB

e
½pN
Fmax

vp ½nm=s

t
½e=A 
Fmax

te
½e=A
Fmax

p½e=A

q½e=A

0

Note

0

0

0

Ref.

1

1tit

204+/230

600

2.15

1.85

0.040

2.335

I27*8

[21,22]

2

1nct

210+/210

500

2.4+/20.2

1.48

0.100

2.703

I54–I59

[59,60]

3

1g1c

127+/210

600

2.3+/20.2

2.23

0.038

2.680

I5 titin

[61]

4

1b6i

64+/230

1000

1.2

0.74

0.084

1.710

T4 lysozyme(21–141)

[62]

5

1aj3

68+/220

3000

1.23

0.71

0.107

1.830

spectrin R16

[63]

6

1dqv

60+/215

600

1.5

0.58

0.147

2.349

calcium binding C2A

[64]

7

1rsy

60+/215

600

1.7+/20.2

1.48

0.040

1.962

calcium binding C2A

[64]

8

1byn

60+/215

600

1.4

1.18

0.066

1.981

calcium binding C2A

[64]

9

1cfc

v20

600

0.55

0.37

0.052

0.997

calmodulin

[64]

10

1bni

70+/215

300

1.4, 1.7

1.06

0.044

1.606

barnase/i27

[65]

11

1bnr

70+/215

300

1.05

0.71

0.053

0.053

barnase/i27

[65]

12

1bny

70+/215

300

1.1, 1.3

0.65

0.046

0.046

barnase/i27

[65]

13

1hz6

152+/210

700

3.5

2.79

0.064

3.542

protein L

[66]

14

1hz5

152+/210

700

2.8

2.22

0.104

0.104

protein L

[66]

15

2ptl

152+/210

700

2.2+/20.2

1.88

0.045

0.045

protein L

[66]

16

1ubq

230+/234

1000

2.32

1.47

0.134

3.019

ubiquitin

[57]

17

1ubq

85+/220

300

0.9

0.72

0.083

1.779

ubiquitin(K48-C)*(2–7)

[56,57]

18

1emb

350+/230

3600

5.15+/20.4

4.16

0.121

5.403

GFP(3–132)

[67]

19

1emb

407+/245

12000

5.15+/20.4

4.30

0.121

5.403

GFP(3–132)

[68]

20

1emb

346+/246

2000

5.15+/20.4

4.09

0.121

5.403

GFP(3–132)

[68]

21

1emb

117+/219

3600

2.3, 4.3

1.91

0.050

2.427

GFP(3–212)

[68]

22

1emb

127+/223

3600

2.2+/20.2

1.51

0.164

3.197

GFP(132–212)

[68]

23

1emb

548+/257

3600

3.5+/20.1

2.89

0.142

4.347

GFP(117–182)

[58]

24

1emb

356+/261

3600

3.2+/20.2

2.94

0.075

3.709

GFP(182–212)

[58]

25

1emb

104+/240

3600

2.3+/20.2

1.26

0.236

3.683

GFP(N-C)

[67]

26

1fnf

75+/220

3000

1.6, 1.8

1.70

0.130

3.069

Fniii-10

[69,70]

27

1ttf

75+/220

600

0.7, 1.2

0.99

0.006

1.071

Fniii-10

[71]

28

1ttg

75+/220

600

0.7, 1.0

0.17

0.099

1.365

Fniii-10

[71]

29

1fnh

124+/218

600

1.8

1.10

0.127

2.635

Fniii-12

[70]

30

1fnh

89+/218

600

1.4, 1.7

1.10

0.127

2.635

Fniii-13

[70]

31

1oww

220+/231

600

2.1+/20.2

2.01

0.024

2.300

FNiii-1

[70]

32

1ten

135+/240

500

1.7

1.53

0.026

1.857

TNFNiii-3

[70,72]

33

1pga

190+/220

400

2.4, +/20.2

2.50

0.001

2.761

protein G

[73]

34

1gb1

190+/220

400

1.65+/20.2

1.69

0.045

2.237

protein G

[73]

35

1aoh

480+/214

400

4.3+/20.2

3.69

0.119

0.119

scaffoldin c7A

[23]

36

1g1k

425+/29

400

3.9+/20.01

3.22

0.028

4.106

scaffoldin c1C

[23]

37

1anu

214+/28

400

3.3+/20.03

2.55

0.060

3.224

scaffoldin c2A

[23]

38

1qjo

15+/210

600

1.2

1.25

0.029

1.601

eE2lip3(N-C)

[26]

e
t
denotes the experimentally measured value of Fmax as reported in the reference stated in the last column. vp denotes the experimental pulling speed used. Fmax
is
Fmax
0
te
corresponds to the theoretical estimate
the value of the maximal force obtained in our simulation within the LJ3 model. They were performed at vp ~0:005A =t. Fmax
0
of Fmax when extrapolated to the experimental speeds. The extrapolation assumes the approximate logarithmic dependence Fmax ~ p ln(v=vo ) z q, where v0 is 1 A =t.
10 speeds were used to determine the values of p and q in analogy to the procedure illustrated in Figure 11 The values of p and q are provided in columns 7 and 8 of the
Table respectively. The first column indicates the corresponding symbol that is used in Figure 12.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.t006
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extrapolation procedure itself brings in additional uncertainties.
Nevertheless, implementing the procedure seems sounder physically. The spread between these various effective units of the force
suggests an error bar of order 30 pN on the currently best value of
110 pN.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 (a) Structure of trypsin 1bra (N = 245). The mechanically crucial disulphide bond between sites 128 and 232 is
highlighted in red. (b) Structure of elastase 1elc (N = 255) which
belongs to the same fold b.47.1.2 as 1bra. This structure does not
contain two disulphide bonds that 1bra does. (c) The forcedisplacement plot for 1bra. Fmax corresponds to 3.7 e/Å. The
thinner line is obtained when the 128–232 disulphide bond is
eliminated 2Fmax drops to 2.7 e/Å. When one more disulphide
bond is cut, stretching continues to distances shown in panel (d)
without affecting Fmax. (d) The force-displacement plot for 1elc.
The corresponding Fmax is 2.0 e/Å. In the case of 1elc, stretching
results in the terminal helix pulling b strands from the inside of the
protein and thus causing the inner b-barrel to unfold. If the case of
1bra (with the disulphide bridge), the terminal helix pulls the
neighbouring loop. After this event, resistance grows linearly and
forms one major force peak. After the peak, the whole structure
opens suddenly, rupturing contacts between strands in the b-barrel
and in the neighbouring loops.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.s001 (4.07 MB EPS)

te
extrapolated to the pulling speeds
Figure 12. Theoretical Fmax
used experimentally vs. the corresponding experimental
e
value, Fmax . The solid line indicates the best slope of 1/(110 pN).
The dotted line corresponds to the previous result of 1/(71 pN)
obtained in ref. [14] where no exptrapolation was made. The inset
shows a similar plot in which the extrapolation is not implemented
t
in Table 6). The list of the proteins used is provided by
(denoted as Fmax
Table 6. It comprises almost all cases considered in ref. [14] but it also
includes the recent data points obtained for the scaffoldin proteins [23]
and the GFP [58]. The numerical symbols used in the Figure match the
listing number in Table 6.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.g012

Table S1 Continuation of Table 1 of the main text.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.s002 (0.04 MB PDF)
Table S2 Identification of a mechanical clamp Fmax for selected
proteins.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000547.s003 (0.02 MB PDF)

Acknowledgments
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Pearson correlation coefficient, R is 0.832, the rms percent error,
re , is 1.02, and the Theil U coefficient (discussed in ref. [14]) is
0.281. The inset show a similar plot obtained when the
extrapolation to the experimental speeds is not done. The
resulting unit of the force would be equivalent to 110 pN which
differs form the previous estimate of 71 pN (shown by the dotted
line in the main panel) because of the inclusion of the newly
measured proteins and implementation of the extrapolation
procedure. The statistical measures of error here are
R2 ~0:851, re ~0:37, and U~0:251. These measures are better
compared to the case with the extrapolation because the

The idea of making surveys of proteins using Go-like models arose in a very
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the cysteine knots, are warmly appreciated.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION
Despite more than a decade of experiments on single
biomolecule manipulation, mechanical properties of only
several scores of proteins have been measured. A characteristic scale of the force of resistance to stretching, Fmax,
has been found to range between 10 and 480 pN.
The Biomolecule Stretching Data Base (BSDB) described
here provides information about expected values of Fmax
for, currently, 17 134 proteins. The values and other characteristics of the unfolding process, including the nature
of identiﬁed mechanical clamps, are available at http://
www.ifpan.edu.pl/BSDB/. They have been obtained
through simulations within a structure-based model
which correlates satisfactorily with the available experimental data on stretching. BSDB also lists experimental
data and results of the existing all atom simulations. It is
intended to be updated internally, through users input,
and by making requests for needed calculations.
The database offers a Protein-Data-Bank-wide guide to
mechano-stability of proteins.
Functioning of a biological cell involves conversion of
chemical energy into conformational changes of proteins,
nucleic acids and their complexes. Understanding of
mechanical processes in the cell requires information
about mechanical properties of the constituting
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We describe the Biomolecule Stretching Data Base
that has been recently set up at http://www.ifpan
.edu.pl/BSDB/. It provides information about
mechanostability of proteins. Its core is based on
simulations of stretching of 17 134 proteins
within a structure-based model. The primary information is about the heights of the maximal
force peaks, the force–displacement patterns, and
the sequencing of the contact-rupturing events.
We also summarize the possible types of the mechanical clamps, i.e. the motifs which are responsible
for a protein’s resistance to stretching.

biomolecules. One way to obtain it is through
single-molecule manipulation such as stretching by a tip
of an atomic force microscope (1,2). The scope of such
studies is very limited compared to the number of the
kinds of the molecules that are present in the cell. There
is then a need to have estimates of mechanical parameters
for a much larger set of molecules. These estimates are
necessary to provide guidance when selecting targets
for experimental studies and when making theoretical
models.
Recently, we have provided such estimates for 17 134
proteins (3) by performing molecular dynamics simulations within a coarse-grained, structure-based model.
We have considered all proteins comprising up to 250
amino acids and having structures deposited in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) (4). The cutoff size well
exceeds a typical single domain size which is of order
100–150 residues. This data set includes also proteins
with knots of type 31 and one slipknotted protein (5,6).
Reference (3) presents a summary of the results and lists
proteins with particularly large values of Fmax. One of
these proteins, scaffoldin c7A with the PDB structure
code 1aoh, has been conﬁrmed experimentally to be
highly resistant to stretching. Its measured is equal to
480 pN (7). Here, we describe the Biomolecule Stretching
Database (BSDB) in which results for all studied proteins
are deposited. Initially, it is based on the results derived
for ref. (3) but it is intended to grow. A synthetic discussion of the results is contained in (3). It includes presenting
probability distributions of the values of Fmax for the
whole set and for various structural categories of
proteins. In particular, it identiﬁes categories which are
likely to yield large forces. It also discusses the nature of
possible mechanical clamps—structural regions which
generate the most signiﬁcant resistance to stretching.
Usually, resistance arises through shear between parallel
or antiparallel b-strands (8–10). However, it should attain
its top strength if formation of the cysteine slipknot motif
is operational dynamically (3). This novel mechanism of
strength has been discovered as a result of making
the PDB-wide survey. It involves pulling a piece of the
backbone through a cysteine knot as explained in the
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Discussion section where we also provide classiﬁcation of
all types of mechanical clamps found so far.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The theoretical model used in the survey

given by Ep ðri Þ ¼ VBB+VNAT+VNON+VCHIR . The harmonic
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tethers consecutive beads at
i¼1 2k ri,i+1  d0
the equilibrium bond length and k = 100 e/A˚2, where e
is deﬁned below. A similar potential is used to describe the
disulphide bonds. The native contacts are described by the
Lennard-Jones potentials with the uniform energy parameter e:
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The length parameters, sij, are selected so that the minima
of the potentials agree with the native distances between
the Ca atoms in the contact. VNON, the potential in the
non-native contacts, is similar to VNON but it has purely
repulsive terms.
The model also contains a four-body chirality
term that favorsP the native
sense of chirality

1
NAT 2
where
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NAT
and Ci
is the chirality of
d3
0

residue i in the native conformation and  = 1. Here,
wi ¼ ri+1  ri . A positive Ci corresponds to right-handed
chirality. VCHIR favors native values of the dihedral angles
(11). The model considered here has similar properties (18)
to the model with the 10–12 contact potentials of Clementi
et al. (19).
In our stretching simulations, both termini are attached
to harmonic springs of elastic constant k = 0.12e/Å.
The choice of k affects mostly the location of the
force peaks. One end of the spring is pulled at a constant
speed, vp, along the initial end-to-end position vector.

Proteins with non-trivial topology
The BSDB includes proteins with knots which were
recognized by the KMT algorithm (23) as implemented
in (24,25). These proteins were stretched to a maximal
distance deﬁned as the end-to-end distance along the
backbone from which the sequential size of the maximally
tightened knot (of order 12 residues for the trefoil knot) is
subtracted. Currently, the BSDB does not include other
types of knots since the corresponding proteins contain
more than the cutoff value of 250 residues. BSDB
includes one slip knotted protein which was recognized
by the technique described in (26).
The force peak recognition
An automated detection of Fmax poses difﬁculties due to
existence of ﬂuctuations and a need to discard the ﬁnal
indeﬁnite growth in F when the resistance to pulling is
provided only by the unbreakable couplings. There
is no absolute prescription as to when it starts.
The strongest proteins often give rise to isolated force
peaks on such ‘ﬁnal’ slopes. In our procedure, a trajectory
is split into 100 parts in which we determine the maximum
Fmax ðlÞ and time averaged ½Favg ðlÞ values of F.
The maximum arises in the l’th partition provided
Favg ðlÞ > Favg ðl  1Þ > Favg ðlÞ > Favg ðl+1Þ. The value of
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An input to structure-based models of proteins comes
from the PDB. Such models are deﬁned by requirement
that the ground state of the system coincides with the
native structure. They usually come with an implicit
solvent and are coarse-grained. The simplest choice is to
represent residues by Ca atoms. There is no unique
prescription for a good structure-based model. A total
of 62 possible variants have been analyzed in (11).
Their mechanical and folding properties differ substantially. Several of them are optimal and we use the simplest of
them as described in references (10,12–14).
An attractive native contact between Ca atoms in
residues i and j (at distance rij) is declared to arise if van
der Waals spheres (enlarged to account for attraction)
associated with the heavy atoms overlap (15).
Non-native contacts are considered repulsive. In the ﬁrst
survey (10), all native contacts were included in the energy
function. Here, we remove the i, i+2 contacts as they are
usually dispersive and weak (16).
The potential energy of the system of N amino acids is

We consider vp = 0.005 Å/t, where  is of order 1 ns since
this is a characteristic time to cover a typical distance of 5 Å
through diffusion in the implicit solvent. The experimental
results are obtained at various speeds that are all at least
two orders of magnitude slower (<104 nm/s). Using one
speed for all proteins facilitates making comparisons. We
monitor F as a function of d and record Fmax.
The value of e should be within 800–2300 K since it
averages over of all non-covalent interactions in
proteins. Our previous simulations of folding (13,20)
were optimal with the dimensionless temperature
T~ ¼ kB T of order 0.3 which corresponds to room temperature if e is 900 K (kB is the Boltzmann constant and T
is temperature). Our simulations are performed at
T~ ¼ 0:3. Our latest estimate of e is about 110 pNÅ or
1.5 kcal/mole (3).
Thermal ﬂuctuations are introduced by random
Gaussian forces together with a velocity dependent
damping. This noise mimics the random effects of the
solvent and provides thermostating. The equation of
· ~
~
motion for each Ca reads m~r¨ ¼  ~r þ F
c þ G where FC
is the net force due to the molecular potentials. The
damping constant is taken to be equal top2m/t
and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ the
dispersion of the random forces is equal to 2 kB T. This
choice of corresponds to a situation in which the inertial
effects are negligible (13) but the damping action is not yet
as strong as in water. Larger values of g have only a minor
effect on the F–d curves. The equations of motion are
solved by a ﬁfth order Gear predictor-corrector scheme
(21). Due to the overdamping, our results are equivalent
to those obtained by the Brownian dynamics algorithm
(22). The F–d curves are averaged over a pulling
distance of 0.5 Å.
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RESULTS
Stretching protocol
The stretching protocol used in the survey involves
anchoring one terminus to an immobile substrate and
pulling another terminus by an elastic spring which
moves at a constant speed. There is a huge number of
other possibilities to choose pairs of amino acids as attachment points. Some of the available experimental data
correspond to such non-terminal manipulation. This fact
has been taken into account when comparing experimental to theoretical values of Fmax to relate the effective unit
of the calculated force to measurements. This unit is equal
to e/A˚, where the energy parameter e denotes the depth of
the attractive potential well in native contacts between the
Ca atoms. We estimate e/A˚ to be equal to 110 ± 30 pN (3).
The estimation procedure involves making extrapolations
to the experimental pulling speeds used. The existing
studies (9,27–32) indicate that it is only for protein GFP
(33) that non-terminal pulling may result in a larger Fmax
than the terminal pulling. It is thus expected that the
values of Fmax provided by the BSDB are usually the
upper bounds for the various choices of the manipulation.
The data for non-terminal pulling can be calculated upon
request.
The BSDB also provides other information about
stretching. In particular, it displays two calculated force,
F, versus displacement, d, curves. If the two curves display
noticeable differences then at least two distinct unfolding
pathways are possible. The corresponding values of Fmax
usually do not differ much. Larger statistics of trajectories
were obtained only for a small number of proteins. The
F – d curves can be used, for example, to identify mechanically stable intermediates along the unfolding pathway.
These intermediates correspond to the force peaks and the
associated conformations can be determined upon
request. It has been shown (34) that such intermediates
in FN-III are responsible for exposure of cryptic binding
sites that allow for ﬁbrillogenesis.
The BSDB also presents ﬁndings obtained through
literature search. Speciﬁcally, it lists available

experimental data on Fmax, together with the pulling
speed used, and theoretical results that have been
obtained by other methods, especially by all-atom simulations. It should be emphasized, however, that the literature data refer only to several tens of proteins.
Selection of structures from the PDB
PDB entries include proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, and their complexes. We have downloaded all
54 807 structures that were available on 17 December
2008 by establishing a local mirror of the ftp://ftp.rcsb.
org/pdb/ site and utilizing GNU wget program with an
option preserving the database tree structure. We have
restricted the survey to proteins of not more than 250
amino acids. We have used a script that eliminates
entries containing words like DNA DUPLEX,
RIBOSYME, OLIGONUCLEOTIDE, etc. in their
HEADER and TITLE sections. Other keywords are
detailed in the Database description presented online.
However, special attention has been paid to ﬁles containing keywords like DNA as they may still refer to proteins,
like the DNA ribonuclease.
Despite the thorough validation of structures in the
PDB, not all structure ﬁles are readily available for
molecular dynamics simulations, as they may have either
missing residues or insufﬁciently resolved segments.
Generally, such gap containing structures have been
eliminated from our studies. We have also rejected structures in which some distances between consecutive Ca
atoms are outside of the (3.6–3.95) Å range. This rule
does not apply if one of the amino acids is proline as
the corresponding distances fall then in the range
(2.8–3.85) Å. In case of proteins that occur in multimeric
or multi-protein complexes, we examine only the ﬁrst
chain and neglect any disulphide bridges to other units.
We do not eliminate structures with artiﬁcial or modiﬁed
amino acids. If there are multiple structures assigned to a
protein (especially for structures determined through
NMR), we take the ﬁrst one. If there are alternative
local placements, we take the ﬁrst one if the distances
between the Ca atoms are proper, otherwise we try the
alternative. However, we reject ﬁles with ambiguous
deﬁnitions of alternative local placements.
The disulﬁde bonds in our model cannot break and thus
behave differently than contacts due to hydrogen bonds or
ionic bridges. We detect such bonds using the information
contained in the ‘SSBOND’ section of the PDB ﬁle.
Databases used in BSDB
The BSDB relates to four external databases: PDB (4),
CATH (35), SCOP (36) and Gene Ontology database
(37). The ﬁrst of these is the source of structures for
which the calculations were made. The next two assign a
symbol of structure classiﬁcation to a protein. The assignment based on CATH is algorithmic whereas the one on
SCOP relies on human judgment. The fourth database
provides description of biological function. The very
strongest protein is currently predicted to be the extracellular bone morphogenic protein 1 bmp for which Fmax
could be around 1 nN. Its mechanical clamp is that of
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Fmax is then read off as Fmax ðlÞ in this partition. Mistaken
calls are due to large ﬂuctuations in the ﬁnal ascent and
they occur with a probability of 1%. Thus peaks
signaled as arising toward the end of the process are
examined separately. If no isolated force peak is
detected, Fmax is declared to be 0.
For each molecule, at least two trajectories have been
studied to get a measure of errors. If the two trajectories
are signiﬁcantly distinct, the statistics is raised to 10
trajectories to identify various pathways (e.g. for 1qu0).
The Fmax speciﬁed in the data base is then given by the
weighted average over the pathways. The experimentally
studied 1aoh has small pieces of its contact map incomplete (due to missing locations of some atoms in the side
chains). This contact map was completed (7) by
calculating the Ca – Ca distances in the affected regions
and accepting distances smaller that 7.5 Å as corresponding to the missing native contacts.
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Information provided
The structure-based data are presented in four lists: one
ranked by the value of Fmax, another by the number of
amino acids in the structure, the remaining two by the
structure classiﬁcation codes that come with the CATH
and SCOP schemes. One can also access the results by
providing the PDB code of a protein. An example of
data available for a given protein is shown in Figure 1
for the scaffoldin 1aoh. They start with the chain used,
value of Fmax in e/A˚ together with the corresponding
standard deviation, Fmax, based on several trajectories,
and the value of Fmax converted to pN. They also specify
value of the tip displacement, Dmax, at which the maximal
peak force arises for vp = 0.005 Å/, where  is of order
1 ns, and the corresponding end-to-end distance, Lmax.
The force peak position is also described in terms of the
dimensionless parameter l deﬁned as (Lmax  Ln)/
(Lf  Ln), where Ln is the native end-to-end distance
and Lf is the full backbone length. Small values of l
indicate that the force peak arises at the beginning of
the pulling process. Lf is close to the end-to-end distance
at full extension only provided there are no disulphide
bridges that require signiﬁcantly larger forces to get
ruptured. The number of the disulphide bridges is given
by the parameter nSS. In this example, there are no such
bridges.
The entry also speciﬁes the related structure codes and
corresponding names, if available, and all GO numbers
that specify molecular function, biological process, and

cellular component. In addition, it shows examples of
two stretching trajectories in the F–d plots. Such plots
indicate whether the force peaks are multiple or not.
The arrow locates the displacement at which the biggest
force maximum arises.
A simultaneous display of data for several proteins is
implemented through the ‘add this protein to compare’
hyperlink and then using ‘compare’. It allows for an
analysis of data with a common characteristic such as
the system size, the value of Fmax or function. The F–d
curves for the selected proteins are displayed in a column,
where they can be inspected visually. Results can be sorted
according to various properties, for example by the CATH
or SCOP number. In this way, the user can inspect
changes in extension curves within the same family, or
between proteins with relatively low homology, allowing
one to correlate the peak pattern with a degree of
relationship.
An important feature of the BSDB is that it provides
information about the microscopic nature of the
unravelling process. It is contained in the so called
scenario diagrams (14) which specify the pulling distances
at which particular native contacts are seen as operational
for the last time (i.e. distances between amino acids i and j
do not exceed a threshold value). For each protein, the
BSDB gives a listing of the breaking distances, du, for each
native contact. A scenario diagram can be obtained if
|j  i| is plotted against du as in (14). We provide
examples of such diagrams for 1aoh (one of the strongest
proteins) and 1j85 (a protein with a knot).
We provide hyperlinks to several other databases, such
as CSU (16), that facilitate understanding of contacts and
of identiﬁcation of secondary structures to interpret the
scenario diagrams.
DISCUSSION
The information contained in the scenario diagrams can
be used to determine the nature of the relevant mechanical
clamp. Accumulation of rupture events around a speciﬁc
value of du signiﬁes occurrence of a force peak. Some of
the rupture events belonging to a peak are crucial dynamically—removal of the corresponding contacts reduces
Fmax signiﬁcantly. Such contacts identify the mechanical
clamp. The remaining rupture events are just concurrent.
It is hard to identify the mechanical clamps in an automated way since one needs to determine structurally
relevant groups of contacts and then redo the simulation
with various groups removed. We have accomplished this
task for selected proteins, including the 64 strongest
(results are listed in BSDB). Taking it together with
discussions in the literature we can identify typical
motifs which are associated with mechanical clamps.
We divide these motifs into two groups: (i) involving
strain in localized regions and (ii) involving a larger
motion of a loop or two loops that are made of
segments of the backbone.
Figure 2 shows examples of mechanical clamps belonging to the ﬁrst group. The b-strands are indicated as black
arrows in the ﬁgure. The simplest motifs are denoted by S,
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the cysteine slipknot. It should be noted that there is a
website, www.p-found.org, which allows for making and
depositing all-atom simulation of protein stretching (38).
The Structural Classiﬁcation of Proteins (SCOP) (36),
accessible at http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop, is a
hierarchical scheme that classiﬁes proteins according to
features that relate to both structural and sequential
features. The scheme is accessible either by name of a
hierarchical level (Domain, Family, etc.), or it’s ascension
number (39) in the form of [a–k].xx.yy.zz where a–k stands
for class of proteins, and xx, yy, zz for lower levels of
hierarchy. The numbers are not immutable and change
between releases of the SCOP, thus they are presented
along with the corresponding names.
The Class, Architecture, Topology, Homology (CATH)
(35,14) scheme is also hierarchical, but it considers four
classes (a, b, a–b and no-structure). Each entry in our
database is presented with the corresponding ascension
number and name.
One should note, that a given PDB code may come with
none, one or more SCOP or CATH entries, since a protein
may be unclassiﬁed or contain two or more domains.
When studying correlations between the dynamics and
structure, we use classiﬁed structures and take the ﬁrst
assignment. In the 1.73 version of SCOP (11), there are
92 972 entries that relate to 34 495 pdb structures. These
entries are divided into 3464 families, 1777 superfamilies
and 1086 unique folds. The 3.2 version of CATH contains
114 215 domains, 2178 homologous superfamilies and
1110-fold groups (12).
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Figure 1. Example of a screenshot from the BSDB for protein 1aoh.

SA and Z. The ﬁrst of these corresponds to shearing
between parallel b-strands, similar to what takes place in
a stretched titin (8,9). The longer the strand, the bigger the
number of bonds that are sheared simultaneously and
then the bigger the value of Fmax. It should be noted
that Fmax is also affected by the direction of the stretching
force relative to the orientation of the clamp. The second
of these corresponds to shearing between antiparallel
strands (10). For a given length of the strand, SA yields
a smaller Fmax than S. The third motif is a zipper (40)
which is the most fragile of them all since the contacts
get ruptured one at a time. The elementary motifs S and

Z can also arise with helices (in which case the arrows in
Figure 2 would represent helices) but the corresponding
values of Fmax then are expected to be smaller than for the
b strands of a similar length. Another possibility is U—an
unstructured clamp seen in 1qp1 and 1tum (10). It is
similar to S except that two nearby b-strands are
replaced by unstructured segments of the backbone
(non-typical strands).
The elementary motifs S and SA can combine to form
shear composite motifs shown in the middle line of the
panels in Figure 2. Examples of these include disconnected
shear motifs SD1 and SD2 and a supported shear motif
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S−shear

SA−shear antiparallel

Z−zipper

shear composite motifs
SD1−disconnected

SD2−disconnected

T−torsion

SS−supported

D−delocalized

SS. In SD1, discussed in (10) and observed in 1aoh (7),
one S motif is followed by another S motif, separated by
an essentially shear free region. SD2 is similar but it
involves two SA motifs in a row. The panel illustrating
SD2 is drawn in a particular fashion that indicates the
geometry of ﬁbronectin (8) in a schematic way. For this
protein, the constituting SA motifs correspond to the
b-hairpin. The SD2 motif is also found in proteins L
and G (41). One can also consider a variant, SD3, in
which S is combined with SA. It arises in GPF when
pulled by residues 3 and 212 (33).
In SS characterizing 1cp4 (10), the main S motif is
ﬂanked by neighboring b-strands which stabilize it.
Shearing the main S results also in a shear with the
ﬂanking b-strands. We have found a few examples of
still other possibilities in group I. One of them is SB—a
shear box in protein 1pav as discussed in (10). It involves a
sheared two-strand b-sheet that is placed below a sheared
two-helix ‘sheet’ so that a shear in one strand induces a
shear on the helix above (not shown). Still another possibility is D—a delocalized clamp with multiple elementary
clamps exerting comparable resistances to pulling.
This happens, e.g. in 1lsl. Its schematic representation
shown at the bottom of Figure 2 indicates that some of
the contributing strands may be unstructured.
Figure 2 shows one more shearing motif denoted by T
for torsion. It has been argued to be operational in
polyankyrin (42). It combines shear in multiple S-like
motifs with undoing of the overall horseshoe shape of
the protein. This shape seems to result from a combination
of steric stiffness and some contacts in the loop-like
linkers. The reported experimental value of Fmax for 12

domains is larger than that of 1aoh (42), however for six
domains is much smaller (50 ± 20 pN) (43). Our simulations for 12 and 3 domains have yielded Fmax of only of
order 140 and 60 pN respectively (J.I. Sulkowska, unpublished data). A small force for a single domain has been
also derived through all-atom simulations (44) [see also
ref. (45)].
Figure 3 illustrates another category of mechanical
clamps belonging to the second group in which topological loops matter. In four of these, CK, CL1, CL2 and CSK,
the loops arise due to the presence of between one and
three relevant disulphide bonds (indicated by short solid
lines) between pairs of cysteines. The cysteine knot, CK,
corresponds to shearing taking place inside a cysteine knot
(3)—a loop that is created by two disulphide bonds.
CL1 and CL2 are cysteine loops. In CL1 shearing
results because one branch of § is pulled by a cysteine
loop (3). CL2 is similar but the motion of the cysteine
loop also drags another piece of the backbone that transmits shear to the other branch of the S motif (3). CSK is
the cysteine slipknot motif (3), it involves three disulﬁde
bridges which generate two loops: knot-loop (which is an
example of a cysteine knot) and a slip-loop. The mechanical resistance to pulling comes from pulling the slip-loop
through the knot-loop. The ﬁfth motif shown in Figure 3
is SK—the slipknot motif (26) that is observed, for
instance, in protein 2j85. It is created by two interacting
loops, the slip-loop and the knot-loop, that move simultaneously on pulling. If the knot loops shrinks faster than
the knot loop then the slipknot gets tightened temporarily
and a ‘catch bond’ (46) is formed. This intermediate and
metastable conﬁguration eventually gets untied upon
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Figure 2. Mechanical clamps involving shear or zipping in localized regions. Except for the zipper motif, all other motifs involve shear between
secondary structures. The black arrows indicate b-strands. More generically, however, they may also depict a-helices. The lighter arrows indicate the
sense of motion that is induced by pulling. The ‘delocalized’ clamp consists of multiple local shearing regions. Unlike the motifs shown in Figure 3,
its operation does not rely on motion of any backbone loops. This is the reason why motif D is lamped together with the clamps displayed in the
current Figure 3.
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SK
slip−loop
slip−loop
knot−loop
knot−loop

shear with cysteines
CK−cys knot

CL1−cys loop

CL2−cys loop

further stretching. The existence of such a metastable
conformation where the slipknot is jammed (26) is responsible for lengthening of unravelling times at a higher
velocity or force.
When we rank order the proteins according to the value
of Fmax, as calculated in our model, and ask in what order
particular mechanical clamps are seen for the ﬁrst time on
reducing Fmax, then their strengths can be rank ordered in
the following succession: CSK, SS, SK, S, SD1, CL1,
CL2, SD2 and Z. However, the strengths of various
types of clamps intermix when going down the ranking
ladder because they are inﬂuenced by dynamical details
such as the length of a strand. In the case of CSK and
SK, Fmax depends on the relationship between sizes of the
cysteine- and knot-loops in a strong way.
We plan to expand and improve the database.
In particular, we intend to implement a possibility of
self-submitted calculations for desired pulling directions
and speeds. Currently, the requests for data should be
sent to bsdb@ifpan.edu.pl. In particular a structure
ﬁle which is not in the PDB can also be submitted.
The resulting data are added to the database (which
may affect ranking of the proteins).
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A recent survey of 17 134 proteins has identified a new class of proteins which are expected to yield
stretching induced force peaks in the range of 1 nN. Such high force peaks should be due to forcing
of a slip-loop through a cystine ring, i.e., by generating a cystine slipknot. The survey has been
performed in a simple coarse grained model. Here, we perform all-atom steered molecular dynamics
simulations on 15 cystine knot proteins and determine their resistance to stretching. In agreement
with previous studies within a coarse grained structure based model, the level of resistance is found
to be substantially higher than in proteins in which the mechanical clamp operates through shear.
The large stretching forces arise through formation of the cystine slipknot mechanical clamp and the
resulting steric jamming. We elucidate the workings of such a clamp in an atomic detail. We also
study the behavior of five top strength proteins with the shear-based mechanostability in which no
jamming is involved. We show that in the atomic model, the jamming state is relieved by moving one
amino acid at a time and there is a choice in the selection of the amino acid that advances the first.
In contrast, the coarse grained model also allows for a simultaneous passage of two amino acids.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3553801]
I. INTRODUCTION
1–3

Single-molecule manipulation
has opened new perspectives on understanding of the mechanical processes
taking place in a biological cell and may offer insights into
design of nanostructures and nanomachines. Examples of
manipulation of a protein include stretching,4 mechanically
controlled refolding,5 knot untying,6 and knot tightening.7
The experimental studies pertained to only a handful of systems and yet demonstrated richness of possible mechanical
behaviors. Experiments on stretching generate information on
mechanostability. It can be captured by providing the value of
Fmax —the largest force that is needed to unravel the tertiary
structure of a protein. Fmax can be as large as 480 pN—the
value measured for scaffoldin c7A.8 The structural motif
that is the core of resistance to stretching is known as the
mechanical clamp. In most cases of large mechanostability,
the mechanical clamp consists primarily of parallel9, 10 [and
sometimes antiparallel (Ref. 11)] β-strands that get sheared
on pulling at two points of attachment, which are often the
terminal amino acids. This mechanism is operational, for
instance, in scaffoldin8 and titin.9, 10
Recently, we have made stretching simulations for 17 134
proteins within a coarse grained structure-based model.12
This survey pertained to proteins built of no more than
250 amino acids. Its results are deposited at the BSDB
database (biomolecule stretching database, www://info.ifpan.
edu.pl/BSDB/) as described in Ref. 13. The survey not only
identified about 35 proteins of larger mechanostability than
the scaffoldin but it also discovered an entirely new type of
the mechanical clamp: the cystine slipknot (CSK). In fact, the
a) Electronic mail: mc@ifpan.edu.pl.
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13 top strongest model proteins are endowed with this mechanism. It involves forced dragging of a piece of the backbone,
known as the slip-loop, through a cystine ring which is a special case of a knot-loop. Thus CSK does not exist in the native
state but it develops through pulling. The cystine ring arises
by connecting two backbone segments by two disulfide bonds
between two pairs of cysteines. The ring is a part of what is
known as the cystine knot (CK) motif14–16 and has been first
discovered in the superfamily of growth factors17–19 and is
responsible for the high mechanical stability of collagen.20
It typically contains between 8 and 15 residues14 and it has
emerged probably as a result of convergent evolution.21 The
pulling-induced dragging takes place because of the presence
of a third disulfide bond that pierces the ring (Fig. 1). This
CSK mechanism has been predicted12 to yield Fmax exceeding
even 1000 pN. Such large forces would arise because of jamming resulting from the slip-loop getting stuck in the cystine
ring. An identifiable force peak maximum appears if the steric
hindrances are overcome and the clinch is released. It should
be noted that the acronym CSK has been initially meant to
stand for “cysteine slipknot”12 as the motif involves cysteins.
However the term “cystine slipknot” used in this paper seems
more apt as it brings the role of the disulfide bonds into
fore.
At present, there are three well established families
within the cystine knot superfamily: growth factor cystine knots [GFCK, e.g., vascular endothelial growth factor
(Refs. 22 and 23], inhibitor cystine knots [ICK, e.g., scorpion
venom proteins (Ref. 24)], and cyclic cystine knots (CCK)
which have no terminal amino acids.25 The cystine knot proteins studied in this work are members of the first family.
The CK proteins are mostly extracellular factors and they
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FIG. 1. Two basic classes of the mechanical clamps. The top panel shows the
shearing mechanical clamp as illustrated for protein 1c4p. The bottom panel
illustrates the cystine slipknot mechanical clamp in the case of protein 1bmp.

are known for their remarkable stability against enzymatic
cleavage.15, 16
These 35 strongest proteins, with the CSK mechanical
clamp and without, have not yet been studied in single
molecule stretching experiments. Furthermore, our predictions are based on a simple model that accounts for the

geometry and size of the side groups in a very approximate
manner (primarily through the length parameters in the
contact potentials) whereas the success in dragging through
the cystine ring crucially depends on the actual size and
structure of the moving segments involved. In this paper,
we perform all-atom steered molecular dynamics (SMD)
simulations and confirm the existence of the CSK mechanical
clamps with the values of Fmax being substantially larger than
those associated with the shear-based mechanical clamps.
We focus on the top 20 proteins identified in the survey as
listed in Table I. We also consider titin which serves as a
benchmark.26–34
We find that even though the coarse grained model captures the essence of the CSK clamp and, in particular, that
it involves jamming, it misses several interesting atomic-level
components. The first component is the different origin of two
possible stretching pathways: in the all-atom model what matters is the direction of approach of the pulled backbone to the
cystine ring whereas it is the number of amino acids (one or
two) that cross the ring simultaneously in the coarse grained
model. Another component is that the tendency of developing
multiple force peaks on a given pathway is stronger in the allatom model because size modulations in the side groups may
split the force peaks. These modulation are also relevant for
thermal stability of the CSK-containing proteins (CSK proteins, for short).
The SMD simulations need to fit in the time scale of several tens of nanoseconds and thus have to be performed at
pulling speeds which are orders of magnitude greater than
what can be achieved in experiments or in coarse grained

TABLE I. The predicted list of the strongest proteins. Fmax is obtained within the structure-based coarse grained model in Ref. 12. The model is defined in
terms of the energy parameter ǫ that determines the depth of the potential well in the native contacts. The conversion to pN is by taking the average relationship
ǫ/ Å ∼ 110 pN. The pulling velocity is ∼0.005 Å/ns. The first column indicates the ranking of a model protein, the second—the PDB code, and the third—
the number of the amino acids that are present in the structure used. L max denotes the end-to-end distance at which the maximum force arises and dmax the
corresponding tip displacement. The last two columns give the leading CATH and SCOP codes.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
3580

PDBid
1bmp
1qty
2bhk
1lxi
1cz8
2gh0
1wq9
1flt
1fzv
2gyz
1rew
1m4u
1vpf
1c4p
1qqr
3bmp
1j8s
1wq8
1j8r
1f3y
1tit

N
104
95
119
104
107
219
100
107
117
100
103
139
94
137
138
114
193
96
193
165
89

Fmax [pN]
1120
980
800
800
700
640
610
610
590
590
580
580
580
560
550
550
540
540
530
530
230

L max [Å]
23.2
72.1
26.5
22.5
76.5
25.9
72.0
75.6
90.4
14.4
21.7
52.1
68.1
106.0
110.3
33.0
77.9
82.6
77.7
284.7
55.3

dmax [Å]
176.0
108.3
129.3
126.4
149.4
104.6
131.8
128.6
130.3
93.3 and 110
92.7
114.5
121.6
138.8
134.8
96.1
99.3
109.8
97.0
336.0
43.3

CATH
2.10.90.10
2.10.90.10

SCOP
g.17.1.2
b.1.1.4

2.10.90.10

g.17.1.2
b.1.1.1

2.10.90.10
2.10.90.10
2.10.90.10

g.17.1.1
b.1.1.4
g.17.1.1

2.10.90.10
2.10.90.10
2.10.90.10
3.10.20.180
3.10.20.180
2.10.90.10
2.60.40.1370
2.10.90.10
2.60.40.1370
3.90.79.10
2.60.40.10

g.7.1.3
g.17.1.2
g.17.1.1
d.15.5.1
d.15.5.1
g.17.1.2
b.2.3.3
g.17.1.1
b.2.3.3
d.113.1.1
b.1.1.4
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FIG. 2. Examples of the all-atom F −d trajectories for the top nine proteins listed in Table I.

simulations. The basic pulling velocity used here is 0.04 Å/ps.
This necessarily leads to the values of Fmax which are much
larger than experimental, typically an order of magnitude
larger.9 Thus, our results on Fmax are also overblown for this
reason and have to be scaled down. We show that the functional form of this scaling down is complicated as it involves
a crossover between a logarithmic and linear speed dependence. The latter is expected at high speeds when the drag
force dominates. Nevertheless, the values of Fmax obtained
suggest that CSK comes with a much larger mechanostability than the shear-based clamp also at the experimental
speeds.
For many CSK proteins there is a considerable variation
between trajectories in the values of Fmax . Pinpointing
a specific force-based ranking of the proteins is difficult
without generating significant statistics of the trajectories. It
need not coincide with the one obtained by using the coarse
grained model (and based on the dominant pathways). On
the other hand, the ranking of the proteins with the shearing
mechanical clamp, and listed in Table I, is the same. In addition to providing the force–displacement (F–d) trajectories
for typically two trajectories for each protein studied, we also
characterize the geometry and sequential make-up of the

resulting mechanical clamps and study rupturing of the
hydrogen bonds.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The force–displacement curves

Table I lists 21 proteins that are studied in this paper.
The proteins are arranged according to the value of Fmax as
obtained in the coarse grained model.12 The energies and
forces of that model are determined in terms of an energy parameter ǫ which measures the depth of the potential well in
the Lennard-Jones-like native contacts. The forces written in
Table I are converted to the experimental units using ǫ/Å
= 110 ± 30 pN—the result obtained by comparing the theoretically determined values of Fmax to the established experimental data.12 Notice a considerable error bar in the conversion factor. Another reason for not treating the protein ranking
in Table I in a verbatim way is that for the CSK proteins at the
high end of the force, there is a considerable trajectory dependence in the values of Fmax both in the coarse grained and
all-atom models. Even though the coarse grained values in
Table I are obtained through averaging over ten trajectories,
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FIG. 3. Examples of the F −d trajectories for the CSK proteins. The top six panels [(a)–(f)] show examples of two all-atom F −d trajectories for the proteins
ranked as number 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, and 18 in Table I. Panels (g) and (h) (with 10 written in the lower right corner) show ten F −d trajectories for 1fzv and
2gyz as indicated. The thick solid line corresponds to the average over the ten trajectories.

a substantial dispersion in the CSK cases remains. The important point is that among the 21 proteins listed in Table
I, 15 have the CSK mechanical clamp as determined in the
coarse grained model. They are ranked 1–13 and then 16 and
18. There are more than 100 other CSK proteins in the full
set of 17 134 considered in Ref. 12, but they are expected to
correspond to lower forces, at least within the coarse grained
model.
The protocol of our all atom simulations is explained in
the Methods section. The resulting F–d plots are displayed
in Figs. 2–4. Full extension is never reached as this would
require breaking disulfide bonds. Figures 2 and 3 refer to
the CSK proteins whereas Fig. 4 refers to the proteins with
the shear mechanical clamp. In the latter case, the values
of Fmax are an order of magnitude smaller and the trajectory dependence is substantially weaker. Previous all-atom
studies9 for titin indicate that Fmax obtained at such speeds is
an order of magnitude higher than the experimental value of
204 pN.30, 31
Among the 15 CSK proteins, five (1cz8, 2gh0, 1rew,
1m4u, and 3bmp) have both trajectories corresponding to

Fmax of order 15 nN whereas the remaining ten have at least
one in the range of 30 nN as in the case of 1bmp (bone morphogenic protein) which is the mechanostability leader in the
coarse grained evaluation. Larger statistics of ten trajectories
have been obtained for two proteins, 1fzv and 2gyz, as shown
in panels (g) and (h) of Fig. 3. They indicate that Fmax takes
values in the whole range in which the upper reach is about
twice as large as the lower reach. Protein 2gyz is seen to have
more trajectories with forces lower than 1fzv, whereas in the
coarse grained model the two systems appeared to behave
similarly.
All of these force values are significantly larger than
those associated with the shearing clamp shown in Fig. 4.
The largest value of Fmax in this group is ∼3 nN as observed
for the homologous pair 1c4p and 1qqr [panels (a) and (b) in
Fig. 4]. Despite the spread in Fmax between the trajectories
for the CSK proteins, many F–d plots look essentially similar indicating existence of a single pathway. However, some
proteins, like 2gyz [panels (a) and (h) in Fig. 3] come with
two distinctive patterns and thus two pathways: one with two
force peaks and Fmax exceeding 30 nN and another with four
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FIG. 4. Examples of two F −d trajectories for proteins are endowed with the shear mechanical clamps. These proteins are the six remaining entries that are
listed in Table I.

peaks and Fmax of order 15 nN. We shall discuss why these
differing patterns arise later on.
Figure 5 addresses the issue of the pulling rate dependence for titin (1tit) and human placenta growth factor (1fzv).
The bottom panel shows the F–d curves obtained at several speeds: the bigger the speed the higher the curve and
the higher the second force maximum. We focus on the first
maximum as its physics is governed by the well studied
shear mechanical clamp. The corresponding values of Fmax
are displayed in the top panel. They suggest existence of
a gradual crossover from the logarithmic to linear dependence on the speed in the regime of the pulling rates studied. At the slowest speeds, the data points appear to be consistent with a proper logarithmic extrapolation to forces obtained experimentally. Nothing is known about the speed dependence of Fmax for the CSK proteins. The top panel of
Fig. 5 displays results for 1fzv based on one (for smaller
speeds) or two trajectories. The statistics involved are too
poor to guess the functional dependence; however, the titinlike logarithmic dependence on going to the experimental
speeds remains a possibility. Thus scaling down of our results for the CSK proteins using the titinlike logarithmic dependence seems to be a reasonable first guess. If so then
Fmax of 30 nN may probably correspond to the experimental 1500 pN. Such forces are comparable to those needed to
rupture covalent N–C and C–C bonds: 1500 and 4500 pN,
respectively.35 On the other hand, the coarse grained simulations suggested values which would not exceed 1100 pN.
At this stage, the coarse grained model is probably more reliable in this respect.

FIG. 5. The velocity dependence of Fmax . The velocity v 0 corresponds to 1
Å/ps. The bottom panel shows the F −d plots for titin at the indicated pulling
speeds. The solid data points in the top panel correspond to Fmax in the first
force peak for titin as a function of ln(v/v 0 ), where v denotes the pulling
speed. The data points correspond to single trajectories. The straight line illustrates a perfect logarithmic dependence. The slope indicated would yield
the experimental value of 204 pN at 600 nm/s. The crosses correspond to
0.1Fmax in 1fzv. The three smallest speed data correspond to single trajectories and the remaining points are averaged over two trajectories.
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It should be noted that the coarse grained simulations
have been performed at speeds much closer to those expected
at the experimental conditions. For the CSK proteins, the
largest Fmax obtained is about five times larger than the Fmax
for titin. At the speeds considered in the all-atom simulations,
the derived forces are typically 10–20 times larger than for
titin. The extra factor of 2–4 compared to the coarse grained
model should be attributed to the different resolution of the
two models and thus to the different ways in which the cystine ring is penetrated. As will be discussed later, the atomically represented ring distorts to an oblique form significantly
and allows for the penetration to occur only at an acute angle.
This kind of penetration is sensitive to what atoms are facing
the plane of the ring. In contrast, the cystine ring in the coarse
grained model remains more circular and penetration is more
vertical. We do not expect any other changes in the physics of
dragging a segment of the backbone through the cystine ring
to be relevant.

B. The mechanical clamp involving shearing
of β-strands

In order to set the stage for the discussion of the working of the CSK mechanical clamp, we first discuss the shear
clamp. The largest value of Fmax within this mechanism is predicted to arise in the blood clotting streptokinase β-domain—
1c4p (we consider chain A) and its very close companion hydrolase activator streptokinase domain B—1qqr. A sequential
alignment indicates that 1c4p has two more residues at the N
terminus, 1qqr has three more at the C terminus, and there are
four sites at which the sequences differ. The high sequence
identity results in a very close structural similarity.
The F−d curves for the two proteins are shown in the
first two panels in Fig. 4. The values of Fmax show only a small
spread between two trajectories. They are 3171 and 3315 pN
for 1c4p and 3048 and 3037 for 1qqr indicating a bit larger
mechanostability of the former. In both cases, the mechanical
clamp corresponds to the schematic representation as shown
in Fig. 1 (top). The way this mechanical clamp works is shown
in more details in Fig. 6 for 1c4p at four stages of unraveling. The major shearing action takes place between the parallel and long β-strands β1 (11 amino acids) and β4 (13 amino
acids). There is extra shear between strands β1 and β2 as well
as between β3 and β4 .
Figures 7 and 8 (top panels) illustrate the nearly monotonic disappearance of the hydrogen bonds in 1c4p as a result
of pulling. At Fmax , there are no obvious indicators of rupture
in the total number of the hydrogen bonds. However, such indicators arise when one looks into the number of the hydrogen
bonds in specific pairs of the strands (Fig. 7). It is seen that
the pairs β1 –β4 and β1 –β2 lose their couplings at Fmax , though
some of them reappear temporarily later. On the other hand,
the sheet β3 –β4 loses fewer couplings at Fmax suggesting their
stabilizing role. They are still seen as partly operational in the
lower panel of Fig. 8 which shows the placement of the hydrogen bonds at d = 80 Å. At this stage, the hydrogen bonds
in the 15-residue long α-helix remain nearly intact.

FIG. 6. Rupturing of the mechanical clamp in 1c4p through shear. The trajectory used is one indicated by the thicker line in Fig. 4. The time frames
correspond to d of 67, 71, 75, and 83 Å top to bottom, respectively. Fmax
arises at d = 67 Å. The β strands 1 through 4 correspond to the segments
158–168, 183-188, 214–226, and 266–278, respectively. The whole structure
spans amino acids 149–285.

The mechanical behavior of the remaining proteins
shown in Fig. 4 is similar to that found in 1c4p even though
the corresponding structures are different and the values
of Fmax are smaller. Here, we discuss the diadenosine
tetraphosphate hydrolase 1f3y for which the maximum force
(of 2553–2624 pN) arises not at the first but at the third force
peak. There are five helices in 1f3y (53–65, 85–95, 116–118,
139–145, and 148–164) and seven β-strands (β3 is 36–41,
β4 is 44–46, and the remaining ones are listed in the caption
to Fig. 7. The two terminal ones unfold at the beginning and
generate a small force peak at d around 50 Å. These events
are followed by rupturing the sheet formed by the antiparallel strands β2 and β7. The second small peak (around
d = 160 Å) comes from unfolding the bonds related to
residues in the segment between 113 and 130 which involves
loops and the third short helix. Figure 7(b) demonstrates
that the primary shear mechanical clamp is formed by two
parallel strands β1 and β6 with some contribution from the
antiparallel β5 and β6. The bonds between β2 and β7 are
seen to disappear much earlier.
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FIG. 7. The number of hydrogen bonds as a function of d in typical trajectories. The arrows indicate locations of the force peaks. The upper two panels
correspond to proteins with the shearing mechanical clamps. The top lines show the total number of the hydrogen bonds. The lower lines represent hydrogen
bonds between the indicated β-strands. For clarity, they are shifted by the numbers indicated in the brackets. The sequential segments corresponding to the
β-strands in 1c4p are listed in the caption of Fig. 6. For 1f3y, the definitions of the segments are as follows: β1 16–22, β2 27–33, β5 70–75, β6 105–112, and
β7 131–137. The lower panels correspond to the proteins with the cystine slipknot mechanical clamps. The thicker lines show the total number of the hydrogen
bonds corresponding to the trajectories indicated by the thicker lines in Fig. 2. The thinner line for 1fzv corresponds to the second trajectory generated for this
protein.

C. The cystine slipknot mechanical clamp

1. The F− d patterns

We can distinguish two characteristic groups of the F−d
curves: with one force peak (1fzv, 1qty, 1cz8, 1wq9, 1flt, 1vpf,
and 1wq8) and with multiple peaks. This feature originates
primarily from the size of the slipknot loop. In all of the single maxima cases, the proteins have a short and stiff slipknot
loop comprising of order 6 amino acids. Larger slipknot loops
(typically of order 30 amino acids) are more flexible and unfavorable steric clashes with the cytine ring get split into several events in various ways and are protracted in time as seen
in Figs. 2 and 3. Such long loops arise in 1bmp, 1lxi, 1m4u,
1rew, 2bhk, 2gh0, 2gyz, and 3bmp. However, multiple peaks
may sometimes also arise with short loops, as discussed in the
“Residue-based description of jamming” section. This effect
relates to sizes of the amino acids in the loop.
We first consider two examples of proteins for which we
have observed only single force peaks: placenta growth factor 1fzv and vascular endothelial growth factor 1vpf (both
human). In the case of 1fzv, the ring is formed from eight

amino acids Cys66–Thr67–Gly68–Cys69–Cys70–Cys113–
Glu112–Cys111 that make a ring because of the disulfide
bonds Cys66–Cys111 and Cys70–Cys113. The slip-loop involves the segment Leu75–His76–Cys77–Val78–Pro79 (see
also Table II). Dragging is carried out by the disulfide bond
Cys35–Cys77. In the case of 1vpf, the ring is created by the
disulfide bonds Cys57–Cys102 and Cys61–Cys104 that link
the backbone segments Gly58–Gly59–Cys61 and Glu103 into
a tight ring. The slip-loop is formed by another segment of
the backbone which consists of amino acids Leu65–Glu67–
Cys68–Val69–Pro70 (see also Table II). Dragging is carried
out by the Cys36–Cys68 disulfide bond.
The stages of unfolding of 1fzv are illustrated in Fig. 9
for the trajectory with Fmax being 30 390 pN (the other one
corresponds to 26 980 pN). Dragging through the cystine ring
is seen to take place abruptly—it is accomplished when d
varies by less than about 3 Å. In the native state, the slip-loop
is stabilized by 12 hydrogen bonds between two long parallel
β-strands (amino acids 75–91 and 99–115). Almost all
of them get ruptured on dragging the slip-loop through
the ring as illustrated in Fig. 10. We have demonstrated
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FIG. 8. Hydrogen bonds in 1c4p. They are indicated by solid bars. They may
link the backbone or the side chains. The heavy atoms of the side chains are
marked in the faint way. The top panel corresponds to d = 20 Å and the
bottom panel corresponds to 80 Å.

within the coarse grained model12 that replacing all of the
slipknot-related contacts (inside the slip-loop and between
the slip-loop and the ring) by repulsive contacts does not
affect Fmax in a significant manner, indicating that the CSK
mechanical clamp operates mostly through overcoming the
sterical constraints. Figure 7(c) shows that the total number
of hydrogen bonds undergoes a sudden drop when the CSK
clamp gets ruptured because of a major transformation
of the whole structure. Figure 7(d) shows that the same
observation also applies to the multiple-peak CSK proteins,
such as 1bmp. This has not been the case in the shear

TABLE II. Sequences of the pulled pieces of the slip-loops. Abbreviations
used in the table: BMP—bone morphogenetic protein, VEGF—vascular endothelial growth factor, GDF—growth and differentiation factor, GDNF—
glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor, PlGF—placenta growth factor,
ARTN—neurotrophic factor artemin.
Protein
BMP-7
BMP-7
BMP-7
BMP-2
BMP-2
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF toxin
Human GDF
GDNF family receptor α-3
PlGF
ARTN isoform 3

PDBid
1bmp
1m4u
1lxi
3bmp
1rew
1qty
1cz8
1flt
1vpf
1wq9
1wq8
2bhk
2gh0
1fzv
2gyz

Slip-loop sequence
KPCCAPT
KPCCAPT
KPCCAPT
KACCVPT
KACCVPT
GLECVPT
GLECVPT
GLECVPT
GLECVPT
SMKCTPV
SLKCTPV
PTCCVPT
QPCCRPT
NLHCVPV
QPCCRPT

FIG. 9. Stages of rupturing of the cystine slipknot mechanical clamp in protein 1fzv. The time frames correspond to d of 0, 61, 113, 114, 114.5, and
116 Å top to bottom, respectively. At the last stage shown here, the tension
is decreasing even though the slip-loop is not yet fully pulled through. The
biggest jamming is at d = 114 Å.

mechanical clamps [panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 7] because the
unraveling at Fmax is relatively more local and much more
gentle.
We now consider the neurotrophic growth factor 2gyz.
It is an example of a CSK protein which has (at least) two
unfolding pathways, each with several force peaks (another
such example is 1m4u). On one pathway Fmax is nearly
twice as large as on the other. The cystine ring consists
of eight amino acids: Cys32–Ser33–Gly34–Ser35–Cys36–
Cys100–Gly99–Cys98–Cys32. It is indicated by an ellipse
in Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows two possible ways of
crossing the ring by the pulled cysteine, whereas Fig. 12, corresponding to the right-hand panels in Fig. 11, defines the
geometrical parameters of the CSK that will be discussed
when describing temporal changes in the structure of the
CSK mechanical clamp. The slip-loop is long and is pulled
by Cys70 which forms a disulfide bond with Cys5 which
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FIG. 10. Hydrogen bonds in 1fzv for d = 110 Å (top) and 120 Å (bottom).
Similar to Fig. 8, they are indicated as solid bars. The force peak arises at 114
Å on this trajectory.

is just near the N terminus. One branch of the slip-loop
is 27-residue long (from Arg37 to Cys70) and the other is
33-residue long (from Cys70 to Ala97). The relevant segment of the slip-loop that has to squeeze through the ring is
then Gln67–Pro68–Cys69–Cys70–Arg71–Pro72–Thr73. The
steric hindrance arises when this segment of the slip-loop
passes near the Cys32–Ser33–Gly34 fragment of the ring.
Depending on the history of thermal fluctuations, there are
only two ways in which the slip-loop is facing the ring: either the first neighbor Cys32 is closer to the ring or the other
first neighbor Arg97 is the one which is closer. The two ways
differ by a rotation of 180◦ . If the approach to the plane of
the ring is vertical, the two amino acids would enter the ring
simultaneously. Instead, the symmetry is broken because the
approach is at an acute angle since the pulling direction becomes increasingly parallel to the longer axis of the ellipse
that represents the narrowing ring. The first way, shown in the
left panel of Fig. 11, yields the smaller force of 15 nN since
cysteine is the smaller sized amino acid of the two. The second way, shown in the right panel, yields Fmax of 30 nN. The
small force case must necessarily come with the striated F−d
pattern since the bigger amino acid must follow immediately
next which involves further forced expansion of the ring.
The separation into large force and small force pathways, independent of the number of the force peaks, should
be observed for each of the CSK proteins studied here. However, for short slip-loops one way is expected to dominate,
as determined by its sequential makeup, but both possibilities are seen in stretching of 1vpf and 1wq9. For long sliploops, there is no particular preference for selection of the
initial orientation on approaching the ring. It should be noted
that the role of fluctuations depends on the speed of pulling.
At small pulling speeds, conformations are expected to get

J. Chem. Phys. 134, 085102 (2011)

FIG. 11. The action of the cystine slipknot in 2gyz on two pathways. The
left panels correspond to the pathway with the smaller value of Fmax . The
right panels correspond to the pathway with the larger Fmax . All the panels
correspond to d = 22 Å. In the lower panels, C∗ indicates the cysteine which
is pulled and C the neighboring cysteine. R denotes the neighboring arginine.
In the left panels C, is closer to the ring than R. In the right panels, it is the
other way around.

FIG. 12. Definition of the characteristic radii of curvature in the CSK problem as illustrated for 2gyz in its native state. The ellipse in pink encompasses
the cystine ring. This loop is closed by two disulfide bonds Cys32–Cys98
and Cys36–Cys100. The major semi-axis of the ellipse is denoted by a and is
estimated by taking half of the distance between the Cα atoms on the cystine
ring which are furthest away from each other (Cys70 and Cys98). The segment near the “perihelion” is approximated by a circle in green. Its curvature
can be determined from a triangle formed by three consecutive amino acids
Ser33, Gly34, and Ser35. The corresponding radius of curvature is denoted
by Rck . Here, however, the circle shown is set on the triangle based on the
two consecutive Cα atoms in Ser33 and Gly34 with the third corner of the
triangle placed at the S atom belonging to the fourth amino acid Cys36. In
the native state, there is very little difference in the radii generated from these
two kinds of the triangles. The circle in red, of radius Rcs , corresponds to the
curvature obtained by considering the three consecutive Cα : Cys69, Cys70,
and Arg71. The middle Cα belongs to a cysteine. This red circle is above the
ellipse. On pulling, it gets squeezed and dragged down by Cys70 through the
ellipse.
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FIG. 13. The action of the cystine slipknot in 1fzv in the strong force pathway. The beads represent van der Waals spheres associated with the heavy amino
acids. The different colors correspond to the amino acids indicated at the top. The amino acid that enters the cystine ring right after the cysteine is marked by
the rectangular frame in the pictorial representation of the sequence. The snapshots correspond to the instances marked by the arrows on the F −d curves on
the right show situation just before sudden drop in tension.

equilibrated better which should reduce choices between
various trajectories.
2. Residue-based description of jamming

We first consider proteins with short slipknot loops such
as 1fzv and 1vpf. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the jamming
process through the evolution of the clinched fragment of
1fzv in the immediate vicinity of the force peak. The relaxed,
native structure of the fragment is shown at the top for
comparison. The fragment comprises the full cystine ring (in
green) and five amino acids of the slip-loop near its dragging
head—Cys75 (in yellow). The three-residue long fragments
of the slip-loop on the left and on the right of the pulling
cysteine are listed in Table II. The table makes use of the
sequential alignments as in Refs. 16, 18, 36. Note that for
each of the entries listed in the table, the second sequential

neighbor of the pulling cysteine, when counting away from
the N terminus, is always a proline which initiates a β-sheet.
In all but three cases, the proline is followed by threonine.
Between the pulling cysteine and the proline, the residues
can be either small or large.
The cysteine is a relatively small amino acid so it slides
into the cystine ring fairly easily. This step, however, bends
the slip-loop and raises tension. On further pulling, the neighboring residues (His76 and Val78 shown in brown and pink
in the figures, respectively) have to penetrate the ring either
His76 first or Val78 first with the other of the two following immediately afterwards. The pathway with His75 entering
first is dominant because the corresponding conformation is
more nativelike. It is shown in Fig. 13 whereas the other pathway in Fig. 14. The penetration is resisted by the ring and the
system is jammed. This stage determines the value of Fmax .
The dominant pathway yields a larger Fmax since histidine is
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FIG. 14. The action of the cystine slipknot in 1fzv in the “weak” force pathway. The figure is similar to Fig. 13, but it corresponds to Val78 entering the first.
The trajectory chosen for illustration is the one with the smallest Fmax in Fig. 3(g).

bigger in size than valine because of its aromatic ring. In this
pathway, when His76 stays jammed, its neighbors Leu75 and
Asn74 together with Val78 (which is flanking Cys77 from the
other side) form a compact complex. This complex has an attached “hook”, Pro79 (in blue), which is pivoting on the ring.
Immediately after His76 passes through the cystine ring, this
complex passes the ring as well. This event determines the
largest force and is very quick. The whole process generates a
single maximum. Once the bulky Leu75, Asn74, and Val78
complex crosses the loosened ring, the remaining slipknot
residues slide through easily in a swinging motion. When the
full length of the slip-loop is exhausted and stretching affects
only covalent bonds from the protein backbone, the tension
grows again. The pathway in which Val78 is the head amino
acid which penetrates the cystine ring (Fig. 14) is similar with
the role of the neighboring amino acids interchanged. For instance, it is Leu75 which forms a hugging hook on the ring
now.

The single peak mechanism involving a passage of a
bulky plug is also observed in 1qty, 1wq8, 1flt, 1fzv, 1vpf,
and 1wq9. In each of these proteins, the other second neighbor of the pulling cysteine is bulkier than proline and, in the
dominant pathway, it is the larger second residue which penetrates the first and paves the way for the smaller companion.
It should be pointed out that despite the multitude of the possible values of F, as seen, e.g., in Fig. 3(g), there are only
two pathways of the ring penetration. The differences in the
values arise merely from minute differences in the angle of
approach that get emphasized by the very magnitude of the
stresses involved.
Multiple peaks arise when the slipknot loop is long and
when the amino acids enter in order in which their geometrical sizes keep increasing because the subsequent residues
keep forcing the cystine ring ever more open. The resulting sawtoothlike F−d pattern is encountered, for instance,
in 1bmp, 2gyz, 2bhk, 2gh0, 1rew, and 3bmp. Again, there are
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basically only two pathways, albeit multipeaked. It is interesting to observe that all of these multiple-peak proteins contain
another cysteine. It should be noted that this neighboring cysteine may be involved in forming a dimer state with a similar
companion. In the dimeric state, the slip-loop motion through
the ring would be prohibited.
We have found that the passage of the slipknot through
the cystine ring is generally associated with a rapid rise in
the bond and bond-angle contributions to the total energy. All
remaining contributions to the total energy, such as electrostatic, van der Waals, and those associated with the dihedral
and improper angles remain fairly unaffected by crossing of
the force peaks.

3. Curvatures in the backbone

Finally, we discuss the geometry of the CSK mechanical
clamp in terms of geometry as characterized by the effective
curvatures. Previously,12 we have proposed that the slip-loop
can be driven through the cystine ring provided
Rcs + ts < Rck − tk ,

(1)

where Rcs and Rck are the radii of curvature of the slip-loop
and the ring, respectively. We have estimated these radii to
be of order 7 and 3 Å, correspondingly. Symbol ts denotes the
effective thickness of the slip-loop and tk that of the ring. Both
have been assessed to be around 2.5 Å.
Here, we re-examine this condition by determining the
local radii of curvature in a way used in the context of the
tube picture of proteins,37, 38 i.e., by finding a circle which
goes through the corners of a triangle set by three consecutive
Cα atoms. Figure 15 shows the determined Rcs and Rck for
1bmp and 1fzv, together with the semimajor axis, a, of the
ellipse assigned to the cystine ring. In the native state, a and
Rck are both close to 5 Å for both proteins. Rcs is found to
be about 3 Å. On pulling, all of these parameters evolve. Until reaching Fmax , a generally grows whereas Rck and Rcs go
down. At Fmax , the radii jump upward, indicating an escape
from the constriction, and a jumps downward. At each stage,
the condition given by Eq. (1) is satisfied if the tube thickness
is neglected.
In order to estimate the effect of the thickness in a description which does not invoke an explicit tube, we replace one of the corners of the triangle by another atom.
For a new effective Rcs we take the backbone oxygen atom
associated with the pulled amino acid (the line denoted
by O). For a new effective Rck we take the sulphur atom
(the line denoted by S) residing on the next coming amino
acid (see also Fig. 12). These displaced-atom lines generally follow the behavior of the Cα based curvatures, at
least until reaching Fmax . However, they illustrate the magnitude of the effects associated with the tube thickness. The
shifts are seen to be substantial and indicate that the condition to go through is borderline or even prohibitive if
viewed from the tubelike perspective. We conclude that the
atomic-level features and structure are important for the CSK
mechanism to work when Rcs and Rck are comparable in
size.

FIG. 15. The evolution of the characteristic radii of curvature and of the parameter a in 1bmp (top) and 1fzv (bottom). The arrows indicate the location
of the highest force peak on the trajectory analyzed. The curvatures determined based on the three consecutive Cα atoms are marked by the thicker
lines. The solid line is for the cystine ring and the dotted line for the sliploop. The thin line marked by the symbol S is obtained when the third Cα ,
belonging to the cysteine in the cystine ring, is replaced by the sulphur atom
on the fourth amino acid. This atom forms one of the disulfide bonds defining
the cystine ring. The thin line marked by the symbol O is obtained when the
forward Cα in the slip-loop (i.e., in the amino acids that is first pulled through
the ring) is replaced by the associated backbone oxygen atom.

D. Concluding remarks

Our all-atom simulations confirm existence of huge
mechanostability of the CSK proteins that has been predicted
by using the coarse grained model. It should be pointed out
that there are differences between the way the slip-knot passes
through the cystine ring as described by the two models. The
all-atom ring is much tighter because of the bigger excluded
volume generated by the atoms in the side groups. Thus the
passage process involves significant distortion of the ring so
that it becomes a narrow ellipse. As a result, only one amino
acid can squeeze through at a time. In contrast, the Cα -built
ring in the coarse grained model remains fairly circular allowing for the simultaneous passage of up to two amino acids
that are the first neighbors of the pulling cysteine. The variations in the magnitude of Fmax between the trajectories in the
coarse grained model, also even up to a factor of 2, arise now
not that much from the selection of the amino acid that goes
through first but from the possibility of dragging of one or two
neighboring amino acids initially.
Our all-atom simulations validate the results obtained
through coarse grained modeling in a qualitative way as they
support possible existence of the CSK mechanical clamp.
The ultimate test, however, should come from experimental
pulling studies and it is the experiments that should establish the true values of Fmax . Our theoretical estimates of Fmax
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are not sufficiently precise and should be considered just as
indicative of large forces that are expected to be found. The
difficulty that such experiments might encounter is the resolvability of the CSK-related force peaks from the background
generated by stretching of the peptide bonds.
This stability of the CK proteins appears to be related to
the high mechanical stability found in this paper. Specifically,
we have shown that the buildup in the tension results from
jamming. The sequential neighbors of the pulling cysteine
are of a size that prevents them from penetrating the cystine
ring without forcing. Thus we expect that thermal fluctuations
would not be able to form a slipknot and change the conformation. Similar stability features should also be operational in
the CCK and ICK proteins. Thus even though mechanical stability, in general, need not be related to stability against thermal fluctuations (see, e.g., Ref. 39) there is a relationship in
the case of the CK proteins. In particular, it has been shown40
that a removal of the disulfide bonds in the CK-containing
VEGF protein through mutations lowers the melting temperature significantly.
In a recent survey of multidomain proteins41 still new
mechanical clamps have been identified by using the coarse
grained model. Among them are two kinds of tensile
clamps—one simple, involving contacts between two domains, and another in which a part of the clamp is immobilized by a noncystine knot-loop. It would be interesting to
investigate atomic aspects of the workings of such clamps by
using all-atom simulations as done in this paper.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

All simulations have been performed using NAMD 2.6
code42 with the all-atom CHARMM27 force field.43 All of
the simulations have been carried out using the same computational protocol. The initial structure is downloaded from the
PDB database44 and then placed within a box with rigid water molecules. The layer of the water molecules is at least 8 Å
thick. Na+ and Cl− ions are introduced into the system at concentration of 0.5 mol/l (between 10 and 20 ions in the box). In
order to neutralize the system, additional several ions of one
sign are added using a script embedded in the VMD code.45
The molecules of water are then moved for 100 steps per atom
in order to minimize the energy and then equilibrated at the
temperature of 300 K during 100 ps of the time evolution.
After this stage, the protein atoms are allowed to move and
the whole system undergoes 1000 steps of the energy minimization followed by heating from 0 to 300 K during 50 ps in
a stepwise fashion. The last step before stretching consists of
1 ns equilibration at 300 K by using the Langevin dynamics.
The time step is set at 1 fs.
In analogy to the coarse grained approach,46 the SMD
simulations47–51 are implemented by placing the N-terminal
Cα atom at a fixed location and by attaching an elastic spring
to the Cα atom at the C-terminal amino acid. The elastic constant is equal to 4 kcal/mol/Å2 (277.9 pN/Å). The other end
of the spring is made to move with the pulling velocity v p of
0.04 Å/ps (4 m/s). The pulling direction is set to go through
the line connecting the first and last Cα atoms. In all cases, at
least two 10 ns SMD simulations that evolve from the same
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starting configuration are carried out. This is the configuration
obtained at the end of the initial Langevin dynamics. Various
trajectories arise due to differences in the time dependence of
the Langevin noise applied. Graphical analysis are performed
with the VMD 1.8.7 software.45 Forces and local geometries
are analyzed by using homemade scripts.
In order to determine whether two heavy atoms are connected by a hydrogen bond we check whether the distance between them does not exceed 3.3 Å and the angle donor (like
O)–H–acceptor (like N) does not exceed 25◦ . These bonds
rupture often and then reform.
The forces and the numbers of the hydrogen bonds are
time averaged over the pulling distances of 0.5 Å. In the plots,
these data undergo further smoothing out.
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Mechanical stability of multidomain proteins
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ABSTRACT
We estimate the size of mechanostability for 318 multidomain proteins
which are single-chain and contain
up to 1021 amino acids. We predict
existence of novel types of mechanical clamps in which interdomain
contacts play an essential role. Mechanical clamps are structural
regions which are the primary
source of a protein’s resistance to
pulling. Among these clamps there
is one that opposes tensile stress
due to two domains swinging apart.
This movement strains and then
ruptures the contacts that hold the
two domains together. Another
clamp also involves tensile stress
but it originates from an immobilization of a structural region by a
surrounding knot-loop (without
involving any disulfide bonds). Still
another mechanism involves shear
between helical regions belonging to
two domains. We also consider the
amyloid-prone cystatin C which
provides an example of a two-chain
3D domain-swapped protein. We
predict that this protein should
withstand remarkably large stress,
perhaps of order 800 pN, when
inducing a shearing strain. The survey is generated through molecular
dynamics simulations performed
within a structure-based coarse
grained model.
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PROTEINS

INTRODUCTION
Single-molecule force microscopy1 has emerged as an important tool for
determination of mechanical properties of single proteins2–5 and their complexes, such as virus capsids.6,7 The resulting information can be harnessed to
elucidate life processes that relate to large conformational changes5 of the molecules and, hopefully, to employ in nanotechnology. The typical modes of manipulation are stretching, nanoindentation, and twisting. Only a small fraction of
the proteins listed in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)8 have been studied experimentally through stretching so providing theoretical estimates for a much larger
set of molecules should help organize this field of research. We have been
involved in generating theoretical surveys of mechanostability for the proteins
and the first of them9 dealt with 7510 proteins containing no more than 150
amino acids (and some 239 larger sized). It was followed by a study of 17,134
proteins10 with up to 250 amino acids. Both studies have used a coarse grained
model that is structure based, but the later assessment was derived on an
improved version of the model as explained in Ref. 11. The numerical results
are deposited in the BSDB database available at www://info.ifpan.edu.pl/BSDB/
that is described in Ref. 12.
All but 110 of the proteins considered in these surveys are single domained.
On the other hand, most (at least 60%) of proteins in eukaryotic cells are multimodular.13–16 Thus it is of considerable interest to learn about their properties
and, in particular, about their mechanostability. In this article, we study mechanostability of 318 multidomain proteins with the sizes, N, ranging up to 1021
amino acids. The list of the proteins considered is provided in the Appendix.
The list is a subset of the proteins considered in Ref. 17. In this subset, the proteins are multidomain and there are gaps in the structure determination.
One outcome of our previous surveys is a selection of proteins which should
be endowed with particularly large mechanostability. Some of these predictions
have been confirmed experimentally, as in the case of the scaffoldin,18 and
many await verification. Among the latter is the result that the top strength
mechanostability, corresponding to the unraveling force in the range of 1000
pN, should arise in proteins which form the cystin slipknot (CSK) conformation
as a result of stretching. The validity of the CSK mechanism of the resistance to
pulling, however, has been confirmed through all atom simulation for 14 of
such proteins.19 This mechanism involves dragging of a piece of the backbone
through a cystine ring and it thus relies on overcoming steric constraints as
defined through the geometrical details of the protein structure. In contrast, the
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Multidomain Proteins and Novel Mechanical Clamps

strength of the more common bond shearing mechanism
observed, for instance, in titin20,21 depends on the
length of the sheared parallel or antiparallel b-strands
and, sometimes, on an additional lateral stabilization.
The region within a protein that provides the largest
resistance to stretching is known as the mechanical
clamp. In Ref. 12 we have identified seven structural
classes of clamps that involve shear, one which corresponds to unzipping, and five classes that involve motion
of backbone loops, such as in the case of the CSK clamp.
This list is likely not to be exhaustive. In this article, we
report on search for new mechanisms in single-chain
proteins that are multidomained. We do not consider
systems like titin or polyubiquitin in which separate
globules are linked together in a chain without forming
non covalent contacts between the globules as they have
been analyzed theoretically before.22,23 Instead, we focus
on situations in which contacts between the domains are
essential and sometimes contribute to the mechanical stability in a vital way. In our last survey,10 among the
17,134 proteins studied only 81 were found to belong to
the test set of multidomain proteins considered in Ref.
17. Generating larger statistics of such proteins requires
going beyond the 250 amino-acid size limit considered
before. In this article, we have determined the mechanostability for the additional 237 proteins.
In this study, we provide a list of multidomain singlechain proteins that are particularly sturdy and find several novel types of mechanical clamps in which interdomain contacts play an essential role. These are: (a) a tensile clamp, (b) tensile clamp arising due to a constraining
influence of a backbone knot-loop, (c) shear within a
complex of helices, and (d) intradomain shear with and
extradomain stabilization. All of these mechanical clamps
arise when stretching is implemented by making attachments at the termini. Other ways of pulling are expected
to yield smaller or equal resistance12 (the only exception
known is protein GFP).24
We also consider an example of two-chain proteins in
which domains are swapped: the amyloid-prone cystatin
C. In the two-chain case, the selection of the two attachment points to pull by may have a profound effect on
mechanostability, even if one restricts oneself merely to
the four termini to choose from. Selecting the two Ntermini in the amyloid-prone cystatin C results in a
shearing strain. We predict that this protein should
show very large resistance to such a shear. If we use single-chain estimates of the parameters in our model, the
characteristic yield stress would be of order 800 pN,
making this system the most potent shear-based mechanical clamp known. All of our results are generated
through molecular dynamics simulations performed
within a structure-based coarse grained model. It would
be interesting to test some of them, especially those
regarding cystatin C, through experiments and all-atom
simulations.

METHODS
Decomposition into domains

The division of a protein into structural domains is a
complex task.25,26 We have used an algorithmic
approach17 contained in a binary program downloaded
from
csbl.bmb.uga.edu/downloads/indexa.php#domain
parser2 (the server based version is at compbio.ornl.gov/
structure/domainparser2/). The approach makes use of
graph-theoretic and neural network methods. The network first underwent a learning process through training
on a set of well known multidomain proteins and then
was tested on new proteins. In 81.9% of cases, the division was found to agree with the intuitive SCOP classification scheme.27 The defining principle for identification
of domains in a structure is that interdomain interactions
should be less dense than the intradomain ones. There
are additional considerations in the algorithmic procedure that are taken into account and they involve the following features: (i) comparison of the hydrophobic
moment profile of the predicted domain to the general
hydrophobic moment profile of experimental structures;
(ii) minimalization of the number of non consecutive
sequence segments in a predicted domain; (iii) the degree
of compactness of the domain; (iv) the size of the interface between neighboring domains; (v) relative motion
between two domains as inferred from the length, and
therefore strength, of the interdomain contacts; (vi) the
size of the predicted domain (it should exceed 40 amino
acids and be close to a typical size of about 130).
The dynamical model used

There are many versions of the structure-based models
which are coarse grained so that the degrees of freedom
are associated with the Ca atoms.11 We use the simplest
and yet optimal variant described in Refs. 9,28–30 but in
which the i,i 1 2 contacts (i is the sequential location)
are removed due to their usual weakness. A contact is
defined through atomic overlaps.31 If an overlap in the
native state exists then a native attractive contact is declared
to be present. Otherwise the contact is non-native and it acts
merely through the excluded volume effect. The Ca atoms
are tethered together by the harmonic potentials. The disulfide bonds are described in a similar manner. The native
contacts are described by the Lennard-Jones potentials with
the uniform energy parameter e:
"    #
rij 12
rij 6
ð1Þ
VLJ ðrij Þ ¼ 4e
rij
rij
where rij is the distance between the amino acids i and j.
The length parameters, rij, are selected so that the minima of the potentials coincide with the native distances
between the corresponding Ca atoms. Our latest estimate
of e is about 110 pNÅ or 1.5 kcal/mol10 and the temperPROTEINS
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ature of around T 5 0.35e/kB should be close to its
room temperature value (kB is the Boltzmann constant).
For consistency with our previous surveys, our basic runs
are performed at T 5 0.3e/kB which yields results which
are close to those obtained at T 5 0.35 and 0.40 e/kB.
and this is the temperature at which the basic runs are
performed. The local backbone stiffness is taken care of
by a four-body chirality term that favors the native sense
of chirality.32
The solvent is accounted for implicitly and its effects
are represented by random Gaussian forces and a velocity
dependent damping. The equation of motion for each Ca
!
r_ þ Fc þ ~
C where Fc denotes the net force
r€ ¼ g~
is m~
due to the molecular potentials. The damping constant G
is taken to be equal to 2m/s – the value which provides
overdamping.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ The dispersion of the random forces is set
to 2gkB T . Larger values of g do not affect the stretching process much. The equations of motion are solved by
a fifth order Gear predictor-corrector scheme.33
In our stretching simulations, the termini involved
(two out of possible four in the case of two-chain systems) are attached to harmonic springs so that one end
of the spring is pulled at a constant speed, vp, and an
end of the other is fixed. The direction of pulling is
along the initial end-to-end position vector. We consider
vp equal to 0.005 Å/s, where s is of order 1 ns. This time
scale corresponds to a characteristic time to cover a typical distance of 5 Å through diffusion, instead of ballistically, in the implicit solvent. The experimental results are
obtained at various speeds that are all at least two orders
of magnitude slower (<104 nm/s). However, all-atom
simulations are typically some six order of magnitude
faster20 which leads to an order of magnitude larger
forces than those observed in the experiments. As discussed more fully in,10 the speed used here is likely to
yield Fmax which differs only by a small logarithmic correction from that expected at the experimental speeds.
We monitor the force of protein’s resistance to stretching,
F, as a function of the displacement, d, and average it
over a pulling distance of 0.5 Å.
The simplest information about mechanostability is
provided by the height of the largest force peak found.
This quantity is denoted as Fmax. As an example, our
model yields Fmax of 10.2, 5.1, 4.3, and 2.1 in units of e/
Å for proteins with the structure codes 1bmp, 1c4p,
1aoh, and 1tit respectively.10 They are all single domain
and their corresponding rank numbers in our list
arranged by the strength of Fmax are 1, 14, 36, and 3580.
Inferring about mechanical clamps requires having
knowledge about the pulling distances at which particular
native contacts break down (rij > 1.5rij). This information is contained in the scenario diagrams30 in which the
sequential distance |j 2 i| between two amino acids in a
native contact is plotted against du – the distance at
which the contact is unraveled. Accumulation of rupture
events around a specific value of du signifies occurrence
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of a force peak. Not all of the contact that break at a
force peak are actually relevant dynamically as some of
them unravel as a byproduct of more potent processes.
Identification of the mechanical clamp is derived by
removing various sets of native contacts and by monitoring the effect of this action on Fmax. A large decrease
indicates hitting the heart of resistance to stretching.
RESULTS
Distributions of forces and contacts in
multidomain proteins

The number of the interdomain native contacts necessarily is just a fraction of the number of the intradomain
contacts. We denote this fraction by f. The bottom panel
of Figure 1 indicates that f in almost all cases does not
exceed 20% and is not a decreasing function of N, that is
it does not behave like a surface to volume ratio in a
sphere. The top panel suggests that f is not correlated
with the value of Fmax.
Figures 2 and 3 pertain to the distribution of forces in
the surveyed multidomain proteins. The first of these
splits the distributions into three ranges of the system
sizes. The top panel compares multidomain proteins with
N  250 to all proteins within this size range that have
been studied within the same model in Ref. 10. The distribution of Fmax for the multidomain proteins is seen to
be more tilted towards the larger values of the forces but
the largest Fmax is 4.0 e/A˚ instead of 10.2 e/A˚ observed
for the single domain 1bmp. Even though this kind of
strength is smaller than that found in the CSK-generating

Figure 1
The top panel shown the dependence of Fmax on f which is defined as
the ratio of the number of the interdomain contacts to the number of
the intradomain contacts. The bottom panel shows the dependence of f
on N. Both panels are derived based on all multidomain proteins
studied here. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 2
The top panel compares the distribution of Fmax for multidomain
proteins with N  250 (the dark columns) to that for all proteins
(overwhelmingly single domained) in the same size range. The bottom
panel shows the distributions for 250 < N  500 (the dark columns)
and N > 500 (the lighter columns). The numbers in brackets indicate
the statistics used.

proteins, it is still quite sizable. The strongest multidomain protein in this size range is 1hfh – two modules in
the glycoproteinic factor H corresponding to N 5 120.
As evidenced by the bottom panel of Figure 2 the
tendency for Fmax to grow with the N is maintained as
one goes to the ranges of N between 250 and 500 and
then larger than 500. The very strongest multidomain

protein found is a methylotransferase 1msk (cobalamindependent methionine synthase) corresponding to Fmax
5 4.1 e/A˚ and N 5 331. The closest challengers are the
A-chain of 1bhg (denoted here as 1bhg_a) and 1aoz corresponding to N 5 613 and 552 respectively and both
with Fmax equal to 3.9 e/A˚. 1bhg is a glucosidase — b glucuronidase — and 1aoz is an oxidoreductase — ascorbate oxidase.
Figure 3 shows the combined distribution of Fmax for
all of the multidomain proteins studied here. The insets
then split the distributions into subsets corresponding to
the number of the domains contained. It is seen that the
number of the domain does not appear to be a factor, by
itself, that determines the value of Fmax.
The list of top 20 strongest multidomain proteins is
provided in Table I. This table also shows how the value
of Fmax is affected by cutting the interdomain links and
the number of the domains involved.
We have determined that a removal of the interdomain
contacts typically reduces the value of Fmax but sometimes, as evidenced by Figure 4, it increases it by enabling
access to a more potent mechanical clamp. The biggest
increase is observed for 1cfr_a (the A-chain of the Citrobacter freundii restriction endonuclease with N 5 285)
and the largest decrease for 1bhg_a. On averaging
over all structures considered, Fmax is reduced by about
0.2 e/A˚ in each category of the system sizes.
Nature of the mechanical clamps
in single-chain proteins

We now examine four illustrative examples of multidomain proteins, 1h4a_x, 1bhg_a, 1cfr_a, and 1ryp_1, in
more details. Their structures have been determined in

Figure 3
The main figure show the distributions of Fmax for all multidomain
proteins studied. The insets show similar distributions for a given
number of domains in a protein. The numbers in brackets indicate the
statistics used. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4
Distribution of the values of DFmax which is defined as the difference
between Fmax in the protein and the maximum force- peak height
derived when the interdomain contacts are removed.
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Table I
The Predicted List of the Strongest Multidomain Proteins
na

PDBidb

Fmax (e/)c

F (e/)d

Ne

Ndf

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1msk
1hfh
1bhg
1aoz
1cvi
1ckl
1b3e
1bf2
1itb
1bp1
1ajq
1euh
1pox
1hcz
1gpe
1ade
1clc
1ryp
1dd8
1ofg

4.1
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.7
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.0

3.4
4.0
2.2
3.4
3.2
3.7
3.0
2.5
3.4
3.4
3.0
3.2
2.9
3.0
2.8
2.4
2.2
1.9
2.7
3.0

327
120
611
552
342
126
330
750
310
456
557
474
585
250
587
431
541
213
406
381

2
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

with significant inter-domain interactions.38 Here, we
consider the two-domain g -crystalline and specifically
chain x of gD-crystalline whose atomic structure has
been determined with a high accuracy.34 This system
corresponds to N 5 174.
Figure 6 indicates that 1h4a_x is not expected to be
particularly stable mechanically as our model predicts
Fmax of 1.5 e/A˚, that is around 160 pN. The F – d curve
shown here is just one of ten trajectories that have been
calculated but it is typical: an early emergence of the
main force peak that is followed by several comparable
peaks. The first peak involves rupture events in the C-terminal domain (see the top panel) combined with the
unraveling of all of the interdomain contacts. The second
peak involves the C-terminal domain and the final major
peak — the N-terminal one. The bottom panel shows
that when the interdomain contacts are removed, the first
peak is gone but the remaining ones stay. Thus clearly,
the primary force peak arises due to these very couplings.

a

The ranking of a model protein.
The PDB code.
The value of Fmax.
d
Height of the largest force peak obtained when interdomain contacts are
removed.
e
The number of the amino acids that are present in the structure used.
f
The number of the domains.
b
c

Refs. 34–37 correspondingly. The choice of these very
proteins is motivated by our desire to address situations
in which the interdomain contact are essential for the nature of the mechanical clamp that is operational at Fmax.
This is not so with 1msk. Despite the fact that, in this
case, Fmax drops from 4.1 to 3.4 e/A˚ on removing the
interdomain contacts, the mechanical clamp is primarily
due to shearing motions within one domain. Images of
the native conformations of the proteins discussed here
are displayed in Figure 5.
cD-Crystallin 1h4a_x — the tensile mechanical clamp

Crystallins are water soluble proteins that are found in
an eye lens. They comprise most of the proteinic content
of the lens. Their presence accounts for the transparency
of the lens and its enhanced, relative to water, refractive
index. Once synthesized during embryonic development,
they stay in the lens and are never replenished as no protein synthesis takes place there. They are known to be
very stable thermodynamically38,39 and resistant to
ultraviolet photodamage40 but their mechanostability
properties have not been assessed. Certain mutations do
not significantly affect the structure of the crystallins and
yet cause a loss of solubility and formation of aggregates
that are responsible for emergence of a cataract.34,41,42
There are three main crystallin groups within the crystallin family, a-, b-, and g-crystallins, that function in a
human eye. They are all multidomain43 and endowed
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Figure 5
Native states of the structures 1h4a_x, 1cfr_a, 1ryp_1, 1bhg, and 1msk
that serve as illustration of mechanostability in multidomain proteins.
Number of amino-acids are shown in parentheses. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Multidomain Proteins and Novel Mechanical Clamps

Figure 6
The darker line in the middle panel corresponds to the F 2 d curve for
the x chain of the g-crystallin 1h4a. The similar thinner line is derived
by eliminating all interdomain contacts. The heights of the largest force
peaks are indicated. The remaining panels show the corresponding
scenario diagrams: the top is for the system with the interdomain
contacts left intact and the top is for the situation in which these
contacts are removed. The circular symbols correspond to the
intradomain contacts in the N-terminal domain and the diamond
symbols to those in the C-terminal domain. The solid square symbols
indicate the interdomain contacts. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

In fact, the mechanical clamp associated with the primary force peak is of a kind which has not yet been
identified. Its workings are illustrated in Figures 7–9. As
the terminal points shift further and further apart on
stretching, there is a tensile strain developing in the
interdomain links, giving rise to Fmax where they snap
because the cohesion of the individual domains is stronger (in consistency with the definition of a domain). Just
past Fmax the two domains swing apart and the unraveling process affects the individual domains. The second
peak is due to shear in three b-strands in a region in the
N-domain that is indicated by a dashed circle in Figure 7
and then, in a close-up, in Figure 9. Figure 8 provides a
more schematic representation of the tensile mechanical
clamp. The two b-strands, in the center of the bottom
panel, form a b-sheet. This sheet is pulled to the left by
still another b-strand and to the right by the N-terminal
domain. Unraveling of the b-sheet through shearing is
what generates the last major force peak indicated by the
arrow in Figure 6.
The trajectory shown in Figure 6 corresponds to a serial unraveling process: stretching of the C domain is

Figure 7
The two mechanical clamps that are relevant for g-crystallin. The tensile
clamp involves bonds indicated by the dashed lines. Some of them are
the interdomain contacts. The shear-based clamp involves three bstrands contained in the region encompassed by the dashed circle. The
top panel shows the conformation just before reaching Fmax. The
bottom panel — the conformation arrived at just after. The two
domains swing away from one another on stretching and thus rupture
the interdomain contacts through extension. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8
A schematic representation of the tensile mechanical clamp shown in
Figure 7. The numbers indicate locations along the sequence. The upper
panel shows the most essential fragments of the ‘‘before’’ conformation
shown in Figure 7. On stretching, the rightmost piece of the clamp gets
detached. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the first. This effect is clearly betokening the role of
interdomain contacts as providing a switch between two
distinct unfolding pathways. In particular, at T 5 0, that
is when thermal fluctuations are neglected, there is
unraveling of the clamp in the C domain, followed by
the rupture of the interdomain links and then concluded
by the rupture of the N-domain clamp. The latter event
yields Fmax of 3.5 e/A˚ with other peaks not exceeding 2/3
of this value.
Glucosidase 1bhg_a – the tensile clamp stabilized
by a knot-loop. This three domain system provides

another example of a clamp in which shear is of a secondary importance. This new mechanical clamp leads to
Fmax arising from tensile strain but its development is
due to immobilization of a structural region by a tightening knot-loop. The F 2 d curve and the scenario diagrams with and without the interdomain contacts are
shown in Figure 10. This is a three domain protein. At
kBT 5 0.3e, the typical unfolding starts at the interdomain contacts, then proceeds to the middle domain, then
N, and finally to the C domain. The largest force peak
involves only contacts from the N-terminal domain and
no interdomain contacts. However, the interdomain contacts are essential for providing access to the novel knotloop stabilized mechanical clamp. In their absence, a
shearing clamp in the C domain (between 343–350 and
582–588) becomes dominant and reduces Fmax from 3.9
to 2.2 e/A˚. It should be noted that this knot-loop conformation involves no disulfide bonds between cysteins.
This is unlike the case of the CSK clamps, discussed
in Ref. 10, in which the knot-loop is formed by two
Figure 9
The nature of the shear mechanical clamp indicated by the dashed
circle in Figure 7. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

followed by unfolding of the N domain. There is some
mixing of bond breaking events at the end of stretching,
as evidenced by the scenario diagram, but the forces
associated with it are negligible compared to those
related to stretching of the tethering peptide bonds. Most
(60%) of the trajectories at kBT 5 0.3 e follow this pattern. However, since the strengths of the relevant force
peaks are almost equal (at this temperature), other orders
of the events are also encountered and the rupture of the
interdomain bonds sometimes comes in the second peak.
We have generated one trajectory in which there is intermixing of various rupture events in separate domains.
On increasing the temperature, events become more and
more parallel because the thermal fluctuations are not
partial to a specific domain. On decreasing the temperature, the tendency to unravel the C-terminal domain, as
the first structure, grows. When the interdomain contacts
are removed, a different picture emerges. Regardless of
the temperature used, the N-terminal domain unravels
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Figure 10
Similar to Figure 6 but for the three-domained 1bhg_a. The circular
symbols correspond to the intradomain contacts in the N-terminal
domain, the diamond symbols to those in the second domain, and the
crosses to the C-terminal domain. The solid square symbols indicate the
interdomain contacts. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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that are spatially nearby. The structure of a native glucosidase can be imagined as a toroidal object, as shown in bottom panel of Figure 11. If the interdomain links are present, the torus is closed and N-terminus is threaded
through the hole in the middle. This initial position causes
the 40–85 segment to be twisted around another piece of
the backbone. As a result, a big knot-loop surrounding
structures within the N-terminal domain is formed. On
continuing the stretching process, the knot-loop tightens
up around a strand (shown in yellow in the schematic rep-

Figure 11
The geometry leading to the mechanical clamp in 1bhg_a as shown at
an early stage of unfolding (d 5 40 Å). All panels on the left refer to
the model 1bhg_a and all panels on the right correspond to the
situation in which all interdomain native contacts are removed. The Nterminal domain is shown in yellow, the C-terminal domain in black,
and the middle domain in blue. The contacts between the N- and Cterminal domains are indicated by the red dashes. One segment of the
N-terminal domain, between 40 and 85, is highligthed in red. This
segment forms a loop that is relevant at later stages of unfolding. The
insets in the middle are close-ups near the N-terminus. They show how
the N-terminal segment of the backbone is positioned relative to the
fragment in which the N-terminal domain ends and the middle domain
begins (214–220). This positioning acts like a switch between the larger
(on the left) and smaller (on the right) values of the maximal force of
resistance. On the left, the N-terminal segment is below the crossover
fragment and on the right, it is above. The overall schematic
representation of the geometry is shown in the bottom panels. The
three domains are arranged in a toroidal way with a hole in the center.
The N-terminal segment penetrates the hole from below or from above.
If it is from below, a knot-loop is formed. When the interdomain
contacts are absent, the segment is released from the torus and the
knot-loop is not formed. The further stages of unfolding are are shown
in Figure 12.

backbone segments that are closed together into a ring
by two disulfide bonds.
The workings of this novel mechanical clamp are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12 corresponding to the early and
late stages of unraveling respectively. The dynamical behavior is governed by the initial positioning of the short N-terminal segment of the backbone relative to the fragments

Figure 12
The nature of the tensile mechanical clamp stabilized by a knot-loop in
1bhg_a. The panels correspond to the displacements indicated. The
middle panels (the panel on the left shows the backbone conformation
and the panel on the right – the corresponding schematic
representation) show the conformation just before Fmax. The redcolored segment (40–85) is seen to be twisted around other portions of
the N-terminal domain. This segment forms intradomain contacts with
residues located around 100 and 214 (the dashed lines). These contacts
are stretched and then yield on further pulling. The strands indicated in
yellow do not move due to other contacts between them (indicated
schematically by one contact around site 225) and because the knotloop grips one of them. The bottom panel shows a schematic
representation of the backbone at d 5 1665 Å. The knot-loop
conformation continues to be present till about d 5 1990 Å (bottom
panel). It does not, however, generate any further significant mechanical
resistance. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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The way this mechanical clamp works is illustrated in
Figure 14. We focus on the 179-234 segment of the Cterminal domain which is indicated in orange. It contains
two parallel b-strands 179-191 and 220-234. These
strands may either unzip or be involved in shear depending on whether the interdomain contacts are present or
not. If they are present then one strand is pulled by the
interdomain contact 39-191 (indicated in red in the bottom panel), generating a tensile stress in the contact, but
is also stabilized by nearby intradomain contacts (the
black broken lines). As a result, the C-terminal strand of
the protein gets unzipped. The 39-191 contact snaps at
du 5 337 Å, that is long before the largest force peak is
generated. Fmax is found to arise due to shearing between

Figure 13
Similar to Figure 6 but for the protein 1cfr_a. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

resentation in the middle right panel of Fig. 12). This
strand is interconnected with other strands in the N-terminal domain making much of this domain behaving in a
rigid way. However, further stretching makes the knotloop turn around the strand and thus pulls the red-colored
strand away from the regions around 100 and 214. Stretching of these contacts generates the tensile clamp and yields
Fmax. Their detachment is possible because the yellow-colored strands are effectively immobile. On further pulling,
the knot-loop gets eventually untangled by going through
a conformation shown schematically in the bottom panel.
After Fmax there is very little resistance to pulling. This,
however, may be an artifact of the Go-like model used
here. All-atom modeling is likely to affect the F 2 d curves
substantially at this stage.
This whole scenario is not operational when the interdomain contacts (such as those indicated by the dashed
lines in Fig. 11) are absent. The torus gets disrupted if
the interdomain contacts (such as those indicated by the
dashed lines) are absent. When this happens, the toruslike conformation gets disrupted and the N-terminal part
of the protein avoids the knot-loop conformation spontaneously. As a result, the system switches to a different
and weaker shear-based mechanical clamp which is localized within the C-terminal domain.
Restriction endonuclease 1cfr_a – shear between
helices. We now return to two-domain systems. Figure

13 shows that for 1cfr_a there is a significant increase in
Fmax and postponement in the emergence of the force
peak as a result of eliminating links between the
domains. The force peak results from unraveling of the
interdomain contacts and of some of the intradomain
contacts in the N-terminal domain. Elimination of the
interdomain contacts generates a force peak which is due
to events taking place in the C-terminal domain.
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Figure 14
The mechanical clamps in 1cfr_a. The bottom panel corresponds to d
of 210 Å whereas the upper panels to 810 and 880 Å, left and right
correspondingly. In the case corresponding to the upper right panel,
there is a shearing clamp that arises when the interdomain contacts are
cut. The N-terminal domain is shown in yellow. The C-terminal
domain is shown in blue but its piece between 179 and 234 is
distinguished by the orange color. The mechanical clamp that is
operational when the domains are left interacting is indicated by the
black segment at the bottom of the figure. The crucial interdomain
contact 39–191 is indicated in red. Several intradomain contacts are
indicated by the broken black lines. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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built of four antiparallel b-strands within one domain
(shown in blue). The largest shearing is due to the contacts indicated by the broken red lines. The shearing process, however, is inhibited by interdomain contacts of
these four strands to the b-sheet underneath that is
formed by the other domain. Eliminating these inerdomain contacts lowers Fmax from 3.1 to 1.9 e/A˚ indicating
the large role of the interdomain contacts.
3D Domain swapped proteins: two-chain
cystatin C

Figure 15
Similar to Figure 6 but for the proteasome subunit 1, 1ryp_1. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the three helical segments which interact through both
intra- and interdomain links, as indicated in the upper
left panel. 2/3 of these links are interdomain. This set of
helices is the last structure that unravels upon stretching.
However, if the interdomain links are cut, this helical
structure offers no resistance to stretching. Furthermore,
the 39-191 contact no longer anchors the segment in orange and, instead of unzipping, one observes a rotation
of this segment around the axis going through site 179.
The rotation is not hindered by the presence of the intradomain contacts indicated by the broken lines. This segment then detaches from the remaining part of the domain (shown in blue) and aligns itself along the direction
of pulling. As a result one gets the two-strand shearing
clamp, with and additional stabilization due to the 191220 helix, which is shown in the top right panel of
Figure 14. It is this shearing clamp which is now unraveled the last. Switching from shearing between the helices
to shearing between the b -strand rises the maximal force
from 1.7 to 2.5 e /Å through the link-cutting.

Cystatin C is a potent cysteine protease inhibitor.
Under non-pathological conditions, the protein consists
of a single domain. The structure of chicken cystatin C
has been resolved and its PDB code is 1cew.44 However,
under pathological conditions, the protein may split into
separate domains and join with another molecule by
exchanging its domains. The crystal structure of the 3D
domain-swapped dimer of human cystatin C has been
also elucidated45 and is available as 1g96 in the PDB.
The dimer may eventually grow further and form longer
amyloidic fibers45 – the process which is important for
development of amyloid angiopathy.
In its native state, the monomeric protein encompasses
five antiparallel b-sheets and two a-helical segments.
Under pathological conditions, helix a1 and strands b1

20S proteasome subunit 1ryp_1 – intradomain
shear between strands stabilized by another domain

Proteasome is a complex system arranged from 28 separate subunits. Subunit 1 was predicted to have two separate domains, both of which involve long stretches of bsheets separated by a small interdomain gap. The sequential length of this protein is 222, but the first 9 amino
acids with negative residual numbers are an artificial
adduct and thus were excluded from analysis.
The force versus displacement curve for 1ryp_1 is
shown in Figure 15 A schematic representation of the
mechanical clamp involved is shown in Figure 16. It is

Figure 16
A schematic representation of the mechanical clamp observed in
1ryp_1. The clamp is formed by the first, second and the last strand
that shear on stretching. The clamp gets an additional stabilization from
the underlying domain that is shown in yellow. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 17
The native structure of the human cystatin C dimer. One molecule is in yellow and another in blue. All secondary structure elements of the
‘‘yellow’’ molecule in the dimer are labeled as a1, b2 through b5 and bL. For clarity, only the b20 and a10 labels are displayed for the other
molecule. The C0 terminus lies hidden under the plane of the figure. The red lines delimit the sequential regions corresponding to bL and bL0 .
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

and b2 split away from the main body of the molecule.
Furthermore, a short loop that joins b2 and b3 is
converted into bL strand. Two partially unfolded monomers then align themselves as shown in Figure 17 so that
the domains of the resulting dimer get swapped. Coalescence of the two partners leads to the formation of two,
unusually long, b strands which will be denoted here by
L and L0 . Strand L consists of b2, bL, and b3 whereas
strand L0 of b20 , bL0 , and b30 , where the prime indicates
the secondary structures belonging to the partner molecule. L and L0 are connected by 34 main chain hydrogen
bonds. There are also additional hydrogen bonds between
side chains.45
Mechanically, the two-chain structure of the domainswapped protein is analogous to the two-chain double
helix of the DNA. The various modes in which the double helix can be manipulated have been discussed in Ref.
46. They include twisting and three ways of stretching,
denoted as schemes A, B, and C. For cystatin C, we consider only the stretching modes. The corresponding F 2
d curves are shown in Figure 18.

chains apart mostly through unzipping. However, the
process also involves some shearing between b2 and b30
corresponding to the sequential segments 42–58 and 600 –

Figure 18
Scheme A – unzipping by pulling at N and C 0

In this scheme, the force is applied to the N-terminus
of chain A and the C terminus of chain B (which is
denoted here as C0 ). This kind of pulling results in relatively low mechanical resistance of 1.7 e/A˚, as seen in the
top panel of figure 18. Stretching separates the two
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The top three panels show the F 2 d curves for various stretching
schemes (A, B, and C as indicated) of the human cystatin C dimer. The
bottom panel is for the monomeric chicken cystatin C. For the panels
corresponding to schemes A and C, the fainter lines arise when the
interchain contacts are removed. In the panel corresponding to scheme
B, the thicker line is for pulling by N and N0 . The fainter line is for
pulling by C and C0 . In all panels, the labels indicate the primary source
of mechanostability in corresponding force peaks.

Multidomain Proteins and Novel Mechanical Clamps

750 , respectively. Removal of the interchain couplings
(the fainter line in this panel) is seen to reduce the force
of resistance to fluctuational levels because the chains
undergo immediate separation.

native cystatin C. The detachment of the subdomain
from the main body of the protein appears to make it
unexpectedly more stable. It should be noted, however,
that the monomeric and dimeric forms studied here
belong to different species.

Scheme B – shearing by pulling at N and N 0 or C and C 0

In this scheme, the force is applied to the like ends of
both molecules, either at N and N0 or at C and C0 . The
corresponding F 2 d curves are shown in the second
panel in Figure 18. When pulling is implemented at C
and C0 , three force peaks arise – all due to shear. The
shearing elements are indicated in the figure. The largest
shear is between L and L0 and it results in Fmax of F 5
4.4 e/A˚ which is more than twice the value of Fmax for
titin within the same model. Fmax is associated with the
third force peak. It should be noted that there is no shear
between b4 (the segment 93-104) and b5 (the segment
between 108 and 119) because a disulfide bond between
Cys97 and Cys117 locks the two strands in a rigid way.
When stretching is accomplished at N and N0 , there is
only one significant force peak due to shear between L
and L0 . The corresponding magnitude of Fmax is close to
7 e/A˚ which is the largest shear-related value Fmax that
we have observed in any of our surveys. Our single chain
estimate of e /Å is about 110 pN.10 This would lead to
770 pN for Fmax in cystatin C. It is possible though, that
interchain couplings can be weaker than intrachain ones
so the question of the true magnitude of the force has to
be resolved by other means. The reason for much larger
mechanostability for the N-N0 pulling relative to the CC0 pulling is that in the C-C0 case, the b3 and b4 strands
get loosened and lose the sheet structure before the shear
strain between L and L0 builds up. On the other hand, in
the N-N0 case the sheet structure stabilizes the remarkably long L and L0 strands. It remains to be investigated
whether other amyloid prone proteins can also develop
large mechanostability due to shear.
Scheme C – stretching of one of the monomers
by pulling at N and C

In this scheme, the force is applied to the termini of
only one member of the dimer (N - C). The choice of
the monomer is not important, as the complex has a perfect two-fold symmetry. The resulting F 2 d pattern is
shown in the third panel of Figure 18. There is one big
force peak of 3.5 e/A˚ and it originates from shear
between b3 and bL. The other partner offers stabilization
– removing interchain contacts lowers Fmax to 2.6 e/A˚.
For comparison, the F 2 d pattern for the functional,
monomeric chicken cystatin 1cew is shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 18. It has several comparable force peaks
and the largest of them corresponds to Fmax 5 1.5 e/A˚. It
arises mostly due to shear between b2 and b3. We conclude that removal of one of the dimer partner does not
reduce the value of Fmax to the level observed in the

CONCLUSIONS
Our survey of multidomain proteins has revealed four
new types of the mechanical clamps in which the interdomain contacts are important. It is likely that studying
complexes of proteins and complexes of proteins with
nucleic acids may reveal still other potent mechanism of
mechanostability. We predict that the 3D domain
swapped human cystatin C should be strongly resistant to
pulling by the N and N0 termini. The corresponding value
of Fmax may exceed any of those characterizing shear
based mechanical clamps that have been studied so far.
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APPENDIX

The list of 318 protein structures studied in this article. The selection was accomplished by rejecting PDB files
with gaps in the structure assignment. The subscript provides identification of the chain used.
N  250:
1a79_a 1an8_a 1apy_a 1atg_a 1aui_b 1avo_b 1b4a_a
1bcp_b 1bd8_a 1bht_a 1bmt_a 1boy_a 1bu2_a 1cbf_a
1cfb_a 1ci0_a 1cll_a 1cun_a 1d1d_a 1d2n_a 1d4v_a
1dek_a 1dkz_a 1edh_a 1eer_b 1eia_a 1emn_a 1ext_a
1ggg_b 1gky_a 1gnw_a 1hdm_b 1jxp_a 1klo_a 1lki_a
1lrv_a 1lst_a 1mty_g 1nkr_a 1pbv_a 1pbw_a 1pma_a
1qg3_a 1qj2_a 1qo0_d 1qts_a 1rl6_a 1ryp_1 1ryp_b
1ryp_d 1ryp_e 1ryt_a 1skz_a 1tfb_a 1tl2_a 1tx4_a 1vcb_c
1vfr_a 1wdc_c 1wod_a 1xpa_a 1ycs_b 1zym_a 8atc_b
8fab_a 9wga_a 1a0f_a 1aa7_a 1b77_a 1bgf_a 1bqs_a
1br9_a 1bvb_a 1ccz_a 1cdy_a 1chk_a 1cid_a 1ckl_b
1cns_a 1cz4_a 1dgu_a 1div_a 1gc1_h 1hav_a 1hcz_a
1hfh_a 1hge_b 1iak_a 1ith_a 1l92_a 1ljr_a 1mrj_a 1ncx_a
1pd2_1 1pgt_a 1pma_p 1qla_b 1qr0_a 1qr4_b 1sei_a
1sur_a 1thv_a 1vca_a 1yua_a 1zin_a 1zxq_a 2abk_a
2ahj_b 2sas_a 3dfr_a 1h4a_x
N > 250:
1a26_a 1a49_a 1a6d_a 1a6o_a 1a76_a 1a81_a 1a87_a
1ad3_a 1adj_a 1af7_a 1aj8_a 1ak1_a 1amj_a 1aua_a
1auw_a 1b37_b 1b3e_a 1b3r_a 1b6c_b 1b63_a 1b9h_a
1bd0_a 1be3_b 1bgl_a 1bhg_a 1bif_a 1bj5_a 1bjw_a
1bk5_a 1bs2_a 1byk_a 1c3p_a 1c4z_a 1cd1_a 1cg2_a
1cii_a 1ciy_a 1cjc_a 1cjd_a 1ckm_a 1cl2_a 1clc_a 1cli_a
1co3_a 1cqe_a 1cr6_b 1csn_a 1ctn_a 1cvi_a 1cwv_a
1cx8_b 1d0n_a 1d0v_a 1dcq_a 1drw_a 1efv_a 1eny_a
1euh_a 1eut_a 1fdo_a 1fnf_a 1fnh_a 1ft1_a 1ft1_b 1fur_a
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1gdh_a 1gfs_a 1hei_a 1itb_b 1jkw_a 1kit_a 1mhl_c
1mla_a 1mml_a 1moq_a 1msk_a 1ndh_a 1nse_a 1oth_a
1pea_a 1pgs_a 1phd_a 1pmi_a 1pot_a 1pox_a 1psd_a
1pud_a 1qax_a 1qaz_a 1qgo_a 1qks_a 1qor_a 1qpo_a
1qqt_a 1qs1_a 1qs2_a 1req_a 1req_b 1rom_a 1rth_a
1ryc_a 1sat_a 1sek_a 1smd_a 1tki_a 1trk_a 1uby_a 1vin_a
1wer_a 1xsm_a 1xwl_a 1yag_a 1yve_i 1zpd_a 2bbk_h
4pah_a 4pga_a 5eat_a 8abp_a 1a65_a 1a6c_a 1a8d_a
1a8h_a 1abr_b 1ac5_a 1ade_a 1ajq_b 1alo_a 1an9_a
1aoz_a 1axk_a 1ayx_a 1az9_a 1b3u_a 1b7g_o 1b8a_a

1b9z_a 1bag_a 1be3_a 1be3_c 1bf2_a 1bgp_a 1bp1_a
1bu7_a 1bvz_a 1bw9_a 1ca1_a 1cfr_a 1ctt_a 1d4a_a
1daa_a 1dap_a 1dd8_a 1dpe_a 1dpg_a 1dxy_a 1efu_b
1ex1_a 1feh_a 1fgj_a 1gca_a 1gln_a 1gpe_a 1gsa_a 1hyt_a
1inp_a 1ivy_a 1jdc_a 1jly_a 1kny_a 1lam_a 1lvl_a 1mpg_a
1nzy_a 1ofg_a 1ord_a 1pbe_a 1ped_a 1ppr_m 1qex_a
1qgi_a 1qgu_b 1qj2_c 1qjd_a 1qla_a 1say_a 1sbp_a 1skf_a
1sky_e 1svb_a 1tbg_a 1tf4_a 1uae_a 1vsg_a 1wgj_a 1xel_a
1yge_a 2cmd_a 2dri_a 2liv_a 2nad_a 2scu_b 2tmd_a
2vsg_a 3tdt_a 4enl_a 7taa_a
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Abstract
We present a theoretical description of linker-mediated self-assembly of gold nanoparticles
(Au-NP). Using mesoscale simulations with a coarse-grained model for the Au NPs and
dirhenium-based linker molecules, we investigate the conditions under which large clusters can
grow and construct a phase diagram that identifies favorable growth conditions in terms of
floating and bound linker concentrations. The findings can be considered as generic, as we
expect other NP-linker systems to behave in a qualitatively similar way. In particular, we also
discuss the case of antibody-functionalised Au NPs connected by the C-reactive proteins
(CRPs). We extract some general rules for NP linking that may aid the production of size- and
shape-specific NP clusters for technology applications.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

as precursors to the formation of conducting molecular wires.
They link gold NPs via their thiocyanate anchor groups to form
molecular ‘dumbbell’ shapes [19]. A schematic view of the
bonding provided by the dirhenium linkers is shown in figure 1.
In this paper, we construct a coarse grained description
of the system containing citrate-protected gold NPs, dirhenium
linkers, and implicit water and analyze the NP self-organisation
into clusters. In this description, the NPs and linkers are
represented by effective spheres. The sizes of the spheres
reflect the sizes of the specific physical objects in the system.
Nevertheless, our discussion can be considered as generic with
the understanding that results may change quantitatively if NPs
and linkers of different sizes are considered. We ask under
what conditions large clusters can grow and construct a phase
diagram that identifies favorable growth conditions. The phase
diagram is set on the n L – L/L max plane, where n L denotes the
number density of the floating linkers in solution, L is the
allowed number of linkers that can attach to an NP, and L max is
the maximum number of linkers that a bare, non-citrate coated
NP could accommodate. L max depends on the radius, RNP , but
it also depends on the way the linkers can pack the NP surface:
it can either be random or be designed as a perfect tiling.

1. Introduction
Self-assembled synthetic nanostructures are expected to play
a vital role in the construction of future devices, sensors,
and materials. Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are promising
building blocks of such structures [1] because of their optical,
conductive, plasmonic, and magnetic properties. The methods
of their production were known to Faraday [2] and are well
established [3]. They involve coating the NPs with surfactant
molecules that stabilize their structure and prevent aggregation.
Making extended structures then requires arranging the NPs
into regular patterns, typically, through deposition on a
substrate with NP coats interdigitated by weak non-covalent
interactions.
Examples of such an approach are given
in [4–13].
Another way involves generation of chemical bonds
between the NPs through intervening molecules or particles
which go under the name of linkers. For instance, Pełka
et al [14] and Liao et al [15] link gold NPs via conjugated
dithiolated molecules. Here, we consider citrate-covered gold
NPs [16, 17] linked by dirhenium-based molecules. These
linkers have been synthesized by Lydon et al [18] and act
0957-4484/11/445601+11$33.00
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Figure 1. Atomic representation of the dirhenium linker binding two gold surfaces. In the left panel, two rhenium atoms are shown as the two
central spheres. The thiocyanate anchor groups are shown as brighter tubes (one at the top, another at the bottom; in yellow online). The
atoms of gold, at the top and the bottom, are shown as spheres. The remaining tubes in the decreasing sense of darkness (in red, green, and
gray online) correspond to the oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms. The top part of the linker is twisted by about 90◦ with respect to the
bottom part and hence the appearance of no symmetry between the up and down directions. The sulphur–rhenium–sulphur angle is equal to
about 11◦ [18]. The right panel shows the same system with each atom represented by its corresponding van der Waals sphere. This panel
indicates that it is sensible to approximate the linker by a rigid, nearly spherical object.

In the random case, the calculation of L max corresponds
to the so-called random sequential adsorption process on the
sphere [20] in which spheres of a given radius are randomly
attached to the surface of a fixed sphere. Independent random
spheres are added successively, provided there is no overlap
with the previous spheres. We determine L max through long
simulations with one NP and many linkers. The simulation is
stopped when there is a saturation in the number of linkers that
can get attached. The results are shown in table 1 and these are
the values of L max that are used in this paper. The alternative
perfect design would yield L max,p > L max . The values of
L max,p are also listed in table 1. They can be obtained from
purely geometrical considerations as explained in the caption
of table 1.
It should be noted that L differs from L max because the
thiocyanate-terminated linkers bind much more weakly than
the carboxylate-terminated citrate coats [19]. The atomically
non-uniform surface of gold results also in non-uniform
binding energies of both linker and protector molecules [19],
further complicating the process of linker/protector exchange.
In principle, L has some dependence on the temperature, T ,
but it is mainly determined by the specifics in the morphology
of the surfaces of the gold NPs (and thus by the manufacturing
process). L/L max is thus a measure of the effective fractional
surface that can be mounted by linkers.
We find that while the phase diagram depends on the NP
radius it is only weakly sensitive to temperature, the scale of
which is set by the depth of the linker-NP trapping potential.
To model covalent junction formation correctly [15, 19], as
opposed to just using non-covalent physical interweaving of
the NPs [4–13], this potential morphs into a permanent bond
upon arrival of the linker at the surface. In particular, we find
that large clusters can grow at low floating linker densities
n L and in a broad region centered around a specific value,
f , of surface coverage L/L max and with a low cutoff, f c ,
that defines the minimum linker fractional coverage below
which NP linking terminates. We observe that the larger
the RNP , the smaller the f c . Furthermore, the whole region

Table 1. Maximum number of linker molecules that can attach to a
nanoparticle of given radius. The values of L max were found through
long Monte Carlo runs with one NP in a bath of linkers, with ǫ set
according to the binding energetics calculated from [19] as described
in the text. The values of L max,p corresponding to the perfect
non-random placement can be derived by using the Hadwiger theory
as cited in [21]. However, we use the following simple approach.
Consider three spheres of radius RL placed on the surface of a larger
sphere of radius RNP . We observe that when the three spheres touch
each other then their points of contact with the large sphere set a
spherical equilateral triangle. Its area is denoted by A t . Twice the A t
gives the surface area covered by one sphere. The reason for the
factor of two is that—in analogy to the planar hexagonal lattice—1/6
of the area covered by one sphere corresponds to 1/3 of the triangle
spanned by three spheres (including the gap). Thus, knowing the
total surface of the large sphere and A t gives us L max,p . We have [22]
2
A t = (3θ − π)RNP
, where the triangular angle θ satisfies
1
2
2
+ 4 RNP RL ). In the limit of large RNP , θ
cos(θ) = 2 − RL /(2 RNP
◦
becomes 60 .

RNP (nm)

L max

L max,p

RNP (nm)

L max

L max,p

3
5
6
7
8

79
186
255
346
453

148
313
435
579
742

10
13
15
17
20

677
1119
1486
1904
2629

1129
1860
2449
3118
4273

of favorable growth moves toward smaller values of L/L max
while expanding upward, i.e. reaching increasing floating
linker densities. For the typically used RNP = 5 nm, f c
is close to 0.2 which is above the experimentally accessible
range of L/L max ≈ 0.05 for the replacement of strong
citrate protectors by weak dirhenium linkers on gold [19].
This low L/L max provides discrete dimers [19] for plasmonic
applications [23, 24]. Promoting formation of higher n mer structures would require dealing with larger radii and/or
allowing for higher linker surface coverages. Such coverages
can be obtained by using weaker protecting coats and/or
stronger-binding linker molecules, e.g. linkers with thiol
instead of thiocyanate anchor groups.
2
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Figure 2. Construction of the gold NP model. The left panel shows an atomic representation of the NP. The gold atoms in the NP are drawn
assuming the perfect fcc lattice. The radius of the NP is set to 5 nm. At the top of the NP, a single citrate protector molecule is shown (in red
online). Such molecules cover most of the surface of the sphere. Only one of them is shown for clarity. At the bottom right of the NP, there is a
protrusion representing a single dirhenium linker. In our coarse grained model, the linker and citrate-protected gold structures are represented
by a small and large sphere as shown in the bottom right panel. The top right panel shows a single NP with many linkers attached to it.

that the dirhenium complex binds to terrace sites with an
adsorption energy of between −0.2 and −0.1 eV, whereas
the binding energies at the ridge and apex sites are −0.3 and
−0.6 eV respectively. The citrate protecting coat, on the other
hand, is much more strongly bound, with adsorption energies
around 2–6 times that of the linker, with the relative likelihood
of linker attachment highest at low coordination, e.g. apex,
sites [19]. Hence L/L max will be low, driving the system
toward a large population of linked dimer structures.
The large number of atoms even in a small NP justifies
taking a coarse grained theoretical approach in which a citrateprotected gold NP is represented by a sphere. Figure 1 shows
the dirhenium linker in a binding arrangement between two
gold surfaces. The distance between the two binding sulfurs
is 1.2 nm and the transverse size is about 1 nm, so we may
approximate it as a sphere of radius RL = 0.6 nm. In our
studies, the size of the linker particle is kept fixed while RNP
varies between 3 and 10 nm. The concepts of the coarse
grained construction of our model are illustrated in figure 2.
When studying coated and charged NPs theoretically, one
typically adopts the framework of the extended Derjaguin–
Landau–Verwey–Overbeek model [27, 28], that takes into
account van der Waals–London attraction, Coulomb repulsion,
and steric repulsion at touching distances. In the system
we consider, the attractive linker-NP interactions define the
physics of the problem. In this context, the linker molecule
can be considered as another NP, but one that is smaller than
the gold NP. Thus the attraction of the linker to the gold NP
can be described by the simple Lennard-Jones potential with
a minimum set at the distance r of RNP + RL and with the
depth set equal to the binding energy, ǫ (see figure 3). If all
linker attachment events were restricted to the apex sites, then
a characteristic measure of ǫ would be 0.6 eV and the room
temperature simulations would correspond to about kB T /ǫ of

Going beyond the dirhenium/citrate dumbbells [19], we
move to the higher L/L max region of the phase diagram in
which conditions for larger cluster growth are met. This is
done for a fixed number of the NPs. In general, the properties
of clusters can depend on whether they are free in the bulk of
the solution, deposited on a surface or embedded in a matrix of
another material. In our simulations, we consider the free case
because in the experimental situation [19] the clusters arrive
fully formed on a substrate through a drying process.
Finally, we discuss the case of the system in which the
gold NPs are connected by large C-reactive proteins (CRPs)
instead of the rhenium linkers. Once both the proteins and
the NPs are represented by spheres then a simple rescaling
argument allows us to extrapolate some of the rhenium-derived
results to the protein-NP system. We argue that this system is
in a regime in which large clusters can arise.

2. Model and methods
2.1. The coarse grained model
Synthesis of gold nanocrystals through the citrate reduction
of AuCl4 results in nearly monodisperse icosahedral gold
NPs (see, e.g. [25]). If one imagines cutting out a sphere
of 5 nm radius in an fcc bulk gold lattice then one gets
20 000 as an estimate of the number of atoms that are
enclosed. The surface atoms of the cut-out belong to various
facets that intersect. Thus one can distinguish characteristic
sites, including for example nine-coordinated flat terrace
sites, six-coordinated ridge sites, and three-coordinated apex
sites. While the surface of a true NP is certainly more
complex and more disordered [26], these characteristic sites
provide representative gold geometries for estimates of binding
energies. Calculations presented in [19] lead to the conclusion
3
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character of the attachment events means that we study a nonequilibrium growth process instead of an equilibrium dynamics
of linkers that can attach and then disengage (which would be a
valid description for physically intertwined NPs, or indeed the
present chemically linked system at high temperatures).
2.2. The grand canonical Monte Carlo process
We consider a fixed number of the NPs, NNP , and variable
number of the floating linkers. The mean number of free
linkers is controlled by a chemical potential so that attachments
of the linkers to the NPs do not deplete the population of the
floating linkers, to model the experimental conditions of excess
linker concentration [19]. In order to model this setup we
employ the grand canonical Monte Carlo technique [35–38] in
which, alongside the canonical Monte Carlo steps, the linker
particles are inserted into the system or removed from it with
a probability that depends on the chemical potential specified.
The values of the chemical potential are selected in order to
arrive at the required values of the linker density. In practice,
most of the particle insertion events take place in regions
of smaller instantaneous linker density. Since our focus is
the non-equilibrium nature of the cluster growth process, we
disallow linker detachment from NP as well as feeding the
linkers back to the reservoir.
The canonical Monte Carlo steps involve attempting
translational or rotational movements which are either accepted
or abandoned according to the usual Metropolis Monte Carlo
scheme [39]. The time scales of translational motion are set
by diffusivity of the NPs and of the linkers. A single step in
the linker movement involves crossing a random distance of
between 0 and δrL in a random direction. We have taken δrL
to be equal to 1 nm. This step is considered to be our adopted
‘time’ scale and 1 million of such steps is denoted as τ . Time,
t , in this paper is measured in units of τ . The magnitude of a
random displacement of an NP is reduced because linkers are
much smaller in size. The Stokes–Einstein equation [40, 41],
D = kB T /6πη R , where η denotes viscosity and D diffusivity,
gives diffusivity of 40 µm2 s−1 for a nanoparticle of RNP =
5 nm and about 20 times larger a number for the linker
molecule. The maximum displacement of an NP in a single
step is denoted by δrNP . For RNP of 10 nm we have selected
δrNP to be 0.1 nm. Values of δrNP for other radii are obtained
through scaling: they are equal to 0.12, 0.17, and 0.22 nm for
RNP of 8, 5, and 3 respectively.
Once a cluster is formed, its center of mass is translated
with a reduced step size which is scaled down, compared
to that of a single NP. The scaling depends on the effective
radius, R , which is assumed to be proportional to S 1/3 , where
S denotes the number of the NPs in the three-dimensional
cluster. We neglect the geometric effect of any attached
linkers. In the overdamped Langevin dynamics, the mean
square displacement is equal to 6 Dt . Thus the Monte Carlo
step size, δx , should be proportional to D 1/2 . Since D ∼ 1/R ,
δx should scale as R −1/2 and thus as S −2/3 . In addition to the
translation, the cluster is allowed to rotate around its center
of mass. We pick the rotation axis randomly and rotate the
cluster by θ . The rotational diffusion coefficient, DR , is

Figure 3. The main figure shows the NP-linker interaction potential
for RNP = 5 nm. The radii of the interacting objects are indicated by
the arrows. The inset on the left illustrates the angular condition on
the attachment of one NP to another with one linker already
adsorbed. The head-on interaction leads to attachment but so does a
slightly skewed arrangement.

0.05, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The estimate of
ǫ may, however, be lowered to allow for a broader selection
of local environments on a curved surface to attach to, and to
account for imperfections in the apex-like configurations. Thus
it seems sensible to adopt ǫ = 0.25 eV which corresponds to a
room temperature of about 0.1 ǫ/kB .
In order to simplify the model further, we assume that once
a linker arrives at the gold NP it attaches to it permanently. At
sufficiently high linker versus protector binding energy ratios
the likelihood of linker/protector exchange increases and so a
single NP can attach many linkers as shown in the top right
panel of figure 2. The NP–NP and linker–linker interactions
are of less importance and are accounted for merely by the
steric constraints corresponding to soft repulsion as described
by the Lennard-Jones potential which is truncated at minimum
and shifted upward so that the interaction is purely repulsive.
The linker-mediated clustering of gold NPs is implemented in the following way. If an NP comes close to an NP
with an already attached linker, it may bind at the unattached
end of the linker. Linking is allowed only provided (a) the
sulfur–sulfur axis within the linker forms an angle smaller
than 11◦ with the surface normal direction of the arriving
sphere (see figure 3) and (b) the distance between the center
of the linker and the center of the sphere does not exceed
RNP + R L + δ R , where δ R is taken as 0.5 RL , i.e. 0.6 nm. The
reason for this particular angular constraint is the existence of
a slight bend of 11◦ in the linker backbone [18].
Further attachment events may generate still bigger
clusters of linked NPs. Each cluster is thought of as a rigid
body with no internal degrees of freedom. It translates as a
whole and rotates as a whole. A linker attached to an NP
has an effect which is qualitatively similar to that of a patch
placed on an NP to build in directionality. Such models have
been discussed, for instance, in [29–34]. However, the goals of
our model are different. It should be noted that the permanent
4
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T
given by D R = 8πkBηR
3 [42], i.e. it scales by the inverse of the
−1
volume, i.e. as S . Thus the angular step size of rotations
θ is reduced in proportion to S −1/2 from the starting single
sphere value of δθ1 . It should be noted that once an NP acquires
linkers, its rotation generates a new configuration. Most of our
calculations are at kB T = 0.1ǫ for which we take δrL = 1 nm
and δθ1 = 15◦ . Simulations at other temperature require
scaling these parameters in proportion to T .
We have imposed periodic boundary conditions with the
size of the simulation box varying between 100 and 200 nm
depending on the size and number of the NPs. The number
density of the NPs was kept at 5 × 10−6 nm−3 . For RNP
not exceeding 5 nm, we typically considered NNP equal to
50. For RNP equal to 8 nm and 10 nm, NNP was set to 169
and 400 respectively. The instantaneous linker density, n L (t),
reaches a stationary state corresponding to a set value of the
chemical potential and fluctuates around n L in this state. It is
this equilibrated value that is used to characterize the growth
conditions. In the transient period, n L (t) keeps adjusting to the
available volume (some of which is excluded by the cores of
the NPs).

Figure 4. The fractional coverage, L(t)/L max , per NP as a function
of time in single trajectories. The circles indicate the values of the
half-times, τs . In each case, RNP = 5 nm and the values of L/L max
are indicated. In the main parts of the panels, NNP = 50. The insets
are for NNP = 1. Conditions A correspond to kB T/ǫ = 0.1 and
n L = 1.5 × 10−4 nm−3 . Conditions B to kB T/ǫ = 0.1 and
n L = 5 × 10−5 nm−3 . Conditions C to kB T/ǫ = 0.4 and
n L = 5 × 10−5 nm−3 .

2.3. Attachment of linkers to nanoparticles
to the nature of the non-equilibrium grand canonical process,
one cannot define a number of Monte Carlo steps per particle.
This is because the number of the particles is varying: the NPs
coalesce into rigid clusters and the number of floating linkers
is far from being fixed. In particular, one has to feed in and
diffuse around of order L NNP linkers to cover NNP spheres.
Thus the saturation of the spheres proceeds mostly in parallel,
but many more linkers are involved compared to one sphere.

Geometrical considerations suggest that the maximum
theoretical coverage of a single NP by the linkers, L max ,
should grow as the second power of the radius. The values of
L max for the dirhenium linkers and several choices of RNP are
listed in table 1. As explained in the introduction, for weak
linkers replacing strong protector adsorbates, the technique
used experimentally to generate plasmonic gold dimers [19],
only a small fraction of the NP surface area is available for the
actual attachment. Nevertheless, it is instructive in the context
of self-organization of extensive, tightly bound multimeric NP
mesostructures [43] to consider a broader choice of the values
of the parameter L/L max .
The actual number of linkers, n s , that get attached to a
single NP approaches L in a process that is extended in time
as illustrated in figure 4 for various sets of the parameters—
in particular, for NNP equal to 1 and 50. In the case of 50
NPs, the results on the coverage are averaged over all spheres
(which makes the corresponding curves smoother than for
a single sphere). The saturation process has been checked
not to be described by a single exponential term. However,
a characteristic time scale, τs , can still be defined, e.g. by
taking the time needed to arrive at the occupation of 12 L . We
observe that τs gets shorter as the temperature gets higher and
it generally depends on all other conditions.
Some of the observations about τs are easy to understand:
the larger the density of the floating linkers n L , the faster
the saturation; and the higher the temperature, the faster the
process. It is interesting to note, however, that τs for 50 NPs
is typically an order of magnitude longer than for a single NP
provided all other conditions are kept the same. At first thought
this observation seems striking as it suggests that the linkers do
not ‘invade’ all spheres simultaneously which would indicate
large screening and correlation effects. In fact, the effect has
only to do with the way the simulational time is counted. Due

2.4. Formation of nanoparticle clusters
For a given density of the floating linkers and a fixed number
of NPs we perform long numerical simulations with the goal
of determining the aggregation pattern at a stage when all NPs
are saturated at the allowed level specified by the value of L .
In practice, this goal is difficult to achieve in the regime when
larger clusters grow because of screening effects: a space next
to a site available for adsorption of a linker may be hard to
access because it lies in a ‘cavity’ formed by other NPs in
the cluster or by other clusters. In such situations, we relax
the conditions on terminating the simulation so that 90% (and
sometimes 80%) of all possible adsorption sites are taken.
We find that the time intervals between successive
linking events in NP aggregation may sometimes be broadly
distributed. As a characteristic time scale, τa , for these events
one may take a mean value of the distribution. Figure 5 shows
examples of such distributions for two of the cases considered
in the bottom panel of figure 4. A simple expectation is that an
outcome of the NP aggregation process should be governed by
the ratio of τa to τs . When this ratio is large, only small clusters
will arise. When the two times are comparable, more linking
will occur and so larger clusters will emerge. Even though the
number of time steps in the simulations is only a rough measure
of time, we indeed observe the connection between the type of
growth and the relationship between τa and τs . For instance,
5
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and their relative diffusion constant) is much shorter than τa as
it is of order 0.006τ for both conditions.

3. Results
3.1. Phase diagrams for growth
We observe that the aggregation process may lead either to
the formation of many small clusters or to a distribution,
P(S), which gradually decreases with cluster size S which
indicates that large clusters appear as well. The conditions
that favor the growth of small clusters should correspond to
an exponentially decaying distribution with a small related
characteristic scale, ξ , the correlation length. In contrast, we
expect on general grounds that the larger cluster growth regime
corresponds to a distribution that decays with S as a power
law (see, e.g. [44, 45, 48]) suggesting that the aggregation
process is effectively scale free. The difference between the
two behaviors is illustrated in figure 6 which shows examples
of the distribution of cluster sizes and the corresponding plots
of (S). Here, (S) denotes the number of clusters with sizes
that are bigger than S (this quantity is typically less influenced
by the noise in the data than the distribution itself). In the
exponential regime, we have

Figure 5. The distribution of ‘time’ intervals between successive
events of NP aggregation. The arrows indicate values of the mean
aggregation time. Both panels correspond to the bottom panel of
figure 4. The top and bottom distributions correspond to conditions A
and B.

for L/L max = 0.4 (see figures 4 and 5) we get τs = 1.4τ and
τa = 1.4τ for conditions A under which only small clusters
form. On the other hand, for conditions B, τs = 3.8τ and
τa = 1.2τ . In this case, only large clusters arise. It should
be noted that any act of aggregation involves two NPs coming
together but also making an appropriate alignment through a
linker. We find that the diffusive encounter time of two NPs
(calculated from the average separation between the particles

(S) ∼ exp(−S/ξ )

(1)

and in the power law regime

(S) ∼ S α .

(2)

Figure 6. The top two panels illustrate growth in the regime which leads to clusters of small sizes whereas the bottom panels show the regime
in which large clusters arise. The parameters corresponding to the lower panel are: RNP = 5 nm, L/L max = 0.45, n L = 4 × 10−5 nm−3 . The
parameters corresponding to the upper panel are: RNP = 10 nm, L/L max = 0.4, n L = 5.5 × 10−5 nm−3 . The left panels show the distribution
of clusters at 5% of final time when all NPs are saturated by linkers. The upper right panel shows a fit of (S) to the exponential law, using
the data in the upper left panel. The value of the correlation length ξ is indicated. In this case, the distribution P(S) is non-zero for S of 1, 2,
3, and 4 which leads to three non-zero values of (S) (for 1, 2, and 3). The lower right panel shows a fit to the power law. The solid diamonds
correspond to 5% and the open circles to 25% of the final time. The value of the power law exponent is indicated.
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Figure 7. The phase diagram for the linker-mediated growth for the indicated values of RNP . The contours delineate approximate boundaries
of the scale free aggregation. The diamonds indicate a detected power law distribution of cluster sizes whereas the dots indicate evidence for
the presence of only small clusters. The top panel also corresponds to the system of gold NPs linked by C-reactive proteins (discussed in
section 3). The NPs are covered by antibodies. The case in which all of the antibodies are functional corresponds to L/L max = 0.78. If six of
the antibodies are functional (the lowest observed value) then L/L max is 0.08.

where S ∗ is a characteristic mean cluster size. The scaling
function f (S/S ∗ ) is nearly constant for S < S ∗ and rapidly
falling for S > S ∗ . The exponentially decaying (s) or P(S)
thus corresponds to small values of S ∗ . On the other hand,
the power law is observed when S ∗ is large. In practice, our
procedure is as follows. If the sizes of all clusters do not
exceed two NPs, the situation is associated with the growth of
small clusters only (this is the regime in which the plasmonic
gold NP dimers [19] form). If there are clusters with S 
3, we fit the first three values of (S) to the exponential
function and determine the corresponding ξ . If ξ is below
a threshold, the corresponding growth is identified as limited
exponentially. Otherwise, we infer that the power law actually
applies. The threshold of 1.5 has been selected as an apparent
characteristic value separating the two growth behaviors. This
approximate procedure leads to the results shown in figure 7
which delineates the boundary between the two types of early
stage growth for four values of RNP at kB T = 0.1ǫ . It should be
noted that there are substantial error bars in the precise location
of the boundaries due to the limited statistics, deficiencies in
the concept of the Monte Carlo time, and determination of
the true ‘stationary’ value of the linker density that the growth
process should be associated with. Also, the finite size of the
system leads to fluctuations that blur the boundary.
Figure 7 suggests that the favorable conditions for growth
of the large clusters (as indicated by the shaded areas) occur
when n L is small and L/L max exceeds the cutoff value f c which
grows with increasing RNP . The values of f c correspond to
about 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 for RNP = equal to 3, 5, 8, and
10 nm respectively. The shaded region also keeps rising toward
the higher values of n L as RNP increases and then decreases
after reaching a maximum. The latter effect is connected with
the fact that as L/L max → 1 it becomes increasingly harder

The data points in the top panels of figure 6 correspond to ξ of
0.7 while those in the bottom panels to α = −1.1. Within the
error bars, the power law exponent is consistent with the value
of −1 (which corresponds to the distribution P(S) decaying
with S with the exponent of −2) obtained by Meakin [48]
for the diffusion-limited cluster–cluster aggregation. We
observe that whenever the power law appears to be valid in
our simulations, the corresponding exponent is approximately
universal.
The task at hand is to map out the boundary between
the two regimes on the n L − L/L max plane. The difficulty
involved is that due to the intrinsically many body character
of the potential generated by a cluster and the resulting heavy
computational costs, our simulations are restricted to small
numbers of NPs and small system volumes. These restrictions
perturb the nature of the growth at its later stages through
excessive influence of one growing cluster on another and
overall final ‘gelation’. It is thus sensible to assess the
nature of the growth at its early stages, i.e. in the so-called
flocculation regime [46–48], to borrow a term from colloid
science. Another reason to study the early stages is that the
growth parameters are not sensitive to the choice of the number
of NPs that are used in the simulations (we adjust NNP and keep
the number density fixed, within the limits of the numerical
feasibility). In figure 6 the early stage is defined operationally
as corresponding to 5% of the final time—the time at which
each NP has its maximum linker coverage. An extension to
25% still seems to be in the early stage as the shift away from
the power law behavior only becomes apparent at larger values
of S (the bottom right panel).
It is useful to think of the two functional growth laws as
two faces of one law [48]:

(S) ∼ S −α f (S/S ∗ ),

(3)
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Figure 9. The temperature dependence of the cluster size distribution
for the final stage clusters in the regime of the power law growth.
The data points correspond to RNP = 5 nm, L/L max = 0.4, and
n L = 9 × 10−5 nm−3 . The upper panel is for kB T = 0.1ǫ and the
lower panel for kB T = 0.4ǫ .

Figure 8. The sizes of largest clusters obtained for maximal linker
coverage at the end of the evolution. The sizes are shown on the
n L − L/L max plane for RNP = 5 nm and kB T = 0.1ǫ . The region
with the largest clusters is shown in black and with the smallest in
yellow. The color allocation has been determined by making a grid
on the plane and by taking a mean over the data points within the
grid. The grid size is 0.1 along the L/L max axis and 0.05 × 1000
along the other axis. The scale of the color allocation is shown on the
right. The white regions indicate a lack of any data points.

devices [49] while reproducible 3D shapes could be integrated
into next-generation ‘beyond CMOS’ 3D architectures [50]. In
our simulations, some of the grown large clusters do have a
sheet-like appearance but other shapes appear as well. In order
to characterize the shape of a cluster we determine its center
of mass tensor of inertia, determine its three eigenvalues, Iλ
(with λ = 1, 2, 3), and the
√ corresponding effective radii, Rλ .
The radii are defined as Iλ /S . In this definition, each NP
contributes a unit mass and the linkers do not count. The Rλ s
are a generalization of the concept of the radius of gyration into
three components. We adopt the convention in which R1 is the
smallest, R2 the intermediate, and R3 the largest radius.
We combine the three radii into one parameter:

for the linker attached to a NP to find an empty spot on another
NP to attach to. Finally, we note that the range of favorable
conditions for the cluster growth increases with the NP radius,
which reflects the increasing number of possible attachment
spots with RNP .
We now focus on the final stage of the aggregation.
Figure 8 shows the field of sizes of the largest clusters on the
n L − L/L max plane for RNP = 5 nm. The field has been
obtained by averaging the maximal values of S over pixels
defined on a grid. The color coding combines all average sizes
that are larger than 11 into one color. We observe that the
largest clusters coincide with the shaded region identified in
figure 7 by considering the early stages of growth. The final
outcome of the evolution is thus consistent with the nature of
growth at the early stages.
It should be noted that a substantial rise in the temperature
limits the growth of large clusters. This point is illustrated in
figure 9. Thus the T -dependence of the aggregation process,
under the typical conditions given in figure 9 of small NPs
with significant linker coverages and excess floating linker
concentrations, is more influenced by the effective linker
adsorption energy ǫ than by the linker diffusion coefficient.

w=

R
R̄

(4)

where R̄ = 21 (R1 + R3 ) and R = R2 − R̄ . Clearly, when
w is close to 0 the cluster is globular. Otherwise, one eigenaxis is distinct and an axial symmetry is dominant. Cigar-like
objects correspond to R2 being close to R3 (w ∼ 12 (R2 − R1 ))
and thus to substantial positive values of w. Planar objects
correspond to R2 being close to R1 (w ∼ 12 (R1 − R3 )) and thus
to substantial negative values of w. An additional characteristic
of the cluster is provided by an average connectivity, C , which
is defined as the average number of NPs that an NP is linked
to. For an infinite square lattice, C (per particle) is equal to
2. C larger than 2 usually indicates the presence of threedimensional connectivities, whereas smaller than 2 indicates
the prevalence of chain-like connectivities.
Figure 10 shows examples of ten clusters together with
their corresponding values of w and C . The clusters shown on
the right-hand side of figure 10 are cigar-like. In contrast, the
two clusters shown on the left-hand side are planar-like, but not
strictly planar. Figure 11 shows the largest cluster that arose in

3.2. Geometry of large clusters
Controlling the degree of aggregation of covalently linked
NPs into clusters is central to current [15, 19] and
emerging applications of mesostructures self-organized from
nanostructured building blocks. For example, generation of
sheet-like clusters would facilitate reaching applicational goals
of the linker-connected networks of gold NPs in electronic
8
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Figure 12. The w–C scatter plots for the clusters with S  8. The
triangles, squares, and circles correspond to RNP of 5, 8, and 10 nm.
The bottom panel shows just those clusters with S > 20.
Figure 10. A sample choice of larger clusters with the associated
values of the geometrical parameters w and C . For clarity, the only
linkers that are shown are those which provide a connection between
two NPs. The sizes of the spheres reflect the sizes of the NPs. The
largest are for RNP = 10 nm, the smallest for 5 nm, and the
intermediate for 8 nm.

Figure 12 shows the w–C scatter plot for clusters
containing at least eight NPs. These geometrical parameters
are not very meaningful if the clusters are too small and hence
the cutoff of S  8 was selected. Another selection adopted
here is that we took only the largest clusters generated in each
run. All values of L/L max and densities considered are used to
generate the plots in figure 12. The clusters with S larger than
8 (the top panel) have w between −0.09 and 0.6. The larger
clusters tend to be more globular: w ranges between −0.08 and
0.36. We observe that conditions near the f c (the low- L end of
the shadowed regions in figure 7) seem to be favorable for a
planar growth (negative w). Large positive values of w appear
to require L/L max of 0.4 or bigger, as would be expected from
geometrical considerations of the 3D NP surfaces.
3.3. C-reactive protein
The C-reactive protein (CRP) is secreted in a human body [51]
during the acute phase of the inflammation process. It
activates the complement system that clears pathogens from
the organism. CRP binds to molecules of phosphocholine
that emerge on the surface of dead and dying cells such as
those arising as a result of a heart attack. The CRP thus
contributes to the buildup of scar tissue during the heart attack
which diminishes the survival prognostics. The peak damage
is caused during the first 5–50 h after heart failure. In this time
window, monitoring the strength of the CRP response is vital
for treatment. The raised CRP level in the blood plasma can
also be used as a risk factor for future coronary heart disease or
stroke [52, 53]. There is thus a need to develop a reliable and
fast anti-CRP sensor chip.
One way to achieve this goal is to make use of the
plasmonic properties of the colloidal gold. The surface
plasmon resonance effect is enhanced when the NP–NP
distance is reduced. The reduction is implemented by using
small linkers of the kind discussed in the previous sections or
those made of the larger CRP macromolecules. The structure

Figure 11. Example of a large cluster. It comprises 169 NPs and it
has been generated for RNP = 8 nm, kB T/ǫ = 0.1, L/L max = 0.3,
and n L = 8.09 × 10−7 nm−3 . Its geometrical parameters are as
follows: C = 2.24, w = 0.042, and the radius of gyration is
84.31 nm.

the simulations. It corresponds to S = 169, w = 0.042, and
C = 2.24. This cluster has cavities, a large outside surface,
and some chain-like linkages which leads to a C which may
not immediately suggest a strong three-dimensional character.
However, the cluster is fairly globular overall, as indicated by
the small positive value of w.
9
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of the CRP has been established through x-ray and AFM
studies [53]. It is a pentameric molecule that is approximately
toroidal in shape: the outer diameter is equal to 11.13 nm, the
inner diameter to 3.52 nm, and the height to 3.03 nm. The
active sites are placed on one of the top sides of the torus (i.e. a
side—called the B-face—which is perpendicular to the fivefold symmetry axis).
In one of the proposed sensor systems [54], the gold NPs
of RNP = 20 nm are covered by anti-CRP antibodies. These
antibodies provide specificity to the CRP-based sensor system
(a bare gold binds proteins in a non-specific way). It is not
known where the antibodies bind to the CRP but the binding
sites need not coincide with the active sites of the CRP. The
exposed segments of the NP surface, i.e. those which do not
get covered by the antibodies, are passivated by means of
bovine serum albumin (BSA) to prevent non-specific binding.
The thickness of the BSA layer is estimated to be between
2.3 and 7.2 nm [55] depending on the antibody concentration.
The thickness of the layer made of the antibodies is about
6.2 nm [56]. Thus the effective RNP of such covered NPs can be
taken as 26.4 nm. Experimental results show that an effective
number of antibodies adsorbed to each NP is about 62 [54].
However, not all of them stay functional. As few as six and as
many as 62 are estimated to remain functional.
The CRP molecule is expected to bind to the functional
antibodies and act like the rhenium linker, albeit of a larger
size, connecting two NPs. In the simplest approach, we may
model it as a sphere of RL = 5.5 nm which is half of the outer
diameter. Thus for the gold-CRP system RNP /RL ∼ 4.8 which
is very close to the case of RNP = 3 nm considered for the
gold–rhenium system. We expect then that the results obtained
for RNP in the previous sections, such as those shown in the top
panel of figure 7, will apply to the gold-CRP system. However,
there are several differences. One is that the experimental
L/L max will typically be larger than in the rhenium system.
If all 62 antibodies are functional, then this number is close to
the random dense packing limit of 79 for the effective radii of
the spheres involved (see table 1). In this case, L/L max = 0.78
and the emergence of large clusters is likely. If few antibodies
are functional, only small clusters will form. Generation of
large clusters also requires adjustments in the NP concentration
as too large a concentration may effectively ’clog’ all active
antibodies, preventing any further aggregation.

grain boundaries on the NP surface. Even though our
discussion has been focused on gold NPs with rhenium linkers,
its scope covers a more universal discussion of other systems
needing adjustments in the sizes of the effective spheres. In
particular, we have considered the gold NPs linked by proteins.
We demonstrate that this system is more likely to form large
clusters than the system with the rhenium linkers.
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ABSTRACT: The analysis of the TEM images of indium tin
oxide (ITO) clusters in ink solutions deposited from ink
dispersions reveals that their geometry arises from a diffusion
limited cluster aggregation (DLCA) process. We model films
of ITO clusters as built through deposition of DLCA clusters
made of primary spherical nanoparticles of 13 nm in diameter.
The deposition is then followed by a further compactification
process that imitates sintering. We determine the conductivity
of the sintered films by mapping the problem to that of the
resistor network in which the contact regions between the
touching spheres provide the dominant electric resistance. For a given volume fraction, conductivity of the sintered films is
shown to be larger than that for the randomly packed spheres. However, the larger a typical radius of gyration of the clusters the
smaller the enhancement. We also provide numerical tests for the routines used in the interpretation of the TEM images.
for wet deposition techniques, such as spin- and dip-coating
and printing.11,10 Scratch resistant acrylic coatings have also
been developed commercially by Evonik-Industries.12 The
nanoparticles themselves are made by the sol−gel technique.13
There have also been reports on using the inkjet printed films
in solar cells.14,15
Here, we analyze and then model the properties of
nanoparticles in ink formulations designed by Evonik
Industries15,16 for usage in printable electronics. These
formulations are water or ethanol based and they contain a
dispersant. They are stable and contain particles of about 100
nm in size. Each of the particles is an agglomerate of primary
nanoparticles which are about 13 nm in diameter. The primary
nanoparticles are crystalline in structure. We show that the
agglomerates are fractals17 with the fractal dimensionality, df, of
about 1.80. We interpret this value as being consistent with the
process of diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DLCA)18−20 in
which both the growing clusters and the primary particles move
in space and aggregate. We then model the formation the ITO
clusters as DLCA-like aggregation of clusters composed of hard
spheres and analyze the statistical properties of the aggregates.
The diameter of a sphere is taken as equal to 13 nm to imitate
properties of the Evonik ink formulation.

INTRODUCTION
Transparent conductive oxides serve as electrodes in flat-panel
display devices (to control orientation of liquid crystals)1 and in
photovoltaics (to tap photogenerated carriers).2 Their remarkable properties stem from the wide gap character of the
electronic band structure combined with the doping-induced
metallic-like electric conduction. Such systems are typically
employed in the form of thin films and their examples include
ZnO doped with Al or Ga,3,4 SnO2 doped with F or Sb,4 and
CdO doped with Y, Sc, or In.5 However, In2O3 doped with Sn
(ITO, indium tin oxide) with a doping level of order 5−10 at.
% appears to have superior optical transmittivity in the visible
range and the smallest resistivity in the set.6,7 In addition, ITO
reflects the infrared light so it can also function as a heat filter.8
ITO is an n-type semiconductor with the bixbyite crystal
structure and the carrier density of order 1021 1/cm3 comes
from two different kinds of donors (O vacancies and Sn
substituting In).9
There are many well established methods of layer deposition
that enable production of thin ITO films (see references in, e.g.,
ref 10). They involve vacuum techniques, advanced apparatus,
and elevated temperatures. The latter feature is an obstacle
when dealing with flexible polymeric substrates which is one of
many motivations, including achieving reduction in the
manufacturing costs, to explore novel ways of production of
the ITO films. A promising new method involves making
dispersion, or ”inks”, of ITO nanoparticles which are suitable
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Figure 1. Left panel: a TEM image of the ITO clusters deposited from ink dispersion PH37384 in test US12 (frame 56342). Right panel: The highly
magnified TEM image of a primary ITO particle.

In the next technological step for the systems considered
here, the formulation is inkjetted onto a glass (or plastic)
substrate and dried. Further postprocessing involves sintering at
550 °C and then at 300 °C in reducing atmosphere (5%H2 and
95% N2). This results in a layer of 0.5−2.0 μm, roughness of 10
nm rms, porosity of 35−45% and sheet resistance of about 100
Ω/sq. The optical tranmittance is 90%. The mobility and
carrier density in nanoporous ITO films have been measured
and discussed in ref 21. In this paper, we model the sintered
films by implementing compactification of the hard sphere
clusters and then study the resulting resistivities as a function of
the characteristic cluster size and porosity.

ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER IMAGES
Figure 1 shows an example of a transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image resulting from ITO ink deposition
on a glass substrate. The right panel shows an image of a
primary ITO particle. The particle has crystalline features yet it
is fairly compact. Thus, at the length scales of the ITO clusters
the particle can approximately represented by a sphere. Our
task at hand is to interpret such images through image
processing in terms of single cluster geometrical characteristics.
There is a substantial collective experience in analyzing TEM
images of agglomerated particles that has been accumulated in
the literature.22,24,25,29,30 We follow the developed techniques,
combined with using the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox to
retrieve data on image brightness from the TEM images. The
image is divided into pixels. The linear pixel size is either 9.5, or
4.7, or 1.9 nm, depending on the magnification level of a
specific image.
We have used a simple threshold based approach to
distinguish clusters from the background on the images. The
threshold value is chosen to be equal to the median brightness
level across whole image. The pixels with the brightness falling
bellow the median are considered as belonging to the clusters.
This procedure generates a logical mask image which is then
partitioned into clusters of connected pixels. Once the clusters
are identified, we proceed to analyzing distribution of
brightness corresponding to individual clusters in the TEM
images.
The brightness level, I(x,y), of a pixel at location (x,y)
depends on the projection of a 3-dimensional structure (Figure
2) on the plane of the substrate as it originates from the
transmission of the electron beam through the cluster along the

■

Figure 2. Top: the light transmission pattern corresponding to one of
the clusters present in Figure 1. Bottom: its 3-dimensional
reconstruction.

z-axis. I(x,y) does not contain a full information about the
structure of a cluster, but this is the only information available
experimentally. According to the Lambert−Beer law known in
optics, we can expect that I(x,y) depends on the total depth of
the cluster at (x,y) exponentially:

⎛
l(x , y) ⎞
I(x , y) = I0 exp⎜ −
⎟
⎝
α ⎠

(1)

Here I0 denotes the brightness of incident beam and α is the
absorption length. We assume that both of these parameters are
constant. Furthermore, we assume that I0 is given by the
brightness of the background, as estimated by the median value
of the brightness. Equation 1 implies that the depth of a layer
can be evaluated from digital image by
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Figure 3. Left panel: volume, V, of the clusters versus Rg obtained for the set of clusters corresponding to the TEM image shown in Figure 1. Right
panel: Surface area of the projections of the clusters considered in the left panel versus Rg. The indicated slope correponds to 1.77.

⎛ I ( x , y) ⎞
l(x , y) = − α ln⎜
⎟
⎝ I0 ⎠

R g2 =
(2)

The α coefficient is evaluated from a series of measurements of
the smallest objectsthe primary nanoparticles. Assuming that
the crystallites are spherical, their depth is statistically equal to
their width. By measuring the brightness at the center of a
crystallite and its width, we estimate α to be equal to 2.22 ±
0.34 nm.
The volume of a cluster can be evaluated by:
(3)

where w denotes the height and width of a square pixel. The
sum extends over all (x,y) pixel positions belonging to the
cluster. The volume can also be expressed by a nondimensional
number N by dividing it by a volume, w3, of a single voxel

N=

V
w

3

=

∑
x ,y

l(x , y)
w

(4)

The effective number, n(x,y), of occupied voxels at (x,y) is
given by n(x,y) = (l(x,y))/(w). An analysis of the TEM images
allows us to determine n(x,y) but the information about the
distribution of the occupied voxels along the z axis is not
available.
The aim of analysis of the TEM images is to determine the
relation between volume of a cluster and its radius of gyration,
Rg, defined as

Rg 2 =

1
N

∑
x ,y,z

((x − x0)2 + (y − y0 )2

+ (z − z 0)2 )

(5)

where (x0,y0,z0) denotes the center of mass of the cluster. Note
that x0=(1/N)∑x,yl(x,y)/(w) and similarly for the y component. Thus

Rg 2 =

l(x , y)
1
1
∑
(x − x0)2 +
N x ,y w
N
l(x , y)
1
∑ (z − z 0)2
(y − y0 )2 +
w
N
x ,y
x ,y,z

∑
x ,y

l(x , y)
((x − x0)2 + (y − y0 )2 )
w

(7)

Our analysis basically follows the steps taken in refs 22, 24,
25, 29, and 30, with one important difference. Instead of the
linear relation between the effective depth of the clusters and
the corresponding darkness of the images, we adopt the
Lambert−Beer law which seems to have a much better
grounding in the physics of light transmission. It should be
noted that our approach still does not take into account effects
coming from refraction and scattering. Such effects reduce
estimates of depth of the clusters. Furthermore, the assumed
cluster isotropy my be invalidated by the presence of the
substrate surface. However, the ITO clusters are not grown on
the substrate but instead are deposited onto it. We thus expect
that anisotropies, if any, should be minor. We should note that
TEM micrographs are often quite noisy. Novel ways of dealing
with such noise are discussed in ref 28.
The left panel of Figure 3 shows the V−Rg scatter plot
(combined from three images) for about a thousand of the ink
clusters on the log−log scale. The effective slopes are quite
scattered and they vary between 1.87 and 2.30. However, the
inaccuracies of the method are significantly reduced when one
plots the total surface, S, of the projection of the cluster on the
surface of the image vs Rg. The right panel of this figure shows
shows that the S−Rg dependence is well-defined and can be
fitted by the power law with the exponent df = 1.77 ± 0.08,
which is interpreted as a fractal dimension of this twodimensional shadow. Such a planar fractal dimensionality can,
in general, be distinct from the fractal dimensionality of the
original three-dimensional cluster.23 In this case, however, the
two dimensionalities coincide. As elaborated by Mandelbrot,17
when one projects a fractal objectoriginally embedded in the
three-dimensional spaceonto a plane, then the projection’s
fractal dimension is given by dfp = min(df,2). In our case, dfp is
indeed smaller than 2 so we conclude that df = dfp.
It is important to realize that the value of df we get is fully
consistent with the range of values (1.75−1.80) obtained in
three-dimensional simulations of the DLCA growth process18−20 in the so-called flocculation regime in which the
particle number concentration is low and separations between
various clusters are large. The difference between the DLCA
and DLA26,27 processes is that in DLA, individual particles are
allowed to diffuse until they collide with a single immobilized
cluster, while in DLCA, all particles and clusters in the systems
diffuse and collide to form clusters and compound clusters. It is
interesting to note that diffusion of nanoparticles may be
affected by other effects, such as dipole−dipole interactions

V = w 2 ∑ l(x , y)
x ,y

3 1
2N

∑

(6)

The last term in eq 6 cannot be estimated from the images.
However, we can assume that, statistically, the clusters are
isotropic and estimate the last term as an average of the
remaining terms and hence
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invoked in the context of soot particles23,31 to explain df of 1.51
instead of 1.80.

MODELING OF THE ITO CLUSTERS IN TERMS OF
HARD SPHERES
Modeling the formation of the ITO ink nanoparticles in atomic
detail is difficult. Instead, we propose to use a coarse-grained
model in which the primary nanoparticles are hard spheres (of
radius, RNP, equal to 6.5 nm) which aggregate together on
coming within a gap distance of less than 0.5 nm. The process
is considered to be irreversible. Once the spheres come to
within such binding distance, their relative motion is arrested.
For simplicity, we consider the spheres to be monodisperse.
Since the experimental findings are consistent with the DLCA
growth process, the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles in
the solution can be described as a Monte Carlo process. We use
the cell list algorithm32 in which the periodic simulation box is
partitioned into a number of small cells in such a way that only
particles from 26 neighboring cells can collide. For the hard
sphere case considered here, it is convenient to set the linear
cell size equal to RNP. In each Monte Carlo step, a particle is
picked at random and then is subjected to a tentative random
displacement. The displacement is accepted if the energy of the
system is not raised, i.e., if it generates no overlap between the
spheres. Note that the hard sphere system comes with no
temperature that could be associated with it.
The time scales of translational motion are set by diffusivity
of the nanoparticles. A single step in the movement of the
primary nanoparticle involves a random displacement of
between 0 and δx in a random direction and no rotation. We
set δx to 1 nm. Once two or more nanoparticles form a cluster,
rotational motion is also possible. For a dimer, the rotational
angle is selected between 0 and 10° randomly. The rotation axis
is also selected randomly. We scale the movement of clusters to
account for the decrease of their mobility with size. The
rotational angle scales as S−1/2, where S is the number of
particles in a cluster. The translational motion scales as S−2/3.33
In our approach, we model the formation of the aggregates
dynamically, which is quite distinct from the one considered by
Peukert and his collaborators.34,35 They first generate small
clusters in a stochastic way. In the next step, they select two
clusters, rotate them by random angles and then move their
centers of mass toward each other until the clusters meet. The
advantage of their approach is that it allows for a rapid
construction of large clusters.
Our studies pertain to three technological stages in the
production of the ITO films. Stage I is the preparation of the
cluster containing ink. Stage II is the deposition of the ink onto
a substrate. Stage III is the compactification, drying, and
sintering of the film which results in the final product.
Stage I. The clusters form under the conditions of
flocculationin a relative dilution. We achieve these conditions
by considering a simulation box of 1600 × 1600 × 6000 nm3
and 691200 primary particles. The periodic boundary
conditions are employed to provide conditions which are
appropriate for an isotropic growth. We evolve the system until
the mean value of Rg, ⟨Rg⟩, acquires predefined values: 25, 50,
80, and 100 nm. The latter value is as in the actual experiments.
An example of a typical cluster formed is shown in Figure 4. Its
dendritic appearance is consistent with df 1.80 and thus with the
DLCA-like erowth. The size distribution of the clusters
obtained at this stage, as measured by Rg, is shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 5. The top panel of this figure is a cross
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Figure 4. Example of a DLCA cluster obtained through simulations.
Its Rg corresponds to about 100 nm.

plot showing S against Rg on the log−log scale for each cluster
in the system. In this case,⟨Rg⟩ is close to 40 nm, the median
value is 35 nm, and the largest cluster has S = 924. The
relationship is consistent with df = 1.80.
Stage II. Once the clusters are grown, we replace the
periodic walls by confining walls in an adiabatic fashion. This is
implemented by imposing a slight force that directs clusters
that cross boundaries toward the inside of the simulation box.
Once this is accomplished, the walls are set to be rigid and flat.
At the same time we switch on a gravitational bias which pushes
the clusters toward the substrate at the bottom, i.e. down the zaxis. This step imitates the printing stage of the technological
process. The system is evolved until the average value of the
center of mass of the system, ⟨zcm⟩ starts to vary insignificantly.
An example of the resulting depositional configuration is shown
in Figure 6.
When calculating the conductivity of the printed films, one
needs to know which spheres form an electric contact. The
spheres are just models of the crystalline primarily nanoparticles whose surface roughness is varying on the scale of a
lattice constant. The elementary cell of the bixbyite ITO lattice
consists of two diagonally linked cubes with the total edge
length of about 1.02 nm.36 Thus, two spheres are considered as
making a contact if their gap distance is less than 1 nm (i.e., the
effective radius of the sphere is 7 nm instead of 6.5 nm
associated with the core).
Stage III. In the final stage, we induce compactification by
applying external force oscillations along the three Cartesian
directions simultaneously, combined with a steady downward
pushing of magnitude g. The period of the oscillations is 1000
Monte Carlo steps. The oscillations in the z-direction vary
between −g and +0.1g. In the remaining directions − between
−0.1g and +0.1g. The system is evolved until the period
averaged ⟨zcm⟩ ceases to vary in any significant manner. The
shaking of the system allows the clusters to get rid of
accidentally trapped overhanging configurations and thus come
closer together. The packing effects of compactification are
illustrated in Figure 7 for a system of 77760 primary
nanoparticles and< Rg > close to 25 nm. In the bottom slice
of width 100 nm, the volume fraction of the ITO material is
0.251. On compactification it becomes 0.354. A close-up of
cluster configurations before and after compactification for<Rg>
= 50 nm is shown in Figure 8. The clusters are seen to get
immobilized through steric hindrances. The hindrances are
reduced on shaking combined with further compactification.
1526
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Figure 5. Top panel: the relationship between Rg and the number of primary nanoparticles in the cluster. Bottom panel: the corresponding
distribution of the values of Rg.

Figure 6. Top view of a printed configuration corresponding to ⟨Rg⟩ =
100 nm.

In order to imitate sintering,34 we assume that the heat
treatment increases the surface roughness and thus allows for
electric contacts which are broader ranged: the contact is
considered established when the gap distance does not exceed
1.5 nm.

■

Figure 7. System configuration corresponding to ⟨Rg⟩ = 25 nm. The
middle panel shows the system obtained upon the gravitational
collapse. The top panel shows its magnified fragment. The bottom
panel shows the compactified system obtained through vibrations. The
variety of colors used serves to identify individual clusters.

S(x , y , i )
⎧ 0 if (x − x )2 + (y − y )2 ≥ R
⎪
0i
i
0i
=⎨
⎪ 1 if (x − x0i)2 + (y − y )2 < R i
⎩
0i

TESTS OF THE IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
PROCEDURE

We can now use the DLCA-generated clusters for tests of our
methods of interpretation of the TEM images. The way to do it
is illustrated in Figure 9 for four nonconcentric spherical
particles located above a point (x,y) (meaning that this point is
within a ″shade″ region of each particle). We first define a
”shade function”

(8)

where Ri denotes a radius of the ith particle and (x0i,y0i)the
planar position of its center. Adding such S(x,y,i) terms over
the n particles would generate a sharply delineated projection
on the substrate in all places where ∑inS(x,y,i) is nonzero. The
1527
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Figure 8. Close-up of the system’s configuration corresponding to ⟨Rg⟩ = 50 nm. The left panel shows a set of clusters obtained through the
gravitational collapse. The clusters shown get stuck mechanically and form a ring. Smaller clusters within the ring are not shown. The right panel
shows the same system after compactification.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of a generation of a TEM-like
image by four spherical particles.

resulting intensity pattern would vary in discrete steps. Instead,
we want to mimick the thickness-related absorption to get more
gradually varying ”brightness” level across the pattern which
would be consistent with the Lambert−Beer law as in eq 1. The
procedure used is illustrated in Figure 9. If the incident
intensity is I0 then, on passing through the four spheres shown,
it becomes I = I0 exp((l1 + l2 + l3 + l4)/α)), where li = 2(RNP2 −
ri2)1/2 and ri2 = (x − x0i)2 + (y − y0i)2. For our tests then, the
whole shaded region gets modulated brightness in accordance
with the exponential decay.
The central part of Figure 10 shows an example of a
computer generated DLCA cluster of Rg = 200 and S = 447.
The upper right corner represents the corresponding intensity
pattern on the x,y plane obtained using the Lambert−Beer law
as just discussed. The bottom panel shows the reconstruction of
the cluster based on the intensity pattern. We conclude that the
reconstruction is reasonably related to the original and thus our
inference about the DLCA-like character of the ITO clusters
stemming from our analysis of the TEM images is solid.

Figure 10. Testing the methods of the image reconstruction for a
computer generated DLCA cluster, as explained in the text. The
reconstruction is seen from the [011] perspective whereas the original
cluster is seen from the [0,0,−1] perspective. The change in the
perspective gives a better grasp of the structure.

approximations are made here: first, we assume that the
interparticle resistance is arises primarily in the contacts at
particle surfaces. Second, all the contact resistances are assumed
to be uniform, of magnitude R. The value of R is difficult to
assess. A model discussed in ref 35 appears to suggest that R
can be of order 100 Ω at the room temperature. However,
unlike what is considered in that model, we assume that the
resistance of the system is dominated by the contacts due to
their narrow geometry.
In order to reduce effects related to the rough boundaries of
the system, we consider cutout blocks of Lx × Ly × Lz that are
mounted on the substrate, as illustrated in Figure 11. Each of
these Cartesian lengths should be taken as being smaller than
the corresponding system size and yet much bigger than ⟨Rg⟩ of
the clusters. We imagine that a potential difference, V, is

CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SINTERED FILMS
To assess the influence of cluster size and sintering on the
electrical transport of the DLCA films we determine the
conductivity in a setup shown in the left panel of Figure 11. We
treat the system as a resistor network with particle centers being
nodes and interparticle contacts being resistors. Two
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Figure 11. The left panel: example of a configuration of the simulated sintered film with ⟨Rg⟩ = 25 nm placed between two planar electrodes. Various
clusters come with various colors. The geometrical parameters of the cut-out are: Lx = Ly = 500 nm and Lz = 100 nm. The full simulational box has
the planar dimensions of 1800 by 1800 nm. The right panel:dimensionless conductivity as a function of the volume fraction in a layer of area 200 ×
200 nm2 and width 100 nm. The solid circles correspond to randomly packed spheres of radius RNP that fell on the substrate gravitationally without
any compactification. The data points can be fitted to a parabolic line: σ̃ = b + aφ2, where b = −0.109 and a = 35.41 as indicated. The percolation
threshold is thus at ϕ = 0.056 and below this threshold the system is insulating. All other symbols correspond to systems of clusters with the
indicated values of ⟨Rg⟩ in nm. The smaller and fainter symbols correspond to the systems before sintering. The larger symbols refer to systems after
sintering. The data points for the sintered system are fitted to a parabolic line: σ̃ = b + ax2, with a = 45 and b ∼ 0 (a large scattter of data around x =
0 does not allow us to reliably determine the percolation threshold in this case). When systems of width 150 nm are considered (the data points are
not shown for clarity of the figure) the results are changed only slightlythe best fit to the data points is shown by the dotted line and it corresponds
to a = 46.

nanoparticles take in the cut-out block (and as determined after
the compactification).
The right panel of Figure 11 shows σ̃ vs ϕ for various
arrangements of randomly packed spheres and for many cluster
systems corresponding to ⟨Rg⟩ of 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 nm.
The conductivity of the randomly packed spheres follows a
parabolic dependence on ϕ. However, for ϕ below ∼0.056,
there is not enough connectivity in the system to provide
percolation and the system is insulating.
Note that due to the stochastic character of the process of
gravitational deposition and sintering, a system of clusters with
a given value of ⟨Rg⟩ may end up, after the deposition, in states
with different values of ϕ. In particular, ⟨Rg⟩ of 15 nm may have
ϕ both smaller and larger than systems with the ⟨Rg⟩ of 10.
However, the general tendency is that the larger the ⟨Rg⟩, the
smaller the corresponding range of the values of ϕ.
Furthermore, when all sets of data are taken together then a
parabolic dependence on ϕ is observed. It should be noted that
the parabolic dependence of conductivity on φ in the systems
of spheres and clustered spheres is in contrast with the
exponentially varying conductivity found, for instance, in
sputtered GeAl cermets.38,39 At low temperatures, Ge acts as
an insulating component in the cermets.
Sintering increases the conductivity in a noticeable manner
and the parabolic dependence gets steeper. (It should be noted
that an actual sintering process involves chemical processes
which go beyond a mere adjustment in the cluster relative
positioning and other geometrical features.) Our results
indicate that a much more substantive increase in conductivity
could be obtained by working with clusters with smaller values
of ⟨Rg⟩ than ∼100 nm considered currently. This would also
mean working at larger volume fractions and thus bigger
weights.

applied at the electrodes mounted on the first and last faces of
the block when viewed in the x-direction. As a result, a current,
I, flows through the system. The electrical conductivity, σ, for
such a block is defined by the relation σ = i/E, where i is the
current density and E is the electric field. The current density
can be expressed as i = I/LyLz whereas the field E = V/Lx. Thus

σ = ILx /VLzLy

(9)

In view in the uncertainty in the value of R, it is more
convenient to work with dimensionless conductivity, σ̃, defined
as σ̃ = σRNPR.
The problem of determining σ̃ is then reduced to the
question of finding the equivalent resistance of a resistor
network, in which a certain group of nodes (the ones which are
closer to the x = 0 surface than RNP) is at the voltage V, whereas
another group (the ones closer to the x = Lx surface than RNP)
is grounded. As we have discussed previously, the approximate
criterion for two nodes to form a contact depends on whether
the films are considered sintered or not. In the former case, a
contact is considered to arise if the gap distance between two
spheres is less than 1.5 nm, i.e., if the distance between the
centers of two spheres is smaller than 2RNPa, where a = 1.11
(before sintering, a = 1.08). The resistance problem is then
obtained using the SPICE software37 which solves Kirchoff
equations for all particle contacts in the system.
We determine σ̃ for the nanoparticle systems corresponding
to various ⟨Rg⟩. In particular, we consider the case of solitary
nonaggregated spheres when ⟨Rg⟩ = RNP. For each system, we
select several bottom cut-outs in configurations such as shown
in Figure 11. The cut-outs are of size 200 nm × 200 nm × w,
where w is either 100 or 150 nm. For the systems of clusters,
we compare σ̃ obtained before sintering and after sintering in
order to assess the impact of such processing. Each system is
characterized by the volume fraction, ϕ, that the primary
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ABSTRACT
Nano and meso scale computer simulations of coated nanoparticle aggregation are combined to give a
comprehensive description of the self-assembly of supraparticles in solution and on surfaces. At the
nano scale, atomic resolution molecular dynamics simulations provide the structures of large, 30 nmdiameter particles strongly bound both to each other and to coated hydrophobic surfaces, through the
physical interdigitation of their alkyl coats. Interaction potentials are extracted and transferred to coarsegrained Brownian dynamics simulations that describe meso scale multi-particle aggregation and surface
deposition. The simulation results show that the large interaction area between 30 nm-diameter particles
provides a huge driving force for assembly of strongly-welded supraparticles, consistent with
extrapolations from earlier simulations on smaller particles and providing insights into kineticallycontrolled supraparticle assembly. Such kinetic governance may be exploited experimentally to direct
the aggregation of coated nanocrystals into stable assemblies on electronics platforms. Furthermore, the
porosity programmed into kinetic assembly may also benefit emerging applications of nanoparticle
assemblies in medicine, in particular drug-eluting stent coatings.

KEYWORDS: organic-inorganic interfaces, self-assembled monolayers, alkanethiol interdigitation,
computer-aided design, high-performance computing.

INTRODUCTION
The self-organization of organic-coated inorganic nanocrystals into two- and three-dimensional
superlattices provides new mesoscopic materials for electronic devices1-2 given their demonstrated
collective magnetic, optical, and transport properties3-11. These materials provide a direct means of
setting macroscopic physical properties by nano scale engineering. Fine-tuning the driving forces
underlying nanocrystal self-organization requires detailed multi-scale experiments and simulations12-13
and so the focus of the present work is on probing the mechanism of supraparticle assembly using

2

integrated nano and meso scale computer simulations. The observed large-scale assemblies arise via
individually weak non-covalent interactions between the chemical coats on each nanoparticle14-18 that,
summed over many interacting nanoparticles, provide tightly-woven and extensive self-assembled
structures. Hence small nanoparticles, on the order of 1-10 nm in diameter, exhibit thermodynamicallydriven assembly into ordered, self-correcting arrays. A parallel strand of research in nanocrystal
organization is the use of linker molecules to covalently bind the particles19. While providing direct
molecular tunnel junctions between the particles, the strong chemical bonding mitigates against selfhealing of the assemblies. In the present work, molecular simulations describe the structure, dynamics
and energetics of nanocrystals intertwining via physical interdigitation of their hydrophobic molecular
coats20-22 and deposition on bare and coated surfaces23-25. We focus on the non-covalent self-assembly of
large, alkyl-coated 30 nm-diameter nanoparticles, that falls in between the fluid-like, self-healing arrays
assembled using smaller particles12 and the rigid arrays formed by chemically fusing the particles19. The
simulations reveal the atom-scale assembly mechanisms and provide interaction potentials that are
mapped to a coarse-grained potential that describes the meso scale aggregation and surface wetting of
the nanocrystal assemblies on attractive and repulsive substrates.
A number of recent simulation and experimental findings motivate the multi-scale modelling
approach presented in the current work. (1) Brownian dynamics simulations can identify meso scale
assembly mechanisms that help explain experiments13, hence we use interaction potentials computed at
the nano scale to parameterise a more coarse-grained potential energy function to describe meso scale
formation of many-particle clusters. (2) The alkyl coats on small <10 nm particles interdigitate, with
aggregation strength increasing with both particle size and chain length26-27, hence we investigate the
interaction of large 30 nm particles28-29 that may assemble into very stable clusters. (3) Nanoparticles do
not aggregate well in non-polar solvents26-27, hence we model assembly in vacuum (nano scale) or in
implicit solvent (meso scale) to form the interdigitated structures in reasonable computational time. See
references29-31 for further discussion of the similarity of alkyl-gold assemblies in vacuum and in water.
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(4) Equilibrium, non-steered simulations require long sampling times22, hence we perform 10 ns nano
scale dynamics for each complex, summing to 0.4 s overall. (5) Heating lowers the attraction potential
without changing the interaction distance22, hence we performed nano scale simulations at room
temperature and meso scale simulations at an effective temperature parameterised from the nano scale
simulations. (6) Semi-coarse-grained, in particular “united atom”, models provide a molecule-level
model of chain entanglement14, 26-27, 32. Given the need to quantify atom-level interaction strengths for
the less-studied, larger 30 nm-diameter nanoparticles, we used a more detailed, all-atom model for the
nano scale simulations. (7) Periodic models can introduce artificial ordering of supraparticles27, hence
we used large simulation cell sizes to allow unconstrained aggregation.
Motivated by these and other recent studies discussed below, we focus on large, 30 nm
nanoparticles and start from the most physically sound all-atom model to quantify the degree of
entanglement between chemical coats. We then use the calculated coat-coat adhesion potentials to
model, using more coarse-grained Brownian dynamics, the formation of supraparticles via multi-particle
aggregation. We find that the 30 nm-diameter nanoparticles form very tightly coupled interfaces through
interdigitation of their alkyl coats, which leads to kinetic trapping of individual nanoparticles and so
formation of porous supraparticles.

METHODS
Nano scale molecular dynamics simulations: 59,400-atom models were used to describe the
alkanethiol-coated gold surface, with 900 hexadecanethiol chains arranged in a 2√3 x 3 unit cell33 with a
tilt angle of 30

34-35

on a five-layer, 13,500 atom Au(111) square cuboid with surface dimensions a and b

of 14 nm. The 30 nm particle surface curvature was modeled by defining a series of spheres of radius 1,
2 and 3 nm around the central gold atom and then shifting down 1, 2 and 3 gold layers to make the 30
nm nanoparticle surface, as shown in Figure 1a, with the three selections illustrated using the blue, red
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and grey triangles. The nanoparticle surface was then coated with hexadecanethiol (Figure 1b)
molecules, as shown in the inset of Figure 1a. A prudent choice of sphere radius allows for a wide range
of particle curvatures (radii) to be modelled in the future using this simple protocol, with this
crystallographic (as opposed to continuous) model appropriate for room temperature studies14. The
NAMD program36, together with the CHARMM22 forcefield37, was used for room temperature
Langevin molecular dynamics with a NVT (constant number of particles, constant volume and constant
temperature) ensemble. Gold atoms were constrained to their starting crystallographic positions
throughout the simulations, and a 2 fs timestep used for dynamics by constraining covalent bonds to
hydrogen using the ShakeH algorithm38. Each model was relaxed using 2000 steps of steepest descent
minimization and then brought to room temperature by gradually raising the temperature from 0 to 295
K over 2 nanoseconds of dynamics while simultaneously loosening positional constraints on the
alkanethiol heavy atoms. The final 2 ns of each 10 ns production run was used to generate energy vs.
distance interaction profiles, sampling every 20 ps over 100 independent structures and extracting the
interaction energies, summed over van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. Image generation and
Tcl script-based trajectory analysis was performed using the VMD program39. The CHARMM37 and
NAMD36 input scripts used for the simulations, together with the computed structures, are available on
request from the corresponding author. More details are given in Supporting Information section S1.

Meso scale molecular dynamics simulations: To extrapolate towards meso scale, multi-particle
aggregation we extracted effective coarse-grain interaction potentials from the atomistic data. We use
the potentials derived from the atomistic simulations described below, for the specific case of long chain
alkanethiol surfactants on gold particles, which neglects electronic interactions between the gold cores
and serves as a model for more general surfactant-mediated assembly of particles, including for
example, lauric acid-functionalized cobalt nanocrystals3-4, 7, 9-11.
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We are interested in learning what kinds of supracrystal films are formed by nanoparticle
aggregation and deposited on surfaces and if these structures depend on whether the surface is attractive
or repulsive. We consider N nanoparticles (the maximum number used is N=5954) in a cubic box with
size l up to 1.5 m. There are periodic boundary conditions in the planar x and y directions. The system
is then subjected to the overdamped time evolution known as Brownian dynamics40 in which inertial
effects are neglected and the solvent is accounted for by random forces. More details are given in
Supporting Information section S1.2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first describe the atomic resolution molecular dynamics simulations of room temperature
nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-surface interactions and then move to the more coarsegrained mesoscopic simulations of many-particle aggregation and surface deposition. The combined
multi-scale simulation results are discussed in relation to the state of the art in self-organizing
nanocrystal design and synthesis for electronics, with reference also to experiments that describe more
general large-scale assemblies41-44 based on nanostructured building blocks.

Molecular dynamics of the interface between 30 nm nanocrystals: Figure 2a gives the computed
interaction potential for nanocrystals of 30 nm diameter. Interaction energies are the sum of the van der
Waals and electrostatic energies of the chain-chain interactions between particles, expressed as energies
per chain, for ease of comparison of the current dataset with literature values for different nanoparticle
types, sizes and chain coverages. The corresponding molecular structures show that the curvature of the
particles promotes some interdigitation of the molecular coats on opposing particles, reducing the
separation to just 2.3 nm at the closest point of contact. This gap width between particles is sketched in
Figure 1c and is just over ½ the separation calculated in control simulations of non-curved coated
surfaces described in Supporting Information section S2 (with the interaction potential given in Figure
6

S1a), highlighting the dramatic reduction in inter-particle space due to chain interdigitation. While the
chain coats on the large 30 nm particles adopt “starburst” conformations as opposed to the “dome-like”
structures found for small ~2 nm particles27, the degree of interdigitation at the interaction minimum
remains significant, though the well depth for individual chain-chain interactions is relatively shallow, as
expected for the low surface curvature of the 30 nm-diameter particles compared to smaller particles
with diameters in the range 1-10 nm13, 26. The error bars denote the time-averaged uncertainties in the
energies and are similar for both flat surfaces and 30 nm particles (averaging at 0.004 and 0.002
eV/molecule in Figure S1a and Figure 2a respectively). In Figure 2a however the uncertainty is a
significant proportion of the difference in energies between datapoints. The potential flattens out for
separations ≥ 4.0 nm to a baseline energy of -1.07(3) eV per chain, corresponding to dissociated
particles with ~85% of the chain stability in the more ordered monolayer films on the flat surfaces that
correspond to very large, effectively non-curved particles (Figure S1a). The curvature of the 30 nm
provides a softer interaction potential, with penalties of < 0.01 eV/nm per chain for all but the step from
1.8 → 1.3 nm separation, as expected the least favourable with cramped chains giving repulsion
penalties of 0.02 eV/nm. Nevertheless, the repulsion penalties are at least 10-20 times smaller than those
obtained from Figure S1a for interaction between the flat surfaces, showing that significant
entanglement remains possible even with nanoparticles as large as 30 nm.
The radial distribution function (RDF) plots in Figure 2b map out the interactions between
terminal methyl groups on opposing particles and show that the computed optimum separation of 2.3 nm
gives the most favourable H---H contacts. The 0.5 nm closer separation gives a large population of
repulsive hydrogen overlaps and the 0.5 nm further separation lowers the population of favourable van
der Waals interactions. The measured root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) values in Figure 2 show
that, at large separations, the chain flexibilities for the 30 nm nanocrystal are only slightly larger than for
the very large, non-curved particle surface, 0.08 nm vs. 0.06 nm (Figure S1).
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Figure 3a shows the conformational space sampled by representative chains over the final 2 ns of
dynamics for the closest 1.3 nm, optimum 2.3 nm and dissociated 4.5 nm separations in Figure 2a. The
chains become more flexible as repulsive van der Waals overlaps, locked in at very close inter-crystal
distances, are removed. Figure 3b highlights the position of the terminal methyl carbons on one of the
particles in the final structures generated following 10 ns of dynamics. The structures show the transition
from, at 1.3 nm separation, a large central region of sparse contacts surrounded by an ordered periphery,
through to the small disordered central patch surrounded by highly ordered chains at the optimum
separation, and finally the completely ordered arrangement for the dissociated particles. As shown in the
inset plot of gauche defect populations, the population of bent chains45 decays significantly as the interparticle gap width is relaxed from 1.3 nm to 2.3 nm. The total percent of gauche defects over the
terminal 8 carbons, i.e., from the terminal methyl carbon, C16, down to mid-chain C8 (Figure 1b),
decays from 12% to 8% on relieving the bad contacts (Figure 3b), with the defect population at the 4.5
nm separation decreasing to 1%, the same as that calculated for the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
on flat Au(111). The inset distribution of chain tilt angles show an average value of 31°

4°, indicating

that SAMs formed on the non-interdigitated 30 nm particles adopt ~30° angles similar to those formed
on the Au(111) surface35, 46 and in agreement with the computed decrease of room temperature chain tilt
angles to near-30° as nanoparticle size is increased14. Figure 3c overlays the terminal carbons in the
second particle, which are coloured from red to white to blue as the distance between the particles
increases. This overlay shows how interdigitation enhances the overall three-dimensional ordering in the
particle-particle complexes. While the chain dihedral angles and tilt angles in Figure 3b show that the
alkanethiol coats on the 30 nm particles have self-assembled monolayers very similar to those formed on
flat Au(111) substrates, Figure 3c shows the major difference due to curvature. The vertical chain
interdigitation (over a small portion of the overall particle surface area, as sketched in Figure 1)
stabilises the optimum 2.3 nm separation, with the inset panel in the center of Figure 3c showing a
zoom-in on the interdigitated chain structure that stabilises the optimum 2.3 nm separation.
8

The higher position of the potential well minimum, -1.08 eV/chain for the 30 nm particles in
Figure 2b vs. -1.37 eV/chain for the reference flat surfaces in Figure S1b, originates from these weak
contacts between molecular coats on opposing particles. The physical interweaving of the 30 nm
particles provides a dynamic population of hydrophobic contacts distributed between the interdigitated
chains radiating out from the center of the particle-particle interaction region and the more distant poorly
associated chains, as shown in the molecular structures in Figures 2 and 3. This “zoning” in the particleparticle complexes dictates the interaction strength, and involves a balance between the interdigitated
central zone and the more dissociated peripheral regions. The interaction potential between chains on
associating particles is thus quite weak for the pair of 30 nm particles with only a small preference for
particular inter-particle gap separations within the range of approximately 1.8 nm to 3.5 nm. Indeed, the
time-averaged well depth (Figure 2a) of approximately 9 meV per chain for optimum (2.3 nm) vs.
dissociated (4.0 nm) separations in the pair interaction potential corresponds to chain energies below
room temperature thermal energies kBT ~26 meV where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Summing over the 900 chains on each nanoparticle segment (Figure 1) gives however a
significant time-averaged benefit of ~8 eV/particle for pairing. The potential may be considered additive
within the limit of the available complexation surface area of the particles and so maximisation of the
inter-particle stabilisation will drive the formation of multi-particle complexes, with the nanocrystal
curvature directing the coordination number of the particles. As sketched in Figure 1c, the coated 30 nm
particles may adopt an efficient hexagonal packing, with the contacts shown in Figure 1c corresponding
to the calculated most favourable 2.3 nm separated structures (Figure 2a). In a 3-D hexagonally closepacked nanocrystal array (stacking the 2-D array sketched in the inset panel of Figure 1c) each buried
12-coordinated particle will thus obtain giant particle stabilisation energies ~97 eV/particle.
The shallowest well depth from Figure 2a corresponds to the difference between the upper bound
for the energy at 2.3 nm and the lower bound for the energy at 4.5 nm, -3 meV/chain. This well depth
gives a lower limit for the packing energy of ~32 eV/particle in a buried 12-coordinated site in the
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hexagonally-packed array of nanoparticles (-0.003 * 900 * 12), equivalent to the summed binding
energy of eighteen -1.7 eV Au-S chemical bonds47. This large stabilisation obtained from the extensive
alkyl chain interdigitation is exploited experimentally as an ordering element for the self-assembly of
large-scale multi-particle networks48-61. Finally, for the corresponding 2-D Au particle arrays of interest
for the creation of long-range charge conduits for nanoelectronics19, the driving force for physical
aggregation of alkyl-coated 30 nm particles will remain strong. Prior to ligand exchange and covalent
interlinking, the packing energy will be at least 16 eV/particle for the formation of 6-coordinated particle
arrays (as sketched in the 2D projection in Figure 1c).

Molecular dynamics of particle-surface interactions: A further set of atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations measured the interaction between a 30 nm nanocrystal and an alkanethiol-coated gold
surface. Figure 4a gives the computed interaction potential, with the most stable time-averaged chain
energy of -1.14(3) eV occurring at 2.8 nm separation. The corresponding molecular structures show how
mild interdigitation promotes the formation of the complex at 2.8 nm, intermediate between the large
separation of 4.0 nm for two coated surfaces (Figure S1a, which can also be alternatively viewed as two
very large, effectively non-curved interacting particles) and 2.3 nm found for the interaction between the
30 nm particles (Figure 2a).
For ease of comparison, all the interaction potential data is plotted simultaneously in Figure 4b
(including also the two reference systems described in Supporting Information section S2). The potential
describing the interaction of the 30 nm particle with the coated surface is much sharper, and deeper, than
that obtained for the 30 nm particles in Figure 2a, reflecting the far greater order of the monolayer
formed on flat Au(111). The penalty of 0.12 eV/nm for shifting to the low separation of 2.3 nm reflects
the cost of breaking the chain packing on the coated surface. This repulsion penalty, though significant,
is approximately ½ the 0.22 eV/nm penalty when both surfaces are flat (Figure S1a), reflecting the
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greater conformational freedom of the surfactant chains when bound to the 30 nm particle surface,
which allows for formation of the closer contacts (Figure 4b).
The computed interaction potential shapes and well depths are consistent with earlier studies of
smaller coated particles13,

26, 32

as well as coated flat surfaces32. Converting the interaction potential

calculated for the 30 nm particles into units of kBT gives an extremely steep potential well depth on the
order of -620 kBT for pairwise interactions, with previous models giving values of approximately -120
kBT and -180 kBT for much smaller 1.8 nm and 2.7 nm particles coated with 58 and 136 dodecanethiol
molecules, with interaction seen to increase with both particle size and chain length26. Extrapolating well
depths for hexadecanethiol-coated (Figure 1b) particles from the chain length dependences given in
reference26 gives estimated values of -170 kBT and -240 kBT for the 1.8 nm and 2.7 nm particles. Then
using a log fit for the dependence of the interaction strength on surface chain coverage, we may estimate
a well depth of -410 kBT for the present hexadecanethiol-coated 30 nm particles using the data in
reference26. This is a very strong interaction and approximately two-thirds as large as the time-averaged
-620 kBT we calculate directly from the present MD simulations. The extrapolated value of -410 kBT falls
within the large time-averaged uncertainty in the MD data (with a minimum interaction potential of -210
kBT estimated from the error bars in Figure 2a). More generally, the same trends of steeper repulsion
penalties for larger particles, deeper attraction and narrower potentials were seen in the previous study of
small < 5 nm-diameter particles26.
Overall then, we can propose that aggregation of large 30 nm-diameter particles involves huge
interparticle cohesive forces due to the combination of large interfacial areas and significant chain
interdigitation. Hence the very strongly welded multi-particle clusters found in the Brownian simulations
(below) using the computed time-averaged potentials. On the other hand, the more shallow interaction
potential for smaller particles13, 26 allows for assemblies that can self-heal not only at the atom scale of
chain-chain interactions but also at the scale of the full particle-particle interaction, apparently not
available for the 30 nm particles. While the atom-scale chain-chain interactions remain fluid, the 30 nm-
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diameter particle position trapped at its “landing site” on the supraparticle due to the very large
cumulative cohesive force between the particle faces. A very recent combined experiment/simulation
study12 showed formation of ordered supraparticle spheres from the assembly of ~3 nm nanoparticles,
that may be intermediate between smaller particles that give fluid-type assemblies and larger particles
(such as the 30 nm particles modelled in the present study) that give “welded” aggregates. Such welded
supraparticles may be kinetically trapped in irregular geometries, the very strongly coupled particleparticle interfaces preventing the rolling of individual particles to more stable configurations and so
blocking access to the most thermodynamically stable sites that would promote more regularly shaped
assemblies.

Meso scale nanocrystal aggregation in solution and on surfaces: We now present supraparticle
structures calculated using the atom-parameterised meso scale model, with details described in Methods.
Briefly, to model many-particle aggregation into supraparticles, the atomistic potentials were mapped
onto a more coarse-grained, meso scale model using a modified Lennard-Jones potential for particleparticle interactions62-63. The coarse-grained Brownian dynamics simulations confirm that very strongly
bound aggregates are formed using the alkanethiol-covered 30 nm nanoparticles and show how these
supraparticles can form extended, porous assemblies on surfaces.
In the first instance, we probe deposition on a flat surface. The surface is a meso scale
representation of the coated surface given in atomic detail in Figure 4a, with a uniform coating of
surfactant molecules, and we model the surface wetting by the 30 nm nanoparticles using the coarsegrained model in which a sphere represents the nanoparticle and the solvent is implicit. In addition to the
basic attractive wall, we also consider situations in which the interactions with the surface is repulsive.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the structures obtained above the attractive and
repulsive walls, from models containing 277 particles in a box of 500 nm edge length (see Methods for
details). When moving along the x-axis, the first half of the surface is repulsive and the second half is
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attractive. Figure 5a shows the arrangements of the particles in the x-y plane. The arrangements above
the attractive and repulsive regions appear similar when looking from the top. However, there is a
noticeable difference in the vertical arrangements (Figure 5b). Above the attractive surface the gap
separations are around sA = 2.8 nm and their variations are small, of order 0.01 nm, providing a
(moderately dense) monolayer-type coverage. On the other hand, above the repulsive region, the
particles hover at a higher elevation, at sR = 4.2 nm and the standard deviation is 0.21 nm. The larger
scatter above the repulsive region is due to the lack of a minimum in the repulsion potential and hence
larger role of even the tiny kBT thermal fluctuations.
When the aggregation of a larger number of particles is considered, multi-layer films are formed.
Such layering is shown in Figure 6a for 5954 nanoparticles aggregating at an attractive surface, with the
cell length increased to 1.5 m. A cross-section of width 210 nm (in the y-direction) is shown in Figure
6b. Even in these higher concentration systems, the structures remain porous. The volume fraction is
about 0.23 when measured below the average elevation of the top surface of the film shown in Figure
6b; the porosity is then about 0.77. The reason for the high porosity is that the particles get glued
together on encounter due to the very high inter-particle binding strengths, with the corresponding low
effective temperature regime offering very little sideways diffusion and no reorganisation. The greater
vertical disorder observed at the repulsive wall compared with the attractive wall at the monolayer
coverage (Figure 5) propagates to higher elevations at larger coverages. For the structure shown in
Figure 6b, the characteristic level of roughness is 60.9 nm. When the substrate becomes repulsive, the
roughness grows to 62.5 nm. Roughness is discussed in more detail in Supporting Information section
S3 with surface elevations plotted in Figure S3.
To better understand the formation of the porous films, we consider a system that allows for a
geometric control of the growth process. Specifically, we model an aggregation process in which the
attractive wall hosts sedimentation from two localised sources. Each source emits nanoparticles
downwards with the Gaussian density of width a within a horizontal plane. The centers of the two
13

sources are separated by S. The sedimented structures obtained for N=500 are shown in Figure S4. For
large values of separation S the process results in formation of separate columns which are rough on the
sides. The lateral roughness increases with column width a. When S decreases and/or a increases, the
two columns begin to coalesce. The coalescence process is illustrated in Figure 7, and shows that the
columns grow together but again in irregular, kinetically trapped, geometries with a large void fraction.
The coarse-grained wall model we used above corresponds to a smooth surface. In experiments,
the surface will have an atomic level corrugation and roughness that will introduce sideways static
friction. In the case of the repulsive wall, the nanoparticles are further away from it (Figure 5b) and thus
less sensitive to the atom-scale topology, which can be modelled as lack of static friction. The repulsive
wall can be realised experimentally by introducing a hydrophilic patch instead of the hydrophobic
alkanethiol layer, for example, by functionalising the terminal methyl groups with alcohols27.
If one considers two inclined planes, one repulsive and one attractive, then the columnar growth
on the attractive wall would continue along the vertical direction because the residual external force
cannot overcome the friction. On the other hand, sedimentation on the repulsive wall would result in the
nanoparticles sliding down. Figure 8 illustrates these phenomena for a wall that is shaped in a
trapezoidal fashion along the x-direction. The incline angle is chosen to be steep, at 68°. The first half of
the wall (in the x direction, including the first half of the elevated top surface) is repulsive and the other
attractive. The nanoparticles slide down the repulsive incline (top lefthand panel of Figure 8), and pile
up at the foot of the slope. The attractive incline on the other hand, shown in the top right panel of
Figure 8, leads to particles sticking to it and initializing columnar growth similar to that described above.
Hence the presence of the attractive incline does not significantly change the aggregation processes.
Interestingly, the presence of the steep “hill” between the attractive and repulsive regions results in the
formation of overhanging structures at the top of the trapezoid, as emphasised in the bottom panel of
Figure 8. This growth process may be expected to continue as more nanoparticles aggregate, and may
introduce larger size pores in the surface-deposited aggregates. One possible application of such porous
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surface coatings could be to encapsulate drugs and other active agents on the surface of medical devices
such as stents and pacemakers for slow release in the body64.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study provides further details on the atom-scale mechanism underlying the physical
aggregation of inorganic nanocrystals coated with hydrophobic alkyl films, and the derived interaction
potentials are mapped onto a more coarse-grained potential to describe the meso scale self-organisation
of the coated particles into complex motifs in solution and on surfaces. The computer model confirms
and extends the major features observed in the earlier studies. The energy minimisation achieved by
optimising inter-chain contacts between coated nanoparticles drives the two- and three-dimensional selforganisation of the nanoparticles into supraparticle aggregates. The surface curvature of the component
nanocrystals, even the mild curvature associated with 30 nm-diameter particle size, promotes
interdigitation of chains between particles, which softens the interaction potential. While the collective
driving force towards multi-particle assembly is very high and so the overall shapes of the assembled
supraparticles are determined by kinetics, the softness of the local chain-chain potentials retains selfhealing at the sub-nm scale of the interdigitating chain conformations. The large 30 nm particles thus
exhibit an unusual mix of nanoscale thermodynamic and mesoscale kinetic governance.
The main prediction from this modelling study is that large 30 nm particles will adopt
kinetically-stable porous supraparticles. We hope that the data will contribute towards the atom-scale
engineering of coated nanocrystals with highly-controllable size, shape and electronic properties that can
be exploited for the creation of ordered meso and macro scale three-dimensional architectures. Deeper
understanding of the atom-scale features of the interfaces, and the corresponding meso scale pattern
formation, will aid efforts to design novel macroscopic functional architectures with physicochemical
properties tailored for specific device applications, that exploit the coordinative ability (and perhaps
pore-building properties) of the individual nanocrystal building blocks.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. (a) Projection of the curved, coated Au(111) surface model (inset) onto a 30 nm nanoparticle
surface. The self-assembled monolayer of hexadecantethiol molecules is shown as green lines with
hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. (b) One hexadecanethiol molecule, shown in ball-and-stick
representation with light-blue, white and red spheres for the carbon, hydrogen and sulfur atoms. The
sulfur site anchors the molecule to the gold substrate while the terminal methyl CH3 group at the other
end of the alkyl chain is exposed at the surface of the coated nanoparticle. (c) 2-D projection of the
coated 30 nm nanocrystal, from the calculated optimum interface structure given in Figure 2(a), with the
inset at the top righthand corner showing the vertical gap separation between particles. The inset panel
shown inside the nanoparticle sphere sketches a horizontal 2-D projection of the resulting hexagonal
crystal packing of the nanoparticle in extended assemblies.
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Figure 2. (a) Interaction profile for 30 nm hexadecanethiol-coated nanocrystals, showing interaction
energies (eV per surfactant molecule) vs. gap width (nm). Error bars on each point show the standard
deviation over 200 molecular dynamics structures (sampling every 10 ps over the final 2 ns of 10 ns
room temperature dynamics). Representative molecular dynamics structures, together with timeaveraged root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) for surfactant chains are given in the inset panels; Au
atoms are shown as van der Waals’s spheres and alkanethiol chains are shown as sticks, coloured blue
and green to distinguish between chains on each face, with hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. (b)
Radial distribution functions (RDF) for contacts between terminal methyl groups on opposing particles.
In this case the molecular dynamics structures show the chain structure at the interface, with carbon and
hydrogen atoms shown as light blue and white spheres and one monolayer made partially transparent to
distinguish between layers. The blue, black and gold curves show RDFs for interfaces constructed from
1.8, 2.3 and 2.8 nm gap separations as marked in panel (a), and the dashed green line marks the target
0.264 nm H---H separation37 at the interface.
Figure 3. (a) Carbon atom time histories for selected surfactant chains at the closest 1.3 nm, optimum
2.3 nm and furthest 4.5 nm inter-particle gap separations, for 200 equally-spaced structures over the
final 2 ns of dynamics. (b) Terminal methyl packing in the corresponding molecular dynamics
structures, with the second nanocrystal removed for clarity. Inset panels show chain gauche defect
populations for the 1.3 and 2.3 nm separations, and tilt angles for the 4.5 nm separation. (c) Inter-particle
methyl packing, with carbon atoms in the second particle coloured red to white to blue as the local
particle-particle distance increases in each structure. The inset of the center panel shows a zoom-in on
the central interdigitated chain structure that stabilises the optimum 2.3 nm particle-particle gap width.
Figure 4. (a) Interaction profile for a 30 nm coated nanocrystal interacting with a coated surface. See
Figure 2 legend for more details. (b) All interaction potential data plotted together; Coated Surface –
Coated Surface (Figure S1a), Nanoparticle – Nanoparticle (Figure 2a), Coated Surface – Bare Surface
(Figure S2a) and Nanoparticle – Coated Surface (Figure 4a).
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Figure 5. (a) The monolayer of 277 nanoparticles deposited on a surface which is repulsive in one
region (x < 250 nm) and attractive in another (x > 250 nm). The locations of the particles are shown in
the horizontal x-y plane. The darker circles correspond to particles above the repulsive region. (b) The
gap separation of the nanoparticles above the surface.
Figure 6. (a) Effect of sedimentation of 5954 nanoparticles on the attractive surface in the box of length
l=1500 nm. The shades indicate the magnitude of the elevation. (b) A slice of width 210 nm of the
system shown in panel (a).
Figure 7. A close-up view of an imminent coalescence of two separate columns of particles, for column
separation of approximately 150 nm and column width of approximately 46.5 nm.
Figure 8. A system with 242 nanoparticles in a box of length 500 nm. The height of the trapezoid is 250
nm, the top wall is 100 nm wide and the incline is at an angle of 68°. Half of the surface along the xdirection is made repulsive, the other is made attractive. The top-left panel shows the growth on the
repulsive incline - the reduced friction results in particles sliding down the slope and piling up at the foot
of the incline. The attractive incline, shown in the top-right panel, leads to particles sticking to it and
initializing columnar growth (akin to the one shown in Figure 7). The bottom panel presents a side view
(along the x axis) of the trapezoidal step, showing an overhanging structure formed by nanoparticles
resting on the top of the step.
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Cystine plug and other novel mechanisms of large mechanical stability in dimeric proteins
Mateusz Sikora and Marek Cieplak
Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences
Al. Lotników 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland
We identify three dimeric proteins whose mechanostability should exceed 1 nN. They come with distinct
mechanical clamps: shear-based, involving a cystine slipknot, and due to dragging of a cystine plug through a
cystine ring. The latter mechanism is novel and is predicted to provide the largest resistance to stretching. Its
possible applications are discussed.
PACS numbers: 87.15.La,87.15.He,87.15.Aa

Cell-cell adhesion, protein translocation, muscle extension,
activation of mechanosensory pathways, switching on of catalytic functions of proteins, and other biological processes involve protein unfolding as a result of action of a force [1–
5]. Unfolding forces, Fmax , usually range from 10 to 300 pN
[6, 7]. Several proteins, however, have been found to have
larger Fmax : two types of scaffoldins have Fmax of 425 and
480 pN [8], a certain way of stretching of the green fluorescent protein yields 548 pN [9], and protein molecules in the
spider capture-silk have Fmax as high as 800-900 pN [10] (but
176 ± 73 pN in the spider dragline [11]). Are there proteins
with Fmax exceeding 1000 pN and can such stability be harnessed?
Here, we identify three examples of proteins that, based on
simulations, should be very robust mechanically. They are all
dimeric so their resistance to stretching is very anisotropic:
certain directions of pulling are very hard and other are easy.
Interestingly, their responses to stretching are governed by
three different mechanisms, or mechanical clamps, one of
which has not yet been identified. The first of these proteins
is ATU1913 from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58 [12]
with an unknown function. Its Protein Data Bank (PDB) [13]
structure code is 2B1Y. The second is a neurotrophic growth
factor artemin with the PDB code 2GH0 [14] and high thermal stability [15]. The third is the human transforming growth
factor-β2 [16] with the PDB code 1TFG. The transforming
growth factor binds to various receptors easily and is involved
in wound healing, bone formation, and modulation of immune
functions.
A schematic representation of the native structures of these
proteins is shown in figure 1. The termini in one monomer are
denoted by N and C. In another – by N’ and C’. Mechanostability in an experiment involving single molecule manipulation [17] can be measured by anchoring one terminus, pulling
by another at constant speed (here: ∼0.005 Å/ns), and by determining the height of the largest force peak associated with a
conformational transformation. The plots of the tension force,

FIG. 1: Top panels: structural representations of the proteins studied here. Bottom panels: simplified versions of the structures – they
illustrate the nature of connectivities. The brighter (yellow) circles
correspond to the atoms of sulfur belonging to the cystine rings.The
darker (magenta) circles show these atoms in cystines that link the
monomers. The termini and secondary structures are indicated. The
unprimed symbols refer to one monomer and the primed symbols
to the other. In the lower panels, symbols N,C and N’, C’ point to
residues which are sequentially closest to the indicated termini. The
intra-monomer cystines are represented by thick black lines, whereas
the inter-monomer bridges are in brighter lines. The red lines highlight vicinity of a cystine ring.

F, vs. moving end displacement, d, are shown in figure 2. The
values of Fmax are summarized in Table I.
There are four choices of pairs of the termini: N-C’, C-C’,
N-N’, and N-C. The first three of these drive towards separation of the dimers (see figure 3). The monomers in 2B1Y are
linked through contact interactions provided by hydrophobic-

of the force exceeds Fmax of about 770 pN predicted by us for
the dimeric (3D-domain swapped) cystatin C [21] – for the
N-N’ pulling – in which the shear mechanical clamp is also
operational. Fmax of 2B1Y gets halved for the N-N’ pulling
and becomes still smaller for N-C and N-C’ as then one observes mostly unzipping of the strands as illustrated in figure
3. The value of Fmax depends on the temperature, T . Our simulations are performed at kB T /ε=0.35 which should represent
the room temperature behavior (kB is the Boltzmann constant).
Effects of the solvent are included in an implicit way.

AB

FIG. 2: The F − d curves for the proteins studied in this paper. The
ways of pulling are indicated in the upper left corner of each panel.
The line type for a given protein is the same throughout. The units of
F correspond to ∼110 pN. The thin solid line in the bottom panel is
for ubiquitin (a monomer). The shaded area under this line gives the
energy needed to extend the protein just past the first peak.
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TABLE I: Values of Fmax of the three dimeric proteins studied
here in units of ε/Å and for different pulling schemes. FM denotes
Fmax in the monomeric case – when only one chain of the dimer is
considered in the N-C scheme. The last four columns are for the the
dimeric situation. The subscripts of F indicate the mode of pulling.

PDBid
2B1Y
2GH0
1TFG

FM
0.4
5.9
5.5

FN−C ′
1.7
8.6
14.2

FN−N ′
4.8
−
1.1

FC−C′
9.0
12.0
14.0

FN−C
1.5
−
1.1

AB

B

ity and hydrogen bonds between two sets of two β-sheets and
one helix (figure 1). The force peaks arising during the process result from shear in contacts within the monomers and
between the monomers. The shear-based mechanical clamps
have been first identified [18] in the context of titin and ubiquitin for which the measured value of Fmax are close to 200 pN
[4]. Figure 2 demonstrates that the C-C’ pulling of 2B1Y may
yield Fmax of order 9 ε/Å, i.e. be close to 1000 pN, assuming
the calibration of ε/Å of around 110 pN [7]. The parameter ε
denotes the depth of the potential representing native contacts
between the Cα atoms in the coarse-grained structure-based
molecular dynamics model used [19, 20]. It also provides the
amplitude for soft repulsion in non-native contacts. This value
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FIG. 3: Mechanisms involved in stretching of protein 2B1Y (the left
panels) and 2GH0 (the right panels). The upper (lower) panels are
for the C-C’ (N-C’) pulling. The drawings represent conformations
at Fmax . The corresponding F − d plots are shown underneath.

The structures of monomers in 2GH0 and 1TFG, in addition to α-helices and β-sheets (figure 1), include a distinct and
tight motif known as the cystine knot [22–25]. It involves
three disulfide bonds which connect three pairs of cysteins,
forming three cystins. Two of these close a covalently linked
ring made of eight residues. The third points through the ring
so that one segment of the backbone is above and another be-

low the ring. This motif is found in many growth factors. The
2GH0 and 1TFG dimers are formed by linking to monomers
near the connections through the rings by still another disulfide bond. Such covalently bound dimers (unlike the case of
2B1Y) cannot separate unless one applies a force of, probably, some 4 nN or more. And yet conformational changes
may take place. They correspond to well defined force peaks
on the plot of F, vs. d shown in figure 2. The most costly of
them defines Fmax .
The force peak in 2GH0 has been interpreted recently as being due to formation of a cystine slipknot mechanical clamp
[7, 26]. This clamp involves dragging of the backbone (acting
as a knot-loop) through the tight cystine ring until no further
relative motion is possible. The argument has been based on
simulations within the coarse-grained model and the findings
have been also confirmed by all-atom simulations as well [27].
However, these calculation have considered just one monomer
instead of taking the dimeric nature of the protein into account. Here, we demonstrate that the slipknot mechanism is
valid, but the behavior is richer. When pulling in the N-C’
way, Fmax is 1.5 times larger than the monomeric value, and
twice as large – about 1300 pN – when pulling in the C-C’
way. For the N-N’ and N-C stretching, F just grows monotonically with d which signifies overall distortion of the system
without any well defined conformational change.
Finally, our simulations suggest that the third of the proteins
studied here, 1TFG, behaves similar to 2GH0. The spring
constant of the initial response to stretching is similar for
both proteins: about 0.05 N/m which is more than three times
larger than that of the spider dragline (0.015 N/m) [11]. There
is, however, one important difference: the knot-loop dragged
through the ring by a driving cysteine belongs to a bulky cystine plug. The plug is a loop that is closed by a disulfide bond
so that another effective ring is formed. The plug comprises
10 residues and is just bigger than the cystine ring. It is near
the N-terminus (and N’) of the protein. The resulting values
of Fmax are predicted to be about 14 ε/Å (1500 pN) both for
the N-C’ and C-C’ manipulation and an order of magnitude
less for the other two directions. If confirmed experimentally,
this would be the most potent mechanical clamp in proteins.
It is not clear how many other proteins are structured this way.
We now discuss some details of the mechanisms leading to
the F − d curves shown in figure 2. The two backbones in
2B1Y are intertwined (see figure 1) at the nearly full length
of each. After rupturing secondary structures, stretching results in an antiparallel positioning of the strands from the
two monomers (figure 3). In the N-N’ and C-C’ modes, further pulling generates large shear since many contacts get
stretched. The halved value of Fmax in the N-N’ pulling is
a result of a less compact structure with fewer contacts near
the C and C’ termini. The N-C’ and N-C stretchings result in
unzipping which generates weak forces.
The stretching mechanisms in 2GH0 are illustrated in figure 3. There are two major force peaks when 2GH0 is pulled
in the C-C’ way because two slipknots form, but not simultaneously. For the N-C’ pulling, only one slipknot forms –

in the cystine ring belonging to the N’-C’ monomer. There
is no dragging of the backbone through the other cystine ring
because the N terminus gets aligned with the cysteine providing the link to the other (lower in the figure) monomer and
the pulling force is directly transmitted, through the ring that
is pierced by the cystine, to the second ring. The slipknot is
formed there because C’ is at an angle relative to the direction
of alignment. There are only minor force peaks arise in the
N-N’ and N-C pullings (figure 2). They are generated during
the process of alignment. After this period, the tension grows
monotonically since only the covalent bonds (along the backbone and in the disulfide bonds) resisting the manipulation.
Figure 4 explains the C-C’ puling in 1TFG. It involves dragging of the cystine plug together with the short segment connected to the N-terminus through the cystine ring. There are
two force peaks because the process is repeated at both rings.
Each peak is is large (see Table I) because both the ring and
the plug undergo substantial structural adjustments.
Driving the plug through the ring is sudden at takes place at
a large force. It results in discharging the plug at a great velocity. We observe that the distance between the C and C’ termini
gets tripled within a short time (∼1 ns). It should be possible to harness this mechanism in biocompatible nanomachines
designed to absorb energy, or to trigger some action at a large
strain, or locking a system in a long-lived metastable state.
Such nanomachines could be involved in biological shock absorbers or in protheses of limbs and tendons. The cystine plug
proteins might also provide ”hooks” when making proteinic
fabrics, wound dressings or sutures. The action of such a device could be either of a single use or repetitive. For each
of the three proteins studied here the stretching process is reversible until the maximum of the first force peak is reached.
After crossing the peak, the behavior is irreversible: either the
monomers stay apart (the case of 2B1Y) or the plug does not
thread back despite waiting for more than a µs (1TFG).
Proteins with high mechanical stability, when unfolding,
absorb large amounts of energy on a short path. For ubiquitin, the work needed to just pass Fmax (the shaded area in the
bottom panel of figure 2) is about 83 ε or 1 fJ. For 1TFG, the
cystine plug mechanism makes this work much larger. Crossing just past the first peak requires 1480 ε and the second –
2749 ε, which is equivalent roughly to 160 and 300 fJ respectively. For a mole of 1TFG, full unfolding would require 18
MJ of energy. The dimers of 1TFG can be connected into a
chain by extending the (burried) C-termini by peptide linkers ending with a cysteine and allowing for a formation of a
linking disulfide bond. Such a chain should be able to absorb
even more energy. We find that subsequent plugs in the chain
are released in a serial fashion so there is no compounding of
Fmax .
The magnitudes of Fmax predicted for the three dimers are
large yet still below the tension needed to break covalent
bonds [28]. An experimental verification of our findings is
necessary to start contemplating their applications. Large
breakage forces have been observed for rupture of heterogeneous proteinic systems: the titin-telethonin complex at the

FIG. 4: Emergence of the cystine plug mechanical clamp in 1TFG
during the C-C’ stretching. One monomer is shown fully and the
other is indicated by its pulling fragment (in green). The panel on top
right shows the native conformation. The panels on the left - subsequent conformations. The corresponding F − d curves are shown in
the right hand panels. The arrow indicates the stage of pulling. There
are two force peaks because a similar squeezing through occurs at the
other cystine ring later on.

Z-disk portion of a skeletal muscle is bound by a force of order 707 pN [29].
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We consider mechanical stability of dimeric and monomeric proteins
with the cystine knot motif. A structure based dynamical model is
used to demonstrate that all dimeric and some monomeric proteins
of this kind should have considerable resistance to stretching that is
signiﬁcantly larger than that of titin. The mechanisms of the large
mechanostability are elucidated. In most cases, it originates from
the induced formation of one or two cystine slipknots. Since there
are four termini in a dimer, there are several ways of selecting two
of them to pull by. We show that in the cystine knot systems, there
is a strong anisotropy in mechanostability and force patterns related
to the selection. We show that the thermodynamic stability of the
dimers is enhanced compared to the constituting monomers whereas
machanostability is either lower or higher.
protein mechanostability

|

AFM

|

moleculad dynamics

T

he cystine knot motif is an interlaced structural arrangement involving three cystins, i.e. three pairs of cysteines connected by
disulfide bonds. Two of these cystins effectively transform two short
segments of the backbone into a closed ring. The third one connects
two different parts of the backbone through the ring [1, 2]. This tight
structure provides remarkable thermodynamic stability. It has been
first observed in a nerve growth factor (NGF) [4] and then identified
in other growth factors [5]. It has also been found in small cysteinerich toxins [2]. The functionality of the motif in the growth factors
is that it forms a center to which diversified protein fragments can attach and, together with its propensity to combine into stable dimers,
makes it possible to construct a large number of similar proteinic
structures with unique functional properties [3].
The mechanical stability of proteins with cystine knots has not
been assessed experimentally yet. However, theoretical studies of
proteins with cystine knot, based on coarse grained [6] and and allatom models [7] indicate that it may be significantly higher than
that of titin or ubiquitin. Specifically, the characteristic force, Fmax ,
needed to unravel the tertiary structure may be in the range of even 1
nN, i.e. about five times as big as for titin [8], and yet smaller than
a force needed to break a covalent bond [9, ?]. Fmax of between 800
and 900 pN has been reported for the protein molecule in the spider
capture-silk thread [10].
The parameter Fmax is determined by stretching a protein at a
constant speed and observing the largest force peak when plotting
the force, F, against the pulling end displacement, d. For most proteins, the force peaks are due to shear between two or more β-strands
[11, 12]. On the other hand, for the proteins with cystine knots, Fmax
arises due to formation of a cystine slipknot that takes place when the
ring-piercing disulfide bond drags a segment of the backbone through
the ring. We have found that the top 13 strongest proteins, among
the 17 134 simulated[6, 13], are endowed with the cystine slipknot
mechanism. There also a hundred of such proteins with a smaller
mechanostability. The protocol used in the theoretical studies involved taking into consideration the first structure which is associated with a given Protein Data Bank (PDB) code [14] – either the
first chain or the first NMR-based model. It has turned out, however, that many of the cystine slipknot proteins are actually dimers
which calls for reinvestigation of their behavior during stretching. In
this paper, we show that such dimeric proteins are indeed remarkably
stable mechanically, various variants of the slipknot mechanisms are
operational, and that the response to stretching, even the very existence of force peaks, strongly depends on the choice of the two out
of four terminal amino acids to pull by (non-terminal points of force
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0709640104

attachment add to the variety of choices). Such dependence on the
selection of the termini has been recently predicted [15] for 3D domain swapped cystatin [16] – the dimeric protein without any cystine
knots.

Geometry of the systems studied
Here, we focus on four main families of proteins that contain growth
factor cystine knots (GFCKs) – one of the three known kinds of cystine knots (the other being inhibitor cystine knot and cyclic cystine
knots) [1, 2, 17]. These are transforming growth factors-β (TGFβ), NGF, glycoprotein hormones (GPH), and platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF). The latter family has a branch of vascular endothelial
growth factors (VEGF; its human homologues are known as PlGF –
placenta growth factors). Table I lists the specific structures we investigate here, together with their family affiliations and the values
of Fmax for various ways of pulling. Fmax is in units of ε/Å, which
should be of order 110 pN, where ε is the depth of the potential well
associated with each native contact. The modeling is done within the
coarse grained dynamical model used in ref.[6], described in more
details in refs. [18, 19, 20] and tested in ref. [21]. The native contacts
are determined based on the overlap of the van der Waals spheres assigned to heavy atoms and the i, i + 2 contacts are discarded as they
are usually weak. The molecular dynamics simulations of stretching
are done at temperature T = 0.35ε/kB , which is presumably near the
room temperature (kB is the Boltzmann constant).
In addition to the mechanical stability, we also asses thermal stability. The thermal stability of a protein can be characterized by the
folding temperature, T f . It can be defined computationally [22] in a
long equilibrium run as a temperature at which the probability, P0 , of
staying in the native state crosses 12 . One may argue that the system
can be considered as staying in the native state when all of its native
contacts are present. However, it is a matter of choice to declare at
which distance between a pair of the Cα atoms a contact is still operational. Our criterion is to take the inflection point in the contact
potential as providing a working threshold.
Table I contains 8 proteins belonging to the TGF family and 6 –
to the VEGF family. These proteins coincide with the 13 top strength
structures found in the mechanostability survey of monomers [6]. In
addition, we consider one protein, 1TFG, which should have been at
the top part of the list as well if not for its mistaken removal from consideration by structure filtering algorithms. (We have excluded from
considerations the PDGF BB protein with the structure code 1PDG,
as this structure is incomplete). Table I lists two structures associated
with the PDB code 1M4U: chain L and chain A and hence the corresponding subscripts. 1M4UA is known as noggin whereas 1M4UL
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studied in ref. [6] is a ligand of noggin and is known as BMP-7
protein (bone morphogenetic protein). 1M4UL belongs to the TGF
family and its properties are similar to those of 1BMP. Noggin, on
the other hand, is a signalling protein involved in many developmental processes such as neural induction and bone development [23]. It
acts through inactivation of the ligands belonging to the TGF-β family. Each of the chains L and A separately forms dimers and each
monomer contains a cystine ring. The ring in 1M4UA is wider: it
contains 2 more residues than 1M4UL . If 1M4UA and 1M4UL bind
then a tetramer forms.
Figure 1 shows schematic connectivities of proteins belonging
to the TGF and VEGF families, as represented by 1BMP and 1FZV
structures respectively. It also shows the scheme of connectivities
in 1M4UA . In the latter case, the two monomers are linked through
the cysteinic termini C and C’ which are one residue away from a
cysteine on the ring. In the case of 1BMP, the chain-connecting cystine (with Cys103) is just next to the cysteine (Cys104) that forms
a ring-piercing disulfide bond with a cysteine (Cys38) which is sequentially near the N-terminus (the known structure extends between
sites 36 and 139). The 1FZV dimer has two cystins that bridge the
monomers. Each of them links a ring in one monomer with an Nproximal segment belonging to the other monomer.
More realistic representations of these three native dimeric structures are shown in figures 2, 3, and 4. The overal elongated geometry
of a GFCK monomer is well conserved in the examples shown and is
perhaps best seen in figure 3. The structure is dominated by a long,
2-stranded β-sheet (strands C1′ and C2′ ) that span the whole length
of the protein. It is accompanied by a shorter 2-stranded sheet (B′1
and B′2 ). In the case of 1BMP, both sheets are partitioned into two
segments as seen in figure 2). The cystine knot is located close to
one of the ends of the monomer and seems to act as as separator between the sheets. While the geometry of a monomer changes a little
between the specific proteins, we observe that the dimeric proteins
employ three schemes to connect. In the case of the VEGF proteins,
the monomers are arranged parallelly, as shown for 1FZV in the top
middle panel of figure 1, which allows for formation of two connecting disulfide bonds. In the case of the TGF proteins, the monomers
are connected at an angle and then only by one disulfide bond as illustrated for 1BMP in the top left panel. Finally, the monomers may
be just touching in a small region where they form a disulfide bond
that connect the C and C’ termini. This situation happens im 1M4UA ,
as illustrated in the bottom panel.
The inter-meric connectivities discussed so far are provided primarily by disulfide bonds but additional linkages can arise due to hydrophobicity and hydrogen bonds froming between the monomers.
An alternative strategy to bind is not to involve the cystines. This
situation happens for 1HRP and the corresponding connectivities are
indicated in the top right panel of figure 1. A similar pattern is also
valid for 1BET.
For completness, we have also studied five monomeric proteins
with the cystine knots. They are listed as the bottom entries in Table
I. One of them, denoted as lefty, is a member of the nodal family of
signaling factors. It is expressed during embryo development and is
responsible for formation of the left-right axis [24]. The monomeric
character of lefty is not certain but it is likely to be valid [25]. The
remaining entries are exceptionally stable short peptides known as
knottins, all sharing a cystine knot motif, but interlaced differently
than in the families of growth factors [17]. This motif still contains
a cystine that pierces a ring. A knottin is formed by the cystine knot
that is stripped off any surrounding secondary structures. Here, we
do not study a subgroup of knottins in which the backbone is circular
which makes the proteins ultra stable.

Assesment of mechanostability
For each of the proteins listed in Table I, the termini extend out to
the solvent and could thus be grasped in experiments involving sin2
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gle molecule manipulation [26, 27] easily. If N and C refer to the
termini of the first dimer partner, and N’ and C’ to the second then
there are four choices to select pairs of termini in which one terminus
is anchored and another is pulled. These choices are indicated by the
symbols N-C’, C-C’, N-N’, and N-C (due to the symmetric arrangement of cystine rings in both monomers, N’-C’ yields same results
as N-C, etc.). In this notation, N-C’ means anchoring the N terminus of the first monomer and pulling by the C-terminus of the second
monomer. Anchoring at C’ and pulling at N yields the same result.
The dependence of Fmax on the choice of attachment points has been
discussed for monomeric proteins, for instance, in refs. [28, 29].
Figures 5 and 6 show the F − d curves for the TGF and VEGF
proteins, that are listed in Table I, respectively. We observe that for
each way of pulling, the curves are similar within each family of proteins. In particular, there are no force peaks in the TGF proteins when
pulled within the N-N’ and N-C schemes and no force peaks in the
VEGF proteins when pulled in the C-C’ way. Whenever force peaks
do arise, their heights, shown in Table I, are similar within families
and across families. They are about 5 ε/Å, i.e. of order 550 pN. The
exception is 2GH0 for which Fmax is twice as big.
The F − d plots for noggin, shown in figure 7, are similar to those
for the VEGF family (figure 6) in the sense that no force peak develops in the C-C’ scheme, but the force peaks appearing within other
schemes of pulling are minor.
We now consider proteins, 1BET and 1HRP, in which the bridges
between monomers are not cystinic. For the N-C pulling, Fmax is
equal to 3.4 ε/Å in the case of 1BET, but there is no force peak for
1HRP. For other kinds of pulling there is an eventual separation of
the monomers which is preceded by development of a force peak resulting from overcoming the shear. Even though the cystine ring in
1BET consists of more residues than in 1HRP, the largest force peaks
for both are similar in height: 3.4 ε/Å. These force peaks are related
to the shear between the monomers and they do not involve formation
of any slipknot.
The F − d curves for the monomeric knottins are shown in figure
8. Each such curve comes with a single peak which involves dragging of a slipknot through the ring. The largest mechanostability in
this set is displayed by 1JU8 (a 4-kDa peptide found in legumes).
The corresponding Fmax is about 5.8 ε/Å. This is a remarkably large
force, considering that 1JU8 consists of only 37 residues (the survey
in ref. [6] has dealt with proteins of at least 40 residues).
The mechanisms involved in stretching are illustrated in figures
9, 10, and 11 for 1BMP (representing TGF), 1M4UA , and 1FZV (representing VEGF) respectively. The figures also show the corresponding F − d plots. We first consider stretching of 1BMP. There are
no force peaks for the N-N’ and N-C ways of pulling as the tension
builds up, indefinitely, only in the covalent bonds (along the backbone and in the disulfide bonds). In the case of the N-N’ stretching, the system stiffens immediately on pulling as the ring piercing cystines and the monomer connecting cystine align in series (the
lower left panel of figure 9) without rupturing any native contacts
and without formation of a slipknot – only the covalent bonds get
stretched. In the case of N-C, the situation is more subtle. The slipknot in the first monomer cystine ring does form but it does not go all
the way through to generate a force peak before initiating a process
of tension relaxation after overcoming a bottleneck. The reason is
that dragging of the slipknot is halted by the second monomer which
would have to go through the ring, but it is too big to squeeze in.
Pulling in the remaining cases, N-C’ and C-C’, generates articulated
force peaks because the pulling direction is not parallel to the cysteine that connects the monomers. This results in non-simultaneous
passages of two slipknots. In the case of C-C’, the force peaks are
split further because of shearing in a β-sheet near the N-termini. After the pivotal part of the knot loop squeezes through the ring, it is
held for an instant by the hydrogen bonds between strands A1 and A2
shown in figure 2. These contacts need to be broken to negotiate the
knot loop threaded through the ring. The same scenario is observed
Footline Author

in the C −C′ pulling. However, it is repeated twice as both monomers
act symmetrically.
1M4UA is structurally similar to the TGF proteins but the
monomers are linked at the C and C’ termini which results in no
force peaks for the C-C’ way of pulling. For the remaining modes of
stretching, one or two (in the case of N-N’) slipknots form but the resulting peaks are barely observable. This is because the cystine ring
consist of 10 residues instead of 8 and thus provides less hindrance
to the motion of a slipknot.
The mechanisms of stretching in the VEGF proteins are outlined
in figure 11. Notice that the dimer has a two-fold symmetry with
respect to the axis perpendicular to the plane containing all four termini (thermal fluctuations make this symmetry approximate). Thus
pulling within schemes N-N’ and C-C’ results in a motion which is
symmetrical with respect to the axis and in equal tensing of the two
inter-monomer bridges. In the case of N-N’ this means nearly simultaneous generation of two slipknots whereas in the case of C-C’ no
force peaks. In the other two cases, there is no symmetry and a single
slipknot is generated leading to a noticeable force peak.

vestigating the effect of such action. Each monomer of this protein
encompases two characteristic β sheets, each containing two strands,
as shown in Fig. 3. In 1FZV, the longer sheet (strands C1 and C2 )
spans the whole length of a protein comprising 17 amino acid on
each of the strands. When the protein is dimerised, the sheet is facing the outer side of the complex. The shorter of the β sheets (B1 ,
B2 ) runs parallel to the long one and contains 8-10 amino-acids. In
the dimeric state, it faces the inter-monomer interface but it does not
form a larger sheet with its symmetric counterpart. The two sheets
are bridged together by a cystine ring. We have found, that shearing
of the bonds within the shorter stretch of β sheet is responsible for the
emergence of the first and smaller peak. This process arises in both
monomers simultaneously. Indeed, the first of the peaks disappears
upon removal of contacts between the two shorter β sheets in each
monomer (B and B′ ). Clearly, these contacts are not only responsible
for the first peak, but they also contribute to the remaining two peaks,
as their removal reduces the height of the remaining two peaks. To
summarise, in the monomeric 1FZV, Fmax is almost entirely due to
steric hindrance but in the dimeric 1FZV there is also a contribution
from attractive native contacts.

Comparison to single chain stretching

Monomeric cystine knot proteins

Table I shows the values of Fmax for the dimeric situations but also
compares them to those obtained assuming that a monomer is not
connected to any partner. For some proteins (2GH0, 1M4U L , 1TFG,
1WQ9, 1VPF) the monomeric values of Fmax are smaller than the
largest Fmax for the peak-bearing dimeric cases. For some (2GYZ,
1FZV) – almost the same. In the remaining cases we observe lowering of Fmax – even by a factor of 2 as for 1BMP. The short explanation for the observed differences is that even though monomeric
and dimeric peak forces are due to cystine slipknots, dragging of the
knot-loop usually takes place in different directions (e.g. opposite) or
different angles with respect to the cystine ring. These circumstances
can be explained with the help of figures 12 and 13 for 1BMP and
1FZV respectively. The top panels refer to the monomeric pulling in
the N-C way which produces dragging of the slipknot towards the N
terminus which is sequentially close to one partner of the cystine that
does the dragging.
In the dimeric 1BMP, the force peaks arise in the N-C’ and C-C’
stretchings which results in dragging of the slipknot by Cys103 in the
opposite direction and in pulling of the N-terminus into the ring. The
effect on the Fmax is a four-fold reduction in the value when this kind
of manipulation is induced in the monomeric 1BMP. The reduction
is also related to a more vertical dragging of the slipknot through the
ring which results in a smaller deformation of the ring. The double
peak is due to letting the N-terminus that is followed by sliding of
the knot-loop through. The situation is quite similar for other TGF
proteins. A bigger difference occurs for 2GH0, where Cys187 acts
as the pulling agent. This difference is that the N-terminus does not
enter the ring on the rim side. Instead, the structure of the protein is
such that the slipknot is rotated so that the N-terminus enters near the
center, requiring more space too pass without separating the passage
into the distinct knot-loop and N-terminus events. In this case, Fmax
gets doubled. The physics of the slipknot transition in 1TFG is quite
special and will be dealt with in a separate publication.
For the N-C’ pulling of the dimeric 1FZV, the relevant forces
are effectively attached to N and Cys69 on the cystine ring. (Cys69
transports most of the tension between the monomers.) The resulting
slipknot still protrudes towards the N-terminus, as in the N-C pulling
of the monomer, but it makes a different angle with respect to the ring
(the bottom panels of 13) which results in a reduction of Fmax .
We now come back to figure 11 and observe that when the
dimeric 1FZV is stretched in the symmetric N-N’ way, there are, surprisingly, three consecutive force peaks. Judging by the symmetry,
we would expect to find an even number of peaks. We could explain
this puzzle by a selective switching of certain contacts off and in-

We now consider the cystine knot proteins that are monomeric. One
example is knottins. Figure 8 shows the F − d curves for four examples of such proteins. The first example is a toxin extracted from
from a sea snail Conus gloriamaris[30]. This protein has the structure code 1IXT and it comprises only 27 amino-acids. Structurally,
it is related to the family of cyclic disulfide-rich peptides. Despite
its short length, our simulations of stretching suggest existence of an
articulated force peak with Fmax of order 2.2 ε/Å which just exceeds
Fmax of titin when calculated within the same model [6]. The second example is the tripsin inhibitor protein II (code 1W7Z) derived
from the poisonous squirting cucumber Ecballium elaterium. which
shares the cystine-knot topology. In contrast, it yields only a minor
force peak with Fmax of 1.2 ε/Å. The smaller force is due to the larger
size of the cystine ring – it consists of 11 residues instead of 8 as in
1IXT. The 39-residue potato carboxypeptidase with the code 1H20 is
found to be as strong as 1IXT. The biggest Fmax in the set considered
is predicted to arise in the 31-residue long leginsulin (code 1JU8).
The corresponding Fmax of about 5.8 ε/Å is as big as for the most
robust dimeric cystine knot proteins listed in Table I.
Another example of monomeric cystein knot systems is a group
of proteins from the nodal signaling pathway which governs cell
differentiation in embryonal development [24] such as lefty. No
structure of lefty protein has been solved to date. We have thus resorted to a homology model, that has been calculated using ModPipe
software[31] using a standard set of parameters. It should be noted
that disulfide bridge between cysteins 251 and 253 in the derived
structure was above a distance treshold and had to be set manually.
We predict that Fmax for lefty (see figure 8) should be nearly twice as
big as for conotoxin: Fmax =4.1ε/Å. In all examples considered in this
section, the force peaks arise due to formation of the cystine slipknot
conformation.
We end this paper by coming back to the dimeric cystine knot
proteins. One may compare the largest value of Fmax obtained in one
of the four ways of stretching the dimers to Fmax derived for stretching of an extracted monomer. By looking at the values listed in Table I, we realize that the difference between the two forces, ∆Fmax ,
can be either positive or negative. In contrast, as evidenced by the
last column, the thermodynamic stability resulting from joining two
monomers into a dimer is always enhanced. The change in thermal
stability, ∆T f , is defined as the difference in T f between the dimer
and two separate monomers. The degree of this enhancement is not
related to ∆Fmax . For instance, the largest ∆T f of 0.04 ε/kB (about 35
K) is for 1QTY and 1VPF whereas ∆Fmax for these two proteins is
3.3 ε/Å and merely 0.6 ε/Å respectively. Our results are related to the
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outcome of experiments on the VEGF proteins carried out by Muller
et al. [32]. The authors have mutated particular cysteines within the
cystine knot and found out that this action results in worse folding
and somewhat reduced thermal stability. Here, on the other hand, we
asses the effect of dimerization on thermal stability of the GFCK proteins and conclude, that the inter-monomer disulphide bridges have
similar effect, i.e. they increase the thermal stability. Furthermore,
a two-bridge connectivity (as in the TGF proteins) tends to provides
a bigger thermal stability than a one-bridge connectivity (as in the
VEGF proteins). Another way to see the role of the cystins is by reducing all of the disulfides. This has been accomplished for artemin
(2GH0) [33]. The resulting lowering of the folding temperature was
of order 40 K.

In conclusion, the cystine knot proteins are, generally, giants of
mechanostability and their stretching involves interesting topological transformations. It may be interesting to explore using them in
some kinds of biological nanomachines, but it should start with an
experimental verifications of our findings.
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Table 1. Values of Fmax of the proteins studied here in units of ε/Å and for different pulling schemes. FM denotes Fmax in the monomeric case – when only
one chain of the dimer is considered in the N-C mode. The four penultimate columns are for the the dimeric situation. The subscripts of F indicate the mode of
pulling. Sr denotes the number of amino acids in the cystine ring. The last column shows a difference between melting temperature of a dimer and two separated
monomers, ∆T f in units of ε/kB

PDBid
dimeric
1BMP
1LXI
2BHK
2GH0
2GYZ
1REW
1M4UL
1TFG
1QTY
1CZ8
1FLT
1WQ9
1FZV
1VPF
1M4UA
1BET
1HRP
monomeric
lefty
1IXT
1W7Z
1H20
1JU8
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FM

FN−C ′

FN−N ′

FC−C ′

FN−C

∆T f

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
10
14
8

10.3
7.3
7.3
5.9
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.5
8.9
6.4
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.3
2.8
2.1
−

3.4
4.0
3.5
8.6
4.6
4.5
8.0
14.2
5.6
5.7
5.2
4.5
4.5
5.9
2.5
1.6
3.4

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1.1
4.6
4.9
4.4
4.7
4.2
5.0
2.6
2.4
2.0

4.0
3.5
3.7
12.0
5.5
3.2
8.0
14.0
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
2.1
3.0

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1.1
1.9
5.8
4.7
6.1
5.5
5.8
1.5
3.4
−

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02

8
8
11
9
8

4.1
2.2
1.2
2.2
5.8

Family

Sr

TGF
TGF
TGF
TGF
TGF
TGF
TGF
TGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
VEGF
noggin
NGF
HCG
TGF
knottin
knottin
knottin
knottin
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Fig. 1. Schematic representations of four types of dimer architectures as exemplified by structures 1BMP and 1FZV, representing the TGF and VEGF families
respectively and structures 1M4UA and 1HRP as indicated. The cysteines involved in the cystine knot motif are shown as yellow circles. Other relevant cysteines
are shown either as circles in blue, green, or magenta. The exception is 1BMP in which the green circles actually do not show cysteines but they show sites
that would house cysteines in the structure corresponding to 1FZV. The symbols N,C and N’, C’ in the drawings do not indicate locations of the terminal amino
acids since the corresponding backbones do not end at these places. Rather, they indicate amino acids which are sequentialy closest to the indicated termini. The
intra-monomer disulfide bridges are represented by thick black lines, whereas the inter-monomer bridges are shown as lines in cyan. The monomers in 1BMP
and 1M4UA are connected through one cystine but in two different ways. In 1M4UA the cystine effectively links the rings as it provides connection of Cys230
on the ring through the nearby C termini Cys232 to Cys230’ on the other ring. In 1BMP it links amino acids just next to the ring-piercing cysteins. In 1FZV
there are two binding cystines. Each of them links a ring in one monomer with an N-proximal segment in the other monomer. For 1BMP and 1FZV the rings
comprise 8 amino acids. In the case of 1M4UA – 10 amino acids. In the case of 1HRP, The vertical lines between two monomers indicate hydrophobic contacts
and hydrogen bonds.
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Fig. 2. The molecular representation of the native dimeric 1BMP. The yellow spheres
correspond to the atoms of sulfur belonging to the cystine rings. The green spheres
correspond to the atoms of sulfur in the cystines that link the two monomers. The
termini and secondary structures (as denoted in the PDB) are indicated. The unprimed
symbols refer to one monomer and the primed symbols to the other. The terminal
amino acids are indicated in black.

Fig. 3. Similar to figure 2 but for 1FZV.
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Fig. 4. Similar to figure 2 but for 1M4UA .

Fig. 5. The F − d curves for the proteins of the TGF family that are listed in Table I.
The ways of pulling are indicated in the upper left corner of each panel. The line with
the symbol 1BMPM in the lowest panel indicates the result for a single monomer, if
extracted from the dimer. For other curves, the line type for a given protein is the same
in each panel.
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Fig. 6. Similar to figure 5 but for the VEGF proteins listed in Table I.

Fig. 7. Similar to figures 5 and 6 but for 1M4UA and the remaining proteins with
cystine knots listed in Table I.
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Fig. 8. The F − d curves for the monomeric proteins with a cystine knot that are
listed in Table I. The stretching is accomplished by the termini.
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Fig. 9. Mechanisms involved in stretching of a protein from the TGF family for the four choices of attachment points. Below each panel, there is a
corresponding F − d plot obtained for 1BMP.
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Fig. 10. Mechanisms involved in stretching of noggin (1M4UA ) for the four choices of attachment points. Below each panel, there is a corresponding F − d
plot.
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Fig. 11. Similar to figures 9 and 10 but for a protein from the VEGF family. The F − d plots are for 1FZV.
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Fig. 12. Top two rows of panels: Comparison of pulling of the monomeric 1BMP
at different points of attachment of the pulling force. Bottom row of panels: stretching
of the monomeric 2GH0. The thick force line is for the N-Cys187 pulling and the thin
force line is for a similar situation, in which, however, the contacts between the knotloop (strands B1 and B2 in figure 2) and the rest of the protein are removed. These
contacts affect the angle at which the ring piercing cystine is dragged across the ring:
they make the pulling at a small angle between the plane of the ring and the plane of the
slipknot. In the absence of these contacts, the approach is more vertical which results
in the observed reduction of the force.
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Fig. 13. Stretching of the monomer of 1FZV at different points of force attachment.
The top panel shows the conventional stretching of a monomer by N and C termini.
This kind of manipulation is inaccessible when the protein is in its active, dimeric state.
Stretching in the dimeric N-C case, however, results in effectively shifting the location
of the pulling force from the C-proximal cysteine on the ring to another cystine, Cys69,
on this ring. The deformation of the ring is different and, in addition, the slip-loop
crosses the ring more vertically. Both of these factors result in an overall reduction in
the force in the dimeric N-C stretching.
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